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Abstract 
This thesis examines the variation and change in reflexive pronouns from Old 
English into Early Modern English covering the period circa 800 to 1639. In 
Old English the locally bound reflexive form was identical to the ordinary per- 
sonal pronoun e. g. him, but at the start of the Middle English Period a new 
morphologically complex form emerged e. g. himself. 
Using data drawn from syntactically annotated corpora of Old English, 
Middle English and Early Modern English, the distribution of the two reflexive 
forms is quantitatively compared in order to detail the variation between the two 
forms and the nature of the change from the old form to the new. 
Examination of reflexives in Old English suggests that the origin of the 
new reflexive is the old reflexive plus the intensifier. By comparing the rates of 
such constructions in Old English, with the rates of the new reflexive in Middle 
English, I demonstrate that the frequencies remain broadly stable, suggesting 
that there is not a significant change between the two periods. 
Similarly I provide evidence via multivariate analysis that the same factors 
determine the distribution of reflexive versus reflexive plus intensifier in Old 
English as determine the old reflexive versus the new reflexive in Middle English. 
I therefore advance the theory that the new reflexive in Middle English remains 
semantically decomposable into reflexive and intensifier. Therefore in Old and 
Middle English there is really only one reflexive pronoun (him) which may or 
may not co-occur with the intensifier. 
The frequency of the 'new reflexive' forms increases in Early Modern Eng- 
lish, until by the middle of this period they account for nearly all cases of local 
binding. This change is explained via two processes; firstly an alteration in the 
feature specification of pronominals which means that they can no longer func- 
tion reflexively and secondly the loss of the meaning of the intensifier which is 
subsequently reanalysed as a morphological element signalling coreference. 
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Chapter I 
Introduction: Questions and 
Methodology 
1.1 Introduction 
This thesis traces the development of the form of the reflexive pronoun from 
Old English (OE, c. 800 - c. 1150) into Early Modern English (EMODE, c. 1500 
- c. 1800). During this period of time, the reflexive form changes from being 
morphologically and phonetically identical to the ordinary personal pronouns 
(e. g. me, him; henceforth HIM will be used to represent reflexively used personal 
pronouns), into the morphologically complex form found in Present-Day English 
(PDE, c. 1800 - onwards) (e. g. myself, himself, henceforth X-SELF). This change 
can be seen in the difference between the reflexively used OE pronoun unc 'us' 
and its PDE translation ourselves in (1). ' 
Wit unc wiO hronfixas werian bohton. 
We us against whale-tusk defend thought. 
'We thought to defend ourselves against whale-tusk. ' 
(cobeowul, 18.539.458) 
The literature suggests that the X-SELF form is created at the start of the 
Middle English period (ME, c. 1150 - c. 1500) (e. g. see Penning 1875; Farr 1905; 
Visser 1963; Mitchell 1985; van Gelderen 2000; Ogura 2001; Keenan 2002; Lange 
2003). Following the creation of X-SELF, there is a significant period (400-500 
years) of variation between the two forms. An example of this variation from the 
same text and with the same verb is provided in (2). 
'For the reader's convenience reflexives are underlined in the examples throughout this 
chapter. 
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(2) a. Wyb be tokene he gan hyrn blesse. 
With the token he began him bless. 
'With the token he began to bless himself. ' 
(H. Synne line 3875, Keenan 2002)2 
b. Hys ry3t hand vp he lyfte and blessede hym-self stedfastly. 
His right hand up he lifted and blessed himself steadfastly. 
'He lifted his right hand up and blessed himself steadfastly, ' 
(H. Synne line 3588, Keenan 2002) 
This period of variation ends when X-SELF takes over (almost) all cases 
of local binding and conversely the ordinary personal pronouns (HIM) cease to 
be used reflexively (except in a few isolated uses). Within the literature, this 
change is dated to around 1500 (the end of ME/start of EMODE) (see e. g. Spies 
1897: 155; Mustanoja 1960: 153; Visser 1963: §454; Brunner 1965: 123-124). 
The main empirical and theoretical aims of this thesis are: 
to quantitatively compare the frequency of occurrence of Him and X-SELF 
in order to chart the processes of variation and change within the reflexive 
construction, 
(ii) to use multivariate analysis (GoldVarb, Robinson et al. 2001) to establish 
the factors which affect the variation between these two forms, and 
(iii) to use the significant factors to advance and inform an analysis of reflexives 
in earlier English i. e. why did a new reflexive form develop, why did it 
supersede the old reflexive form, and how can the variation be accounted 
for under the current syntactic assumptions of the Minimalist Programme 
(Chomsky 2000,2001,2004)? 
The purpose of the remainder of this chapter is to establish (i) the main 
research questions tackled by this thesis and (ii) the methodology employed in 
tackling these questions. §1.2 discusses the origins of the OE system, before 
briefly outlining the reflexive system in each of the three periods under consid- 
eration in this work (OE, ME, and EMODE), §1.3 outlines previous work on 
the topic, §1.4 raises a series of theoretical questions, and §1.5 presents (brief) 
details of the methodology which will be used to address these questions. Finally 
in §1.6 1 provide an outline of the remainder of this thesis. 
21n this chapter examples from the literature are used in order to illustrate points. Examples 
in other chapters are extracted from electronic corpora. For details of these corpora and how 
the data was extracted see Appendices A-E. 
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1.2 Overview of the development of reflexives in 
English 
This section is broken into two sub-sections. The first sub-section (§1.2.1) dis- 
cusses the roots of the OE reflexive system by discussing the languages from 
which OE descends. It also includes an outline of developments in languages 
which share the same origins as OE. The second sub-section (§1.2.2) provides a 
brief outline of the development of the reflexive form in English. 
1.2.1 The origin of the Old English system 
OE is the language descended from the Germanic tribes of the Angles, Saxons 
and Jutes who invaded and subsequently settled in Britain from the early fifth 
century. The invaders originated from the areas now known as Modern Denmark, 
Schlegswig-Holstein, and the northern coastal areas of the Netherlands. Their 
language(s) was descended from 'Low Germanic', from which the present-day 
languages of Dutch (and the related Afrikaans) and Frisian are also descended. 
In the language family tree, 'Low Germanic' is a sister to 'High Germanic' 
from which Modern German and Yiddish are descended. Together, Low and 
High Germanic make up the West Germanic family. West Germanic is a sister 
to East and North Germanic. ' The East Germanic family comprises the modern 
language of Gothic, whereas the North Germanic family comprises the modern 
Scandinavian languages of Danish, Icelandic, Norwegian and Swedish. All of 
these language families descend from Proto-Germanic, which in turn descends 
from Proto-Indo European (PIE). 
Lehmann (1974: 128) doubts that there were reflexive pronouns in PIE. 
Instead he suggests that reflexivity in PIE was expressed via a verbal affix *3 (W). 5 
He suggests that the pronominal reflexives developed as the dialects/ languages 
developed and changed from Object-Verb (OV) order to Verb-Object (VO) order 
(Lehmann 1974: 130,207). This theory is based on language typology; according 
to Lehmann only VO languages have pronominal reflexives. 
Whilst in the history of English, English changes from OV to VO (see e. g. 
van Kemenade 1987; Pintzuk 1991; van der Wurff 1997; Fischer et al. 2000), the 
same motivation for change is not evident. Firstly, OE uses pronominal reflexives 
and there is no sign of reflexive verbal affixes. Secondly, it is not the case that 
'There is not a South Germanic branch. 
4The term 'reflexive pronouns' refers to both reflexively used ordinary personal pronouns 
as well as pronominal forms which only function reflexively. 
5A reflexive verbal affix is found in earlier Scandinavian alongside reflexive pronouns (see 
e. g. Faarlund 1994: 53; Hopper 1975: 37; Valfells 1970: 81-82; Geniusiene 1987: 299-300). 
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changes in word order increase the likelihood of self and the reflexive occurring 
together, since they occur together regardless of whether or not they occur before 
or after the verb. 
Contra Lehmann (1974), Hermodsson (1952) and Ogura (1989b) suggest 
that PIE did have pronominal reflexives. They suggest personal pronouns func- 
tioned reflexively in first and second person constructions, but a special reflexive 
pronominal was used when the construction was third person. This special re- 
flexive pronoun inflected for Case but not person or number: accusative (*Se), 6 
genitive (*sewe, *sei), and dative (*seb'i or *Sz 0). 7 These forms are said to have 
developed from an adjective *sew(e) meaning 'own'. 8 Hermodsson (1952: 32) 
suggests that the se-pronouns were not exclusively reflexive, but they also had 
an intensifying meaning. ' In fact, he suggests that these forms were not only 
more commonly used with the intensification reading, but that the intensification 
reading existed before the reflexive meaning. The Modern German reflexive sich 
is directly descended from these PIE se-forms, but the intensification reading 
has been lost. This suggests that a pattern of development might be that an 
intensifier turns into a reflexive, and after a period where both the intensifier 
and the reflexive are used, the intensifier meaning is lost and only the reflexive 
form remains. 
Proto-Germanic maintains the PIE system and continues to use the first 
and second person pronominals reflexivelyas well as the special third person 
form. The forms for the latter were accusative *sik and the dative *sis (Lock- 
wood 1965: 21; Chambers and Wilkie 1970: 124; Faltz 1985: 269-272; Ogura 
1989a: 2; Peitsara 1997: 280; van Gelderen 2000: 28). 
One suggestion for this person split comes from Lehmann (1974: 207) who 
claims th at the specialised form only occurs in the third person because the 
change towards this method of reflexivity occurred late within the development 
of the language and it was thus incomplete. This makes two predictions: (i) 
change in reflexive forms starts with the third person and, (ii) there should be 
languages where the change is complete and hence there is a special reflexive for 
all persons. 
'Following standard conventions reconstructed forms are marked with an asterisk. 
'There was not a nominative form, as might be expected from the general lack of nominative 
reflexives in the world's languages, the subsequent developments in the Germanic languages, 
and the meaning of reflexives. 
'Numerous researchers have noted that the origin of many reflexives are words denoting 
possession e. g. own, or relate to body parts such as the head, arms etc. (Moravcsik 1972; Safir 
1996; Schladt 1999; Cohen 2004). 
9For the similarity of the OE intensifier self and agen 'own' see Ogura (1988,1989a, 1989b). 
For more on the link between intensifiers and reflexives see §6.4.1. 
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English might provide evidence for both of these predictions as numerous 
researchers have suggested that the development in English began with the third 
person, before proceeding to the second person, and finally to the first person 
(van Gelderen 2000; Vezzosi 2002; Lange 2003). However, other researchers have 
suggested that this is not the case (Peitsara 1997; Sinar 2005). 'o 
A more fundamental problem for Lehman's account, is that there is no 
reason why the languages descended from this system would not -or could not- 
continue with a process of change. Whilst a division is made in terms of the 
label applied to the language (or even a given time period within a language), 
it is not the case that these boundaries necessarily coincide with the timings of 
a particular change. Furthermore, Lehman's account provides no motivation for 
why the third person forms should change first. 
Other suggestions for the person split are based on modern languages de- 
scended from this earlier system as it seems likely that the same mechanisms 
may have been operative in the languages of their origin. One suggestion is that 
a person distinction arose and is maintained due to the need to disambiguate 
the reflexive and disjoint readings in the third person but not in the first and 
second persons (Penning 1875; Siemund 1997). Another suggestion -which is 
not necessarily mutually exclusive from the previous one- concerns the featural 
composition of the different pronominals. The idea here is that third person pro- 
nouns have different features to first and second person pronouns, which allow 
the latter but not the former to function reflexively (van Gelderen 1999,2000). 
In the remainder of this section, I examine the development in the languages 
of the West Germanic family branch. The systems of the modern languages are 
discussed in detail in chapter 3. 
Old High Germanic maintained the special reflexive forms in the third 
person. These forms were the accusative sih and the genitive sin. There was 
not a dative form. 1st and 2nd person pronouns continued to function as the 
reflexive (see e. g. Lockwood 1965: 21; Chambers and Wilkie 1970: 124). 
However, in Low Germanic the special reflexive was lost; for early Dutch 
see e. g. Gardiner (1927: 40); Hermodsson (1952: 263); Faltz (1985: 210)7 Old 
Low German (spoken in North Germany) see e. g. Lockwood (1965: 43), and 
early Frisian see e. g. Geniusiene (1987: 240); Hoekstra and Tiersma (1994: 515). 
Motivation for this loss is not provided within the literature which generally 
concentrates on explaining the creation of new specialised reflexive forms, rather 
than their demise. One reason for their loss might simply have been analogy with 
the first and second person forms, where a special reflexive was not required. This 
1OFor more discussion of person distinctions in the history of English see both the following 
section, and chapter 5, in particular §5.3.2. 
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is opposite to the general direction of development of reflexives observed in the 
literature. Therefore it is in Low Germanic that we find the origin of the OE 
system; ordinary personal pronouns functioned reflexively. 
In their Middle Periods, both Dutch and Low German borrowed the spe- 
cial reflexive forms from Middle High German. For Dutch see Hermodsson 
(1952: 263); Everaert (1986: 3); Burridge (1992: 160) and Schutter (1994: 462); 
for German see Lockwood (1965: 43) and Chambers and Wilkie (1970: 124). Like 
the source language, they only used these forms for the third person. 
The following motivations for borrowing are found within the literature: 
borrowing a prestige form to disambiguate disjoint and coreferential readings 
(Michel Verhagen, p. c. ), a change in the O-feature composition of Dutch third 
person pronouns meant they could no longer function reflexively, therefore a new 
form was required (Postma and Verhagen 2004), or restructuring of the Case 
system meant that a new form was required (Burridge 1992: 158-159). 
1.2.1.1 Conclusion 
Study of the earlier forms of the languages most closely related to English, suggest 
the following motivations for change in the form of the reflexive from ordinary 
personal pronoun to a specialised reflexive form: 
9 Borrowing prompted by the prestige of the language from which the feature 
was borrowed. 
e Borrowing prompted by the need to disambiguate third person construc- 
tions. 
9 Borrowing following a change in the features of the pronominal resulting 
in it no longer being able to function reflexively. 
As earlier English was in frequent contact with the languages of Old Norse (ON), 
(Norman) French (F), and. Latin (L) the issue of borrowing will be discussed 
briefly in §§4.3.3.1 and 5.1.11 
In the discussion of PIE and Proto-Germanic an alternative to borrowing 
was suggested. Hermodsson (1952) suggests a link between the specialised re- 
flexive form and intensifiers. It might therefore be possible that the reflexive 
developed from the intensifier, and that in later stages the intensification read- 
ing was lost. However, this does not explain why this process should happen; 
1IVezzosi (2002) has recently suggested that the reflexive developed under the influence of 
Celtic. I find this an unlikely explanation since among other things, there is no evidence for a 
dialectal difference which would be expected under such an analysis. 
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why should there be a link between intensifiers and reflexives and why should 
the intensification reading subsequently be lost? These questions are discussed 
further in chapters 3,5 and 6. 
1.2.2 Old English and beyond 
In OE ordinary personal pronouns function as the reflexive, both as an object 
of a verb (OBJV) as in (3) and as an object of a preposition (OBJP) as in (4) 
(see e. g. Penning 1875: 8; Visser 1963: §§426-478; Mitchell 1985: §§265-278; van 
Gelderen 2000: chapter 1; Keenan 2002: 331). 
(3) Hinei/j hei beweradh mid waepnum. 
Him he defended with weapons. 
'Hei defended him,, i/j with weapons. ' 
or: 'Hei defended himselfi/,, j with weapons. ' 
(, EGram 96.11, Siemund 1997: 44) 
Forbon ic me on hafu bord and byrnan. 
Therefore I me on have shield and coat-of-mail. 
'Therefore I shall have on me/myself a shield and coat of armour. ' 
(Beowulf, 2523-4, van Gelderen 1999: 191, my translation) 
Since the reflexive and the pronominals are homophonous, there are two 
potential interpretations for examples like (3) as shown in the two different trans- 
lations; one where hine 'him' is an ordinarY personal pronoun, and hence disjoint 
from the subject, and the other where hine 'him' is a reflexive pronoun, and hence 
co-referential with the subject. 12 
Hopper (1975: 37-38) suggests that sYntactic position is used to distinguish 
these two interpretations: 
I 
... 
I the reflexive hine is placed immediately before the rest of the 
verbal complex, while the personal pronoun occurs towards the head 
(i. e. beginning) of the clause with other pronouns. 
A thorough examination of the position of different types of pronominals would 
be a thesis in itself, but a brief survey of the corpora used in this work (see 
§1.5.1) suggests that there are not exclusive surface positions for the reflexive 
pronoun (or vice-versa). It seems likely that future research may demonstrate 
that there are positions in which a reflexively used pronominal more frequently 
12Within this thesis indices are used in examples where it is necessary to distinguish a 
particular reading from possible alternatives. Since indices are ruled out by current Minimalist 
assumptions, these are purely orthographic and not theoretical notation. 
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occurs than a disjoint one, and even that there may be a small number of cases 
in which there appears to be an exclusive reflexive position (or vice-versa). 
For example, recent work by Taylor (2006: 116-117) and Harris (2006: 38- 
39) suggest that reflexivity may be a factor in determining whether or not the 
pronominal object of a preposition occurs either before or after the preposition. 
Taylor (2006: 116) provides evidence from multivariate analysis that reflexive 
pronouns more frequently occur p ostposition ally (before the preposition) in texts 
translated from Latin, although disjoint pronominals also occur in this position. 
Harris (2006: 38-39) examines extraposed PPs and shows that whilst all 28 
examples with non-reflexive pronouns are of the order Preposition followed by 
pronoun, when the pronominal is reflexive 4 examples have the pronoun before 
the preposition and 4 examples have the pronoun after the preposition. These ef- 
fects might be givenness (Taylor 2006: 117), linked to the prepositional type (van 
Bergen 2003: 126-127) or to differences in the feature specification of reflexively 
used pronouns (see §6.2). 
Whilst Harris's (2006) work suggests that in a small number of cases re- 
flexives behave differently to non-reflexive pronouns, it generally seems that all 
(surface) positions which are available to the one are available to the other. This 
means that for at least the vast majority (if not all) cases, surface position would 
not be sufficient to distinguish the two readings. 13 
Therefore, it seems that it is context alone which is used to determine 
whether the meaning is coreferential or not. 14 In the case of (3) the pronominal 
is used reflexively and hence strictly only the second translation should apply. 
However, not all reflexive constructions would be ambiguous. For first person 
constructions such as (4) above and second person constructions as in (5) below, 
there is only one possible interpretation - that of co-reference. 
(5) Ymbscryda6 eow mid Godes waepnunge ýaýt ge magon standan 
Clothe you with God's armour, that you can stand-firm 
ongean deofles syrwungum. 
against devil's traps. 
'Clothe yourself with God's armour so that You can stand firm against 
"It is not clear whether or not a reflexively used pronoun occupies the same syntactic 
position as a disjoint pronoun. Since this thesis is concerned with the form of the reflexive, 
this is a matter which is left open for future research, and may in part be dictated by the 
paxticular syntactic model employed by the researcher. For a discussion of the feature make- 
up of reflexives in comparison to disjoint pronouns see §6.2. 
"Afrikaans uses the ordinary personal pronominals reflexively. My informants suggest that 
their language is similar to OE in relying on context in order to distinguish which of the 
two possible interpretations is intended. See chapter 3 for further details of cross-linguistic 
evidence, including further data from Afrikaans in §3.3.2. 
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the devil's traps. ' 
(cocathom2, +ACHom-II, 
-12.2123.466-2706) 
The OE reflexive could occur adjacent to the word 3elf as in (6). 15 
(6) Judas hine selfhe aheng. 
Judas-NOM him-ACC self-ACC hanged. 
'Judasi hanged himselfi himself j' 
(, Elfric Hom, ii, 250,15, Visser (1963: §432b), translation mine) 
However previous researchers are unanimous in stating that whilst such con- 
structions may represent the origin of the PDE reflexive form, at this stage the 
self element is not part of the reflexive (e. g. Penning 1875; Farr 1905; Visser 
1963; Mitchell 1979; Moss6 1952; Ogura 1988; Peitsara 1997; van Gelderen 1999; 
Keenan 2002; Lange 2003). Rather, OE self is considered to be an independent 
item which is either a pronoun or an adjective (see §4.3 for further discussion). 
Its primary function is as an 'intensifier'. 16 
As shown in the translation, OE self has also been subject to change in its 
form (from self into himself). Since the intensifier develops into a form which 
is homophonous with the reflexive form several researchers have suggested that 
they may either impact each other, or even be part of the same change (e. g. 
Penning 1875; Farr 1905; Lange 2003). Therefore I examine the meaning and 
distribution of the intensifier in chapter 4 in order to establish the contexts in 
which it occurs throughout the stages of English. These contexts are then tested 
on the reflexive data in chapter 5 in order to ascertain whether or not there is 
evidence for intensification in the complex reflexive form (i. e. X-SELF). 
Furthermore, in chapter 61 examine the development of the complex in- 
tensifier and compare it to the development of the reflexive in order to establish 
whether or not they represent the same change and/or whether or not the devel- 
opment in the one form impacts the development of the other. This is part of a 
wider discussion in chapter 6 which concerns the relationship between intensifiers 
and reflexives which is shown in this thesis to exist for earlier stages of English 
(chapters 2 and 5) and other West-Germanic languages (chapter 3). 
According to the literature, the first morphologically complex reflexives (i. e. 
X-SELF) occur at the start of the ME period (Ogura 1989b; Peitsara 1997; van 
'The translation provided is meant to represent the fact that both the reflexive hine and 
the intensifier self have undergone change. The fact that this results in something which is 
ungrammatical (or at best awkward) in PDE is discussed further in §§4.3.3.2,6.3, and 6.4 
16This term is used by K6nig and Siemund 2000a whose theoretical account for the meaning 
of such forms is adopted in this work. Others use the term 'emphatic' (Quirk et al. 1985: 360, 
Huddleston and Pullum 2002: 1496-1499) or 'intensive pronoun' (Cantrall 1974). 
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Gelderen 2000; Keenan 2002; Lange 2003). The following questions concerning 
the development of X-SELF therefore arise: 
* Is the timing of this change confirmed in this large scale corpus study? 
(chapter 2) 
9 In what contexts did the new form occur? (chapter 5) 
Why did the intensifier and reflexive combine to create a new reflexive form? 
(chapter 4 for the meaning of the intensifier, chapter 6 for the relationship 
between reflexives and intensifiers) 
e What is/are the motivation(s) for the reflexive to change at this time? 
(chapter 2, chapter 6) 
o What is the syntactic structure of the new form? (chapter 6) 
The creation of this new form leads to a substantial period of variation 
between the two forms of the reflexive (HIM and X-SELF), which lasts throughout 
the entire ME period and into the EMODE period. Examples of this variation 
from ME are given in (7): 
(7) a. If he be ranke of blod he will gnappe himsilf and rubbe him 
If he be excess of blood he will snap himself and rub him 
a3ens be walle. 
against the wall. 
'If he [a horse] has an excess of blood he will hit himself and rub 
himself against the wall. ' 
(CMHORSES, 89.33) 
b. So bat hors will rubbe him-self ... 
So that horse will rub himself .. 
'So that horse will rub himself... ' 
(CMHORSES, 103-196) 
The literature suggests that the second major change in the form of the 
reflexive occurs at the end of the ME period/start of the EMODE period (e. g. 
Spies 1897: 155; Mustanoja 1960: 153; Visser 1963: §454; Brunner 1965: 123-124). 
At this time (around 1500), ordinary personal pronouns (HIM) ceased being used 
reflexively (except in isolated uses) and most cases of local binding involved x- 
SELF. The PDE complementarity between pronouns and anaphors (or reflexives) 
was thus established (8). 
(8) a. Ivani hates * himi / himselfi 
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b. Ivani hates himj /* himselfj 
At this point the following questions arise: 
* What is the nature of distribution of the two forms (stable variation, grad- 
ual change, catastrophic change)? (chapter 2) 
" What factors determine the variation between the two forms? (chapter 5) 
" Are these factors attested in other languages? (chapter 3) 
" Is the timing of this change confirmed by corpus data? (chapter 2) 
" Why is HIM lost? (chapter 6) 
9 What is the motivation for the timing of this change? (chapter 6) 
To summarise, on the basis of the claims in the existing literature on the 
topic of the history of English reflexives, the following distribution and develop- 
knent is expected: 
1. OE used pronouns reflexively (HIM). 
2. Around 1250 a new reflexive form developed (X-SELF). 
3. For a period of 400-500 years both the new form (X-SELF) and the old form 
(HIM) were used for the reflexive. 
4. Around 1500 the new form (X-SELF) ousted the old form (HIM), establishing 
the system found in PDE. 
In the next section I briefly examine (i) claims concerning the nature of the 
variation between the two forms, concentrating on claims concerning the nature 
of their distribution (e. g. stable variation, gradual or cataclysmic change) and (ii) 
the theoretical accounts which have been proposed for the developments outlined 
above. 
1.3 Existing literature, remaining questions 
There have been several recent accounts of the history of English reflexives which 
like this one are both quantitative and theoretical (e. g. Peitsara 1997; van 
Gelderen 1999; Keenan 2002; Lange 2003). However these studies argue for 
different, sometimes conflicting analyses, frequently suggesting that the data 
patterns in a particular way which is unsubstantiated elsewhere in the literature. 
In this section I outline the answers found within these works for certain empirical 
and theoretical questions raised in the previous section. 
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What is the distribution of the new reflexive form (X-SELF) compared to 
the old reflexive form (HIM)? 
In other words, following the creation of the X-SELF form is there a period 
of (i) stable variation, where the two forms occur at a similar rate, (ii) gradual 
change, where the new form slowly increases its frequency at the expense of the 
older form, or (iii) rapid change, where the frequency of the new form increases 
dramatically? 
Some studies suggest that once the new reflexive form (X-SELF) is created, 
its frequency of use steadily increases throughout the ME period, until it even- 
tually supersedes the old reflexive form (HIM) (e. g. Visser 1963: §454; Peitsara 
1997; van Gelderen 2000; Lange 2003). This type of change would be consis- 
tent with models of syntactic change which suggest that distributions follow an 
s-shaped curve (see discussion in e. g. Bailey 1973; Kroch 1989b, 1994,2001; 
Fischer et al. 2000; Pintzuk et al. 2000; Pintzuk 2003). 
However data from Ogura (2001: 33) and Keenan (2002: 346,2003: 25) 
suggest that the relative frequency of X-SELF and HIM remains stable throughout 
the ME period. This suggests that there is variation between the two forms but 
not change. In such circumstances we expect that the variation is governed by 
particular constraints e. g. whether or not the reflexive is third person, and that 
these remain broadly consistent over time. 
If the variation is stable throughout the ME period then the change at the 
start of EMODE is a dramatic one, whereby there is a sharp increase in the use 
of the new variant. This would be consistent with a model of language change 
which suggests that change is cataclysmic (e. g. Lightfoot 1979,1991,1999) and 
that it represents the resetting of a parameter. 
Therefore, these two conflicting views of the distribution in ME result in 
different interpretations of the way the reflexive changes; in the first the change is 
gradual, whereas in the latter the change is rapid and follows a period of stable 
variation. The question for this work therefore is: what is the nature of the 
change involving the two forms (stable and dramatic, or gradual), and how can 
their distribution be explained within models of syntactic change? 
2. In what contexts/ where does the new form first appear? 
This question is related to questions concerning which factors affect the 
distribution of the forms and also why the new form developed. Other ques- 
tions which build upon this question would include 'how and why does the new 
form spread from these initial contexts to other contexts? '. Our answer to these 
questions would of course. partly depend upon whether the distribution shows 
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gradual change (i. e. the new form gradually spreading into other contexts) or 
rapid change (i. e. a dramatic reanalysis). 
In the previous section we saw that PIE and Proto-Germanic had a special 
reflexive form in the third person, but not the first and second person. On the 
basis of suggestions made for the present-day languages of German, Dutch, and 
Frisian, it was suggested that one reason for this might be the ambiguity of third 
person constructions (see chapter 3 and also Everaert 1986; Reinhart and Reu- 
land 1993; Hoekstra 1994; Reuland 2001; Kiparsky 2002). We have already seen 
that a similar ambiguity is evident in OE; whilst the third person construction 
given in (3) was ambiguous between a coreferential and disjoint reading, the first 
and second person constructions given in (4) and (5) respectively, could only be 
given the coreferential interpretation. 
Given such data, researchers working on the history of English have claimed 
that ambiguity was the cause of the development of the new reflexive form (Pen- 
ning 1875: 13; K6nig and Siemund 2000a: 63; Vezzosi 2002: 232; K6nig and 
Vezzosi 2004: 21). Van Gelderen (1996: 111,2000: 63) provides quantitative 
evidence that the third person X-SELF form develops first, although other quan- 
titative studies either do not confirm this development (e. g. Keenan 2002), or 
suggest that it starts with a different person (e. g. Peitsara 1997 suggests the 
development starts with the first person, although she provides no motivation 
for why this should be the case). 17 
If ambiguity is the cause of the development, these researchers must then 
explain why the new reflexive form also occurs with first and second person 
constructions. Following Penning (1875: 13), most researchers suggest that the 
development proceeds via a process of analogy and that the new reflexive form 
spreads from the third person into the second person and then proceeds to the 
first person, i. e. the development is 3>2>1.18 Since in other West Germanic lan- 
guages the development has not proceeded beyond third person constructions (see 
previous section and chapter 3), we may ask 'why did the form spread/generalise 
into first and second person constructions in English, but not other languagesT 
An answer to this question is suggested in §6.5. 
Van Gelderen (2000) further suggests that there is a difference with respect 
to number, such that the singular forms develop before their plural counterparts. 
It is unclear to me why this should be the case if ambiguity is the motivation 
17jt seems to me that Peitsara (1997) may be being misled by the development of a reflexive 
which comprises the genitive pronominal plus self, e. g. myself, as opposed to the oblique 
pronoun plus self, e. g. himself. I discuss this development further in §2.2.2.3. 
"We might term this process 'pattern generalisation' following Keenan (2002,2003), al- 
though Keenan does not apply the term in this instance. 
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for the change, since third person plural examples should be equally ambiguous 
as third person singular ones. I find no support for this claim elsewhere in the 
literature. 
If the change in reflexive form is due to ambiguity then we might expect 
that it would begin with objects of verbs (OBJV) and objects of prepositions 
(OBJP) simultaneously, since we might expect that both positions would be 
equally ambiguous. However numerous researchers have suggested that the new 
form develops first as an OBJP (Visser 1963; Ogura 1989b; van Gelderen 1996; 
Lange 2003). Again. there is disagreement in this respect as other researchers 
suggest that it starts in the direct domain of the verb (i. e. OBJV) (Kbnig and 
Siemund 2000a: 52). 
An alternative suggestion for the development and distribution of the new 
reflexive form concerns the type of verb. Numerous researchers have suggested 
that verbs which might be termed 'other-directed' are amongst the first construc- 
tions to appear with X-SELF, see e. g. Ogura (1989a, b, 2003); PeitSara (1997); 
K6nig and Siemund (2000a); Vezzosi (2002: 231); Lange (2003: 123). " The the- 
oretical motivation behind this development seems to be the notion that the 
objects of transitive verbs are typically interpreted as being disjoint. This is 
discussed under different guises throughout the theoretical literature: 'the dis- 
joint reference principle' (Farmer and Harnish 1987), 'the principle of iconicity' 
(Haiman 1983,1992,1994; Croft 2003) and 'the other-directed verb constraint' 
(Gast 2004) . 
20 Therefore in the event that a speaker wishes to use a coreferential 
object, they must mark it in some way. This may be in terms of morphological 
marking e. g. the addition of self, although other languages use other methods 
(see discussion in Haiman 1983; Smith 2004). 
Linked to the question of the verbal type is the issue of the origin of the 
verb, It is well known that during the course of its history English has been 
affected by numerous contact-induced changes (from Old Norse (ON) following 
the invasions and settlement of the Vikings and from (Norman) French (F) and 
Latin (L) following the invasion and subsequent settlement of the Norman French 
in 1066). Again there is a mixture of agreement and disagreement over the precise 
effect that such languages may have had on the form of the reflexive. 
"The term 'other-directed' and the classification of verbs is examined further in §3.2 for 
cross-linguistic data and §5.2.2.3 for the earlier English data. Further theoretical discussion 
can be found in §6.4. 
20 See also Comrie (1998); K6nig and Siemund (2000a); Kiparsky (2002); Fruhwirth (2003); 
Ariel (2004); Haspelmath (2004); Smith (2004) for further discussion. 
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Scholars agree that since the ON reflexive system was similar to the OE 
one (e. g. see Faarlund 1994: 48; Barnes 1999: 32, for a description of ON), 21 
loanwords appeared with the old reflexive form (HIM) following the pattern of 
both the source and the target language. This may have reinforced the use of 
HIM throughout the late OE and early ME period (e. g. Ogura 2001: 33; Ogura 
2003: 552). 
Since ON influence was strongest in the North we might then expect a 
difference in terms of the percentage of X-SELF occurring in these texts compared 
to those in the South, where ON had less influence. Evidence to this effect is 
found in van Gelderen (2000: 56-58,61). However, Farr (1905: 42) suggests the 
opposite, claiming that X-SELF started in Northern texts before spreading to 
texts from the South. 
Some researchers have claimed that French and French/Latin loanwords 
occur with the old reflexive form (HIM) (Kerkhof 1982: 74; Ogura 1989b: 58; 
Peitsara 1997: 300). However, the effects of translation from Latin into English 
are unclear and are only now starting to receive attention within the literature 
(e. g. Taylor 2006). Ogura (1989b) suggests that translation from Latin produces 
no effect on the choice of either X-SELF or HIM, but Lange (2003: 75) suggests 
that texts which are translations from Latin show a higher frequency of X-SELF. 
However, the effect reported by Lange might not be one of translation per se, 
but rather to do with the style of translation or perhaps the construction types 
within those texts i. e. if it is the case that third person forms occur earlier then 
any text with lots of third person forms will have more of the new reflexive than 
a text which is written almost entirely in the first person. 
Finally researchers have discussed the effect. of the type of text. Penning 
(1875: 52) suggests that X-SELF is less preferred in poetry in comparison to prose. 
Peitsara (1997), Ogura (1989a, b, 2001,2003) and Lange (2003: 75) suggest that 
religious texts use X-SELF more than non-religious texts. 
According to this brief survey on the existing literature the following factors 
may influence the choice of the form of the reflexive: 
- Lan gu age- internal factors: person (1,2,3), number (singular or plural), 
syntactic position (OBJV or OBJP), verbal type (other-directed or not), 
origin of the verb (OE, ON, F, L). 
21 It is worthy of mention that ON had a special reflexive in the third person alone. It 
is possible therefore that if third person constructions do develop X-SELF first that it is not 
exclusively due to ambiguity, although this would seem to be the most likely motivation for such 
borrowing. Researchers working on earlier Dutch have suggested a similar account; namely the 
reflexive form zich was borrowed under contact with neighbouring German dialects in order to 
remove ambiguity. 
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- External factors: the type of text (religious versus non-religious and trans- 
lation versus origina 
'I 
work), the origin of the text (North, South, East, 
West), and genre (prose versus poetry). 
My data was coded for some of these factors and multivariate analysis performed 
in order to establish which of them significantly affect the distribution of HIM 
versus X-SELF. 11 The results are presented in chapter 5 and discussed in chapter 
6. 
3. What accounts for the development of the early English system? 
We have already seen some of the factors which are considered to have 
influenced the development, namely the requirement to disambiguate in the case 
of third'person constructions and the requirement to mark the object as being co- 
referential, altering the expectation that objects should be disjoint. In answering 
this question therefore I focus on theoretical accounts for why the form developed 
of which there are two main ideas to be found in the literature. 
The first analysis is from van Gelderen (1996,1999,2000), who suggests 
that X-SELF is created when self is conjoined to the pronominal for the purposes 
of disambiguation. Under her analysis this process is one of grammaticalisation 
(see e. g. Hopper and 'Iýraugott 1993), where the original intensification reading 
of self is lost and it is reanalysed as a grammatical marker. 
Subsequent changes in the distribution of the differing reflexive forms are 
related to expansion into other construction types and changes in the feature 
composition of pronominals meaning they can no longer function reflexively. For 
van Gelderen therefore, the supersedence of X-SELF over HIM in EMODE results 
from a gradual process which started with the creation of the new form and ended 
when other changes occurred within the syntax which meant that pronominals 
could no longer function reflexively. 
. "The listed factors which I did not code for were genre and the origin of the verb. The 
corpora used only allow compaxison of poetry and prose for the OE period. As there is 
significantly less data and less variation within the poetry I discuss the frequency of occurrence 
in §2.3.2 and omit this data from the discussion of factors in chapter 5. Comparison of poetry 
and prose for the later periods is left for future research. I did not code for origin of the verb 
as other factors which may have suggested such an influence (i. e. whether or not the text was 
translated) did not prove to be significant. However, I did note that in my data loanwords can 
occur with both Him and X-SELF, the precise frequencies however are left for future research. 
In addition to the factors listed above the data was coded for sub-period, the referent type (an 
indicator of whether or not there is intensification - see chapter 3), whether or not the reflexive 
came before or after the finite verb, the type of the subject (pronominal, nominal, or null), 
whether or not the sentence is negative, and the preposition type. 
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The second analysis is from Keenan (2002,2003), who suggests that X- 
SELF is created due to semantic similarity of the pronominal and self. 23 Keenan 
suggests that the motivation would be that a combined form would cut down 
on the computational load. Under his account self is not semantically bleached, 
and the form X-SELF is not grammaticalised in early ME when it is first created. 
Therefore under Keenan's account subsequent changes in the reflexive relate 
to the loss of the meaning of the self component of the X-SELF form. For him, 
the change in EMODE is a result of the loss of the meaning of SELF, coupled 
with the loss of a particular construction which could take non-argumental co- 
referential pronouns (such pronouns are termed pleonastic which means 'the use 
of more words than necessary', or 'useless'). 24 
1.4 Theoretical issues 
The standard account for the distribution of pronominals and reflexives in gen- 
erative syntax is the Binding Theory of Chomsky (1981): 25 
(9) CONDITION A: Anaphors must be bound in their governing category. 
CONDITION B: Pronouns must be free in their governing category. 
CONDITION C: An R expression must be free. 
The binding conditions outlined in (9) depend on the following definitions: 
Binding: An anaphor or pronoun is bound if it is c-commanded by a cate- 
gory bearing an identical referential index. 
C-command: a c-commands 3 if a does not dominate 6 and every -y that 
dominates oz dominates 0. (Chomsky and Lasnik 1993: 518) 
Conditions A and B require pronouns and anaphors to be in complementary 
distribution (as is the case for PDE as shown in (8) above, repeated here as (10)). 
In other words, Condition A requires that the anaphor himself is bound (i. e. co- 
referential with the subject) but Condition B requires that pronominals such as 
him cannot be bound (i. e. be co-referential with the subject). The reverse results 
in ungrammaticality. 
23There is an additional issue here with respect to precisely which pronoun and which form 
of self combine. I ignore this issue in this introductory chapter, but return to it in §6.4. 
24These forms are are discussed further in §2.3.5.1. See also Penning 1875; Farr 1905; Visser 
1963; Mitchell 1979,1985. 
21There is a rich theoretical literature which exists on this topic. Discussion will necessarily 
be limited due to scope, time and space. 
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a. Ivani hates * himi / himselfi 
b. Ivani hates himj /* himselfj 
The early English data pose two main problems for such a theory; firstly 
Condition B rules out the use of reflexively used pronouns and secondly Condition 
A makes no provision for variation in the form of the anaphor. Whilst variation 
in the form of a reflexive is not explicitly ruled out by Condition A, the use of 
more than one reflexive form is not necessarily expected and nor is its distribution 
predicted. With respect to the first problem, we might wonder 'Why do early 
English pronouns not violate Condition B? '. There seem to be two likely answers; 
either Condition B does not exist in earlier English, or Condition B requires 
modification. 
Two further theoretical issues are raised by the Minimalist syntactic frame- 
work adopted in this work (Chomsky 1993,1995,2000,2001,2004). The first is 
a theory internal matter of how to express the Binding Theory in a framework 
which has removed many of the core components upon which Binding Theory 
relies (e. g. indices, the notion of government). 
The operations available within the strongly derivational approach of Min- 
imalism comprise MERGE, AGREE and MOVE. The purpose of all three of these 
operations is to value unvalued features. The system works broadly as follows: 
Syntactic structures are derived from the bottom-up. Items within a numeration 
are selected and inserted into the structure using the process of MERGE, the 
process which builds syntactic structures. The process of AGREE is used in order 
to establish relationships between valued or interpretable features, and unvalued 
or uninterpretable features. Recent Minimalist accounts (e. g. Hornstein 2001; 
Kayne 2002; Zwart 2002; Lee-Schoenfeld 2004; Heinat 2006; Hicks 2006) of Bind- 
ing Theory are discussed in §3.4 and applied to the earlier English data in §§6.4 
and 6.5. 
The second theoretical issue is how syntactic variation can be accounted for 
within such a framework. Previous studies of syntactic variation have suggested 
that an individual might have two different, competing grammars which result in 
different syntactic outputs (Kroch 1989a, b) whereas others have suggested that 
speakers might have multiple parametric settings (Henry 1995). Since the frame- 
work uses morphosyntactic features in order to drive the syntactic operations, 
all cases of variation must emanate from the distribution of morphosyntactic 
features (see e. g. Adger and Smith 2005). Therefore under a Minimalist account 
there are not two different grammars or parametric settings, but two different 
morphosyntactic features which essentially allow the phonology to vary but the 
semantics to remain the same. These issues are discussed further in chapter 6. 
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1.5 Methodology 
In chapter 2, the development of the two reflexive forms is traced quantitatively 
across three broad periods, OE, ME and EMODE. However the EMODE period 
is not studied in the same depth as the earlier periods. There are two main 
reasons for this; firstly, establishing and coding the data set is a lengthy and 
time-consuming process (see below, and also more specific details in §§2.3.1 and 
5.1 and Appendix E). Secondly, the main purpose of this thesis is to examine 
the change from HIM to X-SELF and the variation which exists between these two 
forms. Therefore, whilst in chapter 2,1 examine the two forms of the reflexive 
for Early Modern English up to 1639 in order to establish the timing of the 
second change (i. e. when X-SELF takes over reflexive functions), the data is not 
coded for additional factors and multivariate analysis is not performed (chapter 
5). Moreover, whilst both poetic and prose texts are examined in terms of their 
overall distribution in OE (chapter 2), 1 do not consider the poetic texts further 
in chapter 5 as there is little variation in the forms. 
In this section I detail which corpora are used in this study (§1.5.1), the 
limitations of these corpora and the general limitations of historical work (§1.5.2), 
and basic details of the treatment of the data (§1.5.3). 
1.5.1 The early English corpora 
The historical English data is drawn from four syntactically annotated corpora 
of earlier English: for OE, the York-Toronto-Helsinki Parsed Corpus of OE Prose 
(YCOE; Taylor et al. 2003) and the York-Helsinki Parsed Corpus of OE Poetry 
(YPC; Pintzuk and Plug 2001), for ME, the second edition of the Penn-Helsinki 
Parsed Corpus of Middle English (PPCME2; Kroch and Taylor 2000) and for 
EMODE, the Penn-Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Early Modern English (PPCEME; 
Kroch et al. 2004). A list of texts contained within each Corpus can be found in 
Appendices A-D. Each corpus was searched using the CorpusSearch Programme 
(Randall 2003); a selection of the query files for each corpus can be found in Ap- 
pendix E. There are variations in the corpus annotations, necessitating different 
corpus queries for each period which are detailed further below andin Appendix 
E. 
One advantage of the use of such large-scale corpora is that it allows data 
to be drawn from a wider selection of texts than has hitherto been possible, 
meaning that the findings are more representative than was possible in previous 
studies. An indication of the size of the relevant corpora is provided in Table 
6 
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1.1.26 
Corpus Number of Words 
YCOE 1.5 million 
YPC 70 thousand 
PPCME2 1.5 million 
PPCEME 1.2 million 
Table 1.1: The approximate number of words within each corpus (the YCOE, 
the YPC, the PPCME2 and the PPCEME). 
Texts within each period (OE, ME and EMODE) are further subcategorised 
by the date of their manuscript in order to compare different stages of the lan- 
guage and check for any sign of linguistic change. For the YCOE the texts are 
dated using those given in Ker (1954) and divided into 3 periods following divi- 
sions established in other works (e. g. Wallage 2005). For the PPCME2 the data 
is divided into four sub-periods following the corpus documentation. Texts are 
assigned to each sub-period by the date of the manuscript '2' also found within 
the corpus documentation. Only the first two sub-periods of the PPCEME are 
used for the quantitative work. Again, I follow the corpus documentation in 
assigning texts to these periods . 
2' The dates for each of these sub-periods are 
provided in Table 1.2. 
For some texts the YCOE contains more than one manuscript version. Only 
one manuscript version is included in the quantitative study, but manuscripts are 
compared for variations. The text 'Honorius of Autun, Elucidarium' (coeluc) is 
excluded from the analysis of OE as it is included in the PPCME2 as part of the 
'Kentish Homilies' (CMKENTHO). The PPCME2 contains one poetic text ('The 
Ormulum' CMORM) which is excluded from this study on the basis of genre. 
All of the PPCEME texts are included for the period(s) under consideration. 
26 Since I only include some of the PPCEME data the numbers are reduced accordingly. The 
total number of words for all three periods in the PPCEME is almost 1.8 million. 
271 discuss the problems of classification in the following sub-section. In §2.3.5.2 1 provide 
details of alternative classifications in order to show that the same distributional patterns for 
reflexives are found regardless of the criterion used to classify the texts. 
28For the discussion of intensifiers I use all sub-periods of the PPCEME as these elements 
are tagged within the corpus, making data collection swift. Therefore we might add EMODE3 
1640-1710 to Table 1.2. 
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Period Dates 
OEI Pre-950 
OE2 950-1050 
OE3 1050-1150 
MEI 1150-1250 
ME2 1250-1350 
ME3 1350-1420 
ME4 1420-1500 
EMODE1 1500-1569 
EMODE2 1570-1639 
Table 1.2: Dates of the sub-periods within each corpus (the YCOE, the PPCME2 
and the PPCEME). 
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1.5.2 Problems and limitations 
Grouping texts together into sub-periods raises several issues for the researcher. 
Firstly, grouping texts together in this manner ignores individual variation (see 
e. g. Mazzon 2004), although we can counter this by checking for any texts which 
show significantly different patterns to others within each period. 
A more difficult problem for the historical data concerns the dating of 
texts. Firstly, Medieval texts are hard to date (or localise) since this information 
is rarely given within the text and secondly, the problem is compounded by the 
methods of manuscript production. Since methods of printing text were not 
available until the 15th century, manuscripts were copied by hand by scribes. 
Scribal practices varied depending upon the scribe and the purpose/audience of 
the copy they were making. 
According to the typology of scribal behaviour which has been developed 
since the publication of volume one of the Linguistic Atlas of Late Medieval 
English (McIntosh et al. 1986) and various earlier seminal articles by McIntosh 
(1963,1974), some scribes copied 'cursively', essentially translating the text into 
their own language/dialect. This may have been a dialect significantly later 
than the original, a different dialect to the original, or even both. An example 
of this is provided by Smith (1986), who states that when comparing Caxton's 
text of 'Malory' with a modern editor's version there are numerous differences 
particularly in terms of spelling. Other scribes copied 'literatim', which is to say 
letter by letter preserving the original forms. This is exemplified in the Cotton 
Manuscript of 'The Owl and the Nightingale' where there are two distinct spelling 
systems although a single Hand has written the text (see Atkins 1922). Finally, 
some scribes produced a mixture of the two or a mixture is found within the 
same text when more than one scribe has been involved with the production of 
the copy. The language of such manuscripts is called 'mischsprache' following 
Tolkien (1929) and is evident in the Cotton Manuscript version of the 'Ancrene 
Riwle'. So there is a very real question concerning the origin and date of the 
language of the manuscript. Without careful examination of the history of each 
manuscript this is difficult to determine, although it may have an effect upon the 
overall results. 
This problem is particularly evident in the classification of texts within the 
PPCME2 since the documentation indicates that the manuscript and composi- 
tion dates for some texts fall into different sub-periods. The texts are CMAELR3, 
CMAELR4, CMEDTHOR, CMGAYTRY, CMHILTON, CMJULNOR, CMLA- 
MBx1, CMMIRK, CMROLLEP, CMROLLTR, CMROYAL7 CMTRINIT, and 
CMVICES4. Unless the researcher can spend time looking at the complex his- 
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tories of each of these texts, they are faced with three alternatives. The first 
is to exclude these texts from the analysis. Whilst this removes the problem of 
classification, it further narrows the range of data available. Hence, if possible we 
would like to include the data in order to maximise the data we have available. 
Therefore we might either classify these texts under their composition date and 
risk dating a change earlier by including amongst the period later forms, or clas- 
sify the texts under their manuscript date, possibly prolonging the occurrence of 
some earlier forms. In this work I choose the latter option, but I examine the 
data in alternative classifications and have checked to see whether each of these 
texts is consistent with the data from the later period (see §2.3.5.2). 
Since the production and survival of texts depended on certain extraneous 
and unpredictable factors (e. g. social changes reflecting the centres of learning 
or power), unfortunately the surviving texts are not evenly distributed in terms 
of dialect, genre (or text type) or even period. This leads Labov (1972: 100) to 
write, 'historical linguists [... ] have no control over their data'. 
Therefore despite the best efforts of the compilers of the corpora, texts from 
certain authors are over-represented. Elfric in the YCOE, the Beowulf poet in 
the YPC and Chaucer in the PPCME2. Idiosyncrasies in the language of any of 
these authors could result in significant skewing of the data. However, we can 
use data from other texts to check how representative these texts are. 
Furthermore the texts are not evenly distributed in terms of genre (reli- 
gious instruction, scientific writing, personal letters etc. ), nor are they evenly 
distributed within each sub-period. For example, in the PPCME2 there are 
simply more texts available for the later periods than there are for the earlier 
periods. The earlier sub-periods of ME1 and ME2 are und er-rep resented due to 
a general lack of surviving texts for these periods, raising important questions 
concerning precisely how representative the data is of the larger population from 
the time. This issue is particularly pertinent for ME2, which comprises only 3 
texts, although due to the small number of words in one text (The Kentish Ser- 
mons' (CMKENTSE) essentially the data comes from only two texts: 'The Ayen- 
bite of Inwit' (CMAYENBI) and 'The Earliest Complete English Prose Psalter' 
(CMEARLPS). However, it is the task of the historical linguist to consider these 
limitations and 'make the best use of bad data' (Labov 1972). 
1.5.3 The quantitative analysis: an overview 
Query files were used to collect reflexive constructions from the computerised 
corpora. Since the syntactic annotation differs in the YCOE and the YPC com- 
pared to the PPCME2 and the PPCEME a different methodology and different 
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sets of query files were required in order to extract the same information (see 
Appendix E for details of the queries, and §2.1 for more specific details of the 
methodology). 
In the YCOE and the YPC reflexives are marked (NP-RFL) and can be 
easily extracted from the corpora. Reflexive forms are further sub-divided into 
those which are arguments of the verb (0-occurrences) and those which are not 
arguments of the verb (non-0 occurrences which are marked with the label - 
ADT). For various reasons which I outline in §2.3.5.1, the latter are excluded 
from the analysis of HIM versus X-SELF. Whilst in the majority of cases I agreed 
with the corpus annotators in their classification of the forms as either argument 
or non-argument, some constructions were reclassified. 
Self is not treated as being part of the reflexive nor is it treated as being 
an intensifier. It is simply labeled as a noun (N) within the corpora. A list of 
the different spelling variants for self was therefore used to extract these forms 
(see Appendix E). 
In the PPCME2 and the PPCEME the, Him-type reflexive is indistinguish- 
able from the ordinary personal pronouns as both are simply marked as ordinary 
pronominals (PRO*) which function as ordinary objects (NP-OB*). Therefore 
a significant undertaking of this work was to identify the reflexive constructions 
and separate them from those with disjoint objects in the PPCME2 and the 
PPCEME. 
In cases where the subject is a pronominal, it is possible to reduce the 
workload of ascertaining which examples are reflexive by specifying the form of 
the subject and the object. This removes all examples of constructions such as 
I washed him which are clearly disjoint. However examples like He washed him, 
which could be either be disjoint or co-referential, must manually be checked 
for context. Similarly with nominal DP subjects it is possible to specify the 
requirement that the pronominal is third person, but then the context for each 
of these examples must manually be checked. " 
The non-argument reflexive forms are distinguished from ordinary objects 
as they are encoded with the label NP-RFL. Therefore these are easily extracted. 
Again, minor modifications to these classifications were made for the purposes 
of this study. 
Reflexive forms which occur with self comprise two sorts; those which are 
written as a single orthographic unit and hence given the label PRO*+N and 
those where self is separate. Such forms are not given a. distinctive label and 
were found using the list of spelling variants of self. Intensifiers which are also 
29 Since nominals are third person, first and second person pronominal objects cannot be 
co-referential with them e. g. * The mani killed mei but the mani killed himi. 
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given the label (PRO*+N) are distinguished from reflexives with the label -PRN, 
which signals that they are appositives or parentheticals. 
Once the data set was established it was coded for various factors which 
might potentially affect the distribution: sub-period, person, number, verb type, 
preposition type, whether or not it was an object of a verb or preposition, text 
type, referent type and whether or not it occurred before or after the finite verb. 
It is possible to code for some of these factors automatically (see Appendix E), 30 
but other factors were coded for manually. 
The factors coded for were determined by both previous studies on the 
subject (see above) and factors shown to be evident in related languages (see 
chapter 3). The coded strings were then extracted from the output file and fed 
into GoldVarb (Robinson et al. 2001). The factors were then manipulated in 
order to ascertain which significantly affect the distribution (for more on this 
process see §5.1). 
1.6 Outline of the thesis 
The thesis is structured such that the overall distribution of the two forms of 
the reflexive is detailed in chapter 2 and the remainder of the thesis attempts to 
provide an account for this distribution by determining the factors which affect 
the distribution and how this can be embedded into current theoretical thinking. 
Excluding this chapter there are 5 further chapters, the outline for each of which 
is presented below. 
Chapter 2 provides a detailed account of the overall distribution of the two 
forms of the reflexive in OE, ME and EMODE. The main questions tackled in 
this chapter are: When does the new form develop and when does it supersede 
the old form? What is the nature of the period of variation i. e. is it stable or is 
there a gradual increase? How can the change be embedded in current theories 
of linguistic change? Descriptive details about the form of the reflexive e. g. its 
Case and the endings on self are also provided since they are relevant to the 
later theoretical discussion. 
Chapter 3 examines cross-linguistic data from other West Germanic lan- 
guages in order to (i) ascertain similarities and differences with the earlier English 
distribution as outlined in chapter 2, (ii) discover the factors which affect the dis- 
tribution of different forms of the reflexive in these languages, and (iii) examine 
the extent to which existing theoretical accounts for these languages are able 
to explain the data. During this discussion I advance an alternative account to 
30AIthough in some cases the automatic coding would result in the incorrect form. Where 
this is the case, the coding was corrected manually. 
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address some of the short-comings of existing analyses and embed them within 
the current syntactic framework. 
In chapter 41 discuss the distribution and meaning of 'non-reflexive' in- 
tensifiers in earlier English in order to isolate the contexts in which intensifiers 
occur. It is shown that one significant factor in determining their distribution 
relates to the rank of their referent. The reflexive data was coded for this prop- 
erty in order to ascertain whether or not there is evidence for the presence of 
intensification in X-SELF. This chapter also provides the basis for the theoretical 
discussion in chapter 6 which addresses the motivation for intensifiers and reflex- 
ives to combine and compares the development of the English intensifier and the 
English reflexive to see whether or not they are part of the same change. 
Chapter 5 analyses the factors which account for the distribution of the 
reflexive form. Multivariate analysis is used in order to ascertain which factors 
are significant. Data for some of the non-significant factors as detailed elsewhere 
in the literature are also provided for the purposes of comparison. 
Chapter 6 presents a theoretical account for (i) why pronominals can func- 
tion reflexively in OE and ME and why they are lost in EMODE; (ii) why English 
developed a complex intensifier; (iii) why English developed a complex reflexive 
and why it took over all cases of binding in EMODE. The chapter also relates 
these changes to other changes happening in the language at the time. 
Chapter 7 presents a summary of the most important findings of the thesis 
and provides suggestions for future research. 
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Chapter 2 
The Distribution of Reflexives in 
Early English 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter details and quantitatively compares the distribution of locally bound 
reflexive objects occurring with and without self in Old English (OE, c. 800- 
c. 1150), Middle English (ME, c. 1150-c. 1500) and into Early Modern English 
(EMODE, c. 1500-c. 1800). The EMODE period is only detailed up to the year 
1639, since this is the point at which it seems the system familiar from Present- 
Day English (PDE, c. 1800-present) is established. 
Throughout this work, reflexives which occur without self -such as (1a)- 
will be referred to by the form Him and all those which occur with self -such as 
(1b)- will be referred to by the form X-SELF. 
a. Ye seyn that if ye governe yow by my conseil ... 
You say that if you govern you by my counsel ... 
'You say that if you govern yourself by my counsel... ' 
(CMCTMELI, 221. Cl. 142) 
b. A woll enforme yow how ye shul governe yourself in chesynge 
.A will 
inform you how you should govern yourself in choosing 
of youre conseillours 
of your counsellors 
'... I will inform you how you shall govern yourself in the choosing of 
your counsellors. ' 
(CMCTMELI, 222. Cl. 184) 
The latter term will be used regardless of whether or not the two words occur 
separately (2a), as a single orthographic unit (2b), or conjoined with a hyphen 
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(2c). I 
(2) a. And pine me seluen on asshen. and on iselen. 
And torment me self in ashes. and in embers. 
'And I torment myself in ashes and in embers. ' 
(CMTRINIT, 65.887) 
b. For thow thiself hast thrist thiself into wikke thinges. 
For you yourself have thrust yourself into wicked things. 
'For you yourself have thrust yourself into wicked things. ' 
(CMBOETH, 448. C2.412) 
c. ... tay giue 
ýam-selffe til De deuil. 
... they give them-self to the devil. 
'They give themselves to the devil. ' 
(CMBENRUL, 21.735) 
Unlike Peitsara (1997) 1 do not refer to two different reflexive strategies i. e. 
the 'simple-strategy' and the 'self-strategy' (My HIM and X-SELF respectively). In 
subsequent chapters evidence is provided that at least until the EMODE period, 
X-SELF forms are really the reflexive HIM with intensification (i. e. the form is 
semantically decomposable into its component parts). Therefore they are not 
two different strategies for achieving co-reference; co-reference is established by 
the pronominal in both cases. 
The first aim of this chapter is to provide descriptive details of the reflexive 
system in each sub-period (OE, ME and PDE). In particular, I concentrate on 
describing changes in the inflectional endings of self and changes in the form of 
the pronominal both with and without self i. e. HIM and the pronominal part of 
X-SELF, since it has been argued that changes in these elements are crucial to 
the development of the X-SELF form (see §6.4). 
The second aim of the chapter is to establish the overall pattern of variation 
between the two reflexive forms, and compare it to the observations discussed 
both in the previous chapter and to Keenan's (2002,2003) quantitative study. 2 
'Spelling cannot be used as a reliable guide for the status of the X-SELF form i. e. whether 
or not the two words were considered a single syntactic unit. Many of the hyphens seem to 
represent later additions from modern editors, and many texts show variation in spelling which 
may either be due to the fact that spelling was not codified and could therefore vary at the level 
of the individual, or the 'mixed nature' of manuscript production (see §1.5.2). In the interests 
of a providing a full description of the form of the reflexive, I provide figures for each of these 
three types for ME and EMODE in §2.2.2.2. Figures are not provided for OE, because all 
forms of the reflexive occuring with self are written as two separate words. The data confirms 
that variation in spelling persists throughout ME and EMODE and that no firm conclusions 
can therefore be drawn on the basis of spelling alone. 
2Since Peitsara (1997) only includes a subset of the data considered here (OBJV), I compare 
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The factors which affect the distribution outlined in this chapter are discussed 
in chapter 5. 
This chapter is organised as follows: §2.2 provides a qualitative account of 
the forms of the reflexive for the three periods under consideration, broken down 
into two main sub-secti ons. The first (§2.2.1) details the form of locally bound 
pronouns, whereas the second details the form of X-SELF (§2.2.2). This section 
involves discussion of the inflectional endings on self, the change in the form of 
the first and second person pronominal and the spelling of the X-SELF form. The 
main purpose of §2.3 is to provide a quantitative description of the frequency 
with which X-SELF occurs relative to the frequency of HIM. This section is sub- 
divided into a discussion of further details of the methodology for data extraction 
(§2.3.1) and presentation and discussion of the quantitative data (§3.2). 
2.2 Description of the reflexives in earlier English 
2.2.1 Locally bound pronouns 
2.2.1.1 Old English 
As outlined in §1.2, there is widespread agreement in the literature that reflex- 
ivity in OE is expressed via ordinary personal pronouns as shown in (3) and 
(4) (see also Penning 1875; Farr 1905; Visser 1963; Mitchell 1985; van Gelderen 
2000; Lange 2003). The examples come from poetry (3) and prose (4). In both 
genres pronominals function reflexively, both as an object of a verb (OBJV) (3a) 
and (4a), and as an object of a preposition (OBJP) (3b) and (4b). 
(3) a. Wit unc wi6 hronfixas werian ýohton. 
We us against whale-tusk defend thought. 
'We thought to defend ourselves against whale-tusk'. 
(cobeowul, 18.539.458) 
b. For6on ic me on hafu bord ond byrnan. 
Therefore I me on have shield and coat-of-mail. 
'Therefore I have a shield and coat-of-mail on me'. 
(cobeowul, 78.2522.2058) 
(4) a. Pa oeteowode se deofol hine ýam halgan were. 
Then showed the devil him the holy man. 
the findings of her study in §5.2.2. Lange (2003) bases her data on Peitsara's findings and van 
Gelderen (1999,2000) describes the forms found in different texts but does not group her 
findings, or make it sufficiently clear what she includes or excludes, meaning it is not possible 
to collate her results. 
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'The the devil showed himself to the holy man. ' 
(cocathom2, +ACHom_Il, 
_1198.206.2039) 
b. Ic haebbe Godes encgel haligne mid me. 
I have God's angel holy with me. 
'I have God's holy angel with me. ' 
(coaelive, +ALS [Agnes] 131.1801) 
In OE object pronominals were marked for Case, number and, in the third 
person singular for gender. These are shown in the paradigm given in Table 
2.1.1 There is already evidence of some accusative-dative syncretism within 
the paradigm e. g. the first person singular form me 'me' is both dative and 
accusative. Historically these forms were distinguished; the accusative (ACC), 
first person singular form was mec 'me' but the dative (DAT) form was me 'me'. 
Other forms which have been lost from the paradigm are usic 'us' (ACC, 1st 
person, pl), Pec 'you' (ACC, 2nd person, sg), and eowic 'you' (ACC, 2nd person, 
pl). ' All of the forms shown in Table 2.1 could function reflexively, although 
genitive uses were rare (see also Visser 1963: §§426-438; Mitchell 1985: §§266- 
274). 
Person Case Singular Plural 
1st Person ACC me us 
DAT me us 
GEN min ur 
2nd Person ACC be eow 
DAT be eow 
GEN bin eower 
Masc Fern Neut All Genders 
3rd Person ACC hine hi, hie hit hi, hie 
DAT him hire him him 
GEN his hire his hire 
Table 2.1: The paradigm of OE pronouns. 
Dative pronorninals (occasionally accusative but never genitive ones) occur 
in another construction type -the pleonastic- which is closely related to the 
'The Table ignores the many spelling variations e. g. hiene for hine 'him' which are found 
in the available texts. I also omit the forms of the dual, since they rarely occur as reflexives, 
aside from some isolated uses, which occur mostly in the poetry as in (3a) above. 
'These forms are not completely absent from my data, although their occurrence in reflexive 
constructions is mainly restricted to isolated cases in the poetry. We might suppose that this 
is because the poetry both represents an earlier stage of the language and that often forms are 
maintained in poetry after they have been lost in the prose. 
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reflexive (see e. g. Penning 1875: 22; Farr 1905: 8-9; Mustanoja 1960: 100; Visser 
1963: §28; Mitchell 1985: §272; Peitsara 1997: 278; Ogura 2003: 537). Such 
constructions are exemplified in (5)-(8). 
(5) & cwtaeb, ýaet ic me ne ondrede. 
And said, that I me-ACC/DAT not fear. 
'And said that I should not be afraid. ' 
(cobede, Bede_ 4: 26-354.3.3566) 
(6) Se Godes man hire cwaeb to, Gang ýe ham ongean, 
The God's man her said to, Go you-ACC/DAT home again, 
'The man of God said to her ýGo home again. " 
(coaelive, +ALS 
_[Thomas]: 
282.7714) 
(7) 
... gereste hyne ýonne sume hwile. 
... rested him-ACC thereafter some time. 
'. .. 
[he] rested thereafter for some time. ' 
(coherbar 
, Lch _I_ 
[Herb]: 117.2.1804) 
(8) He him hamweard ferde to his agnum rice. 
He him-DAT homeward went to his own kingdom. 
'He went home to his own kingdom. ' 
(coorosiu, Or_24.44.7.831) 
Since both the pleonastic and the reflexive must be locally bound i. e. they must 
be co-referential with the subject, previous researchers have included both con- 
struction types in their discussions of reflexivity. 5 However, it will be shown 
below that there are significant differences between reflexive and pleonastic con- 
structions, which suggest they should be treated separately, particulatly in a 
quantitative analysis. 
However, in a study such as this one, which concerns the development of 
the reflexive, it is not possible to simply ignore or exclude the pleonastic con- 
struction from the analysis altogether, since it appears likely that developments 
in one construction impact the other (and vice-versa). ' Therefore in this section I 
discuss both construction types and simply label them 'locally bound pronouns'. 
The frequency of the different Case forms of all locally bound pronouns 
(reflexives and pleonastics) in the YCOE are given in Table 2.2. The Case forms 
of the reflexive pronouns (HIM) are given in Table 2.3, and the pleonastics in 
7 Table 2.4. 
5PIeonastic forms must be locally bound, however reflexive forms can be long-distance 
bound. This study only concerns examples of local binding. 
6For further details of the likely impact in the history of English, see §6.4. 
'Recall that these figures are for pronominals which do not occur with a self element. The 
pronominal forms with self are discussed in the next section. 
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ACC DAT GEN Ambiguous Total 
Period N % N % N % N % N 
OEI 
OE2' 
OE3 
304 
737 
125 
32.4 
36.6 
28.4 
522 
808 
181 
55.6 
40.2 
41.1 
4 
5 
0 
0.4 
0.2 
- 
109 
462 
134 
11.6 
23.0 
30.5 
939 
2012 
440 
_Total 
1166 1 34.4 1 1511 1 44.6 1 91 0.3 1 705 1 20.8 1 3391: ] 
Table 2.2: The frequency of the different Case forms of locally bound pronouns 
in OE. Data from the YCOE. 
ACC DAT GEN Ambiguous Total 
Period N % N % N % N % N 
OE1 
OE2 
OE3 
278 
570 
92 
41.6 
39.7 
30.1 
290 
421 
86 
43.4 
29.4 
28.1 
4 
5 
0 
0.6 
0.3 
- 
96 
438 
128 
14.4 
30.5 
41.8 
668 
1434 
306 
Total 940 1 39.0 1 797 1 33.1 1 91 0.4 1 662 1 27.5 1 2408 
Table 2.3: The frequency of the different Case forms of reflexively used pronouns 
(HIM) in OR Data from the YCOE. 
ACC DAT Ambiguous Total 
Period N % N % N % N 
OEI 
OE2 
OE3 
26 
167 
33 
9.6 
28.9 
24.6 
232 
387 
95 
85.6 
67.0 
70.9 
13 
24 
6 
4.8 
4.2 
4.5 
271 
578 
134 
rTotal 
-1 226 
1 23.0 1 714 1 72.6 1 43 4.4 98 
Table 2.4: The frequency of the different Case forms of pleonastic pronouns in 
OE. Data from the YCOE. 
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The ambiguous forms listed in Tables 2.2-2.4 comprise first and second 
person constructions. Dative/ accusative syncretism (see Table 2.1) means that 
in constructions like (4b) and (5) above, the pronominal me could be either 
accusative or dative. Therefore the increase in ambiguous forms is due to dif- 
ferences in the number of constructions of first and second person within the 
different periods, and not due to an increase in Case ambiguity. 
Table 2.2 suggests that dative pronominals are more frequently locally 
bound than accusatives, and that genitive forms are only rarely attested. Sepa- 
rating the reflexives and pleonastics, reveals a slightly different picture. Whilst 
Table 2.3 shows that dative forms are more frequently used reflexively in OEI, 
this is not the case in OE2 or OE3, or for the period in general. In these cases 
more reflexive forms are accusative than dative (see also Visser 1963: §426). 
When pleonastic dative forms are the most frequent as shown in Table 2.4. 
2.2.1.2 Middle English and Early Modern English 
Pronominals of all persons continue to function reflexively throughout ME (9), 
and some isolated uses remain in EMODE (10). 
(9) Ye seyn that if ye governe yow by my conseil ... 
you say that if you govern you by my counsel ... 
'You say that if you govern yourself by my counsel... ' 
(CMCTMELI, 221. Cl. 142) 
(10) And I bought me moch aparelle. 
And I bought me many apparel. 
'And I bought myself many clothes. ' 
(FORMAN-DIARY-E2-Pl, 22.353) 
However) there are some significant changes in the pronominal system be- 
tween OE and ME. Firstly, the accusative-dative syncretism already seen in the 
first and second person forms (cf. Table 2.1) also occurs in the third person. The 
accusative forms are replaced by the dative forms as shown in (11). 
hine (masc) > him 
hi, hie (fem) > hir(e), her 
hi, hie (pl) > him, hem, heom > thaim, them 
The change from accusative to dative starts in late OE and happens in dif- 
ferent dialects at different times, but for the most part, the ACC/DAT distinction 
is lost in early Middle English (eME, 1150-1250) (see also Visser 1963: §439; Allen 
1995). Motivation for this change might be the fact that these Cases were no 
longer distinguished in first and second person. This syncretism results in the 
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singular and plural forms being the same in some dialects: him. In part this may 
provide the motivation for the subsequent adoption of the th-plural pronouns 
which develop under the influence of Old Norse. 
The neuter form is different to the forms outlined in (11) as the accusative 
form hit is maintained, rather than the dative form him. This is probably because 
there was a general movement towards natural gender and a sensitivity to the 
distinction between human and non-human. The neuter dative form was identical 
to the masculine and plural forms (i. e. him, see Table 2.1), the use of the 
accusative therefore allowed a distinction to be made. The other major change 
in pronominal forms occurs in the second person. The singular object form thee 
is replaced with the plural form you. 
In terms of the reflexive, these changes have little effect, aside from alter- 
ing the form of the reflexively used pronoun, as they each continue to function 
reflexively. The effect seen is that the Case distinctions are altered such that 
they distinguish between nominative and non-nominative (or: oblique). This is 
part of a wider change, which is discussed further in §6.2. 
2.2.1.3 Summary of the form of locally bound pronominals 
In OE all object pronominals are able to function reflexively, regardless of person, 
number, gender or Case. Genitive forms are rarely attested, but dative and 
accusative forms occur in roughly equal numbers throughout the period, with 
a slight overall tendency towards the dative Case. Dividing cases of locally 
bound pronouns up into reflexive and pleonastic uses, shows that pleonastic 
forms are overwhelmingly dative (and never genitive) , whereas the reflexive forms 
marginally favour the accusative form. In ME the Case distinction is mostly lost, 
which results in some (major) changes to the form of the personal pronouns. In 
each case, the pronorninals continue to be used reflexively. 
2.2.2 Reflexive forms with self 
2.2.2.1 The form of self 
There is widespread agreement that the -self form found adjacent to the reflexive 
in OE examples such as (12), is not part of the reflexive but an intensifier (see 
Penning 1875; Farr 1905; Visser 1963; Mitchell 1985). 8 The main reasons for 
such an analysis are that (i) self is not categorical with any verb, 9 (ii) self and 
8The meaning and distribution of the intensifier is detailed in chapter 4. 
'However, as will be discussed further in §§5.2.2.3 and 6.4, in OE the following verbs 
always have the intensifier following the reflexive pronoun in my data: acwellan 'kill', ahon 
'hang', fordon 'destroy', ofslean 'slay', (ge)swencan 'afflict, oppress', and fireag(g)an 'threaten, 
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the reflexive are not written as a single orthographic unit (12) and, (iii) self can 
occur in the same syntactic positions with non-reflexive pronouns (13). 
(12) a. & mid gryne hynei sylfnei aheng. 
And with noose him self hanged. 
'And with a noose, he hanged himself. ' 
(cowsgosp, Mt_[WSCpj27.5.1999)` 
b. He bib burhwuniende on himi sylfumi burh hinei sylffiej. 
He is everlasting in him self and. through him self. 
'He is everlasting in himself and through himself. ' 
(+cocathoml, +ACHom_I, 
_20336.25.3848) 
For ban ýe hi haefdon hinei sylfhei mid heom,... 
Because they had him self with them.... 
'Because they had him himself with thern,... ' 
(coaelhom, +AHom-8: 159.1248) 
Since self is an adjective or pronominal in OE (Penning 1875; Farr 1905; 
Visser 1963; Mitchell 1979,1985), it occurs with adjectival endings which must 
agree with the element which it intensifies. The difference between the strong 
and weak adjectival forms depends on its syntactic properties. Namely a weak 
form is used when the form occurs with a determiner, but a strong form is used 
when it occurs without. Since the pronominal does not count as a determiner 
(although it may well occupy the same syntactic position), the most usual form 
for self is the strong form. " The different forms of self are provided in Table 
2.5. 
From late OE onwards these endings decay as adjectival endings are lost 
within the language (see Allen 1995; van Gelderen 2000). Most researchers 
suggest that most adjectival endings are lost by 1200 (Penning 1875: 35). This 
is confirmed by a survey of the forms both within the corpora under discussion 
here and in Peitsara (1997: 283) who uses some of the same material as here. 
The forms of self occurring after a reflexive in ME and EMODE as reported by 
torture'. However, with the more frequently used disjoint pronouns, the intensifier is never 
used. 
10A more literal translation of this sentence would be 'And with a noose he hanged himself 
himself' where the modern developments of both the reflexive and the intensifier are included. 
Informant judgements vary with respect to whether or not this is grammatical in PDE. It seems 
likely that the difference in judgements results from the fact that historically the reflexive form 
carried intensification and hence forms such as 'himself himself' were not frequently attested. 
For further discussion of this, see §§6.4 and 6.5 Throughout I will translate the OE form simply 
as the reflexive. 
"For further discussion of the endings of self see §4.3.3.1. 
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Strong (indefinite) 
Singular Plural 
Masc Fem Neut Masc Fem Neut 
NOM self self self selfe selfa, self 
ACC selfhe selfe self selfe selfa self 
GEN selfes selfre selfes selfra selfra selfra 
DAT selfum selfre selfum selfum selfum selfum 
Weak (definite) 
Singular Plural 
Masc Fem Neut Masc Fem Neut 
NOM selfa selfe selfe selfan selfan selfan 
ACC selfan selfan selfe selfan selfan selfan 
GEN selfan selfan selfan selfra selfra selfra 
DAT selfan selfan selfan selfum selfum selfum 
Table 2.5: The paradigm for self in OE. 
Peitsara (1997: 283) are given in Table 2.6, and the forms for the endings on self 
for OE, ME and EMODE for my data are given in Table 2.7.12 
Table 2.7 confirms that in the majority of cases for the OE data the inflec- 
tional endings are those of the strong adjectival paradigm (see also Visser 1963; 
Mitchell'1985). There are occasional uses of the weak adjectival endings (14), 
some of which show'evidence of leveled inflections with non-standard spellings 
possibly reflective of the differing pronunciations of the unstressed vowel e. g. -on 
rather than -an (or possibly even -um) as in (15). 
(14) & Daet ýriclde haefb AEgelric mid him svlfan. 
And the third has )Egelric with him self. 
'And Egelric has the third with him. ' 
(codocu3, Ch, 471 
_[Rob_ 
101136.210) 
Se Faeder haefb lif on him sylfon. 
The father has life in him self. 
'The Father has life in himself. ' 
(cowsgosp, Jn 
_ 
[WSCpl: 5.26.6107) 
In ME the inflectional endings are severely reduced to 0, -e and -en, in 
both the singular and plural paradigm as shown in (16) (see also Visser 1963: 
12Table 2.7 excludes data from the YPC. The data included for the YCOE comprises all 
examples of reflexively used pronominals which are intensified. 
Intensifiers which occur adjacent 
to a locally bound pronominal but are not inflected to agree with it, 
but rather the subject, 
are excluded from this table. For further discussion of these 
forms, see §§2.3.5.1,4.3.1,6.3 and 
6.4. 
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§§448-455). 
a. For with thys swerdeJ woll sle myselff. 
For with this sword I will slay myself, 
'I will slay myself with this sword. ' 
(CMMALORY, 65.2210) 
b. Sle myselffe to make the a lyer. 
Slay myself to make you a liar. 
'I will slay myself in order to make you a liar. ' 
(CMMALORY, 54.1806) 
c. And pine me seluen on asshen. and on iselen. 
And torment me self in ashes. and in embers. 
'And I torment myself in ashes and in embers. ' 
(CMTRINIT, 65.887) 
I do not find evidence of the accusative -ne or the dative -um in the 
PPCME2. The evidence for the maintenance of these forms as cited by Peitsara 
(1997: 283) comes from texts not included in the PPCME2; the Vespzan Homilies 
maintains the accusative -ne ending and the Bodley Homilies maintains the old 
dative ending (-um). Throughout ME the final -e appears to simply be an 
orthographic variant (Visser 1963: §448). 
Earlier studies such as Mustanoja (1960: 147); Visser (1963: §447); Brunner 
(1965: 121-122); Peitsara (1997: 283-284) and Barber (2000: 224) suggest that 
the s-plurals (ourselves, yourselves and themselves) appear during the end of the 
15th century, and become standardised in the mid 1500s. In my corpus they 
appear in EMODE1 (1500-1570) and represent 39.7% of the plural forms. 13 In 
EMODE2 (1570-1640) they show near categorical usage at 94.1% confirming the 
suggestions in the literature. 
Many researchers link the change in the reflexive form to this decay of 
inflectional endings. The suggestion is often that the lack of inflection meant 
that the adjectival self was no longer clearly marked to agree with the DP it 
intensifies. In order to maintain the relationship between the intensified DP and 
itself, self adjoined to the DP. It certainly appears to be the case that once 
adjectival endings are lost (with the excpetion of -e and -en), the two words 
are more frequently written as a single unit as will be shown in the following 
sub-section. 
13jt seems that the -s plurals become more common in the texts after 1530, e. g. TYNOLD. el 
(1530-1534). However, even after this date there are texts which do not use the -s plurals 
or which show variation, sometimes using the -s plural and other times not, e. g. MOWN- 
TAYNE. el (1553). 
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However, we might add to this argument that cross-linguistically not all 
languages have intensifiers which show agreement with the element it intensi- 
fies, e. g. Norwegian (Bokmaal and Nynorsk) and German have intensifiers which 
do not vary regardless of syntactic position of the element they intensify. Fur- 
thermore, it is also not the case that an intensifier must agree with the DP it 
intensifies for all of the 0-features (see also Fruhwirth 2003: 52). 
2.2.2.2 The spelling of reflexive X-SELF 
In OE, the intensifier and the reflexive are always written as two separate words 
and therefore there is little evidence that they were considered a single syntactic 
unit. " From ME onwards, the spelling of the form varies between being written 
as a single orthographic unit (17a), a hyphenated form (17b), or as two separate 
words (17c). 
(17) a. If he be ranke of blod he will gnappe himsilf and rubbe him 
If he be excess of blood he will snap himself and rub him 
a3ens be walle. 
against the wall. 
'If he [a horse] has an excess of blood he will hit himself and rub 
himself against the wall. ' 
(CMHORSES, 89.33) 
b. So bat hors will rubbe him-self ... 
So that horse will rub himself ... 
'So that horse will rub himself... ' 
(CMHORSES, 103-196) 
C. And pine me seluen on asshen. and on iselen. 
And torment me self in ashes. and in embers. 
'And I torment myself in ashes and in embers. ' 
(CMTRINIT, 65.887) 
To some extent this variation is determined by extraneous factors from ME1 to 
EMODE1 i. e. individual choice or subsequent modifications by editors. However, 
examination of the various forms in the PPCME2 and the PPCEME 
(Tables 2.8 
and 2.9) does suggest that there was an increasing tendency to use a single 
orthographic unit as time progressed. 
In EMODE2 (and to some extent EMODE1) the variation between the 
single orthographic unit (18) and two separate forms 
(19) seems to be governed 
by whether or not the form comprises an oblique pronoun plus self as with the 
14 Whilst there are no examples of conjoined reflexives, there are 10 examples of conjoined 
complex intensifiers in OE. These are discussed in §6.3. 
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Separate Hyphenated Conjoined 
Period N % N % N % 
MEI 114 78.6 28 19.3 3 2.1 
ME2 8 34.8 15 65.2 0 - 
ME3 40 21.5 39 21.0 107 57.5 
ME4 33 14.9 82 36.9 107 48.2 
Total 195 33.9 164 28.5 217 37.7 
EMODEI 95 35.1 8 3.0 168 62.0 
EMODE2 213 29.5 0 - 510 70.5 
Total 308 1 31.0 8 0.8 678 1 68.2 
Table 2.8: The frequency of different spellings of X-SELF when an OBJV in the 
PPCME2 and the PPCEME. 
Separate Hyphenated Conjoined 
Period N % N % N % 
MEI 73 76.0 16 16.7 7 7.3 
ME2 14 66.7 7 33.3 0 - 
ME3 36 21.1 45 26.3 90 52.6 
ME4 21 18.6 37 32.7 55 48.7 
Total 144 35.9 105 26.2 152 37.9 
EMODEI 47 25.5 5 2.7 132 71.7 
EMODE2 125 45.1 0 - 152 54.9 
Total 172 37.3 5 1.1 284 61.6 
Table 2.9: The frequency of different spellings of X-SELF when an OBJP in the 
PPCME2 and the PPCEME. 
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third person forms himself and themselves, or a genitive form such as myself or 
Yourself. 
(18) But Iesus did not commit himselfe vnto them ... 
(AUTHNEW-E2-H, I1,20J. 228) 
(19) Iesus answered, If I honour my selfe, my honour is nothing. 
(AUTHNEW-E2-H, VIII, 40J. 1165) 
As can be seen in (18)-(19) forms which occur with the oblique pronoun 
are (usually) written as a single unit, whereas those which occur with a genitive 
form are usually written separately. This distinction seems to conform to the 
recommendations of the 17th century grammarians (Wallis 1972; Aicken 1967) 
and may well be linked to the idea that the genitive (or: possessive) pronoun in 
the first and second person constructions means that structurally self must be 
a noun akin to ball in phrases like her ball. The assumed structure is provided 
in (20). 
(20) DP 
DP D' 
D nP D nP 
II IA 
my 00 self 
However in cases like (18) there is not similar evidence for a possessive 
structure, and the structure is more usually considered to be either that provided 
in (21) or that provided in (22). For further discussion of the structure of the 
reflexive form see §§3.2.1 and 6.4. 
DP 
D nP 
IA 
himself 0 
(22) DP 
X"ý 
D nP 
IA 
h irn se If 
2.2.2.3 The form of the pronominal in reflexive X-SELF 
In the YCOE the form of the reflexive pronominal with self is usually either 
accusative or dative (23), " following the pattern observed in §2.2.1 for reflexive 
"Below I will argue that pleonastic constructions do not occur with self. Hence in the 
discussion of X-SELF forms, I only refer to reflexive pronouns. 
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pronominals without self. Again there are occasional occurrences of the genitive 
(24). The frequencies of the different forms are provided in Table 2.10. 
(23) He bib burhwuniende on hiMi sylfumi & burh hinei 
He is everlasting in him-DAT self-DAT and through him-ACC 
sylfnei. 
self-ACC. 
'He is everlasting in himself and through himself. ' 
(+cocathoml, +ACHom_I, 
-20336.25.3848) 
(24) He geseah ba sona baet he his sylfes geweold. 
He saw then at once that he his-GEN self-GEN ruled. 
'He saw then at once that he ruled himself. ' 
(colsigewZ, +ALet_4_ [SigeweardZ]: 1070.486) 
ACC DAT GEN 
Period N % N % N % 
OE1 
OE2 
OE3 
164 
500 
125 
52.2 
61.4 
64.1 
139 
305 
62 
44.3 
37.5 
31.8 
11 
9 
8 
3.5 
1.1 
4.1 
Total 789 59.6 506 38.2 28 2.1 
Table 2.10: The frequency of the different Case forms of the pronominal part of 
Old English X-SELF. 
Note that unlike the forms provided in Table 2.2, there are no ambiguous 
forms. This is because the inflectional endings on self can be used to determine 
the Case of the pronominal in the event that the accusative and dative forms 
are homophonous. Table'2.10 shows that the frequency of the accusative forms 
is higher than the dative ones and that genitive forms are rare. 
. In ME1 the pronominal form is inherited directly from OE but as Case 
syncretism has occurred throughout the paradigm - as outlined above in §2.2.1 
- this means that the pronominal is simply the oblique form and the distinction 
between accusative and dative is lost as in (25). 16 
(25) Ich haue syneged and gabbe me suluen ýeroffe. 
I have sinned and rebuked me-ACC/DAT self thereof. 
'I have sinned and rebuked myself thereof. ' 
(CMTRINIT, 65-886) 
From ME2 onwards (i. e. 1250) the form for the first and second person singular 
changes to the genitive form of the personal pronoun plus self, which corroborates 
16As discussed above, the adjectival endings on self have also decayed, meaning they cannot 
be used in order to distinguish Case (if it is still present) in cases like (25). 
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the findings made elsewhere in the literature for the timing of this change (e. g. 
Keenan 2002: 343). Nevertheless occasional uses of the older form are still found 
throughout ME2 and ME3. 
The second person plural changes from ow/3eu/yow/you to the genitive 
form 3oure in ME3 (1350-1420) but the first person plural forms with the genitive 
pronoun (i. e. our rather than-us) do not gain ground until the ME4 period (1420- 
1500). There is no evidence for the extension of this paradigm to the masculine 
third person singular forms which is evident in several present-day dialects (see 
Kisbye 1972: 107-108; Wales 1996), although some evidence is provided in the 
literature from manuscript variations as shown in (26). 17 
(26) a. He gaf be wri3tes baire mesour and wro3t hisself in bat labour. 
(Cursor Mundi (F) 1726, from Ogura 1989a) 
b. He gaf be writhes bair mesur and wroght himself in bat labur. 
(Cursor Mundi (G) 1726, from Ogura 1989a) 
There are two possible analyses to be found within the literature for the 
change in the Case of the pronominal. The first is that it was due to a phono- 
logical process (Mustanoja 1960: 146; Peitsara 1997: 280). The pronominals me 
'me' and fie 'you' are the only pronominals within the paradigm which comprise 
a single light syllable (see Table 2.1 above), All other forms within the para- 
digm either end in a consonant (him/hem 'him/them') or they are disyllabic as 
in hire 'her'. Therefore the first and second person singular forms were more 
susceptible to reanalysis than the other pronouns. 18 The order of change can 
then be explained thus: first and second person singular forms change due to a 
phonological process, and this is then extended to other areas of the paradigm. 
The alternative analysis is that the change was due to syntactic reasons 
(Penning 1875: 35; van Gelderen 2000: Ch3). The suggestion is that self was 
reinterpreted as being the head noun of the reflexive phrase and the pronominal 
was subsequently interpreted as a possessive form, the structure for which was 
provided in (21) in the previous sub-section. Further evidence for this analysis 
is discussed in §6.4. 
17Since the oblique and genitive forms of the feminine third person are morphologically 
indistinct, it is impossible to tell whether such forms pattern with the first and second person 
or the masculine singular and plural forms. The neuter form also presents some difficulty in 
PDE, since its pronunciation is often unclear between its + self and it + self. However, since 
its does not develop until the 16th century, there is not really any ambiguity in the early 
English data in this respect. Wallis (1972: 328-329) certainly does not consider the form a 
substantive in this case and therefore treats itself as a single orthographic unit. 
18We might usefully add that the correspondence of OE long close /e/ to ME short /i/ is 
well attested within the literature (Lass 1992: 47) and that in many PDE dialects forms of me 
and my are variable. 
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2.2.2.4 Summary of the form of X-SELF 
This sub-section has shown that there are several changes which take place in the 
form Of X-SELF between OE and EMODE. Firstly, in OE, the reflexive and, self 
are not written as a single orthographic unit. However, self is inflected to agree 
with the reflexive in terms of 0-features (person, number, gender) and Case. 
The inflection is usually strong, however, there are occasional uses of the weak 
inflection, which show some signs of leveling. In ME these inflectional endings 
decay to just three types: 0, -e, -en, and by the time of EMODE2 the PDE 
system of inflecting the self part in terms of singular (0) and. plural (-es) is 
established. 
Furthermore, it was shown that there was a general increase throughout 
ME and into EMODE in X-SELF forms written as a single unit. Whilst variation 
between a hyphenated form and a single orthographic unit was random until 
EMODE2, it seems that during this period forms of the reflexive which occurred 
with an oblique pronoun were written as a single word, whereas those with a 
possessive pronoun were written as two w ords. 
Finally it was shown that the pronominal form of X-SELF underwent change 
from always being oblique to being possessive (GEN) in the first and second 
person, possibly due to a change in syntactic structure and subsequent reanalysis 
or a phonological change. 
2.2.3 Conclusion 
This section has shown that despite changes in adjectival endings, which affect 
the endings on the self component of X-SELF, *general changes in the pronominal 
paradigm and a change in the pronominal form which occurs with X-SELF, both 
Him and X-SELF occur throughout earlier stages of English. In the next section 
I examine the frequencies withwhich these different reflexive forms occur. 
2.3 The distribution of reflexives 
This section presents the overall frequencies for locally bound objects of verbs 
and prepositions in OE, ME and the first two periods of EMODE. I do not 
distinguish between prepositional phrases which are arguments and those which 
are adjuncts since it is not always easy to make this distinction. Furthermore it 
seems that the important thing is not the status of the prepositional phrase but 
whether or not the preposition supports a disjoint reference interpretation (see 
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§5.2-3). " All examples of non-locally bound x-self forms which are homophonous 
with the reflexives under consideration here, are excluded. X-self forms which 
occur in a subject-like position are also excluded (27), as are subjects of small 
clauses as in (28). 20 
(27) And hem seluen eten ýe werste ýat hie of eorbe tilien. 
And them selves eat the worst that they of-the earth plough. 
'And they (themselves) eat the worst that they plough from the earth. ' 
(CMTRINIT, 179,2441) 
(28) 
... Pat es Day halde Pam selfe vile 
... That is they consider them selves vile 
That is they consider themselves vile.. ' 
(CMROLLTR, 1.230) 
The section is sub-divided such that the first sub-section (§2.3.1) expands 
on the general methodology as outlined in §1.5, the second sub-section provides 
the overall distribution of the forms and compares them to other quantitative 
studies (§2.3), the third sub-section considers alternative classifications of the 
data, and the final sub-section presents an overview of how the distribution 
might be accounted for under theories of syntactic change. 
2.3.1 Data collection 
Firstly, it is necessary to provide more specific details of the methodology, ex- 
panding on the general methodology presented in §1.5. In this sub-section I 
concentrate on providing specific details of how the corpora were searched. Ex- 
ample query files are provided as Appendix E. 
Reflexives are coded in the YCOE and the YPC with the label NP*-RFL; 
they are further sub-divided into arguments and non-arguments (or: adjuncts), 
the latter labelled -ADT. Those marked -ADT are often pleonastic constructions. 
Occasionally I disagree with the classification provided by the corpus annotators, 
and re-assign constructions accordingly. Self is labeled as an adjective which may 
either occur as part of the NP or separately. In order to search for these forms, 
a list of the different spelling variations of self was constructed using lists of the 
words found in the corpora. 21 
191t seems likely that the explanation for the variation in PPs in earlier English which is 
presented in chapters 5 and 6, could also be used to account for (some of) the notorious snake- 
sentences which have proven problematic for the Chomskyan Binding Theory (Chomsky 1981, 
1986). 1 leave this open for future research. 
20For some (limited) discussion of the subject-like forms, see §6.4. 
2'The list of spellings of self is provided in Appendix E. In order to ensure that all forms of 
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However, searching for reflexives in both the PPCME2 and the PPCEME 
is not as straightforward. Since the corpus does not mark reflexivity reflexive 
objects of transitive verbs are indistinguishable from disjoint pronominal objects. 
Therefore, the only way to ascertain whether an object pronominal is used re- 
flexively is to check the context of each form. This workload can be reduced 
by specifying the type of subject and the form of the pronominal. For exam- 
ple, using a word list which contains all of the spellings for first person singular 
objects and a similar word list for first person singular subjects, we can elimi- 
nate all examples where the forms cannot be co-referential i. e. He gave a book 
to me. Context still needs to be checked but the number of examples is signif- 
icantly reduced. Similarly, full nominal subjects can only be coreferential with 
third person pronominal objects, meaning again we can specify both the subject 
and the object and reduce some of the workload. Even so, checking context is a 
time-consuming process which is why it has only been completed for the first two 
periods of EMODE and further coding for factor groups has not been completed 
on the EMODE data (i. e. for chapter 5). 
Fortunately, X-SELF forms which are conjoined are marked in a specific way, 
namely as PRO+N for forms containing the oblique pronoun such as himself and 
as PRO$+N for forms containing the genitive pronoun such as myself. " There 
are a few other elements marked for this category in the corpora, which are easily 
identified and eliminated. However, searching primarily for PRO+N/PRO$+N, 
would miss out data where self and the pronominal are not written as a single 
unit. Where self appears independently it is simply marked as N, for a noun. 
Therefore, as with the OE data, lists containing spelling variants of self were 
used in order to extract these forms from the corpora. 
2.3.2 The overall distribution 
In order to detail the overall frequencies of HIM versus X-SELF it is necessary 
to define exactly what constitutes each data set. In neither case is classification 
straightforward. In the case of HIM, it was shown above that there are (at 
least) two different types of locally bound pronouns which occur in two different 
constructions: a reflexive construction (29) and a pleonastic construction (30). 
self were obtained, the list contains some forms which have the mean silver. 
As all examples 
were manually checked, tokens containing these forms were removed at a 
later stage. 
22Complex intensifiers which also have the form of PRO*+N axe dominated by the node 
NP-PRN marking that they are not arguments of the verb. Therefore such forms axe easily 
differentiated from the reflexive forms. 
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(29) Pa aeteowode se deofoli hinei ýam halgan were. 
Then showed the devil him the holy man. 
'The the devil showed himself to the holy man. ' 
(cocathom2, +ACHom_II, 
-1198.206.2039) 
(30) Hei himi hamweard ferde to his agnum rice. 
He him homeward went to his own kingdom. 
'He went home to his own kingdom. ' 
(coorosiu, Or_24.44.7.831) 
In (29) the locally bound pronominal hine 'him' is an object of a transitive 
verb and cannot be omitted. Such constructions were termed reflexive. However 
in (30), the verbs are otherwise intransitive as they cannot take a disjoint object, 
and the locally bound pronominal him 'him' can be omitted (as in the PDE 
translation). Such constructions were termed pleonastic. Whilst the difference 
in transitivity might suggest that these two construction types should be treated 
separately, previous researchers who have quantitatively examined the form of 
the reflexive pronoun have included both constructions in their frequency counts 
(e. g. Peitsara 1997; van Gelderen 2000; Keenan 2002; Lange 2003). Therefore, 
in order to allow comparison with other data in the literature I include the 
pleonastics in my frequency counts in this section. However, in §2.3.5.11 review 
'whether or not they should be included in the quantitative analysis and present 
evidence to suggest that in fact these two constrcution types do behave differently 
and that the pleonastic data should be excluded from discussions of HIM versus 
X-SELF. 
In the case Of X-SELF there are several decisions to make mostly with 
respect to the treatment of the OE data. In the first instance we must decide 
whether or not to include the OE data or to omit it based on the fact that previous 
researchers are unanimous in stating that OE reflexives are pronominals and that 
there is not a X-SELF form (see §1.2 and e. g. Mitchell 1985: §§273-274). Peitsara 
(1997: 280-281) adopts this latter view on the basis of the fact that (i) there 
are no verbs which categorically occur with self in OE, suggesting self was not 
a marker of reflexivity, and (ii) the reflexive pronoun and self are not written 
as a single orthographic unit. Peitsara suggests that at the start of ME, self is 
semantically bleached and simply a grammatical marker, not an intensifier. 23 It 
is at this point that X-SELF is written as a single orthographic unit. She therefore 
excludes the OE data from her quantitative discussion. 
23AIthough not mentioned by Peitsara, evidence for change in the meaning of intensifiers 
might come from the fact that it's form also underwent change during this period. For discus- 
sion of this change see chapter 4 and §6.3. 
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However, as will be discussed further in §§5.2.2.3 and 6.4, there are six verbs 
in my OE data which when used reflexively always occur with self, but never do 
so when they are used with disjoint object pronouns. I do not wish to claim that 
these data represent reflexive uses of self, but rather they represent the start 
of a system which is later evident throughout the entire ME period. Namely 
that whilst reflexives and intensifiers frequently co-occur (see details presented 
below), the intensifier is not part of the reflexive, and hence whether or not the 
intensifier occurs is dictated purely by the requirements of intensification. 24 This 
suggests that whilst there are orthographic changes in the form of the reflexive 
at the start of ME, the ME system is a direct continuation of OE and a new 
reflexive form is not grammaticalised at the start of ME. Under such an account 
self is not semantically vacuous (contra Peitsara 1997) but rather maintains its 
meaning as an intensifier. 25 
If this analysis is correct, Peitsara (1997) should exclude the ME data from 
consideration as self is not (purely) a grammatical marker. The alternative is to 
include both periods and to see whether or not there is any difference in either 
the frequency of occurrence or the contexts in which each of the forms occur. 
This is the method pursued in this study. 
The second issue concerns what precisely constitutes an X-SELF form. In 
§2.2.2 it was shown that in the ME and EMODE periods the reflexive pronominal 
and sel could either occur as a single orthographic unit, conjoined with a hyphen 
or be written as two separate words. The first two spellings present little issue, 
since there is at least some evidence to treat the two words as a single unit, but 
this is not the case when the words are separate. 
We might therefore suggest a definition of X-SELF as: all examples of a lo- 
cally bound pronominal which occur adjacent to a self-form regardless of spelling 
(one word, two words, or hyphenated). However, for the classification of the OE 
data this presents a further issue. As discussed in §2.2.2 the OE intensifier self 
is always inflected to agree with the DP which it intensifies. Whilst in reflexive 
constructions self is inflected to agree with the reflexive to which it is adjacent 
as in (31), in the pleonastic constructions self is always inflected to agree with 
the subject and not the pleonastic pronoun as in (32). If self were inflected to 
agree with the pronominal it would be the dative form selfum. 
241n chapters 5 and 61 suggest that certain reflexive - 
contexts more strongly favour intensi- 
fication than their non-reflexive counterparts, thereby explaining the OE data. 
25See also Keenan (2002,2003) for the idea that self maintains its meaning throughout the 
ME period. 
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Ond se cwellere sona hinei selfnei ofslog mid by 
And the killer immediately him-ACCi self-ACCi slew with the 
ilcan sweorde. 
same sword. 
'And the killer immediately slew himself with the same sword. ' 
(comart3, Mart_ 5_ [Kotzor] Jy7, B. 45.1117) 
(32) Pa [se ilca Totilla]i eode him sel ... 
Then [the same Totillal-NOMi went him-DAT self-NOMi 
'Then the same Totilla went himself. ' 
(cogregdC, GD 
_ 
2_ [C]: 14.132.9-1278) 
The inflectional endings in (31) provide some evidence for considering hine 
and selfhe as X-SELF, however the inflectional endings in (32) suggest that the 
pleonastic and self should not be treated together. 26 We therefore have two 
possible classifications available to us: (i) treat all forms of a locally bound 
pronominal adjacent to self as an X-SELF form, regardless of the inflection on 
self (ii) only treat forms of the locally bound pronominal adjacent to a self which 
is inflected to agree with that pronominal as X-SELF, and treat all other forms 
as being of the HIM-type. 
In order to ascertain whether or not these two alternative classifications 
make a difference to the overall pattern of the data, I present the figures for 
each of the classifications below. 27 In Table 2.11 cases like (32) are treated as 
being of the Him-type, whereas Table 2.12 treats such examples as being of the 
X-SELF-type. 
Period X-SELF HIM Total % 
OEI 314 939 1253 25.1 
OE2 814 2012 2826 28.8 
OE3 195 440 635 30.7 
Total 1323 1 3391 1 4714 1 28.1 
Table 2.11: The percentage of X-SELF in the YCOE. Includes all pleonastics 
categorised as the HIM-type. 
26Based on the discussion of intensifiers in chapter 4, in §6-4 1 suggest that the meaning of 
self rules out its use with the pleonastic, thereby explaining why self inflects to agree with the 
subject, even though both the subject and the pleonastic pronoun refer to the same individual 
and the pleonastic is in fact syntactically nearer. 
27Since the numbers in the YCP axe low, they are not presented here, but discussed further 
below. 
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Period X-SELF HIM Total % 
OE1 353 900 1253 28.2 
OE2 911 1915 2826 32.2 
OE3 243 392 635 38.3 
Total 1507 4714 1 32.0 
Table 2.12: The percentage of X-SELF in the YCOE. Includes pleonastics cate- 
gorised by whether or not they occur adjacent to self. 
The examples which are reclassified amount to 184 in number. 2' The dif- 
ference in classification does not alter the pattern of the percentages of X-SELF. 
Under both classifications there is a slight increase in the percentage of X-SELF 
between each sub-period. However, there is a slight difference in the overall 
frequencies, which may alter our perception of whether or not there is change 
between OE and ME. However, this can be tested with the chi-square test of 
statistical significance. The ME data is provided in Table 2.13. 
Period X-SELF HIM Total % 
ME1 241 413 654 36.9 
ME2 44 131 175 25.1 
ME3 357 709 1066 33.5 
ME4 335 724 976 34.3 
Total 977 1894 2871 34.0 
Table 2.13: The percentage of X-SELF in the PPCME2. Includes pleonastics 
classified as the Him-type. 
In Table 2.13 the overall percentages of X-SELF for ME1, ME3 and ME4 are 
all similar; 36.5,33.5 and 34.3 respectively, but the percentage in ME2 is slightly 
lower at 25. L As there are few texts in ME2 we might suppose this explains the 
difference in this frequency. In comparison to the OE data, the percentages in 
ME are slightly higher than those in Table 2.11, and similar to OE2 and OE3 
in Table 2.12. Chi-square tests can be used to test for differences between the 
sub-periods. 
For all chi-square tests I take p<0.01 as the level for significance and for 
all chi-square tests where df =I (i. e. 2 by 2 tables), I apply Yates' correction 
for continuity (Yates 1934). This adjusts the formula for Pearson's chi-square 
test by siubtracting 0.5 from the difference between each observed value and its 
expected value. The effect is to increase the p-value and decrease the chi-square 
28 Note that this classification is not an issue if pleonastics are excluded - see §2.3.5.1. Fur- 
thermore, since self and the pleonastic pronouns do not occur from ME onwards due to changes 
in the intensifier (see chapter 4 and §6.3), it is not a problem outside of OE. 
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value, thereby preventing the over-estimation of statistical significance. In cases 
of strong significance, the results are the same regardless of application of the 
correction. In cases of smaller significance, the use of the correction may provide 
different results to the calculation without. I indicate this in cases where this 
applies. 
Comparison of the overall distribution of each of the periods within OE and 
ME (i. e. OEI vs OE2, OEI vs OE3 etc. ) suggest there is a significant difference 
between some of the sub-periods. The results of the significant chi-square tests 
for the two different classifications of the OE data are presented in Tables 2.14 
and 2.15.29 
Period df X2 value p value 
OE1 & MEI 2 28-38 < 0.001 
OE1 & ME2 2 19.5 < 0.001 
OE1 ME4 2 11.96 p=0.0005 
OE2 MEI 2 6.71 p=0.0096 
OE2 & ME3 2 7.86 p 0.0051 
MEI & ME2 -2 7.88 p 0.0050 
Table 2.14: Significant chi-square results for the difference between the OE/ME 
periods and EMODE for the percentage of X-SELF based on data provided in 
Tables 2.11 and 2.13. 
Period df X2 value p value 
OEI & OE3 2 19.42 p<0.0001 
OEI & ME1 2 14-69 p<0.0001 
OE1 & ME3 2 7.42 p=0,0065 
OE2 & OE3 2 8.22 p=0.0041 
OE3 & ME2 2 9.76 p=0.0018 
ME1 & ME2 2 7.88 p=0.0050 
Table 2.15: Significant chi-square results for the differences between the periods 
of OE and ME for the percentage of X-SELF based on data provided in Tables 
2.12 and 2.13. 
The results for both data sets are similar. Both Tables 2.14 and 2.15 show 
statistical differences between OE1 and other periods of OE and ME, which 
suggests that there may be a difference between early OE on the one hand and 
late OE/ME on the other hand. OE3 is only statistically significant with respect 
to the ME2 period (Table 2.12), which is only based on a small number of texts 
29Without Yates' correction the difference between OE1 and OE2 in Table 2.15 would also 
be statistically significant. X2 value = 6.7 and p=0.009. 
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and seems different to the other ME periods. The lack of a statistical difference 
between the frequencies of late OE and the entire ME period suggest that there 
is not a significant change between these two periods. 
These tables also show that with the exception of a statistically significant 
difference between MEI and ME2, there is no statistical difference between the 
ME sub-periods. This suggests that the situation in ME is essentially stable and 
there is no evidence for significant change during this period (see also Keenan 
2002,2003 but contra van Gelderen 1999,2000; Lange 2003). This stable vari- 
ation suggests that there are perhaps specific uses in specific contexts for each 
of the reflexive forms, and that there are not two competing variants, i. e. this is 
not a question of grammatical competition. 
However, this picture changes when data from EMODE is introduced as 
shown in Table 2.16. 
Period X-SELF HIM Total % 
EMODE1 
EMODE2 
480 
1000 
306 
218 
786 
1218 
61.1 
82.1 
Total 1480 524 2004 73.9 
Table 2.16: The percentage of X-SELF in the PPCEME. Includes pleonastics 
classified as the Him-type. 
Table 2.16 shows a rise in the percentage of X-SELF in comparison to both 
the OE and the ME periods with a percentage of 61.1% for EMODE1, and 
82.1% for EMODE2. This appears to confirm the statements made within the 
literature that there is a second change towards the end of the ME period/ start 
of the EMODE period. This is confirmed with the chi-square tests which show 
that the difference between all of the OE and ME sub-periods and EMODE are 
significant. These results are shown in Table 2.17 for the classification where 
the pleonastic constructions are all treated as being of the HIM-type. Table 2.18 
presents the figures for the alternative classification of the OE pleonastic data. 
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Period df X2 value p value 
OEI & EMODEI 2 261-89 < 0.001 
OE2 & EMODEI 2 277.05 < 0.001 
OE3 & EMODEI 2 975-33 < 0.001 
OE1 & EMODE2 2 804.82 < 0.001 
OE2 & EMODE2 2 975.33 < 0.001 
OE3 & EMODE2 2 479.17 < 0.001 
ME1 & EMODE1 2 82.79 < 0.001 
ME2 & EMODE1 2 73-06 < 0.001 
ME3 & EMODEI 2 137.82 < 0.001 
ME4 & EMODE1 2 157-32 :50.001 
ME1 & EMODE2 2 387.92 < 0.001 
ME2 & EMODE2 2 261.36 < 0.001 
ME3 & EMODE2 2 555-08 < 0.001 
ME4 & EMODE2 2 592-77 < 0.001 
EMODE1 & EMODE2 2 108.35 < 0.00, 1 
Table 2.17: Significant chi-square results for the difference between the OE/ME 
periods and EMODE for the percentage of X-SELF. Including all pleonastic 
constructions classified as HIM. 
Period df X2 value p value 
OE1 & EMODE1 2 214.96 < 0.001 
OE2 & EMODEI 2 214.67 < 0.001 
OE3 & EMODEI 2 72.15 < 0'. 001 
OEI & EMODE2 2 722.9 < 0.001 
OE2 & EMODE2 2 847.14 < 0.001 
OE3 & EMODE2 2 361.2 < 0.001 
Table 2.18: Significant chi-square results for the difference between the OE/ME 
periods and EMODE for the percentage of X-SELF. Including pleonastic con- 
structions classified as HIM or X-SELF. 
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2.3.3 Comparison with data from Keenan (2002,2003) 
In this sub-section I compare my findings with those reported in Keenan (2002, 
2003) who uses a different data set. " Keenan (2002,2003) sub-divides his cor- 
pus into slightly different periods and he includes pleonastic forms within his 
frequency counts . 
31 The frequencies he provides are given in Table 2.19 and in 
Figure 2.1. The frequencies and graph for my data are provided in Table 2.20 
and in Figure 2.2. 
PERIOD N % 
c. 750-1154 110/615 17.9 
1154-1303 269/1163 23.1 
1303-1400 313/1197 26.1 
1400-1495 258/1294 19.9 
1495-1605 1523/1981 76.9 
1605-1700 1266/1566 80.8 
Table 2.19: The percentage of X-SELF from 750-1700: data from Keenan (2002: 
346). 
Period N % X-SELF 
OEI (pre 950) 314/1253 25.1 
OE2 (950-1050) 814/2826 28.8 
OE3 (1050-1150) 195/635 30.7 
ME1 (1150-1250) 241/654 36.9 
ME2 (1250-1350) 44/175 25.1 
ME3 (1350-1420) 357/1066 33.5 
ME4 (1420-1500) 335/976 34.3 
EMODE1 (1500-1569) 480/786 61.1 
EMODE2 (1570-1639) 1000/1218 82.1 
Table 2.20: Percentage of X-SELF: data from the YCOE, the PPCME2 and the 
PPCEME. 
The pattern of distribution of X-SELF and HIM in both studies appears 
to be broadly similar, showing a broadly stable period of variation throughout 
30Since Peitsara (1997) only includes objects of verbs in her study, comparison with her 
data is provided in §5.2.2.3. Lange (2003) bases her quantitative discussion on the findings of 
Peitsara (1997). Figures presented in Ogura (1988,1989a, b) and van Gelderen (1999,2000) 
are not collated and cannot therefore be straightforwardly compared. 
31It is unclear how he deals with the issue of classification of the pleonastic forms occurring 
adjacent to Self. In this section for ease of discussion I will classify these forms as being all of 
the Him-type, assuming the inflection of self is significant in determining whether or not items 
can be treated as single unit. 
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Figure 2.1: The frequency of X-SELF. Data from Keenan (2002: 288). 
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Figure 2.2: The frequency of X-SELF. Data from the YCOE, the PPCME2, and 
the PPCEME. 
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OE/ME and an increase in X-SELF at the start of EMODE. This increase is more 
dramatic in Keenan's data for two reasons; (i) the frequency of X-SELF is lower 
in Keenan's data throughout OE/ME than in my data and (ii) Keenan's first 
EMODE period contains some of my EMODE2 period, where in my data there 
was a further increase in the use of X-SELF. 
2.3.4 Conclusion 
This section has discussed the overall distribution of locally bound pronominals 
occurring with and without self in the OE, ME and EMODE periods. Chi-square 
tests of statistical significance suggest the following for my data: 
1P There is a significant difference between OEI and the later sub-periods. 
9 There is not a significant difference between the late OE and any of the 
ME sub-periods. 
9 The only difference which was significant between each of the ME sub- 
periods was the difference between MEI and ME2. 
9 All OE and ME sub-periods are significantly different to both EMODEI 
and EMODE2. 
There is further change in the EMODE period as the difference between 
EMODE1 and EMODE2 is statistically significant. 
In chapter 1, two models of language language were briefly outlined. In 
the first, change is gradual and follows an s-shaped curve (Kroch 1989b, 1994), 
which has a characteristic slow-quick-slow pattern. Under this model of change, 
we might suppose that the distribution in OE and ME is not stable, but rather 
shows very gradual change (slow). The EMODE period represents the increase 
in usage (quick). 
An alternative view, would be to consider the second change (between ME 
and EMODE) as being abrupt, due to the resetting of a parameter (Lightfoot 
1999). Such change is necessarily abrupt since a parameter must either be set 
one way or another, i. e. a parameter is either set to pro-drop or it is not, and 
variation is therefore not expected. 
2.3.5 Alternative classifications of the data 
In this sub-section I present two alternative classifications of the data discussed 
above. In the first, I advocate excluding the pleonastic constructions from the 
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frequency counts of HIM versus X-SELF, marking a departure from all previous 
studies on this topic. In the second, 1 address the issue raised in §1.5 concerning 
the classification of ME texts. 
2.3.5.1 The pleonastic problem 
In this section I will suggest that whilst the pleonastic form might have a role 
within the development of the reflexive forms (see §6.4), previous researchers are 
mistaken in including them in their frequency counts, since they are fundamen- 
tally different to the reflexive form, and crucially they never vary with the self 
form; they are either expressed as him or omitted 0. 
Pleonastic forms are found in all three periods under consideration (33)- 
(35), although their use in EMODE is restricted to a limited set of contexts. In 
each of the periods under consideration they occur with a certain set ofýverbs; 
namely verbs of motion and certain verbs of emotion. 
(33) a. He him hamweard ferde to his agnum rice. 
He him homeward went to his own kingdom. 
'He went home to his own kingdom. ' 
(coorosiu, Or_24.44.7.831) 
b. CwA, bwt ic me ne ondrede. 
Said, that I me not fear. 
'Said that I should not be afraid. ' 
(cob ede, Bede_ 426.354.3.3 566) 
(34) a. And went hym from ýe kynges Court. 
And went him from the king's court. 
'And he went from the king's court. ' 
(CMBRUT3,7.150)) 
b. A man shal remembre hym of his synnes. 
A man shall remember him of his sins. 
'A man must remember his sins' 
(CMCTPARS, 290. Cl. 75) 
(35) a. Goe hye thee soone. 
I Go, hasten you immediately. 
'Go with haste, immediately. ' 
(STEVENSO-El-H, 12.106) 
b. Then he and all his people about him, were in great doubt of his 
recouery, saying to Master Story, my griefe I fear me will prooue 
insauable and deadly, 
(CLOWES-E2-P2,56.63) 
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The verbs with. which they occur are otherwise intransitive. This means 
that they do not occur with a disjoint object (Peitsara 1997: 279). Researchers 
therefore suggest that either such verbs do not assign a O-role, or that there is 
some process by which the verb is otherwise rendered intransitive. Crucially this 
makes them different to reflexive constructions where the verbs are transitive, 
and can support a disjoint object. 32 
An intransitive type analysis is supported by the fact that with these verbs 
pleonastic pronouns are far from being obligatory in either OE or ME (see 
e. g. Visser 1963; Mitchell 1985; Lange 2003; Ogura 2003). Deletion (or non- 
occurrence) of the pleonastic pronoun often occurs with the same verbs, in the 
same texts and in similar contexts, often within only a few lines of each other, 
as shown in the OE examples in (36). 
(36) a. He eode gelome winterlicurn cyle to baere ea. 
He went frequently wintery cold to the river. 
'He frequently went to the river in the wintery cold. ' 
(cocathom2, +ACHom_II, 
-23: 
202.102.4488) 
b. Eode him siMan mid 8am ylcum clabum o6 Dget hi on his 
went him then with the same clothes until they on his 
lichaman wearmodon and adruwodon. 
body warmed and dried. 
'He then went with the same clothes until they became warm and 
dry on his body. ' 
(cocathom2, +ACHom_ll, 
-23: 
202.104.4490) 
Given this variation, researchers such as Visser (1963); Mitchell (1985) and 
van Gelderen (1999) have suggested that the pleonastic is essentially 'useless', 
since it does not obviously convey different meanings given the similarity of the 
contexts in which it appears or is deleted. However Visser (1963: §328) suggests 
that there may be a semantic difference: 
'it is possible that they did so [used pleonastics] when circumstances 
prompted them to give linguistic expression to the notion that the 
person affected was particularly affected by the result of the action 
or event. ' 
It seems likely that Visser is correct in assigning some meaning to these forms, 
since there is evidence in ME that new verbs occur with the pleonastic, meaning 
the construction is still productive (cf. Ogura 1989b; Lange 2003). In particular 
this applies to many French loans (e. g. repent, remember, merveillen, as in 
32For further discussion see §4.3.1 and 6.4. 
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(34b), above). We might therefore suppose that the fact that French had a 
similar construction supported its continuation throughout the ME period. 
However, it does seem likely that some semantic bleaching has occurred ex- 
plaining variation within similar contexts. The possible meaning of the pleonastic 
as given by Visser and the likelihood of semantic decay will be crucial to our un- 
derstanding of the development of the English intensifier which is discussed in 
§6.3. 
Mitchell (1985: §273) worries about classification of pronominals into pleon- 
astic and non-pleonastic on two grounds. Firstly, that it is not easy for the 
modern reader to make the distinction between transitive and intransitive (or 
something in-between) without access to speaker judgements. However, it seems 
that the absence or occurrence of the intensifier provides distributional evidence 
for the classification (see also Visser 1963: §328). Similarly, we might use whether 
or not it is possible for the verb (or particular sense of the verb) to occur with 
a disjoint object as distributional evidence for classification. I use both of these 
distinctions, coupled with comparison from other Germanic languages, in order 
to omit these forms from my analysis. 
Secondly, Mitchell notes that there are numerous examples where the pleon- 
astic form occurs adjacent to an intensifier self as has already been noted above. 
An example of such a construction from the YCOE is given in (37). 
(37) Ond [he] i ferde him sy1f i aweg sorhful on mode. 
And [he] went him self away sorrowful in mind. 
'And (he) went away himself sorrowful in mind. ' 
(coaelive, +ALS [Agnes]: 211.1859) 
However in such cases the intensifier is never inflected to agree with the 
pleo nastic form (Visser 1963: §328; Traugott 1992: 215). The form of self is 
nominative (self) and therefore it agrees with the null subject as shown with the 
indices. If self referred to the pleonastic pronoun then it would require dative 
Case marking and the required form would therefore be selfum. 
In the EMODE period the neat complementary which exists in earlier stages 
of English whereby SELF does not occur with non-argument forms breaks down. 
Therefore we find both self and non-self forms coded as NP-RFL* in the corpus: 
(38) ... endeuoreth nat 
him selfe to take from a nother al thing. 
(ELYOT-El-H 150.109) 
(39) Nowe wyll I accordynge to myne accustomed maner endeuore me to recre- 
ate the spirites of the diligent reder with some delectable histories. 
(ELYOT-El-H, 150.111) 
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In §6.3,1 suggest that these examples can be explained within the context of the 
changes taking place in the language at this time, and that they do not present a 
problem for the assumption that intensifiers cannot, and in fact do not, intensify 
null arguments. 
In cases where the reflexive pronoun occurs adjacent to self in OE, the 
intensifier is inflected to agree with the reflexive form (again shown with indices 
in example (40)). 33 
(40) Ond se cwellere sona hinei selfhei ofslog mid 8y ilcan 
And the killer immediately him self slew with the same 
sweorde. 
sword. 
'And the killer immediately slew himself with the same sword. ' 
(comart3, Mart_ 5_ [Kotzor] Jy7, B. 45.1117) 
In ME the matter is complicated by the fact that inflectional endings decay (as 
discussed further in the following sub-section). This means that examples which 
were unambiguous in OE, might be ambiguous in ME. However, in §§6.3 and 
6.41 1 show that by this point the complex intensifier has developed and that this 
form never occurs adjacent to the pleonastic either. 34 
As pleonastic pronouns in OE and ME do not vary with self, they should 
not be included in the counts of HIM versus X-SELF contra Peitsara (1997) and 
Keenan (2002,2003), who both include them in their frequency counts. However, 
since pleonastic structures both change and decline at the same time as the 
development of the PDE system of reflexivisation (i. e. in EMODE1), it seems 
likely that that these changes are related. I explore this further in §6.4. 
Tables 2.21 - 2.23 present the data showing the percentage of X-SELF forms 
out of all reflexive uses for OE, ME and EMODE excluding the pleonastic 
data. " Data from all three Tables is presented in Figure 2.3. 
311n some cases morphological marking is not sufficient to establish whether self agrees with 
the subject or the object pronominal, since there is some syncretism of forms. 
34 This fact may be explained by the fact that the complex intensifier is a combination of the 
intensifier and the pleonastic pronoun. See §6.3 for further discussion. 
3'Recall that by X-SELF I mean any form of the reflexive which occurs adjacent to a form 
of self, regardless of how the form is spelt, and that I am not claiming that this is a syntactic 
unit in OE (or subsequently), but rather testing the hypothesis that nothing alters significantly 
between OE and ME. 
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Period X-SELF HIM Total Percentage 
OE1 314 668 982 32.0 
OE2 814 1434 2248 36.2 
OE3 195 306 501 38.9 
Total 1 1323 j 
.. 
2408 1 3731 35.5 
Table 2.21: The frequency of HIM versus X-SELF in the YCOE (excluding 
pleonastic forms). 
Period X-SELF HIM Total Percentage 
ME1 241 331 572 42.1 
ME2 44 94 138 31.9 
ME3 357 578 935 38.2 
ME4 335 495 830 40.4 
Total 977 1498 2475 39.5 
Table 2.22: The frequency of HIM versus X-SELF in the PPCME2 (excluding 
pleonastic forms). 
Period X-SELF HIM Total Percentage 
EMODE1 
EMODE2 
455 
1000 
244 
180 
699 
1180 
65.1 
84.7 
Total 1455 1 424 1 1775 82.0 
Table 2.23: The frequency of HIM versus X-SELF in the PPCEME (excluding 
pleonastic forms). 
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Figure 2.3: The percentage of reflexive self-forms (X-SELF) in the YCOE, the 
PPCME2, and the PPCEME. 
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The exclusion of the pleonastic forms raises the overall percentage of re- 
flexives occurring with SELF by approximately 7% for each sub-period. However, 
these tables and the graph appear to show the same distributional patterns which 
were seen above when the pleonastic constructions were included. Further ev- 
idence for the similarity comes from the fact that chi-square tests on the data 
excluding pleonastic constructions, show the same patterns of statistical signifi- 
cance. The figures are presented in Tables 2.24 and 2.25. " 
Period df X2 value p value 
OEI & OE3 2 6.8 p=0.0091 
OE1 & ME1 2 15.8 p<0.0001 
OEI & ME3 2 7.84 p=0.0051 
OE1 & ME4 2 13.4 p=0.003 
OE2 & ME1 2 6.83 p=0.0090 
Table 2.24: Significant chi-square results for the differences between the periods 
of OE and ME for the percentage of X-SELF. 
Period df X2 value p value 
OEI & EMODE1 2 179.11 < 0.001 
OE2 & EMODE1 2 180.24 < 0.001 
OE3 & EMODEI 2 79.46 < 0.001 
OE1 & EMODE2 2 623.88 < 0.001 
OE2 & EMODE2 2 729.7 < 0.001 
OE3 & EMODE2 2 357.08 < 0.001 
MEI & EMODEI 2 66.02 < 0.001 
ME2 & EMODEI 2 51.42 < 0.001 
ME3 & EMODE1 2 114.8 < 0.001 
ME4 & EMODE1 2 91.95 < 0.001 
MEI & EMODE2 2 336.55 < 0.001 
ME2 & EMODE2 2 206.46 < 0.001 
ME3 & EMODE2 2 489.85 !ý0.001 
ME4 & EMODE2 2 428.37 < 0.001 
EMODEI & EMODE2 2 95.91 < 0.001 
Table 2.25: Significant chi-square results for the difference between the OE/ME 
periods and EMODE for the percentage of X-SELF. 
Therefore regardless of whether or not pleonastic constructions are included 
(as in previous work) or excluded (as advocated in this work), the overall dis- 
36Without Yates' correction, the distributions of OE2 and MEI would not be statistically 
significant in Table 2.24. Pearson's X2 value would be 6.58 and the p value would be 0.0103. 
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tribution suggests that there is not a significant change at the start of ME, but 
there is a fairly rapid change at the end of the ME period. 
The data are indicative of a change in frequency between early and late 
OE. Further evidence that there may have been an increase in the use of the 
intensifier between early and late OE comes from a comparison of poetry and 
prose. In Table 2.26 1 compare the frequency of X-SELF to HIM in OE poetry 
and prose. The table shows that X-SELF is twice as common in the prose (35.5%) 
than it is in the poetry (12.3%) confirming the observations of Visser (1963) that 
X-SELF is less common in poetry. 
Corpus X-SELF HIM Total Percentage 
YPC 
YCOE 
8 
1323 
57 
2408 
8/65 
1323/3731 
12.3 
35.5 
Table 2.26: A comparison of the percentage of X-SELF in OE poetry and prose. 
Data from the YCOE and YPC. 
There may be several explanations for this fact. The first is that amongst 
the poetic texts the earliest examples of OE writing that are available to us. 
Therefore the poetic data might provide additional evidence for an increase be- 
tween early and late OE. An alternative explanation, however, might be that 
poetic conventions (alliteration) dictate whether or not self can occur. For fur- 
ther discussion see §4.3.3.1. 
The change at the end of EMODE may be even more dramatic than these 
figures suggest, as in EMODE1 many of the HIM forms occur with one particular 
verb, whose status is somewhat uncertain. In EMODE1,20.5% (50/244) of the 
examples of HIM occur with the verb recommend which is sometimes written as 
commend: 
(41) a. Uncle Plompton, I commend me unto you. 
(GASCOIGNE-1510-EI-PI, 214.4) 
b. Uncle Plompton, I recomend me unto you 
(GASCOIGNE-1510-EI-Pl, 215-18) 
Such uses are typically found in Ist person constructions and appear to be part 
of a politeness strategy which is typical in formal letter openings. They seem 
formulaic and the verbal meaning seems to have decayed in comparison to the 
many uses of these verbs which occur with disjoint objects (42). 
(42) a. I recommend my Wife, and Son of tender years, unbrought up, to his 
Compassion. 
(RALEIGH-E2-Pl, 1,225.362) 
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b. Then shee commended mee. 
(CLOWES-E2-PI, 45.240) 
Since they both occur with disjoint objects and there are some isolated uses of 
X-SELF following these verbs as shown in example (43), they meet the criteria 
for not being pleonastic and hence remain included in the frequency counts. 
(43) a. At first he seemed to design to recommend himself to the duke and 
the ministers. 
(BURNETCHA-E3-H, 1.2,160.278) 
b. And yet I cannot satisfye myself with silence but hereby to recommend 
myself to your Lordship... 
(TALBOT-E2-P2,1.3,39.4) 
c. So commendinge myselfe to youre wife my sister I bid you hartely 
fare well. 
(ROXINDEN-1600-E2-Pl, 1,7.16) 
d. Then he commended hyrnsellf unto God... 
(Malory, Morte Darthur 664, cited in Peitsara 1997) 
2.3.5.2 Conclusion 
This section has argued that pleonastic constructions should be omitted from 
any discussion of the frequency of HIM versus X-SELF, since they do not occur 
with 3elf in either OE or ME. " Exclusion of the pleonastic constructions does 
not alter the overall pattern of distribution of the forms, which is repeated below 
from §3.3.4. 
* There is a significant difference between OEI and the later sub-periods. 
9 There is not a significant difference between the late OE and any of the 
ME sub-periods. 
o The only difference which was significant between each of the ME sub- 
periods was the difference between MEI and ME2. 
9 All OE and ME sub-periods are significantly different to both EMODEI 
and EMODE2. 
There is further change in the EMODE period as the difference between 
EMODE1 and EMODE2 is statistically significant. 
37jt should be noted that changes in the intensifier (see §6-3) in ME may mean any such 
examples are impossible to isolate. This is not true for the OE data. 
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2.3-5.3 Alternative classifications of the Middle English data 
One issue presented in §1.5.2 1 concerned the classification of the ME data into 
sub-periods, since some texts had their composition date in one sub-period, but 
the manuscript dated from a different sub-period and other manuscripts lacked 
a composition date. Without careful consideration of the complex histories of 
each of these manuscripts, it is impossible to be sure of the date of any particular 
construction within these texts - it might be the earlier date (author), the later 
date (copying scribe, editor), a date in-between these two dates depending on 
how many times the text was copied, or a mixture of all of these. 
In Tables 2.27 and 2.28 1 provide the data under the alternative divisions; 
the former divides the texts on the basis of composition date and the latter 
presents the data without the texts which can be classified under two different 
periods. 
Period N % 
MExI 68/170 . 40.0 
MEI 173/402 43.0 
ME2 98/292 33.6 
ME3 485/1150 42.2 
ME4 153/461 33.2 
Total 977/2475 39.5 
Table 2.27: The frequency of X-SELF in ME. Data divided by composition date. 
Period N % 
ME1 176/405 43.5 
ME2 46/140 32.9 
ME3 355/889 39.9 
ME4 159/467 34.0 
Total 736/1901 38.7 
Table 2.28: The frequency of X-SELF in ME. Excluding data from texts falling 
in two different sub-periods. 
Both of these alternative classifications of the data suggest that the fre- 
quency of the ME data is broadly stable over the ME period. 
In each case there 
is the ME1 data is higher than the subsequent periods, which is also the case 
under the classification provided above. For a discussion of why this might 
be 
the case, see chapter 5. 
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2.4 Conclusions 
The overall distribution of X-SELF versus HIM is broadly stable throughout OE 
and ME. This suggests that the creation of X-SELF at the start of ME (as identi- 
fied in the literature: see §1.2) is really a change in terms of spelling rather than 
a change in terms of meaning. In other words there may well have been a change 
in the pronunciation i. e. a change at Phonological Form (PF) which is then rep- 
resented in the orthography, but there is not a change in meaning i. e. at Logical 
Form (LF). This suggests that a new reflexive form was not grammaticalised at 
the start of ME (contra van Gelderen 2000) since there is no evidence that self 
is semantically bleached or weakened at this point. 38 If self were semantically 
weakened at this point we would expect an increase in its use as it spread to 
other contexts, but this is not the case. 
Therefore I follow Keenan (2002,2003) in suggesting that the development 
of X-SELF at the start of ME is not grammaticalisation - the meaning of both 
parts of the new form remain. It is only over time, that the intensifier self loses 
its semantic effect. This loss, at least in part, explains the second change which 
occurs in EMODE. 
Therefore I propose that X-SELF in ME is the same as it is in OE; it is 
an intensified reflexive. In order to maintain this account, it is necessary to (a) 
establish how and why a pronominal could continue to function reflexively in ME 
(which we need to do for the HIM forms anyway), (b) establish that the same 
factors are evident in the two distributions, (c) establish where and when the 
intensifier is used throughout earlier stages of English and show that this equally 
applies in these cases, and (d) establish the relationship between intensifiers and 
reflexives. It is to these matters that the rest of the thesis is addressed. 
The change in EMODE is a fairly rapid change towards the use of X-SELF. 
This may be evidence for parameter resetting (Lightfoot 1979,1999; Clark and 
Roberts 1993; Briscoe 2000). The idea of parameter resetting being behind lin- 
guistic change is based in the Principles and Parameters theory of syntax, which 
assumes that a difference between structures results from different value setting 
of one or more parameters. The job of a langu age- learner therefore is to acquire 
the parameter settings of the language on the basis of the language production 
of the older generation (e. g. Anderson 1973: 767; Lightfoot 1979: 148). 
The most likely explanation is that in EMODE there is syntactic reanalysis 
of the X-SELF form. We might suppose that faced with both the loss of the mean- 
ing of self in the X-SELF form and the loss of the possibility to bind pronominals, 
38For the idea that grammaticalisation involves semantic weakening see Hopper and Traugott 
(1993); Roberts and Roussou (1998). 
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that X-SELF is reanalysed as being the syntactic marker, thereby creating the 
complementarity between reflexives and pronominals. 
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Chapter 3 
West Germanic Reflexives: Data 
and Theory 
3.1 Introduction: Reinhart and Reuland's (1993) 
Reflexivity Theory 
The distribution of reflexives in earlier English, as outlined in the previous chap- 
ter, raises two broad theoretical issues for generative versions of the Binding 
Theory as stated in (1) from Chomsky (1981: 188). 1 
CONDITION A: Anaphors must be bound in their governing category. 
CONDITION B: Pronouns must be free in their governing category. 
CONDITION C: An R expression must be free. 
The first issue concerns the variation in the form of the reflexive; namely (i) 
why are there two different reflexive forms? and (ii), what constrains when the 
different forms can occur i. e. what are the factors which affect the distribution? 
Whilst Condition A does not rule out the use of more than one anaphor (so 
long as it is correctly bound in its governing category), it neither predicts their 
occurrence nor has anything to say about any constraints governing their use. 
The second issue concerns the fact that unlike in Present-Day English 
(PDE), pronouns and anaphors in earlier English do not occur in complemen- 
'These conditions - sometimes known as principles - remain essentially unaltered in later 
work e. g. Chomsky (1986,1995). However, the Minimalist Programme (Chomsky and Lasnik 
1993; Chomsky 1993,1995,2000,2001,2004) removes many of the mechanisms upon which the 
Binding Theory is based. For example, the Inclusiveness Condition (Chomsky 1995: 225) rules 
out the use of indices and also the features ±anaphoric and ±pronominal since it is unlikely 
they are inherently present on any lexical item. For recent attempts to reconcile the Binding 
Theory with Minimalist ' 
ideas see e. g. Hornstein (2001); Kayne (2002); Zwart (2002); Heinat 
(2003,2006); Lee-Schoenfeld (2004); Hicks (2006) and the discussion in §3.4. 
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tary distribution, since the former can function as the latter. In other words, it 
appears that a reflexively used personal pronoun can occur in the same positions 
as a non-reflexively used pronoun (contra Hopper 1975: 37-38) .2 
So to phrase the issue differently: why can earlier English pronouns function 
as reflexives when, as pronouns, they should be free in their governing category 
(Condition 13)? The complementary distribution between pronouns and anaphors 
is not only predicted by the Binding Theory as given in (1), but it is at the 
very core of the theory. Whilst numerous researchers have shown that there 
are places where this complementary distribution breaks down, e. g. in locative 
prepositional phrases (PPs) as in (2), the focus has generally been on showing 
that these are in some way exempt, and the complementarity otherwise remains 
(Lakoff 1968; Chomsky 1981; Kuno 1987; Zribi-Hertz 1989). 
a. Ivani saw a snake near hiM . /i. : t-1-11113 
b. Ivani saw a snake near himself. j/i. 
Both of these theoretical concerns equally apply cross- linguistically, including 
within the other languages of the West Germanic branch (Dutch, Frisian, and 
German). Languages such as Modern Dutch allow certain pronominals to func- 
tion reflexively (3), ' and have variation between two anaphors: a simplex anaphor 
(4), which is termed the SE-anaphor, and a morphologically complex anaphor 
(5), which is termed the SELF-anaphor. 4 
Iki was mej. 
Ii wash mej. 
'I wash (myself). ' 
Hiji wast zichi. 
Hei washes SEi. 
'He washes (himself) .' 
'See the discussion in §1.2. 
31n the PDE translations for (3)-(4) the reflexive is presented in brackets since the equivalent 
constructions in PDE do not have an overt object. Whilst cases such as (i) are grammatical in 
PDE, in §3-2.11 will suggest that they correspond to cases where Dutch uses the SELF-anaphor 
as in (ii). The same contrast is evident in (4) and (5). 
(i) I wash myself. 
(ii) Ik was mezelf. 
Furthermore, throughout this work the SE-anaphor -as in (4)- is simply glossed as 'SE' as there 
is not an equivalent form in PDE. See §3.2.2. 
4For further details see §§3.2 and 3.3, and Vat (1980); Faltz (1985); Everaert (1986); Koster 
(1987); Reinhart and Reuland (1993). 
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(5) Hiji wast zichzelfi - 
Hei washes himselfi. 
'He washes himself. ' 
Based on examples such as (3)-(5), Dutch is considered to have a three- 
way distinction of reflexives-, reflexively functioning pronominals, SE-anaphors 
5 and SELF-anaphors. Based on this, Reinhart and Reuland (1993) attempt to 
reformulate the Binding Conditions as a condition on the predicates, I rather than 
the anaphors or pronouns themselves, marking a return to the more traditional 
view of anaphors (e. g. Jespersen 1933). ' Their reformulated conditions are given 
in (6), taken from Reinhart and Reuland (1993: 247). 
(6) Condition AA reflexive-marked (syntactic) predicate is reflexive. 
Condition BA reflexive (semantic) predicate is reflexive-marked. 
Condition A governs the use of the bound versus logophoric uses of SELF- 
anaphors and hence will not be discussed further. However Condition B is 
such that it should account for the distribution of different forms of the re- 
flexive based on the type of predicate. Reinhart and Reuland (1993) suggest 
that anaphors and pronouns are differently marked with respect to a feature 
which they call 'SELF'. Pronominals and SE-anaphors have the feature -SELF, 
whereas the SELF-anaphors have the feature +SELF. Since only elements which 
are +SELF are able to function reflexively with a certain set of verbs they are 
able to distinguish between the distribution of the two different anaphors. 
In §3.2 the extent to which Reinhart and Reuland's (1993) Condition B 
can be used to explain the variation in reflexive forms found in the Modern West 
Germanic languages of Dutch, Frisian and German is examined. An alternative 
account for a particular set of verbs is proposed, removing the need to stipulate 
that certain verbs are listed within the lexicon twice. 8 The purpose of this section 
is two-fold; firstly it allows the factors which affect the form of the reflexive in 
these languages to be drawn out, and subsequently tested on the earlier English 
"For a similar distinction in Norwegian, see Hellan -(1986,1991); Askedal (1994); Smith 
(2004); in Danish, see Vikner (1985); Bergeton (2004); in Swedish, see Everaert (1986); 
Kiparsky (1990,2002); and in Icelandic see Sigurjonsdottir (1992). For other languages see 
Geniusiene (1987); Schladt (1999); Huang (2000); Fruhwirth (2003) amongst others. 
6This theory is based on earlier work and modified in subsequent work; see Reinhart (1976, 
1983); Reinhart and Reuland (1991); Reuland and Reinhart (1995); Reuland (2001). 
'However, in order to explain the distribution of the SE-anaphor zich they also propose the 
Generalised Chain Condition which is a requirement on the pronouns and anaphors themselves. 
For further discussion see the following section. 
8This double listing is also assumed by Everaert (1986); Hellan (1988); Reuland and Everaert 
(2001); Hicks (2006). However, this unnecessarily increases the size of the lexicon. For further 
discussion see §3.4. 
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data (see chapter 5). Secondly, a theoretical account for the distribution of the 
data is proposed, thereby addressing the first theoretical issue. Furthermore, in 
chapter 6,1 will argue that this account is able to explain both the synchronic 
and diachronic data for English. 
Reinhart and Reuland (1993) address the second theoretical issue of locally 
bound pronominals by suggesting that elements which can function reflexively 
have the property of being -R(eferential), whereas elements which cannot func- 
tion reflexively have the property of being +R. According to their theory elements 
are marked +R if they are fully specified for 0-features and (structural) Case and 
-R otherwise. They further stipulate that a modified version of the Chain Con- 
dition of Chomsky (1981,1986) accounts for why only -R elements can function 
reflexively. Reinhart and Reuland's (1993: 696) Generalised Chain Condition 
(GCC) is provided in (7). 
(7) General Condition on A-chains 
'A maximal A-chain (a, ... a, 
) contains exactly one link - a, - that is 
both +R and Case marked. " 
The GCC states that the head of a chain must be +R and all other links of the 
chain must be -R, thereby ruling out the reflexive use of any element which is 
marked +R. This predicts that in the event that pronominals can function as 
reflexives they are underspecified in some way and hence -R. In §3.3 1 examine 
the extent to which pronominals which function reflexively can be shown to be 
underspecified. 
Furthermore the GCC states that a chain must comprise only one link; 
in other words it must only have one O-role. This is discussed further in the 
following section (§3.2) in relation to verbs which have been termed 'inherently 
reflexive'. 
Finally in §3.4 1 provide a flavour of how the ideas of Reinhart and Reuland 
(1993) might be encoded within the Minimalist Framework, thereby establishing 
the backbone to the theory proposed for earlier stages of English in chapter 6. 
'In their 1995 paper this condition is modified slightly, in that Case is not treated as a 
separate element from the property R. This follows from the fact that in their 1995 paper they 
consider Case as one of the 0-features which determines whether an element is fully referential 
or not. In their earlier paper Case is separate from the 0-features but similarly affects the 
property R. I follow Chomsky (2000,2004) in suggesting Case is not one of the O-features. 
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3.2 Reinhart and Reuland's (1993) Condition on 
Predicates 
This section examines where, when and why languages of the West Germanic 
branch use different anaphors, e. g. zich and zichzelf in Modern Dutch. The 
issue of bound pronominals is considered in the following section. 
As shown in the introduction, Reinhart and Reuland (1993: 247) propose 
that binding is a condition on predicates. I repeat their conditions in (8), with 
the definitions upon which they depend provided in (9). 
(8) Condition AA reflexive-marked (syntactic) predicate is reflexive. 
Condition BA reflexive (semantic) predicate is reflexive-marked. 
A predicate is reflexive iff two of its arguments are co-indexed 
(ii) A predicate is reflexive- marked iff- 
- it is reflexive marked (lexically reflexive) 
- one of its arguments is a SELF anaphor 
(iii) A ýELF-anaphor is a morphologically complex anaphor. 'O 
Condition B suggests that the differing distributions of the SE-anaphor 
and the SELF-anaphor relate to the predicate type. I examine this prediction 
for the modern languages of the West Germanic family branch. 11 The discussion 
is broken into subsections in which the various West Germanic languages are 
discussed. Since the theory was developed primarily for Dutch, I discuss this first 
(§3.2.1). Present-Day English (§3.2.2), Frisian (§3.2.3), and German (§3.2.4) are 
then discussed before conclusions regarding accounting for different forms of the 
reflexive are drawn (§3.2.5). 
3.2.1 Dutch: Zich and zichzelf 
As shown in (3)-(5), repeated here as (10)-(12), Standard Dutch reflexives can 
either be identical to the ordinary personal pronouns (10), an SE-anaphor mch 
(11) or a SELF-anaphor zichzelf (12), 
Iki was mej. 
Ii wash mej. 
'I wash (myself). ' 
1'In their 1995 paper this is encoded in a different way. Rather than a requirement that 
the element must be morphologically complex, the requirement is a structural one; the SELF- 
anaphor must occupy the head position of the N-projection. 
"The history of reflexives within the languages under discussion, is outlined in §1.2.1. 
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Hiji wast zichi. 
Hei washes SEj. 
'He washes (himself). ' 
Hiji wast zichzelfi 
Hei washes himselfi 
'He washes himself. ' 
The monomorphernic forms (pronouns and the SE-anaphor) are often termed 
'weak reflexives', whereas the morphologically complex SELF-anaphors are termed 
ýstrong reflexives'. A full paradigm of examples with the verb wash is provided 
in Table 3.1. 
Person/Number/Gender Weak Strong 
Ist sg Ik was me Ik was mezelf 
2nd sg (informal) Jij wast je Jij wast jezelf 
2nd sg (formal) U wast u U wast uzelf 
2nd sg (formal) U wast zich U wast zichzelf 
3rd sg (masc) Hij wast zich Hij wast zichzelf 
3rd sg (fem) Zij wast zich Zij wast zichzelf 
3rd sg (neut) Het wast zich Het wast zichzelf 
Ist PI Wij wassen ons Wij wassen onszelf 
2nd pI (informal) Jullie wassen je Jullie wassen jezelf 
2nd pl (formal) U wast u U wast uzelf 
2nd pl (formal) U wast zich. U wast zichzelf 
3rd pl (all genders) Zij wassen zich Zij wassen zichzelf 
Table 3.1: Dutch weak and strong reflexive pronouns with the verb wassen 
'wash'. 
Table 3.1 shows that with first and second person forms the ordinary per- 
sonal pronoun functions as the weak reflexive, but with third person, and occa- 
sionally the 2nd person (formal), the SE-anaphor zich is required. 12 The strong 
reflexive, in each case, comp I rises the weak reflexive plus zelf 'self'. The factor 
which will be shown to be important between the strong and weak forms is this 
121n Dutch people can be addressed formally or informally depending upon the relationship 
of the speaker and the addressee. People who-are older than the speaker, and people who have 
a higher status than the speaker, are generally addressed with the formal (or: polite) pronoun u 
4you'. The informal (or: familiar) form jij 'you' is used otherwise. Informants suggest that zich 
and zichzelf can be used in formal settings for the second person, although judgements in this 
respect were found to vary. For those speakers where this did apply, the forms distributed with 
third person constructions. It is therefore assumed they are captured via the same account as 
the one proposed for third person forms and they are omitted from further discussion here. 
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morphological distinction; namely that one is morphologically heavier than the 
other. 13 
Barbiers and Bennis (2003) based on data collected for the Syntactic Atlas 
of Dutch Dialects (SAND 2000) demonstrate a broad range of dialectal variation 
with respect to the forms used for the SE and SELF-anaphors. For example the 
strong reflexive -standard Dutch zichzelf - has a variety of other forms, the most 
common being z'n eigen 'his own'. 14 
Barbiers and Bennis (2003) conclude that with one exception (the Antwerp, 
South-West and the Central dialects), 15 each of the dialects maintains a mor- 
phological distinction between the two anaphoric forms: zichlzichzelf. (East); 
hem/z'n eigen (East/ West Flanders) and zichlz'n eigen (Flemish Limburg), 
zijn/zijn zelf, and hem/hemzelf which are sometimes realised as the weak vari- 
ants urn/umzelf (Frisian, discussed in its own right in §3.2.3). Since the necessary 
morphological distinction holds, regardless of the precise morphological form, I 
assume that the account outlined below also holds for these non-standard forms. 16 
Where there is not a difference in morphological forms, future research may prove 
that the distinction is made in an alternative way, e. g. with stress as will be sug- 
gested is the case for German in §3.2.4, or simply that predicate type is not 
relevant to binding in these dialects, i. e. binding is simply a structural relation 
between the anaphor and its antecedent. This suggests that the semantics of 
reflexivity might be encoded in two ways: either by some element marking the 
predicate as being reflexive (Reinhart and Reuland 1993), or by an anaphor de- 
pending directly on its antecedent for its reference (the Classical Binding Theory, 
Chomsky 1981). We might expect that a language could use either or possibly 
both of these methods. For further discussion see chapter 6. 
In terms of the theory of Reinhart and Reuland (1993), the difference be- 
tween the strong and weak reflexives as given in Table 3.1 concerns the value of 
the feature SELF; strong reflexives are valued +SELF, whereas weak reflexives 
(whether pronominal or the SE-anaphor) are valued -SELF. As shown in the def- 
13The discussion in the remainder of the section will focus on the distinction between the 
two anaphors zich and zichzelf. The distinctions made equally apply to the first and second 
person forms. The availability of bound pronominals in first and second person, but not third 
person is discussed further in §3.3. 
14 Barbiers and Bennis (2003) do not mention first and second person forms, but Wim van 
der Wurff (p. c. ) points out that there is variation here too, e. g. me/me eigen 'me'/'my self'. 
"Barbiers and Bennis (2003) suggest that in these dialects the form z'n eigen 'his own' is 
ambiguous between strong and weak as it occurs in positions where both strong and weak 
forms are found in other Dutch varieties. Why this should be the case in these dialects is a 
matter for future research. 
16The use of a possessive structure is discussed further in §6.4. For a discussion of the 
similarity of own and self see Ogura (1988,1989a, b). 
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initions given in (9), this means that only strong reflexives are able to 'reflexivise 
the predicate' (Reinhart and Reuland 1993: 659). 
It seems likely that there is also a structural difference which may account 
for why the SELF-anaphor can reflexivise the predicate, but neither the SE- 
anaphor nor pronominals are able to do so (see e. g. Everaert 1986,1991; Reuland 
and Reinhart 1995: 245; Reuland 2001: 479). As a first approximation, we might 
assume that the pronoun and SE-anaphor occur in the determiner position of the 
DP (13)-(14), and that the SELF-anaphor is morphologically analysable, such 
that there is a pronominal D head, and a nominal complement zelf 'self' (15). 17 
DP 
xll"ý 
D nP 
II 
hem e 
DP 
X\\ 
D nP 
1.1 
zich e 
DP 
Zýý 
D nP 
1A 
zieh zelf 
The prediction of Reinhart and Reuland's (1993) theory is that for verbs 
which are lexically reflexive (reflexive marked) the weak reflexive is required, 18 
but for verbs which are not lexically reflexive (i. e. ordinary transitive verbs), only 
the strong reflexive will be grammatical. However, we have already seen in Table 
3.1 that the verb wassen 'wash' can occur with both strong and weak reflexives. 
Therefore the Dutch data can be grouped into three different types of construc- 
tion based upon the type of reflexive with which they can occur (examples from 
Reuland and Everaert 2001): 
(i) those which always occur with zich (19a) 
those which always occur with zichzelf (19b) and, 
17For the assumption that pronominals occupy D, see Abney (1987); Longobardi (1994). For 
the assumption that complex reflexives are analysable in this fashion see Postal (1966); Helke 
(1970); SoIA (1994); Reuland (2001); D6chaine and Wiltschko (2002). For further discussion of 
the structure of the reflexive form, see §6.4. 
18AIthough note that there is nothing thus far in the theory which would rule out the use of 
the strong reflexive in this case. This is discussed further below. 
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those which sometimes occur with zich and at other times with zichzelf 
(19c). 
(16) a. Maxi gedraagt zichi /*zichzelfi /*hemi. 
Maxi behaves SEj /*himselfi /*himi. 
b. Maxi haat *zichi /zichzelfi /*hemi. 
Maxi hates *SEj /himselfi /*himi. 
c. Maxi wast zichi /zichzelfi /*hemi. 
Maxi washes SEj /himselfi /*himi. 
Those of type (19a) are often called 'inherently reflexive', which means that 
the verb cannot occur with a disjoint object; in other words it is always reflexive. '9 
Such verbs have also been labelled 'introverted' (Haiman 1983,1994) or 'self- 
directed' (K6nig and Siemund 2000a; Kiparsky 2002; Cast 2004). Following 
Gast (2004) 1 will refer to them as SD-verbs, where SD means self-directed. 
The SD-verbal group comprises words like zich haasten 'hurry', zich herinneren 
'remember', 20 and zich gedragen 'behave'. In PDE such verbs are intransitive 
and do not (typically) occur with an overt object (see §3.2.2). 
As the verb is lexically reflexive, the predicate is reflexive marked. This 
means there is no requirement for the object to reflexivise the predicate, meaning 
the feature SELF (at least as the current theory stands) is irrelevant; pronominals 
or the SE-anaphor are licensed because the verb does not require reflexivising, 
hence their -SELF feature is not a barrier, but also nor is the SELF-anaphor's 
+SELF feature - it is simply superfluous. 
In order to rule out the SELF-anaphor, Reinhart and Reuland (1993) are 
forced to suggest that there is a principle of economy, which states that there is 
not a requirement to mark the same feature twice. In other words, the predicate 
is already marked as being reflexive and therefore it does not require further 
marking with the use of a +SELF element. We might suppose that this is a 
rule which suggests 'use the least complex form available'. This will be discussed 
further below. 
In order to distinguish between the SE-anaphor zich and the pronominal 
form hem 'him' for cases like (19a), Reinhart and Reuland (1993) appeal to the 
GCC and the property ±R. Third person pronominals, such as hem, are fully 
191n this respect these forms are akin to the pleonastic forms found in OE - see §2.3.5.1, for 
further discussion. However, unlike the OE forms, such constructions are not found without 
an overt object. It is also noteworthy, that like the OE pleonastic pronouns, zich is always 
subject-orientated. 
20WiM van der Wurff (p. c. ) notes that there is a transitive use of this verb which can occur 
with disjoint (i. e. non-reflexive) objects meaning 'remind'. However, in this case it requires a 
following PP. 
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referential in that they are fully marked for O-features and structural Case. 21 
Hence they are +R and unable to form the required Chain. However, the SE- 
anaphor zich is underspecified for person and number. Therefore it is not fully 
specified for 0-features and hence it is -R and able to occur in a Chain. 
Verbs of type (19b) are the opposite to SD-verbs as they frequently occur 
with a disjoint object. In PDE these verbs are always transitive and the object 
cannot be deleted. Verbs of this type have been labelled 'extroverted' (Haiman 
1983,1994) or 'other-directed' (Peitsara 1997; K6nig and Siemund 2000a; Lange 
2003; K6nig and Vezzosi 2004; Cast 2004). Again, following Gast (2004) 1 will 
refer to such verbs as OD-verbs, wh ere OD is short for other-directed. 
The feature ±SELF is used to distinguish between the two anaphors in such 
cases. Since the predicate is not reflexive, it must be reflexive marked, meaning 
the SELF-anaphor must be used as it has the required +SELF feature. The 
pronominal and the SE-anaphor are both ruled out on the grounds that they 
have the feature -SELF, and hence are unable to reflexivise the predicate. Note 
that the pronominal hem 'him' is also ruled out by the GCC as it is unable to 
form a Chain. 22 
If the distinctions shown for the previous two examples hold, then we would 
predict that for cases like (19c) that verbs like wassen 'wash' belong to both the 
group of SD-verbs (as they occur with zich) and the group of OD-verbs (as 
they occur with zichzelf). Since these two groups are by the very nature of their 
definitions opposites, this would appear to be a significant problem for the theory 
thus far advanced. 
Reinhart and Reuland (1993) stipulate that such verbs are listed within the 
lexicon twice; once as an SD-verb and once as an OD-verb. When an SD-verb 
then the predicate is reflexive- marked and the SE-anaphor is licensed, however 
when an OD-verb the SELF-anaphor is licensed. This seems an unnecessary ex- 
pansion of the lexicon and we could easily imagine a language where this would 
apply to the majority of verbs, effectively doubling the size of the lexicon. There- 
fore I will refer to them as ND-verbs, where ND means neutral direction i. e. they 
do not specify a direction towards the self (SD) or others (OD). An alternative 
explanation for which type of anaphor they occur with is then required. 
" 
It would be theoretically desirable to explain the distribution of the different 
anaphors for ND-verbs via some other aspect of the grammar. In seeking such 
2'Although see the discussion in §3.3 for more on the feature R, and pronominals which can 
be locally bound. There is also further discussion in §6.2. 
22For a discussion of why both the GCC and Condition B are required, see Reinhart and 
Reuland (1993: 702). 
23 See also Smith (2004) and Bergeton (2004) for a similar objection to the expansion of the 
lexicon. 
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an explanation, it seems to me that the role and meaning of the zelf -element is 
crucial, since it is this element which distinguishes the two anaphors. In Dutch 
zelf 'self' also functions as an independent lexical item. It does not occur in 
argument positions (i. e. it does not satisfy one of a verb's thematic roles) and 
its function is to intensify. 24 
(17) Jani zelfi -zag een slang. 
Jan self saw a snake. 
'Jani himselfi saw a snake. ' 
In reflexive examples occurring with ND-verbs speakers report that the 
SE-anaphor is used when the action performed conforms to our expectations. In 
other words, for the verb wash our knowledge of society tells us that this is an 
action which we normally act out upon ourselves. Therefore it does not contrast 
with another object and to all intents and purposes it is an SD-verb (recall that 
our definition of an SD-verb is that it is something which cannot occur with a 
disjoint object, as it is self-directed). 
When the SELF-anaphor is used, it either contrasts with another object 
which is explicit within the discourse or it contrasts with our expectations. So - 
to exemplify with English examples - when the SELF-anaphor is used it may be 
within the context of comparing or contrasting, as in Ivan washed the baby and 
then he washed himself. Here the deletion of himself would be ungrammatical, 
since an overt object is expected in order to contrast with the object the baby in 
the first conjunct. For Dutch the distinction is between zich and zichzelf, where 
the former seems to correspond to the English o and the latter to himself. 
Alternatively, the SELF-anaphor may be used in the context of making a 
comparison with a more usual situation. For example, our knowledge of our soci- 
ety tells us that babies are unable to wash, clothe and feed themselves. Therefore 
we expect sentences such as Ivan washed the baby but not The baby washed him- 
self, which is pragmatically odd (unless uttered by a parentwho thinks they have 
a wonder-baby). 
Therefore it seems that rather than each verb being listed in the lexicon 
twice (as suggested by Reinhart and Reuland), the differing distributions of the 
anaphor with ND-verbs is related to our world knowledge and whether or not 
24 urther details of the meaning and distribution of intensifiers (in English) are provided 
in chapter 4.1 attribute a similar meaning to intensifiers in other languages, based on both 
the judgements of my informants and details found within the literature (K6nig and Siemund 
2000a; Eckardt 2002; Hole 2002; Gast 2004). The glosses in the examples show that the 
corresponding form in PDE is himself. However in chapter 1 we saw that the OE form was 
simply self. The development of the English intensifier is discussed in §6.3. 
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this licenses the use of an intensifier zelf. This suggests that the SELF-anaphor 
is morphologically decomposable: an anaphor zich and the intensifier zelf. 
In fact we might suppose that the three-way distinction of the different 
behaviours of the three verbal classes actually results from a structural encoding 
of our world knowledge. We have already seen how such a system would work 
for ND-verbs and in fact we now have a better explanation than an economy rule 
to explain why it is not possible to use a SELF-anaphor with an SD-verb; since 
SD-verbs do not have disjoint objects there is nothing which a reflexive object 
can contrast with. Therefore the intensifier cannot be licensed and we do not 
expect to find a SELF-anaphor. 
Such a system predicts that we should typically expect the object of a 
transitive verb to be disjoint. In cases where the object is coreferential, we might 
then expect some warning that the situation is counter to our expectations. In 
fact, numerous researchers have suggested that the object of a transitive verb 
must be disjoint, unless otherwise marked (Farmer and Harnish 1987; Levinson 
1991) 2000; Ariel 2004; Haspelmath 2004). 
A system along these lines makes several predictions. Firstly, it predicts 
that in a society where shaving and washing are always performed by others it 
would not be possible to say He shaved, since the verb would require further en- 
coding to mark that the intended interpretation was contrary to expectations. In 
such a society, shave would belong to the class of OD-verbs. Similarly, we might 
expect that in a society where hatred was an emotion reserved for yourself and 
not expressed towards others, sentences like He hated would be commonplace. 
In such a society hate would be a SD-verb. Therefore we might expect that there 
are variations c ross- linguistically in the verbs found within each class of verbs 
(SD, OD, or ND). We also might expect that these might alter over time so that, 
for example, a verb which starts out as being ND becomes OD or SD. 
Secondly, it predicts that the SELF-anaphor is semantically decomposable 
into its component parts: a reflexive and an intensifier. Therefore in cases where 
zichzelf is obligatory i. e. when a predicate is OD and requires reflexivisation, we 
would be predicting that there is also an element of intensification 
(or contrast). 
However, informants suggest that whilst this can be the case, it is not obligatory. 
We might suppose that in cases where intensification is not evident, this is due 
to semantic bleaching of the zelf element. Under such circumstances zichzelf has 
been reinterpreted as simply be ' 
ing a marker of reflexivity. This process and the 
syntactic structures involved are-discussed further for earlier 
English in chapter 
6. It is anticipated that the account provided there also accounts for the Dutch 
data. 
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It therefore seems that for Present-Day Dutch we cannot entirely reduce 
the pattern of the distribution of reflexives to whether or not the intensifier 
is licensed, since intensification is not evident in all constructions containing 
zichzelf. However, we cannot simply state, as Reinhart and Reuland do, that the 
type of reflexive is entirely conditioned by the type of verb as we have seen that 
for at least the set of ND-predicates intensification is involved. 
Therefore, it seems that the system represents partial grammaticalisation 
of a pragmatic tendency, so that there are on the one hand rýflexives occurring 
with SD-verbs and ND-verbs, where within the latter group the reflexive can be 
intensified, but on the other hand there are reflexives occurring with OD-verbs 
which are governed by a structural principle which requires a complex anaphor 
possibly in order to avoid ambiguity or the violation of a syntactic condition like 
Chomsky's Condition B. 
Further evidence for this account comes from the fact- that it is not possible 
to intensify a SELF-anaphor in Dutch (18a), " We might suppose that this is 
because historically there is already an intensifier present within the form. A 
similar constraint exists in PDE (18b). It seems likely that the PDE distribution 
can also be reduced to the effect of an earlier system where intensification was 
used alongside the reflexive (see §6.4). 
(18) a. *Max haat zichzelf zelf. 
b. *Max hates himself himself. 
Therefore the following questions are raised to ask of the other cross- 
linguistic data in the remainder of this section: 
Is the same three-way distinction between pronouns and anaphors evident 
in other languages? If not, how are these languages accounted for? 
2'Note that some speakers allow the reflexive and the intensifier to occur within the same 
sentence if the subject is unambiguously the DP which is intensified (i): 
(i) ?? Maxi himselfi hates himselfi. 
Examples such as those in (ii) suggest that the intensifier should be able to occur in sentence 
final position, whilst still intensifying the subject. Examples in (iii) suggest that it is possible 
to intensify disjoint objects, although speakers generally consider a, to be less acceptable than 
b. 
a. Maxi hates herj himselfi. 
b. Maxi hates the Queenj himselfi 
a. Maxi hates herj herselfj. 
b. Maxi hates the Queenj herselfj. 
For further discussion of this issue, ' see §6.3. 
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Do all languages have a SELF-anaphor which is semantically decompos- 
able? 
Do all languages show a distinction between three classes of verbs (self- 
directed, other-directed and neutral)? Are the same verbs found cross- 
linguistically within each verbal group? 
3.2.2 Present-Day English: 0 and himself 
PIDE is generally thought to have a two-way distinction between pronominals 
(e. g. him) and anaphors (e. g. himself). The PDE pronominals cannot (usually) 
be bound within their local binding domain. Therefore they must be +R elements 
and unable to form a chain (GCC). Since the anaphor is morphologically complex, 
under the theory of Reinhart and Reuland it is a SELF-anaphor. This correctly 
predicts that this form can occur with OD-verbs and 'reflexivise the predicate'. 
However, this raises the question of whether or not there is a counterpart in 
PDE for the Dutch SE-an4phor zich. If we consider PDE examples with the same 
verbs as used for Dutch in (16) above repeated here as (19), then it seems that 
PDE has a null element (represented in the examples with 'SE') where Dutch 
uses the SE-anaphor. 
(19) a. Maxi gedraagt zichi /*zichzelfi /*hemi. 
Maxi behaves SEj /*himselfi /*himi. 
b.. Maxi haat *zichi /zichzelfi /*hemi. 
Maxi hates *SEi /himselfi /*himi. 
c. Maxi wast zichi /zichzelfi /*hemi. 
Maxi washes SEj /himselfi /*himi. 
(20) a. Maxi behaves SEj / himselfi / *himi. 
b. Maxi hates *SEi / himselfi / *himi. 
c. Maxi washes SEj / himselfi / *himi. 
The three-way distinction can therefore be maintained, if we are prepared to con- 
cede that certain verbs (SD and ND-verbs) have a deleted or non-phonetically 
realised co-referential object in English which is overtly realised in other Ian- 
guages. In fact in chapter 2, we saw that such objects could be phonetically 
realised in earlier stages of English in pleonastic constructions. 
We also saw that 
the same verbs could occur without the pronominal overtly realised and that 
this option was selected in EMODE for these verbs, thereby providing further 
evidence that these forms are cross-linguistic ally analogous. 
However, whilst the OD-verb hates behaves in the same manner as in 
Dutch, only allowing the SELF-anaphor, and the ND-verb washes also behaves 
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in the same manner, allowing both the SE-anaphor and the SELF-anaphor, the 
SD-verb behaves behaves in a different fashion; it allows the SELF-anaphor in a 
Position where it is not expected given the predicate is already reflexive marked. 
One solution to this problem might be to claim that PDE only distinguishes 
between two classes of verb - OD-verbs like kill and hate which require reflexive 
marking and other verbs (an expanded set of ND-verbs) which can either occur 
with the SE-anaphor or the SELF-anaphor. Under Reinhart and Reuland's the- 
ory this would require an additional mechanism to account for the distribution 
of the two anaphors in this expanded ND-verbal set. For them these verbs would 
all have to be reflexive-marked and they would have to explain why sometimes 
their condition on economy does not apply (i. e. why a verb already reflexively 
marked is reflexivised). 
However, under the theory where intensification is required, there would be 
no such problem. It could simply be stated that any verb which can occur with 
a null element (SE-anaphor) or a SELF-anaphor belongs to this class, but that 
the SELF-anaphor can only occur when there is a requirement for intensification. 
Instead the problem for such a theory would be that verbs like behave should not 
be'able to intensify their object since they do not occur with a disjoint object 
e. g. '* I behave him'. 
In fact, there are several verbs in PDE which do behave like Dutch SD- 
verbs e. g. hurry and remember and as predicted these cannot occur with the 
SELF-anaphor. On the basis of such verbs, we might suggest that either (i) there 
is an SD-category in PDE but that whilst it contains some of the same verbs as 
in Dutch, others are categorised differently or (ii) that the same groupings are 
evident in both English and Dutch and that the SELF-anaphor in the case of 
verbs like behave is not an anaphor at all, but rather a different element. 
The most plausible explanation would then be that this is an intensifier 
(see chapter 4). This would fit with informant judgements that in cases such as 
he behaved himself there is an element of intensification i. e. a contrast between 
either someone else's behaviour Helen misbehaved but Billy be haved himself or 
their usual behaviour Normally Helen misbehaves, but today she behaved herself. " 
26Some informants suggest that there is also an interpretation of control when the SELF- 
anaphor is used. This may be a doppelgdnger type effect as has been reported in the literature 
for Dutch SELF-anaphors with the famous Madame Tussaud's and Miinchhausen examples 
(Voskuil and Wehrmann 1990; Jackendoff 1992; Lidz 1995,2001; Rooryck and Wyngaerd 1999, 
1997; Hole 2003). 
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3.2.3 Frisian: him versus himsels 
Frisian has a three-way distinction in terms of its verbal types which is similar 
to Dutch (Faltz 1985; Everaert 1986; Hoekstra 1994; de Swart 2003). 27 However 
Frisian only has a two-way distinction between pronominals (e. g. him) and 
the SELF-anaphor himsels. The pronominal him functions both as an ordinary 
personal pronoun (being used in contexts where disjoint reference is required) 
and as the SE-anaphor (occurring in similar places to Dutch zich) as shown in 
(21). 
a. Maxi hAld himi *himselsi. 
Maxi behaves himi *himselfi. 
'Max behaves (himself). ' 
b. Maxi hatet *himi himselsi. 
Maxi hates *himi himselfi. 
'Max hates himself. ' 
c. Maxi wasket himi himselsi. 
Maxi washes himi himselfi. 
'Max washes himself'. 
The theoretical problem raised by Frisian is therefore not one concerning 
the distribution of the SE-anaphor versus the SELFranaphor, but rather the SE- 
anaphor versus the pronominal. Therefore, I will return to the Frisian data in 
§3.3. 
The Frisian SELF-anaphor is decomposable into the SE-anaphor and the 
intensifier, since the Frisian intensifier is sels. It occurs in the same positions and 
has a similar meaning to its Dutch counter-part. 
3.2.4 German: sich versus SICH 
Like Dutch, German makes a distinction between the ordinary pronominal ihn 
'him' and an SE-anaphor sich in third person constructions (Reinhart and Reu- 
land 1993; Reuland and Reinhart 1995; Steinbach 1998; Abraham 1999). 28 How- 
ever, whilst a similarly analogous, morphologically complex form for the SELF- 
anaphor is available - sich selbst 'him self'- this form is extremely restricted in 
27FriSian (or Friesian) is divided into North, East and Western Frisian, the 'standard' lan- 
guage being the Western variety and the one to which most people refer when discussing Frisian 
(see Sipma 1913; Markey 1981). Here I also refer to the Western variety; however similar facts 
are evident in the Northern and Eastern varieties. 
28German only uses special reflexives in the third person. Ordinary personal pronouns are 
used in first and second person constructions. See §3.3 for further discussion. 
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29 comparison to Dutch. In fact, for the most part, it simply does not occur in 
the same places as zichzelf as shown in (22)-(24). 
(22) a. Maxi benimmt sichi / *sich selbsti / *ihni. (German) 
b. Maxi gedraagt zichi /*zichzelfi / *hemi. (Dutch) 
'Max behaves SE / SELF / *him. ' 
(23) a. Maxi hasst sichi/ *sich selbsti / *ihni. (German) 
b. Maxi haat *zichi / zichzelfi / *hemi (Dutch) 
'Max hates SE / SELF / *him. ' 
(24) a. Maxi wascht sichi / *sich selbsti / *ihni. (German) 
b. Maxi wast zichi / zichzelfi / *hemi. (Dutch) 
'Max washes SE / SELF / *him. ' 
Furthermore, most grammars and work on German do not consider selbst 
'self' to be a reflexive (or even part of the reflexive) but rather an, intensifier 
(Baker 1995; Steinbach 1998; K6nig and Siemund 2000a; Lange 2003) or a focus 
adverb (Primus 1992; Eckardt 2002). They suggest that selbst 'self' is used in 
the following circumstances: 
(i) When the reflexive is plural it can also mean 'one another' or 'each other' 
and if ambiguity might arise then selb3t is added to the reflexive and gegen- 
seffig is added where it is reciprocal in order to disambiguate: 
(a) Sie fragten sich selbst ob... 
They asked themselves self whether 
(b) Sie fragten sich gegenseitig ob... 
They asked each other whether 
(ii) Where a particular emphasis is required (for more on this see chapter 4 on 
intensifiers). 
Some researchers have therefore suggested that Reinhart and Reuland's 
Condition B does not apply in German because there is no evidence that verbs 
receive different marking depending upon their type (Steinbach 1998). However, 
Reinhart and Reuland (1993) and Reuland and Reinhart (1995) suggest that 
different verb types are marked, but rather than the marking being morphologi- 
cal, it is via different stress patterns. When sich is unstressed it functions as an 
29A more accurate translation for this form might be 'himself himself', since sich occurs in 
positions where the PDE SELF-anaphor occurs and selbst seems to 
be more of an intensifier 
(see more below), which in PDE has the homophonous form himself. 
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SE-anaphor, but when sich receives stress it functions as a SELF-anaphor' (see 
also Everaert 1986). This means we might represent the German system as in 
(25): 
(25) a. Max hasst * sich / SICH /* ihn. 
b. Max benimmt sich / *SICH / *ihn. 
c. Max wascht sich / SICH / *ihn. 
This therefore suggests that a similar distinction between verbs is made in Ger- 
man, but that it is encoded in a different way. Further support for the idea 
of stress being important in being able to reflexivise a predicate is found in a 
comparison with Dutch. Unlike German sich, Dutch zich can never be stressed; 
instead the zelf-element receives the stress (Reuland and Reinhart 1995: 250): 
(26) a. Max haat *zich/ *ZICH / zichZELF. 
b. Max gedraagt zich/ * ZICH / *zichZELF 
c. Max wast zich /* ZICH / zichZELF. 
Several of my informants have suggested that for them SICH and sich 
SELBST are identical in meaning, but that in most cases they would prefer to 
use the former. We might suppose that this is due to some economy constraint. 
Stressed SICH reflexivises the predicate whereas unstressed sich, like Dutch un- 
stressed zich, requires another element in order for it to be able to reflexivise 
the predicate i. e. Dutch stressed ZELF corresponds to German stressed SICH. 
Essentially therefore they encode the same information, but one is significantly 
more economical being morphologically simplex. 
This seems to suggest that Dutch has two ways of marking a transitive 
verb as being reflexive, one with stress (as in German) and the other by having a 
morphologically complex element (as in Frisian and English). Again, informant 
judgements might provide the answer; some informants suggest that like Eng- 
lish, the zelf element does not have to carry stress in these constructions. This 
suggests that it is the zelf-element which is important in allowing the element 
to reflexivise the predicate for Dutch. 
In terms of the theory of intensification, the German data suggests that 
this is one method that a language might employ with particular sets of verbs, 
but that a language may choose to encode the distinction another way. What 
seems to be crucial is that the OD-verbs receive more marking than SD-verbs - 
this may be encoded in having a morphologically heavier element or an element 
which is phonetically heavier. Language typologists have suggested that where 
there is a contrast, languages always employ the heavier marking for OD-verbs 
(see e. g. Haiman 1983; Faltz 1985; Smith 2004. ) 
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3.2.5 Conclusions 
In each of the languages discussed where a distinction is made between different 
forms of an anaphor, the distribution is determined by the type of verb. In 
each case, it appears that there are three (broad) categories of verbs; SD-verbs 
which require the SE-anaphor, OD-verbs which require their object to be marked 
in some way, either with a self-element (English, Frisian), stress (German), or 
both (Dutch), and ND-verbs. ND-verbs might be considered to be ambiguous 
between being an OD-verb and an SD-verb (Reinhart and Reuland's double 
listing); however, I suggest they have one lexical entry which may receive different 
encoding based upon the way in which we expect the world to be. A summary 
of the different forms found with the different verb classes is provided in Table 
3.2. 
Language Intensifier SD-verbs ND-verbs OD-verbs 
PDE himself 0 0/himself himself 
ME himself O/him O/him/himself (him)/himself 
OE self O/him O/him him 
Dutch zelf zich zich/zichzelf zichzelf 
Frisian sels him him/himsels himsels 
German selbst sich sich/SICH sich / SICH 
Table 3.2: Comparison of reflexives and intensifiers in West Germanic Languages. 
Several of the languages (Dutch and Frisian) under discussion use the in- 
tensifier as part of their complex reflexive and it seems likely that the English 
reflexive also used the intensifier in the creation of its complex form. However 
subsequent changes in the intensifier have resulted in the form no longer being 
decomposable. Therefore in the following chapter I seek to answer the following 
questions: 
9 What is the meaning of intensifiers? 
e What determines the distribution of the intensifier? 
9 Has the meaning or distribution of the intensifier changed during the his- 
tory of English? 
In chapter 61 seek to answer: 
Why did the intensifier develop into a complex form in English (but not in 
other West Germanic Languages)? 
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e What is it about the structure of the SELF-anaphor which allows it to 
reflexivise a predicate? 
9 Why do reflexives and intensifiers combine in many languages in order to 
create a complex form? 
What does this mean, if anything, for the features of verbs? 
3.3 Reinhart and Reuland's (1993) Generalised 
Chain Condition 
In the previous section, I discussed the part of Reinhart and Reuland's theory 
which determines the differing distributions of different anaphors. In this section 
I concentrate on the property ± R. Reinhart and Reuland suggest that elements 
which are marked +R are fully specified for O-features and (structural) Case; 
underspecification for one of these features results in an element being -R. 
In the introduction it was claimed that the property of being ±R governed 
whether an element was able to function reflexively or not. Due to the GCC 
given in (3) and repeated here in (27), only elements marked -R are able to 
function reflexively, since they are the only elements which can appear at the 
foot of a chain. 
(27) General Condition on A-chains 
'A maximal A-chain (oz, ... a, 
) contains exactly one link - al - that is 
both +R and Case marked. ' (Reinhart and Reuland 1993: 696) 
The GCC predicts that in languages where pronominals function reflexively 
(e. g. Old and Middle English (all persons), Afrikaans (all persons), Frisian (first 
and second person, SD and ND-verbs for third person), and Dutch and German 
(first and second persons only)), the pronominals are -R when functioning reflex- 
ively and +R when functioning as a pronoun. In other words this predicts that 
there are two different pronouns which are (in at least some of these languages) 
homophonous. 30 
In this section I therefore examine the extent to which there is evidence 
that bound pronouns can be considered underspecified. There is no discussion of 
PIDE in this section since with the exception of some dialects ordinary personal 
pronouns do not function reflexively. I include discussion of Afrikaans since it 
is related to earlier Dutch and shares certain similarities with earlier English. 
30Numerous researchers have noticed that bound and free pronouns cross-linguistically never 
differ in their morphological form e. g. Zwart (2002); Jacobson (2003); Kratzer (2006). 
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The order of discussion is Dutch (§3.3-1), Afrikaans (§3.3.2), Frisian (§3.3.3) and 
German (§3.3.4). Conclusions are drawn in §3.3-5. 
3.3.1 Dutch: lst and 2nd person pronouns 
Modern Dutch provides some evidence that pronouns in one and the same lan- 
guage can have different features since it distinguishes between two sets of per- 
sonal pronouns ( den Besten 1989: 25; Cardinaletti and Starke 1996: 43; Zwart 
1997: 117-118; Everaert 2000: 65; and Reuland 2001: 11-12). The distinction be- 
tween these two types is either described as being between strong and weak forms 
or between stressed and unstressed forms. 31 1 will adopt the former terminology. 
Only the weak forms can function reflexively and reflexively used pronominals 
are only licensed for the first and second person as shown in (28). 
(28) a. Iki was mej / *mijj. 
Ii wash me-WKi / *me-STRi. 
'I wash (myself)'. 
b. Jiji wast jej / *jouj. 
Youi wash you-WKi / *you-STRi. 
'You wash (yourself)'. 
c. Hei wast *'mi *hemi. 
Hei washes *him-WKi *him-STRi. 
'He washes (himself)'. 
The weak forms which can function reflexively are emboldened in Table 3.3. The 
pronouns given in brackets are forms typically only used in the spoken language 
(Zwart 1997: 33). 
Singular Strong Weak Plural Strong Weak 
1st mij me 1st ons ons 
2nd (informal) jou je 2nd (informal) jullie (je) 
2nd (formal) u U 2nd (formal) u U 
3rd masc hem (* 3rd (all gendersý) hen (or hun) (ze) 
3rd fern haar Cr) 
3rd neut het Ct) 
Table 3.3: The paradigm of object personal pronouns in Dutch. 
3'Berendsen (1986) and Zwart (1997) assume that the weak forms are clitics, since they 
occur immediately to the right of the finite verb, cannot be topicalised, nor conjoined with 
full DPs. However, unlike French clitics (see for example Kayne 1975), they can occur as the 
objects of prepositions. Others e. g. Koster (1987) suggest that there is no reason to assume 
that weak pronouns are clitics. For further discussion, see §6.2. 
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Table 3.3 shows that it is only the third person weak forms which are 
restricted to speech. These forms are also the forms which cannot be used re- 
flexively, instead the SE-anaphor zich is required. Reinhart and Reuland (1993) 
and Reuland and Everaert (2001) assume that zich is deficient for number and 
gender 0-features, since it is restricted to 3rd person, but it refers to masculine 
and feminine, singular and plural. 32 
However, it is unclear how the phonological weakness translates into un- 
derspecification of O-features in the case of the first and second person pronouns. 
It also seems unlikely that the underspecification is in terms of Case since the 
weak object forms contrast with the subject forms in terms of Case. The subject 
forms are provided in Table 3.4. 
Singular Strong Weak Plural Strong Weak 
1st ik (1) Ist wij we 
2nd (informal) j ij je 2nd (informal) jullie jullie 
2nd (formal) u u 2nd (formal) u u 
3rd masc hij (ie) 3rd (all genders) zij ze 
3rd fern zij ze 
3rd neut het CO 
Table 3.4: The paradigm of subject personal pronouns in Dutch. 
3.3.2 Afrikaans: all pronouns 
Afrikaans is a language which is descended from the Dutch spoken by employees 
of the Dutch East India Company who settled at the Cape from 1652 onwards. 
It contains many features of seventeenth-century Dutch, but more recently has 
been heavily influenced by English. Afrikaans has only maintained the strong 
pronominal forms from Dutch -as shown in Table 3.5- and these function reflex- 
ively for all persons as shown in (29). 33 
32Vat (1980) and Everaert (1986) assume that when zich occurs with an inherently reflexive 
verb it is a clitic. Koster (1987) suggests that it is simply a weak pronoun. 
33 Boshoff (1961) and Donaldson (2000) claim that there is also the use of a compound 
pronoun sigself (from Dutch) which is used in fixed, traditional expressions: 
Dit is op sigself onbeduidend 
this is in itself significant 
'This is insignificant in itself' 
(Boshoff 1961: 19) 
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Person Singular Plural 
Ist my ons 
2nd (informal) jou julle 
2nd (formal) u u 
3rd Masc hom hulle 
3rd Fem haar hulle 
3rd Neut dit hulle 
Table 3.5: The paradigm of object/reflexive pronouns in Afrikaans. 
(29) a. Eki verdedig myi. 
Ii defend mej. 
'I defend myself'. 
b. Jyj verdedig joui. 
Youi defend youi. 
'You defend yourself'. 
c. Hyj verdedig homi. 
Hei defends himi. 
'He defends himself'. 
Informants confirm that there are weaker spoken equivalents of some of the 
pronominal forms e. g. jul 'you' and hul 'them' (for julle 'you' and hulle 'them') 
which are often used for reflexives (see also Donaldson 1994: 492). These weaker 
spoken equivalents may suggest that underspecification is established the same 
way in Afrikaans as it is in Dutch. 
Note that unlike Dutch, Afrikaans does not have a special form for the 
third person, although some of my informants suggest that Afrikaans is in the 
process of developing a reflexive form to remove ambiguity. The process involves 
using the intensifier self and may be due to influence from English. 34 
3.3.3 Frisian: first, second and some third person 
In (30) 1 provide examples for all persons for the SD-verb hald 'behave', in 
(31) for the OD-verb hat, and in (32) for the ND-verb wask 'wash' (see also 
3401der speakers stress that this is very much a 'last resort' and generally maintain its use 
for emphatic contexts alone. Younger speakers did not feel the same and use the self-forms 
more readily. Most suggest that this is to disambiguate, although some also acknowledge it is 
due to the status which English has and a desire to emulate it. Donaldson (1994: 493) also 
finds that English is influencing the reflexive strategy in this way although he does not find an 
age difference. 
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Hoekstra 1994; de Swart 2003) . 
35 This shows that in Frisian the pronominal is 
used reflexively with all verb types, except for third person constructions with 
OD-verbs. 
(30) a. Iki hAld mej. 
Ii behave mej. 
'I behave'. 
b. Iki hate mej. 
Ii hate mej. 
'I hate myself'. 
c. Iki wask mej. 
Ii wash mej. 
'I wash' or 'I wash myself'. 
Dui hAldest dii. 
Youi behave youi. 
'You behave'. 
b. Dui hatest dii. 
Youi hate youi. 
'You hate yourself'. 
c. Dui waskest dii. 
Youi wash Youi. 
'You wash' or 'You wash yourself'. 
(32) a. Maxi hAld himi. 
Maxi behaves himi. 
'Max behaves (himself). ' 
b. *Maxi hatet himi. 
Maxi hates himi. 
'Max hates himself' 
c. Hii wasket himi. 
Hei washes himi. 
'He washes'. 
According to grammar books, Frisian does not distinguish phonologically 
between a strong and weak set of pronouns (the way Dutch does). However 
some informants suggest that there are phonologically weak versions of some 
of the pronominals in the spoken language, confirming the findings of Hoekstra 
"Informants suggest that it is possible to use the intensifier sels 'self' to intensify the first 
and second person OD and ND-verbs, although this is not always necessary and far less frequent 
than with third person. Furthermore, unlike with the third person form, the intensifier does 
not usually combine with the reflexive in order to create a single orthographic unit. 
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(1994: 515). This makes the Frisian system potentially similar to the one outlined 
in the previous section for Afrikaans. 
Hoekstra (1994) and Hoekstra and Tiersma (1994) discuss the fact that 
Frisian has two forms for the singular third person feminine pronouns and the 
third person plural (all genders). The forms are har 'her' and har(ren) 'them' 
on the one hand and se 'her/them' on the other. These two different forms are 
used interchangeably. However whilst har and harren can be locally bound, se 
cannot as shown in (33)-(34) from Reuland and Reinhart (1995: 259). 
(33) a. Jani hat harj har(ren)j juster sjoen. 
Johni has herj themj yesterday seen. 
'John saw her/them yesterday. ' 
b. Jani hat sej juster sjeon. 
John has her/them yesterday seen. 
'John saw her/them yesterday. ' 
(34) a. Maryi wasket harselsi / hari / *sei. 
Maryi washes herselfi / heri / *sei. 
'MAry washes herself. ' 
b. De berni waskje harselsi / har(ren)i / *sei. 
The children wash themselves / them / them. 
'The children wash themselves. ' 
Hoekstra (1991,1994) suggests that har/harren and se differ in Case, with 
se requiring structural Case and har requiring inherent Case. He presents a 
series of tests as evidence for this distinction. One such piece of evidence is that 
within locative prepositional phrases (PPs) se is ungrammatical whereas har is 
grammatical. Since prepositions assign inherent case, this is only expected if this 
pronoun has structural case. 
(35) a. Ik seach wat bewegen efter har. 
b. *lk seach wat bewegen efter se. 
'I saw something move behind her'. 
If structural Case is crucial in marking an element +R, then this difference 
explains why se cannot function reflexively (it is +R), but har(ren) can function 
reflexively because it has inherent Case meaning it is therefore -R, and it does not 
violate the GCC. In other languages and dialects the availability of inherent Case 
has similarly been linked to the ability for pronominals to function reflexively 
(see e. g. Nichols 1997: 79-84 for Zuni, and Abraham 1996 for Southern German 
dialects) . 
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3.3.4 German: first and second person 
First and second person pronouns function reflexively in German (36), but like 
Dutch there is a special reflexive form in the third person (37). 
(36) a. Ichi wasche michi. 
Ii wash mej. 
glt 'I wash myself'. 
b. Dui waschst dichi. 
Youi wash Youi - 
'You wash yourself'. 
(37) Eri wascht sichi *ihni. 
Hei washes SEj *himi. 
'He washes himself'. 
Cardinaletti and Starke (1996,1999) note that severai German pronominals 
exhibit 'strange' behaviour, which they attribute to a difference in features. In 
other words they argue that there are two sets of pronominals in German, akin to 
the Dutch system. However, unlike the Dutch system they are morphologically 
indistinct. Cardinaletti and Starke do not describe this behaviour in terms of 
feature specification, but rather they present structural evidence in support of 
the differences. The evidence they present is: 
The pronominal es 'it' cannot occur in co-ordinated DPs as shown in (38). 
(38) a. [Dieses Buch und diese Zeitungen] sind sehr schön. 
This book and these newspapers are very pretty 
b. * [Es und these Zeitungen] sind sehr sch6n. 
* It and these newspapers are very pretty. 
(ii) es 'it' is confined to extremely local positions with respect to its verb which 
means that it cannot be topicalised unlike full DPs as shown in (39) versus 
(40). 
(39) a. Hans hat dieses Buch gestern gekauft. 
Hans has this book yesterday bought. 
'Hans bought this book yesterday. ' 
b. Dieses Buch hat Hans gestern gekauft. 
This book has Hans yesterday bought. 
'This book, Hans bought yesterday. ' 
(40) a. Hans hat es gestern gekauft. 
Hans has it yesterday bought. 
'Hans bought it yesterday. ' 
ill 
b. *Es hat Hans gestern gekauft. 
It has Hans yesterday bought. 
'It, Hans bought yesterday. ' 
Cardinaletti and Starke (1996) suggest that es 'it' has some clitic-like prop- 
erties but that it does not entirely pattern with clitics. They therefore suggest 
a third pronominal type: weak pronouns. They suggest that weak pronouns 
are somewhere in between the other two types of pronoun: strong pronouns 
and clitic pronouns (Cardinaletti and Starke 1996: 23). Cardinaletti and Starke 
(1996: 35-36) extend their findings for es 'it' to all other pronominals in the 
paradigm. This is discussed further in §6.2. 
3.3.5 Conclusions 
For each of the languages which allow pronominals to function reflexively, re- 
searchers have shown that there is evidence for some kind of underspecification 
of those pronominals. I return to discuss this for earlier English in §6.2. In the 
next section I examine how Reinhart and Reuland's account might be captured 
within a Minimalist Framework. 
3.4 Towards a Minimalist account 
In the previous two sections I have discussed the Reflexivity Theory of Reinhart 
and Reuland (1993). In their theory elements have two features which determine 
the distribution of Pronouns and anaphors. The typology they assume is given 
in Table 3.6. 
Feature SELF 
SELF-anaphor 
SE-anaphor 
Pronoun 
Table 3.6: The typology of pronorninals and anaphors based on Reinhart and 
Reuland (1993). 
In §3.2 1 suggested that the feature ±SELF was related to the meaning of 
intensifiers and hence it can (for at least some stages of Dutch and other lan- 
guages) be eliminated from the theory. 36 However in §3.3 the property ±R was 
maintained. In this section I examine the extent to which this idea can be cap- 
tured within a recent Minimalist Framework. In §3.4.11 outline the assumptions 
36 However, if the intensification reading is lost, SELF may be re-encoded as a marker of 
structural coreference. 
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which I make and suggest an alternative to the GCC. My purpose here is not 
to provide a fully fledged version of the Binding Theory since that is beyond 
the scope of this work, but rather to show that the ideas presented here are 
consistent with more recent theorising. 
3.4.1 Minimalist assumptions 
Within the Derivation-by-Phase version of the Minimalist framework (Chomsky 
2000,2001,2004), structures are derived from the bottom-up. Items within 
a numeration are selected and inserted into the structure using the process of 
MERGE, the least costly of the syntactic operations (MERGE, MOVE, AGREE). 
Following Chomsky (2001) 1 assume that features are checked in agreement 
configurations (AGREE) . 
37 Features are attribute-value pairs. Person is an ex- 
ample of a feature attribute and its possible feature values would be 1st, 2nd, or 
3rd. Items either enter the numeration valued or unvalued which is notationally 
represented as [Person: Ist] and [Person: ], respectively. 3' This notation con- 
cerns feature values rather than the notion of semantic interpretability implied 
by the more common notation of i for interpretable and u for uninterpretable. 
Unvalued (or uninterpretable) features must be the trigger for AGREE. The 
unvalued feature (called 'the probe') probes within its c-command domain for a 
category bearing a matching valued (or interpretable) feature (called 'the goal'). 
When it finds a matching feature, then AGREE operates. Crucially, in the current 
theory it is only unvalued features which may probe and hence are active features. 
Valued features may only be probed and are therefore passive. Valued features 
do not need to enter into a agreement (or: checking) configuration. 
This means, for example, that T bears an unvalued 0-feature, which probes 
into its c-command domain. Since it matches the valued 0-features of the subject 
in [Spec, vP], AGREE operates. T therefore receives the 0-feature values of the 
subject as shown in (41). 39 
37For more on features see den Dikken (2000); Adger (2006). 
"Within this work, unless important for establishing whether or not something is under- 
specified for 0-features, I wil .I not show them as separate features but will use the notation 
[0: 
and specify its values e. g. [0: Masc, 3rd, Sg]. 
31The intuition in Chomsky (2000,2001,2004) is that agreement should take place with 
the closest available goal, thereby ruling out agreement between the features on T and a DP 
object. 
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(41) 
T vp 
][CASE: NOM] DP etc... 
Ivan [0: 3rd, sgl [CASE: j 
The subject then moves to [Spec, TPI in order to receive Case, since in 
Minimalism Case valuation is a reflex of agreement (George and Kornfilt 1981; 
Chomsky 2001). In other words if the DP can value the 0-features of T, T values 
the Case features of'the goal. It is unclear why this should be the case, and 
furthermore it makes Case exceptional since it is not a probing feature. I return 
to this issue below. 
If any unvalued features remain unchecked upon completion of a phase 
. 
(standardly assumed to be vP and CP) the derivation will crash unless they 
occupy the edge of a phase e. g. [Spec, vP]. This is known as the principle of 
'Full Interpretation', which basically states that features which are unvalued at 
the interfaces are uninterpret able. However, phase edges are escape hatches; 
elements occupying these positions are available for probing by elements within 
the next phase. This is known as the Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC) as 
stated in (42) from Chomsky (2000: 108). 
(42) [a [H 01] Pic: 'In phase a with head H, the domain of H is not accessible 
to operations outside a, only H and its edge [its Specifier(s)] are accessible 
to such operations' 
3.4.2 An Account of Binding? 
Recent accounts have attempted to reconcile the Binding Theory and Minimal- 
ism by either trying to reduce binding constraints to the constraints on MOVE 
(e. g. see Hornstein 2001; Zwart 2002; Kayne 2002) or those on AGREE (e. g. see 
Lee-Schoenfeld 2004; Hicks 2005,2006; Heinat 2006). Approaches based on the 
former, posit a complex DP which involves (in various forms) the merger of the 
reflexive and the antecedent. The antecedent then moves out of the complex DP 
and the locality constraints are reduced to those on MOVE. 
The alternative where the constraints are linked to those on AGREE, are 
similar in many respects to Reinhart and Reuland's (1993) account; the -R fea- 
ture is simply replaced with an unvalued (or un interpretable) feature which re- 
quires valuation, whereas the +R feature is valued (or interpretable) and can not 
therefore enter into a syntactic dependency. 
T' 
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Reinhart and Reuland (1993) suggest that it is either Case or underspeci- 
fication for 0-features which renders an element ±R. However, an AGREE-based 
approach to binding suggests that this cannot be the case. " If binding is achieved 
through the process of AGREE, then the features must match. It therefore seems 
unlikely that Case can be responsible since there is no requirement that the an- 
tecedent and the reflexive to bear the same Case feature. For example in an 
English sentence such as he killed himself the subject he would bear nomina- 
tive Case and the reflexive himself would (under most accounts) bear accusative 
Case. 
It seems to me that the reflexive must also be specified for 0-features since 
it seems likely that reflexives are able to value the unvalued 0-features which 
exist on v, like fully referential disjoint objects can. 41 It is not possible for these 
values to remain unvalued as this would cause the derivation to crash at the end 
of the phase due to Full Interpretation. Furthermore, if as appears to be the 
case, anaphors are cross-linguistically defective in terms of 0-features, this rules 
out agreement between the antecedent and the anaphor as they will not agree 
for all 0-features i. e. it is not a full match. 
Theref6re contra Reinhart and Reuland (1993), 1 do not suppose that it 
is 0-features (or lack of them) which makes an element underspecified: it is a 
different feature which relates to the r eflexive's referential properties (or lack of 
them). Ignoring the more complex structure of X-SELF for the time being (see 
§6.4), we might encode ±R as a REF feature which is either valued on disjoint 
pronominals or unvalued on reflexives. 42 Such a feature does not appear to be 
merely a stipulation since numerous researchers have suggested that anaphors 
are not fully referential (e. g. see Bouchard 1983; Keenan 1988; Chomsky 1986; 
McGinnis 1998). 
For 3rd person in Dutch this would mean an unvalued REF feature on zich 
for both SE and SELF-anaphors and a valued REF feature on the pronominal 
he7n. 43 
For Ist and 2nd person it would mean that sometimes the form bears an 
"See Heinat (2006) for an account of binding relying on 0-feature agreement. 
41The alternative would be to reconsider the way in which features and Case are checked. 
See for example Hicks (2006: 113) for a discussion of this technical issue. 
42Chomsky (1995: 381) seems to warn against such an approach to re-encoding indices. See 
Hicks (2006) for a more technical instantiation of this, which falls outside the scope of this 
work. Note also that under an analysis where binding is achieved through features other than 
the O-features, it would be possible for those features to AGREE, but the O-features not to, 
and binding to still be established. Such constructions would be ruled out at the point of 
interpretation. 
43For a similar analysis of PDE see Hicks (2005,2006) and the slightly earlier analysis of 
German by Lee-Schoenfeld (2004). 
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unvalued REF feature (when reflexive) and at other times it bears a valued REF 
feature (when pronominal). 44 The reflexive case is shown in the tree in (43). 
(43) vp 
Ivan IREF: Ivan] v) 
verb VP 
<verb> zichlzichzelf [REF: 
Such an analysis seems to have the immediate advantage of being able to 
encode the locality restrictions on binding as being within the phase (see Heinat 
2003) 2006; Lee-Schoenfeld 2004; Hicks 2005,2006). This is a desirable result 
as phases are motivated for independent reasons (see Chomsky 2000; Fox 2000; 
Nissenbaum 2000 etc. ), meaning the former 'binding domains' do not have to be 
stipulated. 
In other words, reflexives must value their features before completion of 
the vP phase. This agreement between the antecedent and the reflexive is what 
establishes the binding relation. Since pronominals have a valued REF feature 
they do not need to enter into an agreement relation and hence do not (and in fact 
cannot) enter into a binding relation. This analysis therefore encodes the idea 
discussed above that pronominals which function reflexively are underspecified 
without recourse to the GCC. The chain is established via the agreement process. 
However, such an analysis faces the problem that the REF features shown 
in (43) should be unable to enter into an AGREE relation under the current 
assumptions as outlined in the previous section. Since the subject Ivan bears a 
valued REF feature it should be unable to probe. Hence the derivation should 
crash as the unvalued REF feature on zichlzichzelf would remain unchecked at 
the end of the phase. 
However, recent research has suggested that this mechanism of probing 
needs modification. Razac: (2004) suggests that if a probe cannot find a goal 
within its c-command domain, then the search space is extended outside the 
c-command domain. " This might be where the split structure of reflexives as 
suggested in (15), repeated here as (44) might be important. 
44 Recall that Cardinaletti and Starke (1996) provide evidence that there can be two differ- 
ent pronominals (strong and weak) with the same morphological form but different syntactic 
properties. See §6.2 for further discussion. 
45Heinat (2006); Hicks (2006); Baker 2007 similarly argue for non-standard approaches to 
probing. Furthermore, if probing is allowed to extend its domain then it would have the 
desirable effect that Case would no longer be exceptional as it would be able to probe upwards, 
once it had exhausted its c-command domain. 
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(44) DP 
D nP 
IA 
zich zelf 
In such a case, upon entering into the derivation, zich's unvalued REF 
feature would probe its c-command domain, which is its nP complement zelf. 
Since zelf lacks the necessary valued REF feature, zich would have to wait to be 
valued from above. 
3.5 Conclusion 
This chapter has shown that cross- linguistically there is a strong link between 
the intensifier and the reflexive, with the complex reflexive often comprising a 
reflexive plus the intensifier. The distribution of complex (SELF-anaphors) and 
simplex reflexives (SE-anaphors) is determined by the properties of the verb. 
Rather than suggesting that some verbs are listed within the lexicon twice, I 
suggested that the variation between these two types which exists with the same 
verb can be explained by the requirements on intensification; the complex form 
occurs where there is a need to contrast, otherwise the simplex form occurs. 
The availability of bound pronominals in some languages was explained via 
the GCC of Reinhart and Reuland (1993) and subsequent work, which suggests 
that the pronominals are underspecified in some way. I encoded this into a 
Minimalist account which reduces the binding domain to the level of the phase 
and reduces binding to AGREE. 
This suggests that in the history of English, pronominals were ambiguous 
between being marked as fully referential (and hence bearing a valued REF 
feature), in which case they were interpreted as being disjoint from the subject, 
and being marked as not-fully referential ([REF: ]). This means that during 
ME there was one reflexive form (HIM, which may or may not occur with the 
intensifier self. Therefore the variation between X-SELF and HIM is really a 
question of whether or not intensification was required, and therefore must have 
been governed by the requirements of the intensifier. 
The renalysis which took place in EMODE must therefore be motivated by 
a change in the features of pronouns, so that they all bear a valued REF feature. 
At this point self is reanalysed as making the reflexive bear an unvalued REF 
feature, and is therefore simply as a syntactic marker of co-reference. This sug- 
gests that in EMODE there are changes in the feature composition of pronouns 
and that self is no longer considered an intensifier. This is explored further in 
chapter 
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Chapter 4 
The Distribution and Development 
of the Intensifier 
4.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter evidence was presented from the modern West Germanic 
languages which suggested that both structural and functional (semantic/ prag- 
matic) factors are involved in determining the distribution of different forms of 
the reflexive. It seems that there is a pragmatic tendency in many languages 
to additionally mark the object of -a transitive verb in the event that it is co- 
referential, since the usual interpretation is of disjoint reference. In languages like 
Standard Dutch, the difference between the two different forms of the reflexive 
(zich and zichzelf 'himself') was explained using this general principle. 
It was also shown that cross- linguistically intensifiers are often used in 
order to make this distinction e. g. the Dutch complex- reflexive zichzelf 'himself' 
the simple-reflexive zich plus the intensifier zelf. Whilst there is evidence 
that in some cases the intensification remains in the resulting complex forms, 1 
there is also evidence that the intensifier has grammaticalised as a marker of 
syntactic co-reference, since speakers report that zichzelf can be used without 
an intensification reading. One way to test whether or not intensification remains 
is to establish the contexts in which intensification is licensed and see whether 
or not these contexts are also evident in reflexive constructions. If they are, then 
there is evidence that the intensification meaning remains, if they are not there 
is evidence that the intensifier is semantically bleached. 
Diachronically, the English X-SELF form is similarly decomposable into the 
Old English (OE) reflexive HIM + the OE intensifier self' Subsequent changes 
'For example, the fact that the complex form can no longer be intensified as was discussed 
in chapter I 
2The term self (in bold) is used to refer to the simple intensifier e. g. self. X-self (in bold) 
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in both the intensifier (to X-self) and the reflexive (to X-SELF) make the origin 
of the form synchronically less obvious than is the case with Dutch zichzelf. The 
origin of the form therefore raises a number of questions: 
1. Does English have the same pragmatic tendency to mark the object of 
certain verbs akin to the other West Germanic languages (chapter 3)? 
2. How and why might the intensifier self combine with the reflexive? 
3. Does the reflexive form still have an intensification reading, or has self 
grammaticalised simply as a marker of coreference? 
4. If self is semantically bleached, when and why does this happen? 
In order to shed light on these questions, it is necessary to first establish the 
meaning, distribution, and development of the intensifiers themselves. Therefore 
the following questions are addressed in this chapter: 
1. What contribution do intensifiers make to the meaning of a sentence? 
2. Does the meaning of the intensifier change in the history of English? 
3. What is the distribution of intensifiers throughout the various stages of 
English i. e. where and when are they used? 
4. Why does the intensifier develop from self into X-self? 
To answer these questions, the discussion is divided into two sections. The 
first, §4.2, details the meaning and distribution of intensifiers in PDE. These 
findings are then compared to the earlier periods of English in §4.3 in order 
to ascertain whether there has been any change in the meaning or distribution 
of intensifiers. This section also examines the properties of the intensified DP 
in order to establish the factors which license the use of an intensifier. These 
properties are then examined for the reflexive. data in the following chapter. 
is used to refer to the complex intensifier e. g. himself. The reflexive form is written in small 
caps e. g. X-SELF in order to distinguish it from the complex intensifier since in PDE they are 
homophonous. They are, however, clearly distinguished in the syntax as the reflexive is an 
argument of the verb and the intensifier is not. 
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4.2 Intensifiers in Present-Day English: meaning 
and distribution 
4.2.1 Two types of intensifier 
The term 'intensifier' is used in this work to refer to non-argument uses of either 
3 self or X-self throughout the history of English as shown in examples (1) - (4). 
In this chapter the intensifier is underlined in each example and indices are used 
to show which DP the intensifier intensifies. 
(1) Old English (OE, c. 800-c. 1150) 
a. And hei sylfi ferde afyrht of ýaere byrig. 
And hei selfi went frightened from the city. 
'And he himself went from the city frightened. ' 
(coaelive, +ALS_[Martin] 1174.6749) 
b. And hei eode sylfi ut mid ýarn scinendan reafe. 
And hei went selfi out with the shining armour. 
'And he went out himself with shining armour. ' 
(coaelive, +ALS_ [Martin] 809.6482) 
(2) Middle English (ME, c. 1150-c. 1500) 
a. Pat Ii my-selfi moste gon wiD 3ow wiD al my power into 
That Ii myselfi must go with you with all my power into 
Britaign. 
Britain. 
'That I myself must go with you with all my power into Britain. ' 
(CMBRUT3,62.1858) 
b. And than hei answerd hyrnselffi 
(CMMALORY, 632.3712) 
(3) Early Modern English (EMODE, c. 1500-cI800) 
a. And at the priorie of St. Jilles, wher hei himselfei was first a scoller, 
ther became he a scolmaster, 
(FORMAN-E2-H, 11.250) 
b. Ii wold spen 
,d 
my selfei a shilling to haue him swinged well. 
(STEVENS O-E I-P 2,48.2 22) 
(4) Present-Day English, (PDE, c-1800-present) 
a. Theyi themselvesi had become so used to warfare... (Tolkien 1995: 970) 
3The term should not be confused with 'intensifier' referring to adverbs of degree like very 
or extremely. 
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i b. Ii feel like singing myselfi. (Tolkien 1995: 220) 
Whilst the term intensifier is adopted in many recent studies (e. g. Edmond- 
son and Plank 1978; Ogura 1989a, b; K6nig 1991; K8nig and Siemund 1999a, 
2000a; Siemund 2000; Hole 2002; Bergeton 2004; Gast 2003,2004), there are nu- 
merous other labels used within the literature; these include 'emphatic (reflex- 
ives)' (Moyne 1971; Mitchell 1985; McKay 1991; Kernmer 1995; van Gelderen 
1999), 'intensive reflexive' or 'intensive pronoun' (Leskosky 1972; Edmondson 
and Plank 1978; Kuno 1987; Cohen 2004), and 'contrastive expressions' (Keenan 
2002). The term intensifier is used in this work, since the theoretical ideas pre- 
sented here are similar to those found in K6nig and Siemund (1999a, b, 2000b, a); 
Siemund (2000); K6nig (2001). 
C ross- linguistically, one of the most salient properties of intensifying forms 
is that they exhibit a considerable degree of positional variability as shown for 
PDE in example (5) where all positions are grammatical, except immediately 
following the verb. ' 
Lself, ) may (hlýmselfi) have (hlýmselfj) been (himsel j) painting (5) Ivani (hlým 
(*himselfi) the flat (himsel j). 
Within the literature these different positions are typically divided into two types 
which are determined on the basis of the distance that the intensifier occurs from 
the DP which it intensifies. It either occurs adjacent to this DP (6), or at distance 
from it (7). These two types will be termed 'adjacent-self' and 'distant-self' 
respectively. 5 
(6) ... and the 
Orcsi themselvesi were afraid and fell silent. (PDE, Tolkien 
1995: 319) 
(7) But Gandalfj chose to come himselfi, and he was the first to be lost. 
(PDE, Tolkien 1995: 430) 
There is some disagreement within the literature concerning whether or not 
these two different positions mean there are two different types of intensifier, or 
whether there is simply one intensifier which occurs in different positions due to 
movement. For example, Moyne (1971); Moravcsik (1972); Leskosky 
(1972) and 
Cantrall (1974) suggest adjacent-self can move rightwards to be distant from the 
DP it intensifies. ' However, K6nig (1991); K6nig and Siemund (1999a); Siemund 
4 This position is an argument Position and as a non-argument the intensifier is not licensed 
to appear in it. An X-self form in this position is interpreted as the reflexive 
(X-SELF). 
5Notice that for an example like (5) this would mean that are 4 positions in which distant- 
self occurs: after may, have, been and flat. 
6An alternative account would be to suggest the intensifier is stranded in a similar account 
to those posited for floating quantifiers. 
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(2000); Hole (2002); Cohen (2004) and Gast (2004) argue there are two different 
syntactic positions and therefore two different intensifiers, which differ not only 
in position but also in meaning. Under their account, the adjacent-self intensifier 
forms an edocentric expansion of DP as in (8), but distant-self intensifiers attach 
to the vP/VP like adverbials, as shown in (9). 7 
(8) DP 
DP XP 
The King himself 
(9) vp 
vp XP 
went himself 
Within this work I will assume that there are two different types of inten- 
sifier, for the following reasons. Firstly, the intensifier in some languages has a 
different morphological form dependent upon the position in which it occurs (see 
e. g. Edmondson and Plank 1978; K6nig 1991; McKay 1991; Siemund 2000; Gast 
2003). Secondly, more than one intensifier can occur within the same sentence. 
For such sentences to be derived from movement would require a double headed 
adjacent form as shown in (10) from Edmondson and Plank (1978: 16). 
a. The presidenti hýlmselfj repairs his car himselfi. 
b. * The presidenti Limselfi hiLmselfi repairs his car. 
Finally, it appears that the intensifier appears to have a different meaning 
in the two different positions. ' Evidence for the different meanings comes from 
negative sentences such as (11) and (12) taken from Gast (2003). 
(11) Maxi hiLmselfj did not mow his lawn, but his brother Bill did. 
Maxi did not mow his lawn himselfi, but his brother Bill did. 
Under the sloppy reading of his in his lawn the meaning of example (11) is 
that Max's lawn was unmown, but Bill's lawn was mown. However in (12) the 
meaning of the sentence is different due to the position of the intensifier himself. 
The meaning of this sentence is that Max's lawn was mown but that it was not 
mown by Max, and Bill's lawn was mown and the mower was Bill. 
9 
7Since I am not concerned with the part of speech of the intensifier (and there are conflicting 
accounts within the literature), I simply show the intensifier under the projection 
XP. 
8Under the movement account it might be possible to suggest that interpretation is altered 
by the movement. 
9For further evidence of a difference in meaning see Gast (2003,2004) and references cited 
therein. 
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Finally, it will be shown below that separating the intensifiers in this way 
reveals differences in the timing of the change from self to x-self. Therefore even 
if adjacent and distant-self are not two different intensifiers, these differences 
allow us to better understand and explain the pattern of change within the 
intensifier. 
I discuss the meaning, distribution and existing theoretical accounts of 
these two types of intensifier for PDE in the following two sub-sections. Earlier 
English data is then compared in §4.3. 
Adjacent-self 
In PDE, adjacent-self can (usually) intensify (i) either a nominal (13a) or pronom- 
inal subject (13b), (ii) a nominal object of the verb as in (14a), or (iii) a nominal 
object of a preposition as in (15a). 10 Intensification of an object pronominal 
(either as an object of a verb or as an object of a preposition) usually results in 
ungrammaticality as shown in (14b) and (15b). 11 
(13) a. The kingi 1]ýimselfj will welcome us. 
b. Hei hiýmselfj will welcome us. 
a. I will meet the kingi 1]ýirnselfj on Tuesday. 
b. ?? /* I will meet himi hýirnselfj on Tuesday. 
a. I was given a book by the kingi 1]ýlrnselfj. 
b. ?? /* I was given a book by himi hiýmselfj. 
Syntactically the intensifier forms a constituent together with the DP it 
intensifies. This syntactic relation has been described as 'coreference' (Cantrall 
"See also e. g. Edmondson and Plank (1978); McKay (1991); Baker (1995); Siemund (2000); 
Lange (2003); Bergeton (2004). 
"The same rule seems to be operative with the reflexive. For examples like (i) and (ii), my 
informants suggest that the intensifier belongs with the subject and not the reflexive object, 
meaning the interpretation should be the one of distant-self. This appears to be the case as 
the intensifier in both cases suggests that the action was carried out by the king and no-one 
else. See the following section for further details of the meaning of distant-self intensifiers. 
The kingi killed himself himselfi. 
(ii) The kingi saw a snake by himself himselfi. 
Similar results are reported elsewhere in the literature, with the general assumption being 
that the reflexive patterns with disjoint objects of verbs and prepositions e. g. see Siemund 
(2000); Gast (2003), and that whatever accounts for the inability to intensify object pronouns 
also accounts for the reflexive cases. It seems to me that there is a historical explanation for 
this distributional fact, which is discussed further in chapter 6. 
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1974), 'apposition' (Hall 1965), 'O-identification' (Browning 1993), gcomplemen- 
tation' (Eckardt 2002; Hole 2002; Gast 2003) and 'association with a focus' 
(Kbnig 1991; Primus 1992; Ferro 1993; Siemund 2000). The structure of this 
form is discussed further in §6.4.12 
Recent research has sought to identify the restrictions on the properties of 
the intensified DP (e. g. see Edmondson and Plank 1978; Kbnig 1991; K6nig and 
Siemund 2000a; Siemund 2000; Gast 2003; Cohen 2004). These researchers note 
that intensifiers are more common with referents of either a high rank in the real 
world e. g. Royalty and the Deity, or a high rank within the discourse e. g. the lead 
character in a story. Baker (1995: 80) terms the two factors 'discourse external' 
and 'discourse internal', whereas Siemund (2000: 14) terms them 'situational 
centres' and 'organisational centres' respectively. 
They also note that adjacent-self forms can intensify both singular (16) 
and plural (17) DPs. However, the plural intensified DP must not consist of two 
conjoined DPs (18). 13 The same sentence is grammatical if the pronominal they 
is used and the two individuals have already been established in the discourse 
(19). 
Gandalfj himselfi cannot be easily destroyed. 
(17) The Ringwraithsi themselvesi cannot be easily destroyed. 
(18) # [Frodo and Samli themselvesi cannot be easily destroyed. 
(19) Theyi themselvesi cannot be easily destroyed. 
Edmondson and Plank (1978: 382) note that not all definite DPs can be 
felicitously intensified and suggest that the important factor is whether an indi- 
vidual is contextually identifiable (specific). Hence (20) is ungrammatical since 
a specific doctor is not intended (see also McKay 1991; Lange 2003; Bergeton 
2004). 
(20) * We wanted to call the doctori hiLmselfi, but we didn't know any. 
However, Gast (2003: 85) argues that with some additional background, 
both quantified and indefinite DPs can be intensified (see also Siemund 2000: 46- 
48 and Eckardt 2002: 380). Without context it is difficult to establish the meaning 
12 Within the literature the intensified DP has been termed the 'focus', the 'antecedent', and 
the 'head'. Here I avoid all terms, since each is somewhat misleading - the first in terms of 
semantics and the latter two with other syntactic uses. Instead, the somewhat awkward term 
'intensified DP' will be used throughout this thesis. 
13 Here judgements vary. The likely explanation is that for some, Frodo and Sam can be 
seen as a single unit, which can be contrasted with other individuals/groups. However, other 
speakers want to contrast fiý-odo with Sam or do not see them as a single unit, thereby explaining 
the ungrammaticality of the intensifier for these speakers. 
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of the intensifier in (21a), since there is no established set of presidents in order 
to contrast a president with, nor is there a set of potential other speech makers 
from within the existing discourse. However, if this is addressed within the prior 
discourse, then it is possible to intensify an indefinite DP, as shown in (21b). 
(21) a. */?? I am still hoping a presidenti hLmselfi will come out and make 
a speech. 
b. The presidents of the EU countries are having a conference. We are 
waiting for the spokesmen to provide some information about the 
summit. However, I am still hoping a presidenti himsel will come 
out and make a speech. 
Therefore, it seems that the only restriction on the DP is that its denotation 
has to be in the propositional background. In other words the DP can be either 
definite or indefinite, so long as the restriction set is definite. 
The requirements on the DP which have been identified all relate to the 
meaning of the adjacent-self intensifier. Its purpose seems to be to interact 
with the referential interpretation of that DP and compare it with alternatives. 
In other words, in an example like (13a) repeated here as (22), the intensifier 
contrasts the fact that the action will be performed by the king, with the fact that 
the action could be performed by other people e. g. the servants, the secretary, 
or the doorman. 
(22) The kingi hLmselfi will welcome us. 
It is this contrast between individuals which has led researchers to suggest that 
the effect of adjacent-self is roughly paraphrasable as 'no-one other than' (K8nig 
and Siemund 2000a; Siemund 2000; Gast 2003). 
Early analyses of adjacent-self intensifiers suggested that they were in fact 
focus particles which ordered the value of their DP (or: focus) as well as the 
alternatives which they evoked on a scale of expectancy, making them more or 
less equivalent to the focus particle even (Edmondson and Plank 1978; Primus 
1992). Analysing adjacent-self forms as a kind of focus particle explains the 
following facts about adjacent-self intensifiers (see also Siemund 2000): 
9 Intensifiers always interact with the focus structure of a sentence. 
9 Intensifiers can occur more than once in a sentence. 
* Intensifiers are homophonous with focus particles in some languages. 
However as K6nig (1991) notes, such an analysis is problematic since we 
would not expect a major focus particle and an intensifier to occur in the same 
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sentence (23). We would also expect X-self and even to appear in similar 
contexts, however this is not the case (24). 
(23) a. Only the presidenti Limselfi can make this decision. 
b. Even the presidenti Ylmselfi can make this decision. 
(24) We do not live in the suburbs anymore. 
a. We live in Yorki Ltselfi. 
b. #/* We even live in York. 
Furthermore in PDE, intensifiers must agree with the DP they intensify 
in terms of 0-features e. g. person, number and gender, but this is not the case 
with focus particles. 14 The examples in (25) are not grammatical because the 
intensifier and the DP it intensifies do not agree in terms of number (25a), person 
(26b) and gender (25c). 
(25) a. * Ii ourselvesi gave a speech at the wedding. 
Ii hýlrnselfj gave a speech at the wedding. 
Shei himsel gave a speech at the wedding. 
The 0-feature agreement is mainly achieved through the pronominal part 
of X-self, but number is also shown on -self e. g. myself but ourselves. This 
agreement in 0-features allows different interpretations to be distinguished in the 
examples given in (26). 
(26) a. Billy knows [the wife, of the Mayor of York herselfil. 
b. Billy knows the wife of the [Mayor of Yorki hilmselfil. 
c. Billy knows the wife of the Mayor of [Yorki itsel j. 
However, since there is no agreement between the DP and the intensifier for 
Case, not all ambiguity is removed. The example in (26b) is a case in point since 
it is actually ambiguous between intensifying The Mayor of York and Billy. If 
14 Cross-linguistically not all intensifiers are inflected to agree with the DPs which they 
intensify e. g. in German the intensifier is selbst 'self' regardless of the intensified DP, as shown 
in examples (i)-(ii). 
(i) Ichi ýjelbstj liebe Schokolade. 
I self love chocolate. 
'I myself love chocolate. ' 
(ii) Ivani ýýelbsti liebt Schokolade. 
Ivan self loves chocolate. 
'Ivan himself loves chocolate. ' 
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the former, the interpretation is the one of adjacent-self, but if the latter then 
the interpretation is one of distant-self. 
Finally, whilst the scale of 'expectancy' captures much of the data, it cru- 
cially does not capture all of it (see K6nig and Siemund 1999a, c; Siemund 2000). 
For example it is neither remarkable nor unexpected that there would be a cap- 
tain of an aircraft in example (27) 
(27) The copilot fainted in view of the oncoming aircraft. The captain i hýimselfj 
remained calm and composed. 
Drawing on these earlier works, K6nig and Siemund (1999a, 2000a) and 
subsequent, take intensifiers to essentially be focus particles which assign a spe- 
cific property; they characterise the referent of their DP as being central and 
oppose it to alternative values that are peripheral with regard to that central 
value. That is to say that adjacent-self forms (which they term adnominal inten- 
sifiers) (i) evoke alternatives (Baker's 1995 'contrastiveness condition') and (ii) 
structure into sets (Baker's 1995 'discourse prominence condition'). This allows 
them to draw up the following list of contexts in which adjacent-self intensifiers 
occur: 
(28) Adnominal intensifiers structure a set into a central element (X) and a 
peripheral elements (Y) when: 
-X has a higher position than Y in a hierarchy 
-X is more significant than Y in a specific situation 
-Y is defined in terms of X 
-X is the centre of perspective (logophoricity) 
I exemplify each of these contexts in examples (29) - (32) taken from K6nig and 
Siemund (2000a). 
(29) The Queenj herselfi will welcome us. 
(30) The passengers were unhurt in the accident. The driveri hiýmselfj was 
killed. 
Helen's husband looks after the children. Helenj Lerselfi works in a hos- 
pital. 
(32) He was not particularly tall, a little taller than Barbzi herselfi perhaps, 
but... 
In (29) the Queen is (X) and the peripheral elements (Y) are alternative 
individuals who are in some way related to the Queen e. g. the secretary of the 
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Queen, or the Queen's doorman. Each of these alternative individuals would be 
ranked lower than the Queen on a scale of the importance of these individuals 
within society (hierarchy). Compare this to (33) which is pragmatically odd 
without further context: 
(33) # The doormani hiýmselfj will welcome us. 
In (33) the doorman in this case would be the centre (X). We might suppose 
alternatives (Y) may be the doorman's employer (i. e. the queen) and other 
employees (e. g. the cook, or the secretary). Since the doorman is of a lower 
social rank than his employer it is semantically odd to focus him with respect 
to her unless further context is given within the discourse. Usually this requires 
there to be a contrast with respect to some kind of expectation, often related 
to the behaviour that is expected of specific individuals within a society. For 
example in (34), the expectation would normally be that a doorman's uniform 
is chosen by his employer, or dictated by previous tradition. 
(34) The doormani Limselfi should choose his uniform. 
Since the doorman is of equal rank to the other employees such as the cook, it 
is semantically odd to establish a centre/periphery relationship as there is no 
obvious 'centre'. Therefore whilst informants agree that (35a) is grammatical, 
they suggest that (35b) is at best questionable. 
(35) a. The Queenj Lerselfi will cook the dinner (i. e. rather than the cook). 
b. # The doormani h: lmselfi will cook the dinner (i. e. rather than the 
cook). 
Semantically we can capture this idea by further considering the relation- 
ship between the centre and the periphery. Cast (2003,2004) has argued that 
intensifiers express nothing but the identity function (ID), which takes a given 
nominal as its argument and maps it onto itself e. g. ID(X) = X. So for example 
in (35a) the function would be ID(The Queen) = Queen. 
This truth-conditionally trivial expression can only be made relevant through 
focussing; hence the evocation of alternatives. These alternatives also take the 
intensified DP as an argument, but map it onto some other value e. g. THE 
COOK OF(The Queen) = 'The Queen's cook'. This captures the notion that the 
alternatives must be related to the intensified DP. 
In (35b) the problem is that it is hard to construe a relationship along 
similar lines for individuals of the same rank e. g. THE COOK OF(the doorman) 
= The doorman's cook. These examples are ones where the periphery and centre 
are built from our expectations about the world (that royalty would have cooks, 
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secretaries and doormen, but doormen would not have cooks or secretaries). It is 
possible to establish the same relationship within the discourse, especially within 
certain syntactic configurations (co-ordinations and comparisons). 
In (30), as the person in control of the vehicle the driver (X) is more 
significant than the passengers (Y). Thus a contrast is established between the 
person in control and those not in control. In terms of the theory advanced above 
this would mean the following: 
(36) ID(the driver) = the driver (centre) 
THE PASSENGERS OF(the driver) = the driver's passengers (periph- 
ery) 
The contrast does not appear to be one of life and death; compare (30) 
repeated here as (37) with (38. ): 15 ' 
(37) The passengers were unhurt in the accident. The driveri j]ýirnselfj was 
killed. 
(38) a. # The driver was unhurt in the accident. The passengeri himselfi 
was killed. 
b. # The driver was unhurt in the accident. The passengers i themselvesi 
were killed. 
Rather it seems that it is related to the idea of the centre and periphery. It 
seems pragmatically odd to have the passengers as the centre and the driver as 
the periphery, in a context of driving. 
(39) ID(the passenger) = the passenger (centre) 
THE DRIVER OF(the passenger) = the passenger's driver (periphery) 
In examples of the type like (31) the centre and periphery relationship is 
established by virtue of the fact that one individual is defined with respect to 
the other. So in (31) the person looking after the children (Y) is defined relative 
to (X). This follows straightforwardly from Gast's semantic analysis, since this 
is simply the centre ID(Helen) and the periphery HUSBAND OF(Helen). 
However example (32) is less straightforwardly captured by this theory. 
In such examples the intensifier is used to establish the centre of perspective. 
Therefore the periphery (Y) in this case is an unnamed individual who is defined 
in terms of N- 
15Speaker judgements again vary. All speakers consulted suggested that the sentence in 
(30)/(37) was better than those in (38), but some allowed both of the examples in (38), arguing 
that they could contrast the passenger and the driver. The key notion is that there must be 
some kind of contrast or ordering. 
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4.2-1.2 Summary of adjacent-self forms 
In order for the adjacent-self intensifier to be licensed it seems that the DP 
to be intensified must be uniquely identifiable and must be able to contrast 
with other expressions within the context. It is likely that these two ideas are 
'intimately connected' (Siemund 2000: 170) and it may be possible to derive 
the former from the latter. Whether this 'contrast' is, as K8nig and Siemund 
(1999a, 2000b, a) suggest, really one of the centre versus the periphery is perhaps 
more a terminological question. Certainly from this 'contrast' we are able to 
establish why persons of high rank or discourse prominence are likely to appear 
with intensifiers; they are naturally elements which are central and therefore it 
is easy to evoke sufficient alternatives to contrast them to. Therefore whilst it 
may well prove to be the case that such factors are simply context- dependent 
and not essential in establishing intensification, they are more often present than 
not when intensification is evident. 
4.2.1.3 Distant-self 
Distant-self occurs at a distance from the DP it intensifies (40)-(41), which in 
these constructions is always the subject (42). 
(40) Ivani re' aired the computer himself p 
Barbzi is a bit short of money hersel j. 
(42) a. Michaeli will give Junej the game hims-Ifi 
b. * Michaeli will give Junej the game herselfj. 
It is not possible to analyse X-self as forming a constituent with the object 
the computer in (40) or money in (41) because as we saw in the previous section 
PDE intensifiers must agree with the DP it intensifies in terms of O-features. In 
order to intensify the computer or money the X-self form would therefore need 
to be itself, and of the adjacent-self type. 
Two different interpretations for distant-self have been identified in the 
literature. The first is that distant-self excludes the possibility that the action 
under discussion was carried out by someone other than the subject referent (i. e. 
one of the evoked alternatives). For example, in (40), the interpretation is that 
Ivan repaired his computer alone and no-one helped him i. e. his computer was 
not repaired by a computer technician, his mum or anyone else. In addition 
there is a presupposition that even if Ivan is not the agent, he still stands in 
some thematic relation to it (e. g. beneficiary, causer). These relations hold 
under negation (43). 
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(43) Ivani did not repair his computer himselfi. 
The meaning of this is such that whilst Ivan did not repair the computer himself, 
he either caused the computer to be repaired (e. g. we might add ... but he took it 
to the computer technician), or that he in some way benefitted from the repair 
(e. g. ... but he's delighted that it's working again). 
The second interpretation of distant-self differs from the first in that rather 
than excluding others from the alternatives, it includes the subject referent within 
the set of alternatives. In other words, in an example like (41) the interpretation 
is such that Barbz is a member of the set of individuals who are 'a bit short of 
cash'. We might therefore suggest that a paraphrase for this use of the intensifier 
would be 'also' or 'too'. 
A wide-variety of terms are used within the literature to describe distant- 
self. Most do not distinguish between the two types, calling both of them things 
like 'agentive intensifiers' (Kernmer 1995; Hole 2002), 'predicate emphasisers' 
(Driven 1973), 'head-distant intensifiers' (Gast 2003), and 'non-head bound in- 
tensifiers' (Edmondson and Plank 1978). Those who do distinguish the two 
types call type (40) 'adverbial exclusive intensifiers' (Kbnig and Siemund 1999b, 
2000a, b) or 'actor oriented intensifiers' (Gast and Siemund 2002), and the type 
(41) 'adverbial inclusive intensifier' (K8nig and Siemund 1999c, 2000a, b) or 'agent 
orientated intensifiers' (Gast and Siemund 2002). 
In discussing the historical data, I will not distinguish between these two 
different types of distant-self, since in the absence of speaker judgements it is 
impossible to be certain of a difference in semantics and syntactic positions are 
not clear enough to be able to distinguish these two types, whereas in the major- 
ity of cases there is sufficient evidence to distinguish between adjacent-self and 
distant-self. 
The intensified DP subject of distant-self can either be singular (44) or 
plural (45), pronominal (44a, 45a) or nominal (44b, 45b). Unlike adjacent-self 
forms the plural subject can be a conjoined DP (45c). 
(44) a. Hei will paint the flat himselfi. 
b. Ivani will paint the flat himselfi. 
(45) a. Theyi will paint the flat themselves.. 
b. The boysi will paint the flat themselvesi. 
c. Ivan and Pauli will paint the flat themselves.. 
Researchers suggest that distant-self is more liberal with regard to the 
referential properties of the DP it intensifies, than the adjacent-self intensifier 
is with the DP it intensifies (see Moravcsik 1972; Siemund 2000; Lange 2003). 
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It allows all the referents which adjacent-self intensifiers allow, plus indefinites 
which have not been introduced into the propositional background, as shown in 
(46) from Moravcsik (1972: 274). Quantified subjects and even wh-words are 
also licensed. 
(46) a. An engineeri should know this himselfi. 
b. # An engineeri hiýmselfj should know this. 
However7 unlike adjacent-self forms they are semantically/pragmatically 
odd with inanimate subjects, as shown in the following examples: 
(47) The gardens are quite ugly, but the minsteri itselfi is not. 
(48) My harnsteri opened the fridge door herselfi. 
(49) # The windi opened the fridge door itselfi. 
Many researchers have tried to derive the meaning of the distant-self forms 
from the adjacent-self forms. Siemund (2000: 254) relates their meaning to the 
notion of centre and periphery thus: 
(50) [Distant-self] intensifiers structure a set of possible agents in a situation 
(S) into a central agent (X) and oppose it to peripheral agents (Y). In- 
stances of centrality in a situation: 
*X is responsible for [a situation] S. 
X is the beneficiarY of S. 
oX is the maleficiary of S. 
In other words the idea is that the agent is contrasted to a set of Possible 
other agents within a particular situation. A more technical definition of the 
same idea is provided in Gast and Siemund (to appear: 14): 
are used to relate a proposition 7r to a set of alternative propositions 
R= JP1, P2 .... p, 
} in such a way that: 
a. in the alternative propositions pi, the actor-role is assigned to some 
individual (Y) other than the referent (X) of the associated DP, and 
b. X has a different thematic role in the alternative propositions, e. g. 
that of an external causer or beneficiary 
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4.2.2 Conclusion 
From the above empirical and theoretical discussion, the following conclusions 
about PDE can be drawn: 
Variation in syntactic position correlates with a difference in meaning. The 
adjacent-self forms evoke alternative referents, but the distant-self forms 
evoke alternative propositions. 
* The intensifier is inflected to agree with the DP which it intensifies. 
* The requirements on the intensified DP vary depending on: 
(i) syntactic position (object adjacent-self forms are dispreferred and 
barred when pronominal) 
(ii) intensifier type (distant-self forms are more liberal in allowing indefi- 
nite and quantified DPs to be the DP which it intensifies). 
o With both types some kind of contrast (centre/periphery) is required. 
4.3 The distribution of intensifiers in English 
The purpose of this section is to provide an inventory of intensifiers in the history 
of English. By examining where and when intensifiers occur in earlier stages of 
English, light can be shed not only on questions pertaining to the development 
of intensifiers themselves, but also on those concerning the development and 
distribution of the reflexive form. 
Since the data discussed here is historical, the various tests used within the 
literature to distinguish between these two types are unavailable in the absence 
of speaker judgements for both syntax and semantics (see e. g. Cohen (2004); 
Gast (2004) and the references therein). Furthermore, since OE word order 
is much freer than PDE it is harder to distinguish the precise syntactic posi- 
tion of self (see also Lange 2003 for further discussion of this problem). It is, 
however, possible to make a distinction between 'adjacent-self' (52) and 'distant- 
self' intensifiers (53) for all three periods (OE, ME and EMODE. See also Golde 
1999a, b, c). 
(52) a. And hei sylfi ferde afyrht of ýaere byrig. 
And hei selfi went frightened from the city. 
'And he himself went from the city frightened. ' 
(OE, coaelive, +ALS_ [Martin]: 1174.6749) 
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b. Pat Ii my-selfi moste gon wiý 3ow wiý al my power into 
That Ii myselfi must go with you with all my power into 
Britaigne. 
Britain. 
'That I myself must go with you with all my power into Britain. ' 
(ME, CMBRUT3,62.1858) 
c. And at the priorie of St. Jilles, wher hei himselfei was first a scoller, 
ther became he a scolmaster, 
(EMODE, FORMAN-E2-H, 11.250) 
(53) a. And hei eode sylfi ut mid ýam scinendan reafe. 
And hei went selfi out with the shining armour. 
'And he went out himself with shining armour. ' 
(OE, coaelive, +ALS _[Martin] 
809.6482) 
b. And than hei answerd hymselffi 
(ME, CMMALORY, 632.3712) 
c. Ii wold spend my selfei a shilling to haue him swinged well. 
(EMODE, STEVENS O-E 1-P 2148.222) 
Lange (2003: 123-125) argues that this syntactic distinction cannot be made for 
OE. She provides examples of self adjacent to the DP which it intensifies, which 
she analyses as having one of the distant-self interpretations. However, for each 
of the examples she provides, it is possible to analyse them with an adjacent-self 
interpretation. 
Moreover, whilst she argues that the meanings are available, she suggests 
that there are not sufficient numbers of self occurring separate from the DP it 
intensifies for there to be a syntactic differentiation in OE. Rather, she suggests 
on the basis of scanning through PPCME2 that this differentiation first occurs 
in ME. Below I provide quantitative evidence that there is no significant change 
between OE and ME in this respect. There is, however, as Lange suggests, 
an increase in the relative frequency of distant-self intensifiers which starts in 
the middle of the ME period and continues throughout the EMODE period. I 
provide an account for this difference below. 
The section begins with a broad examination of the OE intensifier self and 
seeks to isolate the contexts in which we can be certain of intensification but not 
reflexivisation. This is a necessary distinction if we are to be able to examine 
the impact of the two on each other. 
In subsequent sub-sections, I trace the development of these 'pure' inten- 
sifiers through the four electronic corpora. 
" This provides empirical support 
16For details of the corpora see §1.5.1 and Appendices A-D. 
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for the theoretical account advanced in the previous section. Furthermore, it 
allows a list of contexts in which intensifiers typically occur to be established. 
These properties are then used in chapter 5 to establish whether or not inten- 
sification is present in forms which are ambiguous between purely reflexive or 
reflexive +intensifier. 
4.3.1 Types of self in Old English 
In OE self is declined as an adjective (e. g. Penning 1875; Farr 1905; Visser 
1963; Mitchell 1979,1985; Ogura 1988; Keenan 2002,2003). 17 Weak (or defi- 
nite) inflection occurs when the head noun is accompanied by a definite article, 
otherwise the strong (or indefinite) inflection is required. Since inflectional end- 
ings will play some part in the subsequent discussion, the different forms of self 
provided earlier in §2.2.2 are repeated here in Table 4.1. 
Strong (indefinite) 
Singular Plural 
Masc Fem Neut Masc Fem Neut 
Nom self self self selfe selfa self 
Acc selfhe selfe self selfe selfa self 
Gen selfes selfre selfes selfra selfra selfra 
Dat selfum selfre selfum selfum selfum selfum 
Weak (definite) 
Singular Plural 
Masc Fem Neut Masc Fem Neut 
Nom selfa selfe selfe selfan selfan selfan 
Acc selfan selfan selfe selfan selfan selfan 
Gen selfan selfan selfan selfra selfra selfra 
Dat selfan selfan selfan selfum selfum selfum 
Table 4.1: The paradigm of the adjectival inflection of self in OE. 
The word self occurs in a variety of other syntactic positions in OE (and 
beyond) which differ from the use under consideration here. Since my purpose 
here is only to detail the distribution and development of self in relation to the 
reflexive, other constructions discussed within the literature are excluded (see 
Visser 1963; Mitchell 1985; Ogura 1988,1989a, b; Lange 2003). They are: the 
attributive use of self as in (54), where self functions like PDE own, constructions 
in which self is modified by own as in (55) and uses where 'self' occurs between 
171 am not concerned with the actual syntactic category of intensifiers but rather their 
development. 
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the determiner and noun with a meaning like PDE same or very as in (56). 
Examples occurring in complex DPs e. g. [Ivan, A and my-self] played Mario 
Kart are also excluded. Examples like (57) where X-self is in a subject-like 
position are also excluded since their status is uncertain. They are discussed in 
§6.4. 
(54) Swa bonne nu mid him byrnan sceolan ba be heora sy1fra saula 
As then now with them burn should who their own souls 
forhycggab for feos lufan, & unrihtgestreon lufiab. 
reject for riches love and unrighteous gain love. 
'As now should burn with them, those who reject their own souls for love 
of riches and who love unrighteous gain. ' 
(coblick, HomS_17_[BIHom_5]: 63.142.765) 
(55) The Prynce was jugge ys owne sy1fe. 
The prince was judge his own self. 
'The prince was the judge his own self' 
or: 'The prince was the judge himself. ' 
(CMGREGOR, 212.1948) 
(56) As ofte as I sey lalle be creatures bat euer ben maad', as ofte I 
As often as I say 'all the creatures that ever been made', as often I 
mene, not only be self creatures, bot also alle be werkes and be 
mean, not only the very creatures, but also all the works and the 
condicions of be same creatures. 
conditions of the same creatures. 
'Whenever I say 'all the creatures that have ever been made', I mean not 
only the very creatures, but also all of the works and conditions of the 
same creatures. ' 
(CMCLOUD, 24.170) 
(57) And vpon ýat same he shall sytte at the day of doom right as him 
And upon that same he shall sit at the day of Doom right as him 
sel seyde. 
self said. 
'And upon that same throne he shall sit on the day of judgement just as 
he (himself) said. ' 
(CMMANDEV 65,1615) 
The remaining uses of self, are divided into two broad types on the basis of 
meaning, syntactic position, c ross- linguistic/ typ ologic al data and the theoretical 
account provided in the preceding section: (i) adjacent-self and (ii) distant-self. 
Within these broad groups there are several subtypes which I illustrate with 
examples from YCOE. 
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Type 1: Adjacent-self intensifiers 
In OE adjacent-self constructions, self may occur adjacent to either the subject 
(58) or the object (59). The latter may usefully be broken into objects of the 
verbs e. g. (59a) and objects of prepositions (59b). 
(58) Type la - Subject adjacent-self 
a. Nominal 
And Cristi sylfi bonne bib him eallum aelc 8ing, 
and Christi selfi then be him all each thing, 
'And Christ himself is all things for all of them. ' 
(coaelhom, +AHom-11: 558.1782) 
b. Pronominal 
Se Haelend him swde ýaet Doet hei sylfi wiste. 
The Lord him said that that hei selfi knew. 
'The Lord said to him that he himself knew that. ' 
(coaelhom, +AHom- 13: 178.1968) 
(59) Type lb - Object adjacent-self 
a. Nominal - Object of the verb (OBJV) 
Hy fortredon mid teonfullum Deawum, and Godi sylfhei 
They trampled with harmful customs, and Godi selfi 
forseon ... 
rejected ... 
'They trampled with harmful customs, and rejected God himself 
(coaelhom, +AHom-15: 101.2189) 
b. Nominal - Object of a preposition (OBJP) 
And eft, ba ba hi comon to Cristei sylfumi 
And after, when they came to Christi selfi... 
'And afterwards when, they came to Christ himself... ' 
(coaelhom, +AHom-5: 279.854) 
c. Disjoint Pronoun - OBJV 
For ban ýe hi haefdon hinei sylfnei mid heom 
Because they had himi selfi with them .... 
'Because they had him himself with them,... ' 
(coaelhom, +AHom-8: '159.1248) 
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d. Disjoint Pronoun - OBJP 
Ealle Da synna De we her wyrcea8, ealle hi beob eft on usi 
All the sins which we here perform, all they be after in usi 
sylfumi gesewene & geopenode,... 
selfi seen and opened,. '.. 
'All the sins which we perform here will afterwards be visible and 
evident in ourselves,... ' 
(coaelhom, +AHom-28: 121.4069) 
e. Coreferential Argument Pronoun - OBJV 
Ond se cwellere sona hinei selfhei ofslog mid by ilcan 
And the killer immediately himi selfi slew with the same 
sweorde. 
sword. 
'And the killer immediately slew himself with the same sword. ' 
(comart3 Mart_ 5_ [Kotzor] Jy7, B. 45.1117) 
f. Coreferential Argument Pronoun - OBJP 
Ac se y1ca Drihten dyde ýzet burh hi, swa swa he dyde 
But the same Lord did that through them, just as he did 
wr ýurh hynei sylfnei on hys andweardnysse. 
before through himi selfi in his presentness. 
'But the same Lord did that through them, just as he did before 
through himself in his presentness. ' 
(coaelhom, +AHom-6: 324.1028) 
Type 2: Distant-self intensifiers 
In OE, distant-self intensifiers occur either inside or outside the VP/vP. Self is 
nominative/uninflected and therefore the subject is unambiguously the element 
which self intensifies, since the intensified DP and the intensifier must agree 
for Case. Like its PDE counterpart, it additionally interacts with the predicate 
meaning and emphasises that this action was carried out by the subject referent 
and no-one else. In order to answer questions concerning the development of 
both X-SELF and X-self, I divide these into two types: uninflected self next to 
a coreferential pronoun (60) and uninflected self which does not occur adjacent 
to a coreferential pronoun (61). 
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(60) Type 2a - Distant-self adjacent to a Coreferential Pronoun 
Pa se ilcd Totillai eode him ýelfj 
Then the same Totillai went him selfi 
'Then the same Totilla went himself. ' 
(cogregdC, GD_2_ [C]: 14.132.9.1278) 
(61) Type 2b - Distant-self without a Coreferential Pronoun 
Hei get Da sylfi. 
Hei ate then selfi. 
'He himself then ate. ' 
or: 'He ate then himself' 
(coaelhom, +AHom-7: 136.1122) 
In each case of Type 2a, the coreferential pronominal is not an argument of 
the verb, but rather one of the pleonastic pronouns which were identified and 
excluded from the overall distribution of the reflexives in §2.3.5.1. 
Recall that in §2.3.5.1 1 claimed that pleonastics never occur with self. 
Comparison of the argument co-referential pronoun (59e) and the non-argument 
c0referential pronoun (60) shows that it is only in the former that self is inflected 
to agree with the reflexive. In the latter it is inflected to agree with the subject. 
This marks the two constr uctions as being sufficiently different with respect to 
the intensifier. 18 
The distribution of the different types of self is provided in Table 4.2. 
Adjacent-self Distant-self 
Subject (1a) Object (1b) Pleo. (2a) Non-Pleo. (2b) 
Period N % N % N % N % Total 
OE1 
OE2 
OE3 
169 
740 
252 
27.5 
38.7 
40.0 
348 
986 
283 
56.6 
51.6 
44.9 
39 
97 
48 
6.3 
5.1 
7.6 
59 
87 
47 
9.6 
4.6 
7.5 
615 
1910 
630 
j Total j 1161 j 36.8 j 1617 j 51.3 j 184 j 5.8 j 193 j 6.1 1 3155 1 
Table 4.2: The distribution of the different types of self in the YCOE. Data 
divided by type of intensifier. 
Table 4.2 shows that overwhelmingly self is used adjacent to the DP it 
intensifies (88.1% of cases (2778/3155)). Distant-self is much less common, ac- 
counting for only 11.9% (377/3155) of attested examples. The table also shows 
18 §2.3.5.1 also suggested other differences; namely (i) pleonastics are non-arguments whereas 
reflexives are arguments, (ii) pleonastics cannot occur as the objects of prepositions unlike 
reflexive pronouns, and (iii) pleonastic forms vary between 0 and HIM, whereas the reflexive 
varies between X-SELF and HIM. 
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that for the whole OE period self is more frequently adjacent to an object, than 
a subject (51.3% versus 36.8%). However, the OE sub-periods provide evidence 
to suggest that the frequency of subject adjacent forms is increasing (27.5 - 38.7 
- 40-0) and frequency of the object adjacent forms is decreasing (56.6 - 51.6 - 
44.9). Comparison of the distant-self forms suggests that they occur adjacent to 
a coreferential pronoun approximately half of the time. There does not appear 
to be evidence for an increase or decline in either of the Type 2 constructions. 
However, dividing the data in the manner of Table 4.2 fails to reveal any 
tendency that there might be for locally bound pronominals and intensifiers to 
occur adjacent to one another. Recall that locally bound pronominals occur 
in two construction types: pleonastic constructions and reflexive constructions. 
A sub-set of pleonastic forms occur adjacent to self and make up all of the 
examples of Type 2a. '9 A sub-set of the reflexive constructions occur adjacent 
to self which is inflected to agree with the reflexive. Such constructions are a 
sub-set of the examples classified as Type Ib in Table 4.2. 
There are two ways in which to reclassify the data in order to reveal any 
tendency for reflexives and intensifiers to co-occur. The first is to divide all of 
the data from Table 4.2 by whether or not the intensifier occurs adjacent to a 
reflexive. This classification is shown in Table 4.3. 
Bound pronominal No bound pronominal 
RFL (1b) Pleo (2a) Subject (1a) Object (1b) Distant (2b) 
Period N % N % N % N % N % 
OEI 
OE2 
OE3 
314 
814 
195 
51.1 
42.6 
31.0 
39 
97 
48 
6.3 
5.1 
7.6 
169 
740 
252 
27.5 
38.7 
40.0 
34 
172 
88 
5.5 
9.1 
14.0 
59 
87 
47 
9.6 
4.6 
7.5 
Total 1323 41.9 184 5.8 1161 36.8 294 9.3 193 6.11 
Table 4.3: The distribution of the different types of self in the YCOE. Data 
divided into intensifiers adjacent to a locally bound pronominal and those which 
are not. 
Table 4.3 shows that in almost half of the occurrences of the intensifier 
self in the YCOE, self is adjacent to a locally bound pronominal (1507/3155 
47.8%). This suggests there is a strong link between reflexivity and intensifica- 
tion. Of the 1507 examples where the intensifier and a locally bound pronoun 
co-occur, 87.8% (1323/1507) are reflexive constructions, which means that in the 
majority of cases self agrees with the locally bound pronoun. Conversely, 12.2% 
are pleonastic constructions, where self does not agree with the locally bound 
19See chapter 2 for details of the frequency of pleonastic and reflexive constructions, with 
and without an adjacent self. 
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pronominal, but the subject. 
The alternative classification is to compare the frequency of locally bound 
pronominal versus non-locally bound elements (0, DP or pronoun) within a 
particular construction type (i. e. within object adjacent-self constructions and 
within distant-self constructions). This classification is provided in Table 4.4. 
Period 
- - 
RFL (1b) non-RFL (1b) % Pleo (2a) Non-Pleo (2b) % 
6 E -1 314 34 90.2 39 59 39.8 
OE2 814 172 82.6 97 87 52.7 
OE3 195 88 68.9 48 47 50.5 
Total 1323 294 81.8 184 193-1 48.8 
Table 4.4: The distribution of the different types of self in the YCOE. Data 
divided to compare those intensifiers adjacent to a locally bound pronominal 
and those which are not. 
Table 4.4 shows that in the case of object adjacent-self constructions, it is 
overwhelmingly reflexive objects which are intensified with an overall percentage 
of 81.8%. The remaining 18.2% (294/1617) of examples comprise both nom- 
inal and pronominals as the intensified DP. The frequency of nominal versus 
pronominal in such contexts is discussed further below. 
It seems likely that constructions (or a sub-set thereof) where a locally 
bound pronominal and self co-occur are the origin of the complex intensifier 
(X-self) and the complex reflexive (X-SELF). 20 It is particularly difficult for 
the modern reader to ascertain whether self in reflexive object adjacent-self 
constructions is purely an intensifier (Ogura 1989a) or whether occasionally it 
was simp ly part of the reflexive (van Gelderen 2000), since there is little doubt 
that in the course of the history of the language it started as the former and 
is now used as the latter and that at some point during this development the 
intensification reading of the self-component was lost. 
This problem is even more evident for later stages of English, where in- 
creasingly self is fused to an adjacent pronoun as the complex reflexive develops. 
Unfortunately since spelling was not standardised such fusion cannot be used as 
a gauge for the meaning or status of the form i. e. it is not necessarily the case 
that himself is simply a reflexive but him self is still reflexive + intensifier. 
One way to establish whether or not intensification is (still) involved in 
such examples is to establish a series of contexts/ factors in which intensification 
alone is licensed and empirically test whether these factors are also present in 
such ambiguous examples. Since it is my purpose in this chapter to establish the 
200f course, the origin of the two forms does not have to be identical. The development of 
the two forms is discussed and compared in chapter 6. 
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former and in chapter 5 to perform the latter, examples including coreferential 
pronouns (both reflexive and pleonastic) are excluded from the remainder of this 
chapter. " I will call the remaining intensifiers 'non-reflexive' intensifiers. 
4.3.2 Overall distribution of 'non-reflexive' intensifiers in 
Old English, Middle English and Early Modern Eng- 
lish 
The discussion starts with the overall distributions of the three remaining sub- 
types (1a, (some of) 1b, and 2b) in the three periods (OE, ME and EMODE). 
The variation and change within each period is then detailed further in §4.3.3 
for adjacent-self forms and §4.3.4 for distant-self forms. 
The construction types under consideration are exemplified in (62)-(64). 
Tables 4.5 - 4.7 provide the frequency for each of these types for OE, 22 ME, and 
EMODE respectively. 
(62) a. And Cristi sylfi ýonne bi6 him eallum aelc bing, 
and Christi selfi then be him all each thing, 
'And Christ himself is all things for all of them. ' 
(OE, coaelhom, +AHom-11: 558.1782) 
b. And kynge Pellami hymselfi arose up fersely. 
And king Pellami himselfi arose up fiercely. 
'And king Pellam himself arose fiercely. ' 
(ME, CMMALORY, 64.2140) 
c. The witchesi thernseluesi haue confessed thus much. 
(EMODE, GIFFORD-E2-Pl, C3V. 114) 
(63) a. Hy fortredon mid teonfullum beawum, and Godi sylfnei 
They trampled with harmful customs, and God; selfi 
forseon ... 
rejected ... 
'They trampled with harmful customs, and rejected God himself... ' 
(OE, coaelhom, +AHom-15: 101.2189) 
b. & ýei wold puttyn schirtys berup-on & kyssyn it as 
And they would put shirts there-upon and kiss it as 
bei it had ben Godi hym-selfei. 
though it had been Godi ýirn-selfj. 
21Type 2a constructions (pleonastics) are excluded because even though I do not consider 
them reflexive, they are co-referential and this may interfere with the 
findings. 
2211 examples included in the figures for OE Type lb actually occur separated 
from the 
intensified DP. Each of these examples has an impersonal verb, where the object pronominal 
occurs in a subject-like position. 
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'And they would there-upon put shirts and kiss it as though it was 
God himself. ' 
(ME, CMKEMPE, 77.1752) 
c. And can slide a groat by himselfe, as Leonard did, fall out, curse, 
sweare, and batter heauenj itselfei with humour of folly. 
(EMODE, ARMIN-E2-P2,33.131) 
(64) a. And hei eode sylfj ut mid ýarn scinendan reafe, 
And he went self out with the shining armour, 
'And he went out himself with shining armour. ' 
(coaelive, +ALS_ [Martin] 809.6482) 
b. And kynge Arthurej seyde hymselfi they were the doughtyeste knyghtes 
that ever he sawe 
(ME, CMMALORY, 57-1903) 
c. In Northumberland, Ethelredi having caus'd three of his Nobles, Ald- 
wulf, Kinwulf, and Ecca, treacherously to be slain by two other Peers, 
was himselfi, the next year driv'n into banishment, 
(EMODE, MILTON-E3-P2, X, 185.127) 
Type la Type lb Type 2b 
Period N % N % N % Total 
OE1 
OE2 
OE3 
169 
740 
252 
64.5 
74.1 
65.1 
34 
172 
88 
13.0 
17.2 
22.7 
59 
87 
47 
22.5 
8.7 
12.1 
262 
999 
387 
Total 1161 70.4 294 17.8 193 11.7 1648 
Poetry 47 40.9 32 27.8 36 31.3 115 
Table 4.5: The distribution of 'non-reflexive' intensifiers in OE from the YCOE 
and the YPC. 
Type la Type Ib Type 2b 
Period N % N % N % Total 
ME1 49 58.3 12 14.3 23 27.4 84 
ME2 4 80.0 0 0 1 20.0 5 
ME3 61 54.0 22 19.5 30 26.5 113 
ME4 35 37.6 10 10.8 48 51.6 93 
Total 149 50.5 44 14.9 102 34.6 295 
Table 4.6: The distribution of 'non-reflexive' intensifiers in ME from the 
PPCME2. 
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Type la Type Ib Type 2b 
Period N % N % N % Total 
EMODEI 
EMODE2 
EMODE3 
69 
131 
63 
35.9 
46.5 
33.2 
26 
44 
51 
13.5 
15.6 
26.8 
97 
107 
76 
50.5 
37.9 
40.0 
192 
282 
190 
Total 263 1 39.6 121 18.2 1 280 364 
Table 4-7: The distribution of 'non-reflexive' intensifiers in MODE from the 
PPCEME. 
Table 4.5 shows that OE intensifiers differ in their distribution depending 
on whether or not they are in poetry or in prose. This difference most likely 
comes from poetic conventions, namely the requirements of alliteration. I will 
discuss this further in the following section. All texts in the ME and EMODE 
corpora are prose texts, 23 meaning this difference cannot be tested for these later 
periods. 
Type la (Subject adjacent-self) intensifiers are the most frequent type in 
OE, but proportionately to the other types of intensifier they decline throughout 
the history of English as can be seen by the overall percentages for each period 
(70.4 - 50.5 - 39-6). The decline in Type la intensifiers corresponds to an 
increase in Type 2b (non-pleonastic distant-self), the percentages being 11.7 - 
34.6-42.2.24 
The increase in Type 2b occurs most sharply between ME3 and ME4; until 
ME4 Type 2b intensifiers had consistently accounted for around 25% of intensifier 
uses but in ME4 this percentage increases to 51%. This increase is maintained 
into the EMODE period, although subsequently there is a slight decline. 
The form and distribution of each of the different intensifier types is dis- 
cussed in the following sub-sections. 
4.3.3 Properties of adjacent-self 
4.3.3.1 Form and position 
Throughout English, the adjacent-self intensifier usually appears immediately to 
the right of the intensified DP and when inflected (OE, eME), the inflection is 
23There is in fact one poetic text in the PPCME2 (The Ormulum), which has been excluded 
from these figures. 
24Note that there is some difficulty with this division since some of the PPCME2 and the 
PPCEME examples occur with pleonastic taking verbs, but since they comprise a complex 
intensifier the intensifier no longer occurs adjacent to a pleonastic form. In fact, following the 
creation of the complex-intensifler the excluded Type la disappears. This may explain some 
of the increase in Type 2b constructions. For further discussion of this issue, see §6.4. 
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strong. Example (65) is from OE poetry, (66) from OE prose, (67) from ME and 
(68) from EMODE. 
(65) Secge ic be to so8e, sunu Ecglafes, ba-t naefre Grendel swa fela 
Say I you in truth, son Ecglafes, that never Grendel as many 
gryra gefremede, atol aeglaeca, ealdre binum, hynbo on Heorote, 
horrors performed, terrible monster lord thine, harm in Heorot, 
gif bin hige woere, sefa swa searogrim, swa bui ýelfj 
if you resolved were spirit as fierce in conflict as youi selfi 
talast. 
consider; 
'For I say to you in truth, son of Ecglaf, that Grendel, terrible monster, 
would have never performed so many horrors on your lord, in Heorot such 
havoc if your spirit/heart had been as fierce in conflict as you yourself 
consider. ' 
(cob eowul, 20.590.498) 
(66) Cristi sylfi is se lareaw, 
Christi selfi is the teacher, 
'Christ himself is the teacher, ' 
(coaelhom, +AHom-14: 136.2073) 
(67) a. Cristi ýelfi us tahte hu we scolden don, 
Christi selfi us taught how we should do, 
'Christ himself taught use how we should do/behave, ' 
(CMVICES1,141.1760) 
b. And kynge Pellami hymselfi arose up fersely. 
and king Pellami himselfi arose up fiercely. 
'And king Pellam himself arose fiercely. ' 
(CMMALORY, 64.2140) 
(68) And what Mr. 'Iýrefry had told 'em was here confirm'd; of which hei 
himselfi before had no other witness than Caesar himself. 
(BEHN-E3-H, 187.123) 
However there are some notable exceptions in terms of both inflection and posi- 
tion. 
As early as Penning (1875) it was noted that self sometimes occurred 
with weak inflection (see also Ogura 1988,1989b). 
Mitchell (1985: §§472-476) 
pinpoints such usages to nominative singular 
forms following a pronominal or 
nominal. There are 144 such examples 
in YCOE which amounts to 12.4% of all 
subject adjacent-self constructions. 34.0% 
(49/144) of the examples with weak 
inflection occur with a nominal DP and 66.0% (95/144) occur with a pronominal 
DP- 0f the nominal DPs 89.8% (44/49) refer to God, The Lord or Christ. The 
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remaining 5 examples all refer to se cyning 'the king'. There is variation in the 
same text between the strong and weak forms as shown in examples (69) and 
(70). 
(69) 
... Dwt he se cyningi seolfai, se be Scyttisc fullice geleornad haefde, 
... that he the 
kingi selfi, he who Scottish fully learned had, 
The king himself who had fully learned Scottish 
(cobede Bede_ 3: 2.158.19.1528) 
(70) Ond he se cyningi seolfi waes wallencle in his geleafan; 
And he the kingi selfi was stranger in his belief. 
'And he, the king himself, was a stranger in his belief. ' 
(cobede, Bede_ 3: 1.154.24.1480) 
Of the pronominal DPs, 76.8% are third person constructions (73/95), compared 
to 14.7% which are first person constructions (14/95), and 8.4% which are second 
person constructions (8/95). Most of the intensified DPs which are third person 
refer to God, the Lord or Christ. Many of the constructions (for all persons) 
21 occur with verbs of 'saying' as shown in (71). 
(71) a. Da ongeat ici selfai & geseah of daele ýaet me ba 
Then understood Ii selfi and saw of part that me the 
earfebu becwoman. 
hardship came. 
'Then I myself understood and saw in part that the hardship came 
to me' 
(coalex, Alex: 10.10.75) 
b. & ba be bui sylfaj ne 9praece... 
And then to you youi selfi not speak... 
'And then you did not speak to yourself.. ' 
(cogregdC, GD_2_[CI: 16.139.7.1672) 
25The two versions of Gregory's Dialogues differ with respect to the endings on self. In 
the earlier H manuscript (cogregdH), self is always uninflected (the strong ending) as in (i), 
however in the later C manuscript (cogregdC), the forms are frequently weak as in (ii). Such 
differences may provide evidence for later confusion of inflectional endings. 
Hei sylfi on licharnan lifde ... 
Hei self-STRi in body lived ... 
(cogregdH, GD-1_[HI: 9.59.19.572) 
Hei sylfai leofode on lichaman 
Hei Te-lf-WKi lived in body 
He himself lived in body ... 
(cogregdC, GD_1_[C]9.59.19.666) 
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c. Ac writ ýaet hei sylfaj cwýede baet he woere ludea rex 
But wrote that hei selfi said that he was Jews King. 
'But wrote that he himself said that he was the King of the Jews'. 
(coverhom, HomS_24_[ScraggVerc_ll: 211.224) 
Mitchell (1985: §478) and Ogura (1989a) suggest that in poetry forms can 
occur to the left of the intensified DP. There are 12 such examples in the YPC. 
In 10 of these cases, which are spread across 5 different texts, the intensified DP 
is a subject nominal relating to se cyning 'the king' (72). The remaining 2 cases 
are objects of verbs and occur with a pronominal. There is an isolated use in 
the prose (73) which is adjacent to a subject pronominal. Mitchell (1985: §472) 
suggests this 'may be a deliberate departure from the norm for emphasis and 
rhythm'. 
(72) swylce ýelfj cyningi 
also selfi kingi 
of brydbure, // beahhorda weard, 
of women's-chamber, // ring-hoard keeper, 
tryddode tirfaest getrume micle, 
stepped glorious troop great 
cystum gecybed, 
excellence made known. 
'Also the king himself, keeper of the ring-hoard, glorious troop, stepped 
from the women's chamber, his great excellence made known' 
(cobeowul, 29.918.771) 
(73) Se ebreisca cwaeO: sylfj ici swelte ýonne. 
The Hebrew said: selfi Ii will die then. 
'The Hebrew said: 'Then I myself will die'. ' 
(coaelive, +ALS, [Basil 591: 876], also cited in (Mitchell 1985: §472)) 
Old Norse (ON) displayed similar variation with respect to positioning of 
the intensifier relative to the intensified DP (74) and (75). Faarlund (2004: 76, 
90) states that the variation is determined by the type of intensified DP; if the 
DP is nominal, left-adjacent self is more common than right-adjacent self, but 
with pronouns the reverse is the case. 
(74) Gra4i rann at bingi, gnýr var at heyra enn ba Sigurbri 
Grani ran to the Thing, clatter was to hear but thence Sigurdi 
sialfri eigi kom. 
selfi not came. 
'Grani ran to the Thing, there was clatter to hear, but Sigurd himself 
never came. '(Edda, Oddrunargratr, quoted in Gast 2004: 45) 
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(75) 
... sver6a deili, sem sidlfrij m6ri. 
... sword giver, like selfi mej 
the sword-giver, like myself' (Edda, Oddrunargratr 33,4, quoted in 
Gast 2004: 45) 
It is tempting to suggest that the variation in OE is governed by the same 
factor since 10/12 examples occur with a nominal and within these texts all cases 
of self which occur with a pronominal DP occur on the rzght. However, we find 
variation in the position of intensifiers relative to their nominal DPs within the 
same manuscript; compare (72) above, with (76). 
(76) Samod gerdmge 
Together with daybreak 
eode eorla sum, aebele cempai 
went warrier one, noble championi 
ýelfj mid gesi8um ýaer se snotera bad, 
selfi with companions to where the wise man waited 
hwaeýer him alwalda wfre wille 
whether for him Almightly ever will 
aefter weaspelle wyrpe gefremman. 
after tidings of woe change contrive. 
'Together with the daybreak, a certain warrior himself, a noble cham- 
pion, went with his companions to where the wise man waited, to see 
if the Almighty would change these tidings of woe. ' 
(cob eowul , 41-1311-1089) 
Whilst it could be the case that the same factor evident in ON was once 
operative in OE, and these examples represent remnants of the old grammar, 
an alternative explanation is available. It is possible that OE versification is 
responsible. 
The OE poetic line consists of two half lines. I have represented the ceasura 
between these half lines with '//'. The half-lines themselves contain two units, 
normally with a stressed and an unstressed syllable. The two half lines are 
linked by alliteration. The first stressed syllable of the second half-line has to 
begin with the same sound as one or both of the stressed syllables in the first line. 
The second or last stressed syllable in the second half line must not alliterate. 
Self could count both for stress and alliteration as shown in (76) above and (77) 
below (see also Mitchell 1979: 44; Ogura 1989: 46). 
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(77) Hi hyne ýa aetbaeron to brimes faro6e, 
They him then carried to sea's edge, 
swaese gesiýas, //-swa hei selfai baed, 
beloved followers, // as hei selfi bade 
ýenden wordurn weold wine Scyldinga; 
while words ruled friend Danes; 
'They, his beloved followers, then bore him to the seas's edge as he 
himself bade, whilst he, the friend of the Danes, still ruled words. ' 
(cobeowul, 4.28.27) 
In example (72) repeated here as (78), reversal of the order of self cyning 
'self king' would result in self being the final stressed syllable of the second half 
line. This would result in a violation of the constraints on alliteration, since the 
alliteration for this line is on IsI. The same account cap be provided for each of 
the left-adjacent poetic forms. 
(78) swylce ýelfj cyningi 
also selfi kingi 
of brydbure, // beahhorda weard, 
of women's-chamber, // ring-hoard keeper, 
tryddode tirfwst getrume micle, 
stepped glorious troop great 
cystum gecybed, 
excellence made known 
'Also the king himself, keeper of the ring-hoard, glorious troop, stepped 
from the women's chamber, his great excellence made known' 
(cobeowul, 29.918.771) 
There is one example in PPCME2 where the intensifier appears to the left 
(79), although all other examples from this text appear to the right (80). 
(79) And him-selfi Arthuri hade of his owen Londe 
And himselfi Arthuri had of his own land... 
'And Arthur himself had from his own land 
(CMBRUT3,83.2522) 
(80) And Vteri Lim-selfi cluellede awhile at 3ork. 
And Uteri himselfi dwelled awhile at York. 
'And Uter himself dwelled for a while at York. ' 
(CMBRUT3,65-1963) 
According to Lange (2003), Layamon's Brut has lots of examples of left disloca- 
tion of the subject intensifier, which is a stylistic device 
(topicalisation) in this 
text: 
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(81) In ýon castle he dude hende. six hundred of his cnihten. Him-selfi 
In the castle he did place. six hundred of his knights. Him-selfj 
mid his fenge. / hei to wode ferde. 
with his hostages. / hei to woods went. 
'In the castle he placed 600 of his knights, himself he went with his 
hostages to the woods. ' 
(Lay (Caligula) 309) 
(82) Vs selvej wei habbet cokes. / to quecchen to cuchene. us sulue we 
Us selves we have cooks. / to go to kitchen. us selvesi wei 
habbet bermen. / 7 birles inowe. 
have porters. / and cup-bearers enough. 
'Ourselves, we have cooks to go to the kitchen; ourselves, we have porters 
and cup-bearers enough. ' 
(Lay (Caligula) 1656/57) 
4.3.3.2 Properties of the intensified DP 
V_ 
For subject adjacent-self forms throughout all stages of English the intensified 
DP could either be a pronominal (83) or a nominal (84), as shown in Tables 
4.8-4-10. 
(83) Pronominal subject adjacent-self 
a. And hei sylfi ferde afyrht of ýwre byrig. 
And hei selfi went frightened from the city. 
'And he himself went frightened from the city. ' 
(OE, coaelive, +ALS_ [Martin]: 1174.6749) 
b. Pat Ii my-selfi moste gon wiý 3ow wib al my power into 
That Ii mysel fi must go with you with all my power into 
Britaigne, 
Britain, 
'That I myself must go with you with all my power into Britain. ' 
(ME, CMBRUT3,62.1858) 
c. And at the priorie of St. Jilles, wher hei himselfei was first a scoller, 
ther became he a scolmaster, 
(EMODE, FORMAN-E2-H, 11.250) 
(84) Nominal subject adjacent-self 
a. Godi sylfi bebead on ýaere ealdan ae... 
Godi selfi commanded in the old law 
'God himself commanded in the old law... ' 
(OE, coaelhom, ]EHom-31: 75.4171) 
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b. And kynge Pellami hymself i arose up fersely. 
And king Pellami himselfi arose up fiercely. 
'And king Pellam himself arose fiercely. ' 
(ME, CMMALORY, 64.2140) 
c. The witchesi them-seluesi haue confessed thus much. 
(EMODE, GIFFORD-E2-PI, C3V. 114) 
Pronoun Nominal 
Period N % N % Total 
OEI 
OE2 
OE3 
137 
497 
162 
81.1 
67.2 
64.3 
32 
243 
90 
18.9 
32.8 
35.7 
169 
740 
252 
Total 796 68.6 365 31.4 116711 
Table 4.8: Subject type in the subject adjacent-self constructions in the YCOE. 
Pronoun Nominal 
Period N % N % Total 
ME1 6 12.2 43 87.8 49 
ME2 2 50.0 2 50.0 4 
ME3 23 37.7 38 62.3 61 
ME4 14 40.0 21 60.0 35 
Total 45 30.2 104 69.8 149 
Table 4.9: Subject type in the subject adjacent-self constructions in the 
PPCME2. 
Pronoun Nominal 
Period N % N % Total 
EMODEI 
EMODE2 
EMODE3 
35 
50 
26 
50.7 
38.2 
41.3 
34 
81 
37 
49.3 
61.8 
58.7 
69 
131 
63 
- -707t ýl --1 Ill 1 42.2 1 152 1 57.8 1 263 ] 
Table 4.10: Subject type in the subject adjacent-self forms in the PPCEME. 
V- For every period in the YCOE, there are more intensified pronominal DPs 
than nominal ones. This dramatically changes in the PPCME2 and the PPCEME 
where intensification of nominal DPs is preferred. This contrast is starkest in 
ME1 where only 12.2% of cases have an intensified pronominal DP. In §6-4 1 will 
argue that this change is linked to changes in the intensifier which occur at the 
point that the complex intensifier is created. 
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For the object adjacent-self forms there are in fact two types - those which 
are the objects of verbs (61.9%) and those which are the objects of prepositions 
(38.1%). 26 In the YCOE it was possible to intensify either a pronominal or a 
nominal in both construction types as shown in (85) for objects of verbs and (86) 
for objects of prepositions. Table 4.11 provides the figures for objects of verbs, 
Table 4.12 for objects of prepositions and Table 4.13 combines the results of the 
previous two tables. 
(85) a. Nominal object of verb, adjacent-self 
Hy fortredon mid teonfullum beawum, and Godi sylffiei 
They trampled with harmful customs, and God self 
forseon 
... 
rejected ... 
'They trampled with harmful customs, and rejected God himself 
(OE, coaelhom, +AHom-15: 101.2189) 
b. Pronominal object of verb, adjacent-self 
For Oan De hij haefdon hinei sylfnei mid heom 
Because they had him self with them 
'Because they had him himself with them,... ' 
(OE, coaelhom, +AHom-8: 159.1248) 
(86) a. Nominal object of preposition, adjacent-self 
And eft, Da Da hi comon to Cristei sylfumi 
And after, then they came to Christi selfi... 
'And afterwards then, they came to Christ himself 
(OE, coaelhom, +AHom-5: 279.854) 
b. Pronominal object of preposition, adjacent-self 
Ealle ba synna ýe we her wyrcea6, ealle hi beo8 eft on 
All the sins which we here perform, all them be after in 
usi sylfumi gesewene & geopenode,... 
usi selfi visible and evident.... 
'All the sins which we perform here will afterwards be visible and 
evident in ourselvesl... ' 
(OE, coaelhom, +AHom-28: 121.4069) 
26 The figures for the YCP are: objects of verbs 78.1% (25/32) and 21.9% (7/32) for objects 
of prepositions. I do not break these down into nominal and pronominal since the numbers are 
already small. 
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Pronoun Nominal 
Period N % N % Total 
OE1 
OE2 
OE3 
20 
92 
29 
87.0 
80.7 
64.4 
3 
22 
16 
13.0 
19.3 
35.6 
23 
114 
45 
Total 141 77.5 41 22.5 17827] 
Table 4.11: Object type in object of the verb adjacent-self constructions in the 
YCOE. 
Pronoun Nominal 
Period N % N % Total 
OEI 
OE2 
OE3 
5 
33 
13 
45.5 
56.9 
30.2 
6 
25 
30 
54.5 
43.1 
69.8 
11 
58 
43 
Total 51 45.5 61 54.5 112 
Table 4.12: Object type in object of the preposition adjacent-self constructions 
in the YCOE. 
Pronoun Nominal 
Period N % N % Total 
OE1 
OE2 
OE3 
25 
125 
42 
73.5 
72.7 
47.7 
9 
47 
46 
26.5 
27.3 
52.3 
34 
172 
88 
Total 192 65.3 102 34.7 2947 
Table 4.13: Object type in all object adjacent-self constructions in the YCOE. 
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In the PPCME2 and the PPCEME this system changed, such that there are 
no examples of intensified pronominal objects of the verb, and only one example 
of an intensified pronominal object of the preposition, which is provided in (88c). 
Intensification of nominal objects of verbs and prepositions continues as shown 
in (87) and (88) respectively. 
(87) a. NomZnal object of verb, adjacent-self 
& ýei wold puttyn schirtys ýerup-on & kyssyn it as 
And they would put shirts there-upon and kiss it as 
bei it had ben Godi hym-selfej. 
though it had been God him-self. 
'And they would there-upon put shirts and kiss it as though it was 
God himself. ' 
(ME, CMKEMPE, 77.1752) 
b. And can slide a groat by himselfe, as Leonard did, fall out, curse, 
sweare, and batter heauenj itselfei with humour of folly. 
(EMODE, ARMIN-E2-P2,33.131) 
c. Pronominal object of verb, adjacent-self 
#/* I will meet him himself. (ME, EMODE, PDE) 
(88) a. Nominal object of preposition, adjacent-self 
it is told in the same bookis by Jeromi hym self j; 
it is told in the same books by Jerome him self; 
it is told in the same books by Jerome himself. ' 
(ME, CMPURVEY, I, 1.52) 
b. Rodolph is, by the Dukei himself j, sent out of the Realm on his 
Message, and not return'd. 
(EMODE, THOWARD2-E2-P2,112.959) 
c. Pronominal object of preposition, adjacent-self 
I know he will run litle risque from youi your ýelfi, 
(EMODE, LOCK E-E3-P 2,68.64) 
d. #/* I will be given a certificate by him himself. (ME, EMODE, 
PDE) 
Again, in chapter 61 will argue that this change results from the creation 
of the complex intensifier (x-self) and the complex reflexive (X-SELF), and the 
general change in the ability to intensify pronouns which was seen in the tables 
showing the overall distributions. 
Adjacent-self intensifiers occur with all persons as shown in the following 
examples from ME: 
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(89) Ici ýeolfj beo mid eow alle da3en abet endunge bissere weorlde. 
Ii selfi be with you all days until end of-this world. 
'I myself will be with you every day until the end of this world. ' 
(CMLAMBXI, 119.1167) 
(90) For thowi Lhiselfi hast thrist thiself into wikke thinges. 
For youi yourselfi have thrust yourself into wicked things. 
(CMBOETH 448 C2 412) 
(91) And beii Lem-silfi ben brallis in synne and seruauntis of fleischli 
And theyi themselvesi are servants in sin and servants of fleshly 
corrupcion. 
corruption. 
(CMHILTON 14.98) 
Table 4.14 shows that the majority of forms occur with the third person. This 
is to be expected since there are proportionately more third person forms in 
the corpora than first or second person ones. Object adjacent-self forms in the 
PPCME2 and the PPCEME are all third person, since they are all nominal and 
are therefore not included the Table as there can be no variation. 
1st Person 2nd Person 3rd Person Total 
Period N % N % N % Total 
YCOE (subjects) 116 10.0 86 7.4 959 82.6 1161 
OE Poetry (subjects) 7 14.9 6 12.8 34 72.3 47 
PPCME2 (subjects) 4 2.7 5 3.4 140 94.0 149 
PPCEME (subjects) 34 12.9 16 6.1 213 81.0 263 
YCOE (objects) 39 13.3 25 8.5 230 78.2 294 
OE Poetry (objects) 2 6.2 1 3.1 29 90.6 32 
Total 202 10.4 139 7.1 1605 82.5 1946 
Table 4.14: Adjacent-self intensifiers in OE, ME and EMODE divided by person. 
Both singular and plural examples occur for all persons in each period. 
Singular intensified DPs are more frequent in each period, as there are propor- 
tionately more singular constructions within the corpora as a whole. The figures 
relating to the number (singular or plural) of the intensified DPs are provided in 
Table 4.15. 
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Singular Plural Total 
Period N % N % Total 
YCOE (subjects) 1001 86.2 160 13.8 1161 
OE Poetry (subjects) 45 95.. 7 2 4.3 47 
PPCME2 (subjects) 140 94.0 9 6.0 149 
PPCEME (subjects) 226 85.9 37 14.1 263 
Subjects Total 1412 87.1 208 12.8 1620 
YCOE (objects) 283 96.3 11 3.7 294 
OE Poetry (objects) 31 96.9 1 3.1 32 
PPCME2 (objects) 43 97.7 1 2.3 44 
PPCEME (objects) 103 85.1 18 14.9 121 
Objects Total 460 93.7 32 6.5 491 
Total 1872 88.7 240 11.4 2111 
Table 4.15: Adjacent-self intensifiers in OE, ME and EMODE divided by number 
(singular /plural). 
4.3.3.3 Referent of the intensified DP 
Above we saw that adjacent-self intensifiers in PDE typically intensify DPs which 
are of a high rank i. e. royalty or the deity. It was shown that this 'high rank' 
status marked the referents as being central and that such centrality allows easy 
evocation of peripheral individuals e. g. Kings are usually surrounded by servants, 
doormen, and their own personal chefs. Each of the latter would be the periphery. 
The same factor is evident throughout the earlier stages of English as shown 
in the following examples (see also Farr 1905: 19; Ogura 1989a: 50; K6nig and 
Siemund 2000a: 45; Lange 2003: 117): 
(92) Old English 
a. Godi sylfi bebead on ýwre ealdan ae.... 
Godi selfi commanded in the old law. 
'God himself commanded in the old law... ' 
(coaelhom, AEHom_31: 75.4171) 
b. So8lice Benedictus wws bebyrged in 6aere cyrcan ýaes eadigan 
Truly Bendictus was buried in the church of the blessed 
fulluhteres lohannes, ýa hei sylfi getimbrode... 
baptist John, which hei selfi built... 
'Truly Benedict was buried in the church of the blessed baptist John, 
which he himself built... ' 
(cogregdC, GD_2_[CI: 37.176.10.2151) 
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c. Pa waes eac se cyningi sylfj onwaended to begangenne ýws 
Then was also the kingi selfi changed to respect of the 
biscopes arwyr6nysse, 
bishop's honour. 
'Then the king himself changed also to respect the Bishop's honour. ' 
(cogregdC, GDPref_ and_ 3_ JC]: 11.195.9.2504) 
(93) Middle English 
a. Pe kyngi hymselfei met a swyven. 
The kingi himselfi met a fornicator. 
(CMMIRK 98.2648) 
b. And Arthurej hLim-selfi went a3eyne toward ýe Marche of 
And Arthuri himselfi went again toward the Marche of 
Scotland. 
Scotland. 
(CMBRUT3 71.2154) 
C. ... God ne uoryef6 na3t ous oure misdeeds as hei Lim-zelfi zayb to 
... God not forgives not us our misdeeds as hei himselfi says to 
us ine ýe godspelle. 
us in the Gospels. 
(CMAYENBI 114.2196) 
(94) Early Modern English 
a. Yet on Twesdaies and Thursdaies the Kingi himselfei sits in Judge- 
ment of all causes. 
(COVERTE-E2-H, 37.162) 
b. Also Clauiusi himselfei saith that in the tables set downe by him in 
quarto, you may sometime make the totall Sine to be but 100$$000, 
so as you cut off the two last figures on the right hand in euery Sine. 
(BLUNDEV-E2-H, 49R. 39) 
c. Then thou saydst that Godi hilmselfi was the greatest good & blisse, 
of whom no man was made blessed, but he that was lyke to him, And 
that thou gauest for a reward. 
(BOETHEL-E2-P2,72.280) 
Tables 4.16 - 4.19 provide the figures for the subject adjacent-self forms 
in OE, ME, and EMODE. The data is grouped so that it shows the referents 
when the intensified DP is nominal, pronominal and both of these combined 
(i. e. overall percentages for each referent type). The tables are divided to show 
high rank individuals, other third person forms where centrality is established 
via different means, and first and second forms. 27 
271 include first and second forms as separate categories since the speaker and the addressee 
frequently have a different status within the discourse than third parties. 
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Pronoun Nominal Total 
Referent N % of Forms N % of Forms N % 
God 80 10.1 115 31.5 195 16.8 
Christ 87 10.9 104 28.5 191 16.5 
Lord 25 3.1 61 16.7 86 7.4 
Devil 6 0.8 17 4.7 23 2.0 
Royalty 15 1.9 15 4.1 30 2.6 
Named 218 27.4 28 7.7 246 21.2 
High Rank Total 431 54.1 340 93.1 771 66.4 
Specific 74 9.3 9 2.5 83 7.1 
non-specific 61 7.7 7 1.9 68 5.9 
Non-human 11 1.4 8 2.2 19 1.6 
Quantified 17 2.1 1 0.2 18 1.6 
First Person 116 14.6 0 0 116 10.0 
Second Person 86 10.8 0 0 86 7.4 
Total 796 365 1161 
Table 4.16: The referents of subject adjacent-self forms in the YCOE. 
Referent N % of Forms 
High Rank Total 33 70.2 
Non High Rank Total 1 2.1 
First Person (Speaker) 
Second Person (Addressee) 
7 
6 
14.9 
12.8 
Total 1 47 
Table 4.17: The referents of subject adjacent-self forms in the YPC. 
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Pronoun Nominal Total 
Referent N % of Forms N % of Forms N % 
God 4 8.9 39 37.5 43 28.9 
Christ 3 6.7 25 24.0 28 18.8 
Lord 0 0 12 11.5 12 8.1 
Devil 0 0 1 1.0 1 0.7 
Royalty 4 8.9 12 11.5 16 10.7 
Named 13 28.8 11 10.6 24 16.1 
High Rank Total 24 53.3 100 96.2 124 83.2 
Specific 5 11.1 3 2.9 8 5.4 
Non-specific 1 2.2 0 0 1 0.7 
Non-human 1 2.2 1 1.0 2 1.3 
First Person 4 8.9 0 0 4 2.7 
Second Person 5 11.1 0 0 5 3.4 
Total 45 104 149 
Table 4.18: The referents of the subject adjacent-self forms in the PPCME2. 
Pronoun Nominal Total 
Referent N % of Forms N % of Forms N % 
God 0 0 12 7.9 12 4.6 
Christ 4 3.6 4 2.6 8 3.0 
Lord 0 0 4 2.6 4 1.5 
Devil 0 0 2 1.3 2 0.8 
Royalty 2 1.8 30 19.7 32 12.2 
Named 35 31.5 33 21.7 68 25.9 
High Rank Total 41 36.9 85 55.9 126 47.9 
Specific 16 14.4 16 10.5 32 12.2 
Non-specific 3 2.7 3 2.0 6 2.3 
Non-human 0 0 48 31.6 48 18.3 
Quantified 1 0 0 1 0.4 
First Person 34 30.6 0 0 34 12. 
Second Person 16 14.4 0 0 . 16 6.1 
Total ill 152 263 
Table 4.19: The referents of subject adjacent-self forms in the PPCEME. 
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Tables 4.17 - 4.19 show that the semantic restrictions placed on the occur- 
rence of self seem to be somewhat looser when the intensified DP is a pronoun 
rather than a fully referential lexical item (see also Lange 2003: 116; Keenan 
2002,2003). Whilst in the YCOE 93.1% of nominals have a high rank, only 
54.1% of pronominals have a high rank. In the PPCME2 the figures are 96.2% 
and 53.3% respectively, and in the PPCEME, they are 55.9% and 36.9%. Whilst 
there is a significant dip in the percentages for this latter period, the overall 
pattern remains the same. 
The percentages for pronominals occurring with high rank individuals in- 
crease if the first and second person forms are excluded. In the YCOE 72.6% 
(431/594) of third person occurrences with intensified pronominal DPs occur 
with those of high rank. The figures for the PPCME2 and the PPCEME are 
66.7% (24/36) and 67.2% (41/61) respectively. For the YPC the figure is 97.1% 
(33/34). 
The same patterns as shown above for Subject adjacent-self forms hold 
for the Object adjacent-self intensifiers in the YCOE as shown in Table 4.20. 
Again, if the figures for first and second forms are excluded, the figure for high 
rank referents increases, going up to 64.8 % (83/128). OE poetry has a similar 
distribution, as shown in Table 4.21. 
Pronoun Nominal Total 
Referent N % of Forms N % of Forms N % 
God 27 14.1 53 52.0 80 27.2 
Christ 8 4.2 13 12.7 21 7.1 
Lord 15 7.8 10 9.8 25 8.5 
Devil 1 0.5 3 2.9 4 1.4 
Royalty 6 3.1 0 0 6 2.0 
Named 26 13.5 5 4.9 31 10.5 
High Rank Total 83 43.2 84 82.4 167 56.8 
Specific 25 13.0 5 4.9 30 10.2 
Generic 11 5.7 1 1.0 12 4.1 
Non-human 4 2.1 12 11.8 16 5.4 
Quantified 5 2.6 0 0 5 1.7 
First Person 39 20.3 0 0 39 13.3 
Second Person 25 13.0 0 0 26 8.8 
Total 192 102 294 
Table 4.20: The referents of the object adjacent-self forms in the YCOE. 
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Referent N % of Forms 
High Rank Total 24 75.0 
Non High Rank Total 5 15.6 
First Person 
Second Person 
2 
1 
6.2 
3.1 
Total 32 1 
Table 4.21: The referents of the object adjacent-self forms in the YPC. 
Recall that in the PPCME2 and the PPCEME the intensified DP is al- 
ways nominal (never pronominal) which is the same as the PDE situation. The 
PPCME2 has the expected distribution of 84.1% of intensified DPs referring 
to an individual of high rank as seen in Table 4.22. The distribution in the 
PPCEME is different as there is a large increase in the use of intensification 
following a non-human DP as seen in Table 4.23. This change seems to be due 
to the development of the neuter form itself and. an increase in the amount of 
scientific writing sampled within this period. 
Nominal 
Referent N % of Forms 
God 21 47.7 
Christ 6 13.6 
Lord 5 11.4 
Royalty 2 4.5 
Named 4 6.8 
High Rank Total 38 84.1 
Specific 2 4.5 
Generic 2 4.5 
Non-human 2 4.5 
Table 4.22: The referents of object adjacent-self forms in the PPCME2. 
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Nominal 
Referent N % of Forms 
God 10 8.8 
Devil 1 0.9 
Royalty 14 12.3 
Named 11 9.6 
High Rank Total 36 31.6 
Specific 13 11.4 
Generic 10 8.8 
Non-human 69 60.5 
Total 121 
Table 4.23: The percentage of complex object adjacent-self forms in the 
PPCEME divided by referent type. 
4.3.3.4 Summary of the properties of adjacent-self forms in earlier 
English 
The survey of the distribution and properties of the 'non-reflexive' adjacent-self 
forms in Earlier English in the previous section suggests the following: 
9 There is a dramatic decline in the use of intensifiers between OE and ME. 
9 There is a dramatic change in the frequency of pronominals which are inten- 
sified. Whilst this is more common in OE, from ME onwards intensification 
is more frequently applied to nominals. 
e There is a change in the ability to intensify object pronorninals between 
OE and ME. 
The adjacent-self intensifier frequently intensifies DPs which have a high 
rank e. g. God, Christ and royalty. 
* The adjacent-self intensifier intensifies both singular and plural DPs. The 
former are slightly more frequent but this appears to be linked to the more 
frequent occurrence of singular constructions rather than a person split 
with respect to intensification. 
The adjacent-self intensifier intensifies DPs of all persons. Like with the 
number distinctions, there are more third person forms which are intensi- 
fied; however this likely results from a higher proportion of such construc- 
tions within the corpora. 
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4.3.4 Properties of distant-self 
Recall that in PDE distant-self forms appear in the vP/VP, typically occurring 
at the end of the sentence as in (95). It is possible for the intensifier to occur 
between verbs (96), but not immediately following the verb since an 'X-self' form 
in this position receives a reflexive interpretation (i. e. is X-SELF) and receives a 
O-role from the verb (97). Distant-self does not occur to the left of the verb since 
this is interpreted as an adjacent-self form (98). 
(95) Ivani will have bought. the flat himselfi. 
(96) a. Ivani will hiýmselfj have bought the flat. 
b. Ivani will have himselfi bought the flat. 
(97) Ivani will have bought himselfi the flat. 
(98) Ivani himselfi will have bought the flat. 
Examples in both ME and EMODE typically follow this pattern as in (99)- 
(100), although there is evidence that the intensifier could still appear in the 
'object' position as late as EMODE (101)-(102). 
(99) And kynge Arthurei seyde hymselfi they were the doughtyeste knyghtes 
that ever he sawe, 
(CMMALORY, 57.1903) 
(100) And Oroonokoj, whose honour was such as he never had violated a word 
in his life himselfi... 
(BEHN-E3-P2,180.154) 
(101) Ii wold spend my selfei a shilling to haue him swinged well. 
(STEVENSO-EI-P2,48.222) 
(102) 1 suppose hei will returne himselfe4 his acknowledgm=ts= to you for your 
thoughts of him, 
(MONTAG UE-E3-P 2,1,217-64) 
The system in OE is different: self typically occurs adjacent to the finite 
verb (either to the right as in (103)-(104) or to the left as in (105)-(106)). The 
former is the more common structure. 
(103) Se haelend him cwaeb to, Ici beo sylfj mid be, 
The Lord him said to, Ii am selfi with you, 
'The Lord said to him 'I am with you myself'. ' 
(coaelive, +ALS 
-[Julian -and - 
Basilissal 16.942) 
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(104) And hei eode sylfi ut mid ýarn scinendan reafe, 
And hei went selfi out with the shining armour, 
'And he went out himself with shining armour. ' 
(coaelive, +ALS_[Martin]809.6482) 
(105) And bui swa burh Godes mihte sylfi bist gehaeled. 
And youi thus through God's might selfi are healed. 
'And through God's might, you are healed yourself. ' 
(coaelive, +ALS_[Swithun]356.4448) 
(106) Tetradiusi ba sylfi com, 
Tetradiusi then selfi came, 
'Tetradius then came himself. ' 
or: 'Tetradius himself then came. ' 
(coaelive, +ALS- [Martin] 513.6290) 
There are occasional uses preceding the verb where self is separated from 
the finite verb as in (107)-(108). It is possible to analyse some of these examples 
as being adjacent-self forms which have been separated from the intensified DP 
by movement of either the intensifier, or the intensified DP. 
(107) Hei so6lice sylfj ýus cwwý... 
Hei truly selfi thus says... 
'He truly says himself thus... ' 
(cobenrul, BenR5.20.17.31 1) 
(108) Ne gelyfde ic aeniges monnes gesegenum swa fela wundorlicra ýinga 
Not believed I any man's sayings as many wonderful things 
baet hit swa beon mihte aer ici hit ýelfj minum eagum ne gesawe. 
that it as be might before Ii it selfi my eyes not see. 
'I did not believe any man's tales about the many wonderful things there 
might be, before I had seen it myself with my eyes. ' 
(coalex, Alex3.2.10) 
4.3.4.1 Properties of the intensified DP 
For distant-self the properties and referent of the DP which is intensified are 
similar to those detailed above for the adjacent-self forms. 
The forms occur with DPs of all persons (1st, 2nd and 3rd) as shown in 
the following examples: 
(109) a. And ýu cwY6st Net ici sceolde sylfi hine towurpan. 
And you say that Ii must selfi him destroy. 
And you say that I must destroy him myself. ' 
(coaelive, +ALS 
_[Thomas] 
375-7780) 
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b. And ýonne ýu me witnast, ýuj bist sylfi gewitnod. 
And when you me punish, youi are selfi punished. 
'And when you punish me, you are yourself punished. ' 
(coaelive, +ALS_ [Vincent] 112.7866) 
c. Ac hei eode sylfi to ýam yttran gete, 
But hei went selfi to the last gate. 
'But he went himself to the last gate. ' 
(coaelive, +ALS_ [Martin] 1166-6740) 
(110) a. li wil my selfi in my persone helpe therto al that I maye. 
(CMREYNAR, 54.371) 
b. And gaf hym nomore than the grate or bones / whyche yei myght 
not ete vour selfi. 
(CMREYNAR, 9.84) 
a. Ii haue sworne the oth my selfi. 
(MROPER-El-P2,529.77) 
b. So, quoth he, now mayst thowi fet water thy selfi withowt fear of 
rayn. 
(MADOX-E2-PI, 100.227) 
c. These particulars S=r= Arthur desired me to acquainte y=r= Ex=cy= 
w=th=, hei being not yett so well recovered as to be able to write 
himselfei, 
(AUNGIER-E3-PI, 60, A. 11) 
Table 4.24 shows that 3rd person forms are proportionately more common 
with the intensifier (as was the case with the adjacent-self constructions). Again, 
this is because they are more common generally within the corpora. 
1st Person 2nd Person 3rd Person Total 
Period N % N % N % Total 
YCOE 22 11.4 11 5.7 160 82.9 193 
Poetry 6 16.7 4 11.1 26 72.2 36 
PPCME2 10 9.8 14 13.7 78 76.5 102 
PPCEME 79 28.2 24 8.6 177 63.2 280 
Total 117 19.1 53 8.7 441 72.2 611 
Table 4.24: The percentage of complex distant-self constructions in OE, ME and 
EMODE divided by person. 
Similarly, whilst constructions with singular and plural intensified DPs both oc- 
cur, as shown in (112)-(113), it is the former which occur with greater frequency, 
as shown in Table 4.25. 
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(112) a. For Ii haue chastysed be my-selfi as I wolde be many gret 
For I have chastised you mY-self as I would by many great 
dredys & turmentrijs bat bu hast had wyth euyl spyritys bob 
dreads and torments that you have had with evil spirits both 
in slepyng & wakyng many 3erys. 
in sleeping and waking many years. 
'For I have chastised you myself as I would by many great dreads 
and torments that you have had with evil spirits both in sleeping 
and waking for many years. ' 
(CMKEMPE, 51.1156) 
b. For she offered Adam no worsse fruit than shei had eten her selfi. 
(MROPER-El-P2,529.82) 
(113) a. &, yf euyr sche come ageyn, wei xal bren hyre awr-selfi. 
And, if ever she come again, we shall burn her our-self. 
'And if ever she comes again, we shall burn her ourselves. ' 
(CMKEMPE, 134-3144) 
b. For the dammesi wil waxe drye, and wayne theyr lambes theym-selfei. 
(FITZH-El-H, 44.263) 
Period Singular Plural Total 
N % N % 
YCOE 161 83.4 32 16.6 193 
YPC 34 94.4 2 5.6 36 
PPCME2 85 83.3 17 16.7 102 
PPCEME 231 82.5 49 17.5 280 
Total 511 83.6 100 16.4 611 
Table 4.25: The percentage of complex distant-self constructions in OE, ME and 
EMODE divided by number (singular/plural). 
4.3.4.2 Referent of the intensified DP 
Like the adjacent-self forms, the referent of the intensified DP with distant-self 
constructions is often a person of high rank, but like the intensified pronominal 
DPs in the adjacent-self constructions, the restrictions on the intensified DP of 
distant-self seem to be looser with pronominals than when the intensified DP is 
a nominal. The results for the three periods are provided in Tables 4.26-4.29. 
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Referent N % of Forms 
God 9 4.7 
Christ 14 7.3 
Lord 3 1.6 
Devil 2 1.0 
Royalty 4 2.1 
Named 76 39.4 
High Rank Total 108 56.0 
Specific 35 18.1 
Non-specific 9 4.7 
Non-human 3 1.6 
First Person (Speaker) 22 11.4 
Second Person (Addressee) 11 5.7 
Total 193 
Table 4.26: The referent of the intensified DP for distant-self forms in the YCOE. 
Referent N % of Forms 
High Rank Total 19 52.8 
Non High Rank Total 7 19.4 
First Person 
Second Person 
6 
4 
16.7 
11.1 
Total j 36 j 7 
Table 4.27: Referents for the distant-self forms in the YPC. 
Referent N % of Forms 
God 6 5.9 
Christ 3 2.9 
Lord 1 1.0 
Devil 1 1.0 
Royalty 4 3.9 
Named 32 31.4 
High Rank Total 47 46.1 
Specific 21 20.6 
Generic 4 3.9 
Non-human 2 2.0 
Quantified 4 3.9 
First Person 10 9.8 
Second Person 14 13.7 
Total 102 
Table 4.28: Referents of distant-self forms in the YCOE. 
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Referent N % of Forms 
God 7 2.5 
Christ 3 1.1 
Royalty 15 5.4 
Named 66 23.6 
High Rank Total 91 32.5 
Specific 60 21.4 
Generic 15 5.4 
Non-human 9 3.2 
Quantified 2 0.7 
First Person 79 28.2 
Second Person 24 8.6 
Total 280 
Table 4.29: Referents of distant-self forms in the PPCEME. 
Just as with the adjacent-self examples, exclusion of the first and second 
person forms increases the percentage of intensified DPs which have a high rank. 
For the YCOE the percentage is 67.5 % (108/160), for the YPC it is 73.1% 
(19/26), for the PPCME2 it is 60.3% (. 47/78) and the for PPCEME it is 60.3% 
(47/78). 
4.3.4.3 Summary of the properties of distant-self forms in earlier 
English 
The discussion of the distribution of non-reflexive distant-self forms in Earlier 
English suggests the following facts: 
9 There are proportionately more distant-self constructions from ME3 on- 
wards. This may be linked to changes in the form of the intensifier. 
9 Like adjacent-self, distant-self occurs more frequently with DPs which have 
high rank referents. 
* Distant-self intensifies both singular and plural DPs. 
* Distant-self intensifies DPs of all persons. 
4.4 Conclusions 
To conclude, answers to the questions set out in the introduction are summarised: 
What contribution do intensifiers make to the meaning of a sentence? 
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There are two main types of intensifier, both of which make a similar con- 
tribution to the meaning of a sentence. Adjacent-self forms relate the DP they 
intensify to a set of alternatives, whereas distant-self forms relate a proposition 
to an alternative set of propositions. 
2. Does the meaning of the intensifier change in the history of English? 
Without native speaker judgements it is difficult to ascertain whether pre- 
cisely the same meanings were evident in earlier stages of English. However there 
is evidence that the properties of the DP which the intensifier intensifies have 
remained fairly constant throughout the earlier stages of English. This provides 
some evidence that the meaning of intensifiers has remained essentially the same. 
However differences in terms of the distribution of the intensifier -in par- 
ticular the dramatic decline of the overall use of the intensifier which occurs 
between OE and ME, and the change in the frequency with which pronominals 
are intensified, also between OE and ME-suggest that the intensifier did undergo 
some kind of change between OE and ME. This is discussed further in §6.3. 
3. What is the distribution of intensifiers throughout English i. e. where and 
when are they used? 
From the examination of adjacent-self and distant-self forms in earlier 
stages of English, the following facts about distribution can be concluded: 
* Adjacent-self forms are more frequent throughout the history of English. 
Adjacent-self forms after the subject are more common than following an 
object. 
Proportionately distant-self forms decline throughout English. The number 
of adjacent-self forms proportionately increase (11.7 - 34.6 - 42.2). One 
reason for this may be that there is less movement in later stages of English, 
another is that due to the loss of inflectional endings, adjacent forms were 
preferred. 
* There is a strong tendency for the intensified DP to refer to high rank 
individuals/groups with both types of intensifier. 
The constraints on the referent (in terms of high rank status) of the in- 
tensified DP are looser when pronominal than when the intensified DP is 
nominal. 
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Intensifiers occur with all persons (1st, 2nd, 3rd) although there are pro- 
portionately more 3rd person forms, reflecting the fact that there are more 
third person constructions within the corpora. 
Intensifiers occur with both singular and plural intensified DPs, although 
there are proportionately more singular forms used. Again this seems to 
be related to the fact that there are more of these constructions within the 
corpora. 
9 In OE the intensified DP was more frequently a pronominal. From ME 
onwards it is nominal DPs that were more frequently intensified. 
* After the OE period intensifiers did not occur adjacent to pronominal ob- 
ject DPs. 
9 OE poetry and OE prose have different distributions of the types of self. 
e Use with non-human subjects (itself) developed late (in EMODE). 
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Chapter 5 
Factors Affecting the Distribution 
of the Reflexive 
5.1 Introduction 
In chapter 2 the distribution of reflexives occurring with or without self for 
Old English (OE), Middle English (ME) and Early Modern English (EMODE) 
up to 1639 was outlined. Those reflexives which occur with self as in (1a) are 
termed X-SELF and those which occur without self -and are therefore identical 
to ordinary personal pronouns- as in (1b) are termed HIM. 
a. So Dat hors will rubbe him-self 
So that horse will rub himself ... 
'So that horse will rub himself... ' 
(CMHORSES, 103-196) 
b. If he be ranke of blod he will gnappe himsilf and rubbe him 
If he be excess of blood he will snap himself and rub him 
a3ens ýe walle. 
against the wall. 
'If he [a horse] has an excess of blood he will hit himself and rub 
himself against the wall. ' 
(CMHORSES, 89.33) 
Statistical tests (Chi-square tests) suggested that the percentage of X-SELF 
increased between OEI and OE2, but thereafter it remained essentially stable 
throughout the remainder of OE and throughout ME. ' In other words there was 
'When pleonastic forms were included there was a statistical difference between ME1 and 
ME2, but not between any of the other ME sub-periods. Based on the percentages alone, ME2 
had a much lower overall percentage X-SELF than the other sub-periods. It was suggested in 
chapter 2 that ME2's lower frequency might be due to the fact that the ME2 period is poorly 
represented with only three texts. 
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no statistical difference between any of the sub-periods of late OE (OE2/OE3) 
and ME (although see footnote 1). 
In EMODE there was a sharp increase in the number of X-SELF forms, 
matched by a similar sharp decline in the number of HIM forms. ' The graph of 
the overall distribution is repeated from chapter 2, as Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1: Overall Percentage of X-SELF in the YCOE, the PPCME2, and the 
PPCEME. 
This chapter examines the factors which affect this distribution for OE and 
ME. Multivariate analysis (GoldVarb, Robinson et al. 2001) is used in order to 
establish which of these factors significantly affects the distribution. For the 
EMODE data multivariate analysis is not performed as coding the data repre- 
sents a significant undertaking and unfortunately fell outside the time-scale of 
this work. Some observations about the EMODE data are made, but a more 
sophisticated treatment awaits future research. 
Multivariate analysis is used because the factors affecting whether or not 
X-SELF occurs overlap, i. e. each factor is present in each construction, meaning 
it is not possible to get an accurate effect of each of the factors by looking 
at percentages alone. GoldVarb is a probabalistic- based multivariate regression 
'Whilst pleonastic constructions were excluded from these frequency counts, as they are 
in this chapter (see discussion in §2.3.5.1), it was noted that their inclusion did not alter the 
overall pattern of distribution, but rather lowered the overall percentage of X-SELF by about 
7% for all periods. The lower overall frequency during OE/ME makes the change in EMODE 
more dramatic. Furthermore, it was noted that at the same time, that the pleonastic forms 
became severely restricted, only occurring with a small number of verbs. I return to discuss 
the significance of this in §6.3. 
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procedure that looks at how different factors contribute to the overall variability 
of fluctuating forms. In order to perform a GoldVarb analysis coded files are 
recoded and manipulated in order to obtain the clearest results. In order to run 
the variable rule program, groups of tokens which do not exhibit variation have 
to either be removed or regrouped. The result of a multivariate analysis using 
GoldVarb is a probabilistic weight for each factor centred on 0.5. Factors with a 
weight above 0.5 favour the variant under consideration (i. e. reflexives are more 
likely to occur with SELF), whereas factors with a weight below 0.5 disfavour it 
(i. e. factors are less likely to occur with SELF). A weight of 0.5 neither favours 
nor disfavours the variant under consideration. The weight for each factor is that 
factor's effect on the application value (reflexives with self i. e. X-SELF) when all 
other factors are kept constant. 
The factors investigated were taken both from the existing literature (as 
outlined in chapter 1) and the theoretical and empirical findings from cross- 
linguistic data (as outlined in chapter 3) and evidence from intensifiers (as out- 
lined in chapter 4). The factors investigated include: sub-period, the referent 
of the subject (following the same categories as for intensifiers as established in 
chapter 4), person (Farr 1905; Peitsara 1997; van Gelderen 2000, cross- linguistic 
evidence), number (van Gelderen 2000), syntactic position (i. e. object of a verb 
(OBJV) or object of a preposition (OBJP), Visser 1963), whether or not the 
reflexive occurs to the left or right of the finite verb, preposition type, whether 
or not the sentence was negative, the subject type (pronominal, nominal, null), 
givenness, and for ME only whether or not the text is a translation (Ogura 1989b; 
Lange 2003), what text type it is (religious or not, Ogura 1989b; Lange 2003), 
and the dialect area of the texts (north, south, east, west). ' Verbal type (other- 
directed (OD), neutral directed (ND) or self-directed (SD)) is also investigated 
for ME. OE is excluded from this categorisation, although the origin of the ME 
system is evident in OE meaning more work in this direction would be welcome. 
I divide the discussion into two broad sections: one on the factors which 
are found to significantly affect the distribution (§5.2) and one on some of the 
factors which do not affect the overall distribution but have been significant to 
the discussion and analyses within the existing literature (§5.3). In §5.2 1 report 
the findings for three different GoldVarb runs, one on the overall distribution 
3The factor of dialect type was included as a crude means to establish whether or not 
there might be an influence of Old Norse (ON). Since there does not appear to be dialectal 
differences, this suggests that there was no influence. Given the similarity to the OE system 
(see chapter 1), this is perhaps unsurprising. For example, unlike in the case of Dutch zich, 
most likely borrowed under contact with German, ON did not provide an alternative form for 
the reflexive. However, a full investigation of the origin of all verbs might reveal otherwise. 
This is a matter left for future research. 
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(§5.2.1), one on those forms which are objects of verbs (§5.2.2) and one for those 
forms which are objects of prepositions (§5.2-3). 
5.2 Significant factors 
5.2.1 Overall distribution 
Multivariate analysis of the distribution of reflexives in OE and ME suggests 
that the significant factors affecting the distribution are the time-period and 
the referent type. Other factors which have been suggested to be significant 
are shown not to have an effect. These are syntactic position (contra K6nig 
and Siemund 2000a, who suggest that X-SELF is favoured when the object of 
the verb, and contra Visser 1963; van Gelderen 2000, who suggest that X-SELF 
is favoured when an object of the preposition), person (contra Penning 1875; 
Farr 1905; Peitsara 1997; van Gelderen 2000; Lange 2003) and number (contra 
van Gelderen 1996,1999,2000). 1 present figures regarding these factors in 
§5.3 below. Other non-significant factors which will not be considered further 
include: whether or not the subject is a pronominal, null or a nominal, whether 
or not the sentence is negative, the position of the reflexive with respect to the 
verb, whether or not the text is a translation, the type of text (religious versus 
non-religious) and the dialect in which the text is written. ' 
In each subsection, factors are discussed in order of their relative strength 
of significance -from highest to lowest. This is calculated by subtracting the 
lowest probabilistic weight from the highest for each group. In the case of the 
overall distribution, referent type has a stronger effect than period (0.594 versus 
0.214). 
Referent 
The percentages and factor weights for the different referent types are provided 
in Table 5.1.1 
4 All of the probabilistic weights are taken from the best stepping up run of the binominal 
variable rule analysis. The results of the best stepping up and the best stepping down runs 
should be identical. If they are not then this suggests some uncertainty about the factor group 
which is excluded under one run, but included under the other. Often this is due to the fact that 
factors are not entirely discrete and that there is interference between them. Cross-tabulation 
of the different factor groups allows the researcher to identify such problems and re-code. This 
does not apply to any of the figures presented here. In each case the two runs were identical. 
5It is possible for the speaker or the addressee to refer to God, Christ or a named individual, 
meaning there is some overlapping of factors in this and subsequent tables. However, the 
distinction is maintained, since the way in which intensification is established is different in 
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Referent X-SELF HIM Total Percentage Weight 
Christ 107 20 127 84.3 0.905 
God 128 32 160 80.0 0.867 
Lord 79 51 130 60.8 0.726 
Devil 13 9 22 59.1 0.702 
Non-human 57 55 112 50.9 0.654 
Specific 649 1031 1680 38.6 0.564 
Named 553 958 1511 36.6 0.500 
Non-specific 180 424 604 29.8 0.435 
Speaker (1st Person) 212 408 620 34.2 0.400 
Addressee (2nd Person) 272 764 1036 26.3 0.347 
Royalty 50 154 204 24.5 0.311 
Table 5.1: Percentages and factor weights of X-SELF for OE and ME by referent 
type. 
For the most part the factor weights represent the percentages, although 
this is not always the case, as seen here by the fact that when the referent is 
the speaker (1st person) the percentage of X-SELF is 34.2 and the factor weight 
0.400. However, when the referent is non-specific the percentage is 29.8% (a 
lower percentage than the 1st person) but the factor weight is 0.435. 
Most of the referents which affect the distribution are of high rank or impor- 
tance and are precisely the referents which were shown in chapter 4 to regularly 
occur with the intensifier. Those which favour X-SELF are the deity (Christ, God, 
the Lord and the devil), specifically identified (but not named) individuals and 
surprisingly, non-human referents. 
This seems to add weight to the argument that the X-SELF form main- 
tains its intensification reading throughout OE and ME. Unfortunately without 
speaker judgements it is not possible to ascertain for certain whether intensifica- 
tion is present in a particular sentence, particularly given that it is easy to force 
one, resulting in a highly subjective approach which relies on the interpretation 
of the researcher. However the evidence from reference type does not suffer in 
this respect and provides strong support for a remaining intensification reading. 
However, whilst the position of the non-specific referents and the Ist and 
2nd person referents are expected, the factor weights for both named individuals 
and, in particular, royalty are surprising. Given the meaning of intensifiers (and 
the discussion in chapter 4), we would expect both of these forms to favour x- 
SELF. Below I will provide evidence that this anomaly for the analysis can be 
explained with reference to another significant factor - that of preposition type. 
the case of first and second person (see Siemund 2000 for further discussion). 
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5.2-1.2 Period 
The percentages and factor weights for each of the sub-periods are provided 
in Table 5.2. The table is arranged by the weight of the factor rather than 
chronologically by period. 
Period X-SELF HIM Total Percentage Weight 
ME1 241 331 572 42.1 0.621 
ME4 335 495 830 40.4 0.593 
ME3 357 578 935 38.2 0.576 
OE3 195 306 501 38.9 0.491 
ME2 44 94 138 31.9 0.467 
OE2 814 1434 2248 36.2 0.448 
OEI 314 668 982 32.0 0.407 
Table 5.2: Percentages and factor weights for the sub-periods. 
The factor weights suggest that ME1, ME3 and ME4 favour X-SELF, but 
that OE1, OE2, OE3 and ME2 disfavour X-SELF. These results are somewhat 
surprising and difficult to interpret, for two reasons. Firstly, the chi-squared tests 
as presented in chapter 2 suggested that there was not a significant difference 
between the OE and ME. In chapter 2 it was shown that regardless of whether or 
not pleonastic constructions were included, it was mostly between OEI and the 
other subperiods that there was a statistical significance. I repeat the table of 
chi-squared values from the classification where pleonastic forms were excluded, 
as Table 5.3. 
Period df X2 value p value 
OE1 OE3 2 6.8 p -- 0.0091 
OEI ME1 2 15.8 p<0.0001 
OE1 ME3 2 7.84 p=0.0051 
OE1 ME4 2 13.4 p=0.003 
OE2 ME1 2 6.83 p=0.0090 
Table 5.3: Significant chi-square results for the differences between the periods 
of OE and ME for the percentage of X-SELF. 
On the basis of these results it was suggested that there might be a dif- 
ference between early OE and the remaining periods. However GoldVarb runs 
suggest that there is a change between OE and ME, which would confirm claims 
made in the literature that there was a new reflexive form created at the start 
of the ME period (e. g. Penning 1875; Farr 1905; Visser 1963; Mitchell 1985). 
Secondly, the results are confusing since the periods do not appear to follow 
the chronological order which we might expect. If a new reflexive is created in 
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MEI, then the expectation would be that its use would increase in the later ME 
sub-periods. However, the results in Table 5.2 do not conform to this pattern, 
as it is ME1, rather than ME4, which most strongly favours the X-SELF form. I 
return to this issue in the following section. The position of ME2 is less prob- 
lematic, since it seems likely that this results from the paucity of the data within 
this period. 
Finally, the fact that referent type has a much stronger effect on whether 
or not X-SELF occurs, suggests that the analysis in chapter 2 is broadly correct; 
the development of the form was not due to semantic bleaching of self. 
5.2.2 Objects of verbs 
In this sub-section I examine the factors affecting the distribution of the form of 
the reflexive when it occurs as an object of a verb (OBJV). The overall distrib- 
ution for OBJV is presented in Table 5.4 and in Figure 5.2. 
Period N % 
OEI 202/640 31.6 
OE2 550/1572 35.0 
OE3 165/378 43.7 
MEI 145/386 37.6 
ME2 23/93 24.7 
ME3 186/591 31.5 
ME4 222/549 40.4 
EMODE1 271/343 79.0 
EMODE2 723/772 93.7 
Table 5.4: Percentage of X-SELF when an object of a verb in the YCOE, the 
PPCME2 and the PPCEME. 
Table 5.4 and Figure 5.2 show the expected increase in frequency of x- 
SELF at the end of EMODE. However, in the preceding sub-periods the graph 
and figures do not appear as stable as was the case with the overall frequencies of 
X-SELF. The graph and percentages show that there is an increase in frequency 
between early OE (OEI/OE2) and the OE3 period, which continues into MEL 
Whilst there is a decline in ME2, we have already seen that the data for this 
period should not necessarily be taken too seriously. However, in ME3 and ME4 
the frequencies remain lower than those of OE3 and MEI, which is somewhat 
surprising. 
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Figure 5.2: Percentage of X-SELF when an object of a verb in the YCOE, the 
PPCME2, and the PPCEME. 
Before presenting the factors which significantly affect this distribution, I 
compare these findings to those reported by Peitsara (1997). Table 5.5 presents 
Peitsara's findings for ME and EMODE. 6 
PERIOD N % 
MEI 75/151 49.7 
ME2 16/145 11.1 
ME3 73/307 23.8 
ME4 92/328 28.0 
EMODE1 140/210 66.7 
EMODE2 219/249 88.0 
Table 5.5: The percentage of X-SELF when an object of a verb in ME. Data from 
Peitsara (1997: 288) 
Table 5.5 also shows the expected increase in frequency between ME4 and 
EMODEL However, like with my data (of which Peitsara's is a sub-set thereof) 
the distribution does not show a steady increase in the frequency of X-SELF 
during the ME period (contra e. g., Visser 1963; Mitchell 1985). 
In fact, Peitsara's data shows a stronger discrepancy between the ME1 data 
and the remaining ME periods, than appeared to be the case in my data. This 
is particularly interesting given the discussion in the previous section concerning 
the fact that X-SELF was most strongly favoured in MEL Whilst Peitsara (1997) 
6Recall that Peitsara (1997) excludes OE from the frequency counts because there are no 
verbs which categorically appear with X-SELF. For further discussion see §2.3. 
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comments on the unexpected distribution of ME1 in her data, she is similarly at 
a loss to explain the reason for it. 
In the remainder of this sub-section, I examine both the OE and ME data 
in order of the most significant factor (referent type) to the least significant 
(period), then I consider the verbal type for the ME data alone. 
5.2.2.1 Referent 
Table 5.6 provides the percentages and factor weights for the referent in reflexive 
constructions which are the object of the verb. 
Referent X-SELF HIM Total Percentage Weight 
Christ 51 9 51/60 85.0 0.911 
God 86 25 86/111 77.5 0.858 
Lord 37 29 37/66 56.1 0.696 
Devil 7 7 7/14 50.0 0.633 
Royalty 28 42 28/70 40.0 0.553 
Specific 438 720 438/1158 37.8 0.541 
Named 377 583 377/960 39.3 0.537 
Non-human 15 34 15/49 30.6 0.479 
First Person 131 316 131/447 29.3 0.434 
Non-specific 132 342 132/474 27.8 0.425 
Second Person 194 609 194/803 24.2 0.355 
Table 5-6: Percentages and factor weights of X-SELF'when an object of a verb 
for OE and ME by referent type. 
The ordering of the referents within the table is similar to the one for the 
referents in all constructions (see Table 1 above). Christ, God, the Lord and the 
devil occupy the top four spots again and all favour X-SELF and specific referents 
also continue to favour X-SELF. Royalty changes from disfavouring X-SELF to 
favouring X-SELF as we would expect if intensification is involved in the X-SELF 
form. Named individuals also change from neither favouring nor disfavouring the 
X-SELF form, to favouring it. Again this is expected under the analysis presented 
here. 
5.2.2.2 Period 
The percentages and factor weights for the sub-periods when an object of a verb 
are given in Table 5.7. 
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Period X-SELF HIM Total Percentage Weight 
OE3 166 213 379 43.8 0.589 
ME4 222 327 549 40.4 0.568 
ME1 145 241 386 37.6 0.556 
OE2 552 1022 1574 35.1 0.483 
ME3 186 405 591 31.5 0.477 
OE1 202 438 640 31.6 0.437 
ME2 23 70 93 24.7 0.362 
Table 5.7: Percentages and factor weights for objects of verbs in the YCOE and 
the PPCME2 by sub-period. 
Table 5.7 shows that OE3,. ME1 and ME4 favour X-SELF, whereas OE2, 
ME3, OEI and ME2 disfavour X-SELF, conforming to the description of Figure 
5.2 presented above. Cross- tabulation of the factor groups suggest the distribu- 
tion is affected by the referent type, whereby OE3 has more high rank referents 
and hence more X-SELF than for example ME3. 
5.2.2.3 Verb type 
In the. discussion of West Germanic reflexives in chapter 3, it was shown that 
verbal type determined the type of reflexive. On the basis of the distributional 
patterns of the two different anaphors in Dutch - zich and zichzelf - three different 
types of verb were proposed. They were: other-directed verbs (OD-verbs), self- 
directed verbs (SD-verbs), and neutral-directed (ND-verbs). It was claimed that 
with OD-verbs the morphologically complex reflexive was required, since there 
was a pragmatic requirement to mark the object as being other than disjoint 
(the more usual interpretation). SD-verbs were the opposite in that they were 
'inherently reflexive' and were mostly unable to occur with a disjoint referent. I 
suggested that as they were unable to occur with a disjoint referent that there 
was no requirement to mark such objects as counter to our expectation. In fact, 
given the meaning of intensifiers (chapter 4), we do not expect them to be able to 
occur with such verbs as without the possibility of alternative referents, it is not 
possible to create the required cent re /periphery (or: contrast) effect. Finally, the 
third verb class (ND-verbs) occurred with both types of reflexive. Rather than 
stipulating that these verbs were listed twice in the lexicon, I suggested that the 
distribution of the reflexive form depended upon whether or not intensification 
was required. 
In order to ascertain whether the same system was evident in the ME data, 
I coded the verbs as one of these three types. Verbs were divided into classes 
based on cross- linguistic evidence, lists presented elsewhere in the literature and 
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counts determining whether there were significantly more uses of the verb with a 
disjoint object. Verbs classified as OD include hate, love and kzll. Verbs classified 
as ND include defend and hide. Verbs classified as SD include transitive verbs 
of motion or posture e. g. lay and withdraw. 
The category SD-verbs is a particularly difficult one for the frequency 
counts as presented here, since many of the occurrences which might be con- 
sidered SD have been excluded since they occur with pleonastic pronouns and 
hence never occur with the X-SELF form. Were these occurrences included, then 
the effects presented here would be even more significant. 
Table 5.8 presents the results for the type of verb on a GoldVarb run just on 
the ME data. The other factors (referent type and period) remained significant, 
but of them all this was the most significant. 
Type of Verb X-SELF Him Total % X-self Weight 
Other-directed 336 51 387 86.8 0.941 
Neutral-directed 178 361 539 33.0 0.512 
Self-directed 62 631 693 8.9 0.170 
Table 5.8: Percentage and factor weight in PPCME2 by verbal type. 
The results strongly suggest that verbal type influences the choice of the 
strategy. This provides some (further) evidence that the same constraints as 
were outlined for other West Germanic languages in chapter 3 were also evident 
in the earlier stages of the language. 
It is also worthy of note, that verbs which have been categorised in ME 
as being other-directed have a higher percentage of occurrence with self in OE, 
than those categorised as neutral or self-directed, suggesting the same system was 
evident in OE. In fact, there are six verbs in the YCOE which always occur with 
self, which are all other-directed: acwellan 'kill', ahon 'hang', fordon 'destroy', 
ofs1ean 'slay', (ge)swencan 'afflict, oppress', and Preag(g)an 'threaten, torture'. 
5.2.3 Objects of prepositions 
In this sub-section, I look at the factors affecting the distribution of the form of 
the reflexive when occurring as objects of prepositions (OBJP). No distinction is 
made between whether or not the prepositional phrase is an argument or adjunct, 
since this distinction is not always easy to make. The distribution is provided in 
Table 5.9 and as a graph in Figure 5.3. 
The data presented in Table 5.9 and Figure 5.3 has a distribution which 
looks unlike either the overall distribution or the distribution for OBJV. Perhaps 
the most noticeable thing is that the increase between ME4 and EMODE is far 
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Period SELF without SELF Total Percentage 
OEI 112 230 342 32.7 
OE2 262 412 674 38.9 
OE3 29 93 122 23.8 
MEI 96 90 186 51.6 
ME2 21 24 45 46.7 
ME3 171 173 344 49.7 
ME4 113 168 281 40.2 
EMODEI 184 172 356 51.7 
EMODE2 277 131 408 67.9 
Total 1265 1505 2770 45.7 
Table 5.9: Objects of prepositions. 
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Figure 5.3: Overall percentage of X-SELF occurring as an object of a preposition 
in the YCOE, the PPCME2, and the PPCEME. 
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less dramatic. In part, this is because the overall frequency of X-SELF during 
ME is higher, but it is also because the numbers in EMODE are lower. It is 
also noticeable that there appears to be an increase in the frequency of X-SELF 
between OE and ME1, which in part is accentuated by the fact that OE3 appears 
to have a lower frequency than OE2. 
Below I present the percentages and factor weights for three factors which 
affect whether or not SELF occurs with the reflexive in OE and ME in order from 
most significant to least significant. The ordering is therefore: preposition type 
(818), referent (569) and period (195). 
5.2.3.1 Preposition type 
Prepositions occurring more than 30 times in OE and ME are included as sep- 
arate groups; all others are included under a single group, 'other prepositions'. 
The distribution and factor weights of each is provided in Table 5.10. 
Preposition X-SELF HIM Total Percentage Weight 
of 88 9 97 90.7 0.937 
by 132 17 149 88.6 0.928 
for 31 7 38 81.6 0.879 
through 71 16 87 81.6 0.836 
in 203 100 303 67.0 0.781 
on 19 20 39 48.7 0.578 
other prepositions 88 145 233 37.8 0.506 
to 78 168 246 31.7 0.428 
from 15 38 53 28.3 0.394 
upon 12 58 70 17.1 0.275 
mid 'with' 31 179 210 14.8 0.252 
with 15 127 142 10.6 0.177 
between 21 306 327 6.4 0.119 
Total 804 1190 1994 40.3 
I Table 5.10: Percentages and factor weights for OE and ME X-SELF by preposi- 
tion. 
This distribution again seems to be linked to intensification, since those 
prepositions which disfavour X-SELF are typically self-directed. For example in 
a sentence like Ivan took the hamster with him, it is impossible to replace the 
pronominal with a pronoun referring to another e. g. *Ivan took the hamster with 
her. 
Other prepositions have a different -meaning. For example the preposition 
by is used in order to express that something was done alone e. g. he did it 
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by himself. Under this non-locational reading it is impossible to get a disjoint 
reading but the phrase is inherently contrastive, thereby explaining the use of 
X-SELF. 
The following two tables present the data for prepositions in the first two 
periods of EMODE. Whilst I have not performed multivariate analysis on these 
figures, it seems that the same prepositions function with a higher rate of X-SELF. 
Preposition X-SELF HIM Total Percentage X-SELF 
For 23 0 23/23 100.0 
By 19 0 19/19 100.0 
Of 44 2 44/46 95.7 
In 23 6 21/29 79.3 
TO 26 15 26/41 63.4 
Unto 13 12 13/25 52.0 
Other Prepositions 18 18 18/36 50.0 
Upon 5 20 5/25 20.0 
With 13 74 13/87 14.9 
About 0 15 0/15 0 
From 0 10 0/10 0 
Total 184 172 184/356 
Table 5.11: Percentage of X-SELF in EMODE1 by preposition type. 
Preposition X-SELF HIM Total Percentage X-SELF 
Of 48 0. 48/48 100.0 
For 46 0 46/46 100.0 
By 28 0 28/28 100.0 
TO 45 6 45/51 88.2 
In 23 5 23/28 82.1 
Among(st) 12 6 12/18 66.7 
Unto 16 9 16/25 64.0 
Other Prepositions 32 29 32/61 52.5 
With 21 50 21/71 29.6 
Upon 6 26 6/32 18.8 
Total 277 131 277/408, 
Table 5.12: Percentage of X-SELF in EMODE2 by preposition type. 
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5.2-3.2 Referent 
As with both the overall distribution and the distribution when an OBJV, the 
referent type is significant in determining whether or not X-SELF occurs when 
an OBJP. The percentages and factor weights are presented in Table 5.13. 
Referent X-SELF HIM Total Percentage Weight 
God 42 7 49 85.7 0.828 
Christ 56 11 67 83.6 0.824 
Devil 6 2 8 75.0 0.625 
Lord 42 22 64 65.6 0.607 
Speaker 81 92 173 46.8 0.591 
Inanimate 42 21 63 66.7 0.567 
Specific 211 311 522 40.4 0.518 
Named 176 375 551 31.9 0.496 
Addressee 78 155 233 33.5 0.381 
Non-specific 48 82 130 36.9 0.373 
Royalty 22 112 134 16.4 0.259 
Total 804 1190 1994 40.3 
Table 5.13: Percentages and factor weights for OE and ME X-SELF by type of 
referent. 
It is hardly surprising that God, Christ, the Devil and the Lord favour x- 
SELF as we have already seen that this is the case for both the overall distribution 
and the OBJV and that it likely relates to the fact that intensification is required 
in order to license the X-SELF form. 
However, unlike with the OBJV distribution, royalty strongly disfavours 
X-SELF. It is obviously its occurrence as an OBJP which affects the weight in 
the overall distribution. An explanation for this distribution might be found in 
another significant factor - the preposition type as discussed in the previous sub- 
section. Cross-tabulation between these two factors suggests significant interac- 
tion between them; God, Christ and the Devil typically occur with prepositions 
which strongly favour the self form i. e. of, by, through and for, whereas royalty 
more frequently occurs with prepositions which strongly disfavour X-SELF i. e. 
with and between. In Table 5.14, prepositions which favour X-SELF are grouped 
together and calculated as a percentage of all occurrences for each referent type. 7 
The figures in Table 5.14 show that there is not a one-to-one correspondence 
between the two factors. Were that the case we would expect the referents to 
be ordered according to the ranking given in the furthermost left-hand column 
7Grouped are of, by, for, through, in, and on. Other prepositions neither favour nor dis- 
favour, or disfavour the occurrence of X-SELF so are not included in the group. 
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Rank Referent Significant 
Prepositions 
Total 
Prepositions 
% All Tokens 
3 Devil 8 8 100.0 
6 Inanimate 46 63 73.0 
1 God 35 49 71.4 
2 Christ 47 67 70.1 
4 Lord 40 64 62.5 
10 Non-specific 58 130 44.6 
9 Addressee 87 233 37.3 
7 Specific 184 522 35.2 
5 Speaker 60 173 34.7 
8 Named 131 551 23.8 
11 Royalty 17 134 12.7 
Total 804 1994 
Table 5.14: Cross-tabulation of referent and preposition type in OE and ME. 
which is based on the ordering found in Table 5.10. However, it does demonstrate 
an interaction between the two factors on two levels. Firstly, it demonstrates the 
importance of the preposition type; royalty frequently occurs with prepositions 
which disfavour self, typically since their meaning does not evoke a contrast and 
therefore the intensifier is not licensed. This effect over-rules the one of referent, 
thereby explaining why royalty runs counter to our expectations. 
Secondly, it shows that preposition type alone is not sufficient to explain 
the spread of the data. Were that ýhe case then both inanimate and non-specific 
referents should have been ranked higher in the referent list since they frequently 
occur with self-favouring prepositions. However, since such referents are not 
typically licensed with the intensifier, we do not find the expected frequency. 
5.2.3.3 Period 
Again the period was found to be a significant factor in determining whether 
or not X-SELF occurred. The percentages and factor weights are given in Table 
5.15. Once again the periods fluctuate and this fluctuation seems to be tied to the 
occurrence of the other significant factors (e. g. preposition type and referent). 
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Period X-SELF HIM Total % X-self Weight 
OE3 29 93 29/122 23.8 0.589 
ME4 113 168 113/281 40.2 0.568 
ME1 96 90 96/186 51.6 0.556 
OE2 262 412 262/674 38.9 0.483 
ME3 171 173 171/344 49.7 0.477 
OE1 112 230 112/342 32.7 0.437 
ME2 21 24 21/45 46.7 0.362 
Table 5.15: Percentages and factor weights for the sub-periods. 
5.2.4 Summary 
Analysis of the overall distribution and the distribution divided into the objects 
of verbs and the objects of prepositions reveal that the following three factors 
are significant throughout OE and ME in determining the form of the reflexive: 
When an Object of a Verb, the verbal type is most significant i. e. whether 
it is other-directed, self-directed or is neutral in its direction. This seems 
to be linked to a cross- linguistic tendency to mark objects of verbs which 
are typically interpreted as being disjoint. We might consider this to be a 
way of 'marking the more unusual'. 
When an Object of a Preposition the type of the preposition is the most 
significant factor. This seems to be related to a similar pragmatic tendency 
as explains the verbal type. Namely, when the preposition is typically (or 
exclusively) self-directed then it occurs as HIM. When either the preposition 
is contrastive (e. g. by) or it can occur with a disjoint reference then X-SELF 
is required. 
When the overall distribution is considered the most important factor is the 
referent of the subject. This is also a significant factor in the two different 
construction types (OBJV and OBJP). Referents of high rank favour x- 
SELF whereas referents which do not usually occur with intensifiers (see 
chapter 4) disfavour SELF. 
In all three cases there are differences within each period. Overall these 
differences result in a stable situation. These fluctuations represent vari- 
ations in the referents and prepositional and verbal properties within the 
texts within each sub-period. 
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5.3 Non-significant factors 
In this section I present the percentages of some of the factors which were claimed 
in the literature to affect the distribution. The percentages generally confirm the 
findings of these studies, but the multivariate analysis reveals that they are not 
significant differences. 
I begin with a discussion of the syntactic position i. e. whether or not the 
reflexive is an object of a verb or the object of a preposition. 
5.3.1 Syntactic position 
In the previous section I presented the frequencies of the reflexive in two different 
syntactic positions; the object of a verb and the object of a preposition. These 
figures are presented together in Table 5.16. 
Period ObjV Obj P Total 
N % N % N % 
OE1 202/640 31.6 112/342 32.7 314/982 32.0 
OE2 550/1572 35.0 263/675 39.0 813/2247 36.2 
OE3 165/378 43.7 30/123 24.4 195/501 38.9 
Total OE 917/2590 35.4 405/1140 35.5 1322/3730 35.4 
MEI 145/386 37.6 96/186 51.6 241/572 42.1 
ME2 23/93 24.7 21/45 46.7 44/138 31.9 
ME3 186/591 31.5 171/344 49.7 357/935 38.2 
ME4 222/327 40.4 113/281 40.2 335/830 40.4 
Total ME 576/1619 35.6 401/856 46.8 977/2475 39.5 
Table 5.16: Percentage of reflexives occurring with X-SELF in the YCOE and the 
PPCME2 by syntactic structure. 
Chi-square tests reveal that the difference between the two structures is 
significant for OE3, MEI, ME3 and ME4, as shown in Table 5.17.8 
This suggests that whilst there is a difference in frequency (chi-square tests), 
there is not a difference in terms of the factors affecting the frequency (GoldVarb). 
The OE3 data is different to the other sub-periods in having a lower per- 
centage of X-SELF forms with OBJP. The other OE periods (OE1/OE2) are 
different to the sub-periods of ME, as the difference between OBJV and OBJP 
is not statistically significant. 
8Without Yates' correction, the distribution in ME2 would also be significant. The figures 
are Pearson's chi-square value is 6.72, and p=0.0095, and Yates' chi-square value is 5.75, and 
0.0165. 
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Period df X2 value p value 
OE3 2 13-68 p=0.0002 
ME1 2 9.59 p=0.0020 
ME3 2 23.78 p<0.0001 
ME4 2 45.68 p<0.0001 
Table 5.17: Significant chi-square results for the difference between OBJV and 
OBJP. 
PERIOD N % N % N % 
c. 750-1154 89/508 17.5 21/117 17.9 110/615 17.9 
1154-1303 167/902 18.5 102/261 39.1 269/1163 23.1 
1303-1400 191/944 20.2 122/253 48.2 313/1197 26.1 
1400-1495 203/1118 18.2 55/176 31.3 258/1294 19.9 
1495-1605 1232/1523 80.9 291/458 63.5 1523/1981 76.9 
1605-1700 930/1068 87.1 336/498 67.5 1266/1566 80.8 
Table 5.18: Percentage of X-SELF divided by construction type from Keenan 
(2002: 346) 
Keenan (2002) similarly presents figures which suggest the earlier period 
(OE) lacks a difference, but ME does not. His figures are presented in Table 5.18. 
In Keenan's data there is a 20% difference between the frequency of X-SELF in 
OBJV and OBJP constructions for the ME period, which is similar to my data. 
However, Keenan (2002) includes pleonastic forms in his frequency counts, 
whereas they are omitted in mine. Inclusion of these forms for ME, makes the 
difference between OBJV and OBJP around 28%. Including the pleonastic data 
for the OE data alters our perception, as then there is a statistically significant 
difference between OBJV and OBJP in OE1 and OE2, however the difference in 
OE3 is no longer significant. The frequencies are provided in Table 5.19, and the 
chi-square results in Table 5.20. 
Period ObjV ObjP Total 
N % N % N % 
OEI 
OE2 
OE3 
202/911 
5.50/2150 
165/512 
22.2 
25.6 
32.2 
112/342 
263/675 
30/123 
32.7 
39.0 
24.4 
314/1053 
813/2825 
195/635 
29.8 
28.8 
30.7 
Total 917/3573 25.7 405/1140 35.5 1 1322/4713_ 
Table 5.19: Percentage of reflexives occurring with X-SELF in the YCOE and the 
PPCME2 by syntactic structure with pleonastic structures included. 
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Period df X2 value p value 
OE1 
OE2 
2 
2 
14.25 
44-23 
p=0.0002 
p<0.0001 
Table 5.20: Significant chi-square results for the difference between OBJV and 
OBJP. Data from the YCOE, including pleonastic constructions. 
5.3.2 Person 
Recall that numerous researchers have suggested that X-SELF develops in third 
person constructions first due to the requirement to disambiguate (e. g. van 
Gelderen 2000; Kbnig and Siemund 2000a) and that this has been shown to be 
the case for other languages cross-linguistically. GoldVarb runs suggest that this 
is not the case for the earlier English data, and that all persons occur equally. 
This is explained via the fact that intensifiers can occur with all persons; it is not 
a question of ambiguity but rather contrast. Table 5.21 provides the percentages 
for the occurrence of X-SELF divided by person. 
Period Ist 2nd 3rd 
N % N % N % 
OE1 14/42 33.3 20/89 22.5 280/851 32.9 
OE2 92/273 33.7 68/332 20.5 654/1643 39.8 
OE3 22/64 34.4 25/94 26.6 148/343 43.1 
ME1 24/80 30.0 52/156 33.3 165/336 49.1 
ME2 3/14 21.4 1/20 5.0 40/104 38.5 
ME3 25/72 34.7 38/153 24.8 294/710 41.4 
ME4 32/74 43.2 67/193 34.7 236/563 41.9 
Table 5.21: Frequency of X-SELF in the YCOE and the PPCME2 by person. 
The table shows that there is a similar percentage of X-SELF for both first 
and third person throughout the OE and ME periods. Second person forms 
occur at a lower frequency, mostly because of imperative constructions.. The fact 
that imperative constructions occur with a lower frequency receives a natural 
explanation under the analysis presented here; imperative constructions instruct 
someone to perform a particular action and are therefore typically self-directed; 
therefore we expect them to appear with a lower frequency of X-SELF. 
5.3.3 Number 
Van Gelderen (2000) is unique in suggesting that the reflexive occurs in singular 
constructions earlier and more frequently that in plural constructions. I provide 
the relevant figures from my data in Table 5.22. 
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Period Singular Plural 
N % N % 
OE1 253/684 37.0 61/298 20.4 
OE2 643/1531 42.0 171/717 23.8 
OE3 140/324 43.2 55/177 31.1 
ME1 157/372 42.2 84/200 42.0 
ME2 34/105 32.4 10/33 30.3 
ME3 265/630 42.1 92/305 30.2 
ME4 250/646 38.7 85/184 46.2 
Table 5.22: Frequency of X-SELFin the YCOE and the PPCME2 by number. 
The figures for OE1 and OE2 would seem to support van Gelderen's idea. 
However, it is possible that the lower figure for the plural forms in the first 
two periods relates to other factors e. g. prepositions which disfavour X-SELF. 
Therefore, I suggest again that these differences are accounted for under the 
analysis here by assuming differences in the requirement to intensify. 
5.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter I have presented evidence that the distribution of the reflexive 
form is determined by the following factors: verbal type, prepositional type and 
the referent of the subject. Each of these factors is related to the requirements 
of intensifiers, suggesting that the X-SELF form is governed both by the require- 
ments of reflexivisation and intensification. 
Factors which have been observed elsewhere in the literature to have an 
effect on the form of the reflexive are found to be insignificant, despite there 
being differences in the percentages. Any differences which are to be found in the 
frequency of X-SELF occurring in a particular construction, such as for example 
between singular and plural, are determined by whether or not intensification is 
licensed. Therefore a high percentage of third person forms might be explained 
via there being a high percentage of high ranking individuals within that text. 
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Chapter 6 
Towards a Theoretical Account 
It 
6.1 Introduction 
Chapters 2 and 5 have shown that throughout the Middle English (ME) period 
there is variation in the form of the reflexive; it can either be a form which is 
identical to the personal pronoun as in (1) (throughout this work referred to as 
HIM), or it can occur as a morphologically complex form which consists of the 
pronoun plus self as in (2) (throughout this work referred to as X-SELF). ' Reflex- 
ive forms of X-SELF are distinguished throughout from non-argument intensifiers 
(X-self) as in (3). 
If he be ranke of blod he will gnappe himsilf and rubbe him a3ens 
If he be excess of blood he will snap himself and rub him against 
be walle. 
the wall. 
'If he [a horse] has an excess of blood he will hit himself and rub himself 
against the wall. ' 
(CMHORSES, 89.33) 
So ýat hors will rubbe him-self 
So that horse will rub himself .. 
'So that horse will rub himself... ' 
(CMHORSES, 103.196) 
lAll forms of the reflexive which occur with self are classified as this type regardless of 
whether or not they are written as two separate words, a single orthographic unit, or conjoined 
with a hyphen. This is because it is impossible to tell whether the orthography represents the 
original language, the language of a scribal copyist, or the language of a subsequent editor. See 
discussion in §§1.5.2 and 2.1. 
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(3) Pat I my-self moste gon wiý 3ow wiý al my power into Britaign. 
That I myself must go with you with all my power into Britain. 
'That I myself must go with you with all my power into Britain. ' 
(CMBRUT3,62.1858) 
Unlike in most previous works (e. g. philological works such as Penning 
1875; Farr 1905; Visser 1963; Mitchell 1985 and quantitative works such as Peit- 
sara 1997), the Old English (OE) data was treated in the same manner as the 
ME data and any occurrence of the reflexive HIM which occurred adjacent to 
the intensifier self was treated as being of the morphologically complex type 
i. e. X-SELF. 2 This new approach to the data reveals that there is no significant 
change in the form of the reflexive between OE and ME. ' This is supported by 
the fact that the frequency of HIM versus X-SELF remains broadly consistent over 
the two periods (chapter 2) and that the same factors determine the distribution 
(chapter 5). 
The significant factors are (i) the type of the verb, where typically other- 
directed verbs (OD-verbs) favour X-SELF, ' (ii) the type of preposition, where 
prepositions which can have a disjoint object more frequently occur with X-SELF, 
and (iii) the type of referent, where referents which were shown in chapter 4 to 
frequently occur with the intensifier were shown to be more frequently found 
with X-SELF. 5 This provides support for an analysis where the complex form 
retains its intensification reading. 
Therefore the questions set out at the start of this thesis must be slightly 
modified since there is no longer a requirement to explain the creation of a new 
form at the start of ME. ' The question therefore changes from 'why was a new 
reflexive form created'? to: 'why did the intensifier and reflexive frequently co- 
occur in OE and MET. The question concerning the second change however 
21n chapter 21 discussed two different constructions which contain locally bound pronouns. 
One of these constructions -the pleonastic- was found to only occur with otherwise intransitive 
verbs. Whilst the pleonastic pronoun and self co-occur, self is never inflected to agree with 
the pleonastic. On this basis, such constructions were excluded from the quantitative work in 
§ 2.3.5.1. 
3 Confusingly GoldVarb runs appear to suggest that there may be some differences between 
periods, although these are not always chronological. An explanation for these findings is not 
immediately obvious, and require further investigation in order to establish whether they might 
be explained via some other factor which is not investigated in this work. 
4See also e. g. Ogura (1989b); Peitsara (1997); Fruhwirth (2003); Smith (2004). 
5See also Farr (1905); Ogura (1989a, b); Lange (2003) for the suggestion that reflexives 
frequently occur with referents of high rank. 
6 However, we do need to explain why there is a slight increase in the use of X-SELF between 
OE and ME, which whilst statistically insignificant with X-square tests (chapter 2), shows some 
significance in the GoldVarb runs (chapter 5). 
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remains unaltered: 'why did X-SELF take over all local binding in the Early 
Modern English Period (EMODE)? ' It is impossible to attempt an answer to 
either of these questions without first considering the answer to another of the 
main research questions as set out in chapter 1: 'why could ordinary personal 
pronouns function reflexively in OE and ME but not in EMODE? ' 
Therefore in this chapter, using insight gained from the theoretical discus- 
sions in chapter 3 concerning reflexives in other West Germanic languages, and 
in chapter 4 concerning the meaning of intensifiers, I provide an account for each 
of these developments. There is necessarily some overlap between them; however 
they are divided into the following sections: §6.2 provides an account for bound 
pronominals, §6.3 for the change in the intensifier and §6.4 for the change in the 
reflexive. A sub-section of §6.4 explores the relationship between intensifiers and 
reflexives. §6.5 surnmarises the account provided in this work. 
6.2 Bound pronorninals in Old and Middle Eng- 
lish 
In the discussion of the West Germanic reflexives in chapter 3, it was shown that 
numerous researchers have followed Reinhart and Reuland (1993) in suggesting 
that any element which is not fully referential (i. e. -R) can function reflexively 
due to the Generalised Chain Condition (GCC), repeated here in (4). The GCC 
allows any element which is -R to occur at the foot of a chain, but rules out the 
use of a +R element in the same position. 
General Condition on A-chains (GCC) 
'A maximal A-chain (a, ... a,, 
) contains exactly one link - a, - that is 
both +R and Case marked. ' 
(Reinhart and Reuland 1993: 696) 
Reinhart and Reuland (1993) suggest that the property -R is determined 
by deficiency in terms of either O-features or Case, where inherent Case is con- 
sidered to be deficient or underspecified. Numerous researchers have presented 
evidence for a deficiency in these terms for languages where pronominals function 
reflexively in at least part, if not all, of the pronominal paradigm e. g. inherent 
Case (as in Frisian, Hoekstra 1994; Hoekstra and Tiersma 1994 and for some 
German dialects) Keller 1978; Abraham 1996), number (French, Kayne 1975), 
gender, or person (OE, van Gelderen 1996,1999,2000). It was also shown in 
chapter 3 that cross- linguistically pronouns which were either clitics or weak pro- 
nouns were more likely to function reflexively than strong pronouns. Again this 
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seems to suggest that the ability to function reflexively is somehow linked to the 
feature specification of the pronominals. 
In chapter 3,1 suggested that an alternative to the underspecification of 
O-features was a feature which concerned the referential interpretation of an 
element. This feature was encoded into a Minimalist Framework as an unvalued 
REF(erence) feature which is valued by the syntactic operation AGREE during 
the derivation. ' Following recent accounts of binding (Heinat 2006; Hicks 2006) 
it was suggested that an AGREE-based approach to binding had the advantage 
that the binding domain of earlier generative versions of the binding theory 
was reduced to the Phase, which is required within the syntax for independent 
reasons. 
In the only other syntactic account of early English bound pronominals, 
van Gelderen (1999,2000) also attempts to show that the pronominals are -R. 8 
She claims that pronominals can be bound in OE because of the availability of 
inherent Case which would make OE similar to accounts of bound pronominals 
in Frisian. 9 However, since inherent Case is lost in early ME and pronominals 
continue to function reflexively, van Gelderen is forced to suggest that there is 
alternative underspecification of pronominals in the ME period. She argues that 
there is a person split with respect to the occurrence of reflexives, with third 
person forms unable to function reflexively after the loss of inherent Case, but 
first and second person forms able to continue to function reflexively as they are 
underspecified for person and number. 
In the next sub-sections I therefore examine the features of earlier English 
pronouns and suggest that contra van Gelderen (2000) it seems likely that it is 
not underspecification for O-features or the availability of inherent Case which 
allows the reflexives to function reflexively but rather it is the unvalued REF 
feature which I posited in §3.4. 
7jt was necessary to modify the constraints on probing in order for AGREE to take place in 
this case. The standard assumption is that any unvalued feature probes into its c-command 
domain in order to find a matching feature. However, this poses the problem that in reflexive 
constructions, it is the goal which c-commands the probe and not vice-versa, For further 
discussion of this issue see §3.4. 
80ther accounts, such as Keenan (2002,2003), concentrate on providing theoretical moti- 
vation for the appearance and distribution of the self -forms, but not for the older means of 
using pronominals reflexively. 
'Encoding the reflexive relationship via AGREE seems to rule out the use of Case as a means 
in which to establish binding, since there is no requirement for the antecedent and the reflexive 
to agree in terms of Case, and therefore the agreement relation is not established. Furthermore, 
it is unclear to me why Case (inherent or otherwise) should either (i) mark an element as not 
fully referential or (ii) allow it to function reflexively. 
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6.2.1 Inherent Case 
Numerous researchers have noted that OE has inherent Case which is sometimes 
referred to as lexical or morphological Case (see e. g., van Kemenade 1987: ch3; 
Allen 1995 and van Gelderen 2000: ch5). In this section I explore the evidence for 
inherent Case in OE and the evidence for when inherent Case was lost, in order 
to determine the likelihood of its involvement in allowing pronouns to function 
reflexively and whether its demise might also explain the demise of reflexively 
functioning personal pronouns. 
Firstly as evidence for inherent Case, we might cite the fact that in OE dif- 
ferent verbs assign different Cases to their objects (see e. g. Visser 1963; Mitchell 
1985; Allen 1995; Fischer et al. 2000). This suggests that rather than being 
linked to structural position, Case is assigned by the verb to its O-role. Similarly, 
prepositions assign specific Cases to their objects. An example of different Case 
assignments for reflexive objects of prepositions is provided in (5). In this exam- 
ple the preposition on 'in' assigns dative Case, but the preposition Purh 'through' 
assigns accusative Case as is seen with the different forms of the pronominal and 
the inflectional endings on the intensifier self. 
(5) He bib ýurhwuniende on himi sylfumi & burh hinei sylfnej. 
He is everlasting in him self and through him self. 
'He is everlasting in himself and through himself. ' 
(+cocathoml, +ACHom_I, 
_20336.25.3848) 
Furthermore, as inherent Case is tied to the O-role rather than the structural 
position, when an inherently Case marked element undergoes movement it is 
expected to retain its Case, whereas if an element has structural Case we expect 
the element to display the Case of its new position. Both dative Case and genitive 
Case were regularly preserved under passivisation in OE (6), however this is not 
the case with accusative Case (7). 
(6) Hi ne dernab nanurn men, ac him bib gederned. 
They not judge no-DAT man-DAT, but thern-DAT is judged. 
'They will not judge any man, but they will be judged. ' 
(, Elc. P. XI. 369, Allen 1995: 27) 
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(7) a. Gregorius hine aflige. 
Gregory him-ACC put to flight. 
'Gregory put him to flight. ' 
(, EHom 22.624, Fischer et al. 2000: 41) 
b. Da wear8 se god afliged of baere fulan anlicnysse. 
Then was the god-NOM expelled from the foul idol. 
'Then the god was expelled from the foul idol. ' 
(, EHom 22.593 Fischer et al. 2000: 41) 
This suggests that in OE accusative Case is structural but that dative Case is 
inherent. This makes OE akin to Modern German, 10 which retains dative case 
under passivisation as in (8), but does not retain accusative case in the same 
context as in (9). 
(8) a. Sie hilft ihm. 
She helps him-DAT. 
'She helps him'. 
b. Ihm wurde geholfen. 
Him-DAT was helped. 
'He was helped'. 
c. *Er-NOM wurde geholfen. 
He was helped. 
'He was helped'. 
(9) a. Sie seht ihn. 
She sees him-ACC. 
'She sees him'. 
b. *Ihn wurde gesehen. 
Hirn-ACC was seen. 
'He was seen'. 
c. Er wurde gesehen. 
He-NOM was seen. 
'He was seen'. 
However, in order to maintain her account that it is inherent Case which 
makes OE pronouns -R, van Gelderen (2000) must claim that accusative Case 
is not structurally assigned, since accusative (as well as dative and occasionally 
genitive) pronouns can function reflexively as shown in the following example. 
IOSee also chapter 3. 
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Ond se cwellere sona hinei selfnei ofslog mid by ilcan 
And the killer immediately him self slew with the same 
sweorde. 
sword. 
'And the killer immediately slew himself with the same sword. ' 
(comart3, Mart_ 5_ [Kotzor] Jy7, B. 45.1117) 
In fact in chapter 2 it was shown that in OE there are slightly more accusative 
reflexives than either dative or genitive ones. In 39.0% (940/2408) of cases of 
the reflexively used pronominal without self the pronominal was accusative com- 
pared to 33.1% (797/2408) where the pronominal was dative. " When the re- 
flexive pronominal was intensified by self the percentage of accusative forms was 
59.6% (789/1323), compared to 38.2% (506/1323) of dative forms. Therefore out 
of all reflexive uses this means that there were 46.3% (1729/3731) which were 
unambiguously accusative and 34.9% (1301/3731) which were unambiguously 
dative. 
It seems unlikely that language learners would suppose that accusative 
Case was anything other than structurally assigned, given not only the evidence 
from passivisation as cited in (6)-(7) above, but also evidence from impersonal 
constructions and possible Accusative-cum-Infinitive (ACI) constructions. 
For the former, only dative pronominals are used in the subject-like position 
in the impersonal construction (see, for example, Fischer and van der Leek 1983; 
von Seefranz-Montag 1983; Allen 1995; Sinar 2002). Accusative-cum-Infinitive 
(ACI) constructions, such as (11), provide evidence that accusative case must be 
structurally assigned. 
Se ealdormon sceal laeten hiene selfhe gelicne his hieremonnum. 
The ruler shall let him self resemble his subjects. 
'The ruler shall let himself resemble his subjects'. 
(van Kemenade 1987: 70) 
If hiene 'him' is the subject of the embedded clause, then its accusative 
must be structurally assigned since it is not associated with the 0-role but rather 
the position. An alternative analysis would be to propose that hiene is an object 
of 1cuten and the other object is the embedded clause: [PRO gelicne his hier- 
emonnum]. This would suggest that such verbs have a type of double object 
construction. 
"The number of dative forms increase if pleonastics are also counted amongst these figures 
(see chapter 2 for details). However, what is crucial for the argument here is not the pro- 
portional frequency, but rather that accusative forms occur in sufficient numbers to not be 
considered errors. 
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Los (1999: 184) compares verbs such as hatan and Iceten to unequivocal 
double object constructions e. g. involving verbs such as persuade. She argues 
that the accusative object is more often animate with the latter than with hatan 
and Icetan, indicating that the accusative object of hatan is really the subject of 
the infinitive. 
Further problems for van Gelderen's reliance on inherent Case concern the 
timing of the change; under an account where inherent Case allows ordinary 
personal pronouns to function reflexively, we would expect the loss of inherent 
Case to be the end of the ME period, since this is the point when ordinary 
personal pronouns cease functioning reflexively (chapter 2, chapter 5, Penning 
1875; Farr 1905; Ogura 1989; van Gelderen 2000; Lange 2002; Keenan 2002, 
2003). However, it seems likely that inherent Case is lost before this date. For 
example, van Gelderen (2000: 90) dates the loss at 1250 and Allen (1995: 219) 
writes: 
'It is clear that the domain of lexical Case marking was greatly re- 
duced by the Middle of the thirteenth century in all dialects of English 
except Kentish' 
However, some evidence for a special status of Case in some constructions 
remained until the end of the ME period. Allen (1995) presents evidence that 
certain impersonal constructions survived the loss of inherent Case. Interestingly 
for our purposes here, she times the change of the decline of these constructions 
to the end of ME. Therefore at the same time as these impersonal constructions 
are lost, so too are the Him-type reflexives and pleonastics. 
6.2.2 Weak or clitic pronouns? 
In chapter 3 it was shown that in languages such as Dutch which have two sets 
of pronouns (strong versus weak/clitic), that the weak/clitic pronouns can be 
locally bound, whereas the strong pronouns can not. It has long been noticed 
that OE pronouns have special properties; for example they can occur in syntactic 
positions in which full nominal DPs cannot, in double object constructions they 
have a strict ordering which nominals lack, and they can move leftward out of 
the prepositional phrase (see e. g. van Kemenade 1987; Pintzuk 1991; Koopman 
1990,1997; Hulk and van Kemenade 1995; Morgan 2004; Harris 2006). Whilst 
several researchers have used these different properties to claim that (at least 
some) OE pronouns are clitics, Koopman (1997) has compared their position 
to those outlined by Kayne for clitics in Romance and suggests that they only 
share some of the properties. For example, whilst OE pronouns are similar to 
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Romance clitics in terms of their positioning with respect to each other, adverbs 
and negation, they are different in not always being adjacent to the verb and not 
moving with the verb when it moves to C. 
This may mean that some OE pronouns are clitics but that either we need 
to alter our definition of clitics or concede that there are certain cross-linguistic 
differences. Alternatively, we may suggest that they are weak pronominals along 
the lines of those suggested elsewhere in Germanic by Cardinaletti and Starke 
(1996,1999). 
For the purposes of this discussion the crucial thing is that it seems that 
certain pronominals in OE behave differently and this is strong evidence that, 
whilst homophonous, pronominals in OE had different featural compositions. 
The fact that some behave in a clitic-like manner suggests that like clitics they 
are in some way underspecified (Abraham 1996; Grohmann 2000). Precisely how 
they are underspecified and how many different types of pronominal there are is 
a matter beyond the scope of this research. It is sufficient to accept that there is 
a certain amount of syntactic evidence which makes pronominals consistent with 
the current theoretical account. 12 
Another matter for future research concerns how the feature composition of 
pronominals has changed throughout the history of English. With the well doc- 
umented changes in word order (van Kemenade 1987; Koopman 1990; Lightfoot 
1991; Pintzuk 1991; van der Wurff 1997), the positions of pronominals change. 
However, there remains evidence in the present-day spoken language that there 
may be at least two sets of pronominals with weak forms such as 'im, 'em and 
'er used alongside strong forms such as him, them and her (Wales 1996). 
6.2.3 Underspecification for 0-features? 
Van Gelderen (2000) suggests that, whilst in OE the pronominals function re- 
flexivqly because they have inherent Case, once this is lost in early ME only the 
first and second person pronominals can continue to function reflexively. She 
suggests that this is because unlike 3rd person forms they are underspecified for 
both person and number features. She cites as evidence differences in terms of 
pro-drop and verbal agreement. However, her account faces several problems. 
Firstly multivariate analysis does not confirm that there is the person split that 
12 Note that it seems unlikely that the reason OE pronouns can function reflexively is simply 
because they are clitics/weak, as this would incorrectly suggest that all clitic/weak uses would 
have to be reflexive. The evidence presented here is intended to show that there is evidence for 
homophonous pronouns having different features, and that interestingly OE has clitic/weak 
pronouns which have been shown to be important for allowing bound pronominals in other 
languages. 
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van Gelderen suggests exists both in her data and in her theoretical account. 
Secondly, under such an account it is unclear why following the loss of inherent 
Case, third person pronominals continue to function reflexively throughout the 
remainder of the ME period. 
6.2.4 Conclusion 
Having reviewed the potential elements which could lead to pronominals be- 
ing considered to be underspecified under the account of Reinhart and Reuland 
(1993) (i. e. 0-features and Case), I find no convincing evidence to suggest that 
these are responsible for the availability of bound pronominals in OE and ME. 
Instead, it seems likely that an alternative feature - perhaps the REF feature as 
suggested here - was responsible for the reflexive use of pronominals. 
6.3 The development of the complex intensifier 
In chapter 4 we saw that intensifiers can occur in two syntactic positions: adja- 
cent to the DP which it intensifies as in (12) or at distance from the DP which it 
intensifies as in (13). In both of these constructions, the intensifier could occur 
adjacent to a pronoun, meaning either (or both) types of intensifier could be the 
origin of the complex intensifier (x-self). 13 
Ond se cwellere sona hinei selfnei ofslog mid by ilcan 
And the killer immediately himi selfi slew with the same 
sweorde. 
sword. 
'And the killer immediately slew himself with the same sword. ' 
(comart3, Mart_ 5_ [Kotzor] Jy7, B. 45.1117) 
(13) Pa se ilca Totillai eode him selfi 
Then the same Totillai went him selfi 
'Then the same Totilla went himself. ' 
(cogregdC, GD_2_ JCJ: 14.132.9.1278) 
We might imagine that an account based on adjacent-self fusing to its 
pronominal DP might suggest either the clitic-like status of pronominals (see 
above) and/or the decay of the inflectional endings of self (see chapter 2), for 
the motivation for fusion of the two elements. The latter argument would run as 
13Note that in the case of distant-self (13), the pronoun is always a pleonastic pronoun and 
hence coreferential with the subject. In the case of adjacent-self, the pronominal could be 
either reflexive, as shown in (12), or in a minority of cases disjoint. For further details see 
chapter 
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follows: following the loss of inflectional endings in early ME certain construc- 
tions would become ambiguous, and fusion of the pronoun and self would remove 
this ambiguity. For example whilst in OE the example in (14) is unambiguously 
of the adjacent-self type and it unambiguously intensifies Criste 'Christ', follow- 
ing the loss of adjectival inflections, either of the two readings given in (15) would 
be possible: 
(14) And eft, ýa ýa hij comon to Cristei selfumi... 
And after, when they came to Christ self... 
'And afterwards then, they came to Christ himself... ' 
(coaelhom, +AHom-5.279.854) 
(15) a. Theyi came to Christj selfi. 
b. Theyi came to Christj selfj. 
Fusion with the pronominal/addition of a pronominal copy, would allow 
the intensifier to maintain some of the distinctions which were being lost e. g. 
agreement with its DP for O-features (but not Case). However, note that whilst 
this would be sufficient in many cases, that in others ambiguity would remain, 
as shown in (16). 
a. Hei came to Christj himselfi. 
b. Hei came to Christj himselfj. 
Moreover, such an analysis predicts forms which are not attested; in object 
position we correctly predict the form the king himself, but incorrectly predict 
the form *him himself. Similarly in subject position we would predict the forms 
*he heself and *The king heself neither of which are attested in the literature 
or my data. 
Several solutions to the problem of *him himself have been proposed in the 
literature (e. g. Baker 1995; K6nig and Siemund 2000b; Siemund 2000; Bergeton 
2004). One solution which is proposed is that him is a fused copy of the intensified 
pronominal akin to some of the analyses of PDE logophoric forms (Baker 1995; 
K6nig and Siemund 2000b), although the problem of unpredicted forms would 
remain since we could easily expect the subject form to fuse in the same manner, 
providing the unattested form *heself. To answer this problem we might suggest 
that this fusion is only possible where the two forms agree iri terms of case or 
are phonologically identical (haplology) e. g. fusion can occur with *him himself 
as the pronominal is identical him, but no fusion can take place with he himself 
as there is a nominative form he and the oblique form him. However, such an 
analysis faces the problem that object forms with first person constructions are 
equally ungrammatical *us ourselves, despite the fact that the pronominals us 
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and our have both a different morphological/phonological form and different 
case. 
Alternatively, we might take the approach of Baker (1995) and suggest 
that the lack of *him himself falls from the meaning of the intensifier. Since the 
intensified DPs are normally prominent within the discourse, we might expect 
that subjects are more likely than objects to be intensified. The data presented 
in chapter 4 is consistent with this idea, showing subject adjacent-self forms to 
be the most commonly used intensifier structure in OE, ME and EMODE (when 
reflexivity is not involved in these constructions). However, these data also show 
that it is possible to intensify an object, even though it is a less frequently 
attested construction. 
Recall that these constructions showed evidence for change within the his- 
tory of English: in OE it was possible to intensify both nominals and disjoint 
pronominals, " but from ME onwards it was only possible to intensify nomi- 
nal objects. This suggests that either the meaning of intensifiers has changed, 
placing stricter requirements of prominence on the DP to be intensified, or that 
another change has impacted upon these constructions. Below I will argue for 
the latter analysis. 
A further problem for an analysis which suggests the complex intensifier 
starts with the object pronominal and the adjacent-self intensifier is that if the 
development starts with the objects, how does it spread to the subject position? 
If this is via a process of either pattern generalisation or analogy, the problem 
will remain that this predicts unattested forms. 
One possible solution to this problem would be to say that the complex 
intensifier is analysed as intensifying a null object he, 0 X-self as proposed in 
Bergeton (2004) and Bergeton and Pancheva (2004). If this form then replaced 
all cases of OE self, we would correctly predict that subject forms would be of the 
type he himself and have the structure he o himself and we would also be able to 
explain why the pronominal part of the complex intensifier is never nominative. 
However, one problem for this account is that the object forms would then 
intensify a null element, which is not consistent with the properties of intensifiers 
in general, since we do not expect a null element to be of high rank. Finally, 
it is unclear to me why the intensifier would be a non-argument element, since 
under this analysis it comprises both an argument of the verb and the intensifier. 
It also remains unclear why the argument would lose its status under such an 
account. 
141t remains possible to intensify disjoint pronominal objects in the modern languages of 
Danish and Norwegian, which like the OE data, suggests that an analysis based on the meaning 
of the intensifiers is not on the right track. 
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Alternative analyses might instead take the constructions such as (13) and 
suggest that the complex intensifier resulted from a fusion of distant-self to the 
non-0 pleonastic pronouns. Motivation for such an account might be the loss 
of inflectional endings on self, that the pleonastic form was useless (see Penning 
1875), or that the two elements have a similar meaning (see also Keenan 2002, 
2003). Regarding the first motivation, we might suppose that as this intensifier 
occurs at distance from the DP it intensifies that it would be more important 
for this intensifier to maintain its agreement properties. 
The second motivation, that the pleonastic pronouns were useless, is based 
on the fact that they were frequently omitted in similar contexts to those in 
which they occur, often within the same text, and even within a few lines of each 
other. This suggests that the pleonastic pronoun contributes little to the meaning 
of the sentence. The analysis therefore runs that learners might postulate that 
the pleonastic and self are a unit, since they frequently co-occur. As under 
this analysis self has meaning, and the pleonastic does not, the meaning of self 
would remain essentially unaltered. The main problem for this account, is that 
pleonastic pronouns were still productive during this time - they occurred in new 
constructions with newly borrowed verbs, which suggests they were not entirely 
useless'. 
The third motivation is advanced in Keenan (2002,2003), although not ex- 
clusively in relation to the development of the intensifier. Keenan suggests that 
the intensifier and the pleonastic might combine due to a similarity in mean- 
ing; the pleonastic heightens the involvement of the subject, and the intensifier 
contrasts the subject with other potential subjects meaning it essentially also 
heightens the involvement of the subject. Combination of the two forms would 
therefore mean the subject only had to be identified once, therefore reducing the 
computational load. This seems to me to be the most plausible explanation for 
fusion of the two elements. 
Some support for the suggestion that the change began with the distant-self 
forms comes from th e fact that there are 10 examples in OE where the pleonastic 
pronoun and self are written as a single unit. These are the only examples where 
this applies in OE. Furthermore as will be shown in Tables 6.1-6.3 below, the 
complex intensifier occurs first in distant-self constructions. 15 
One immediate advantage of this analysis over the previous is that both 
of the fused elements are non-0, meaning there is no need to explain either why 
an argument and non-argument fuse, or why the former loses its status as an 
argument. However, it remains unclear how and why a change in the distant-self 
"Note that this correctly predicts that the first complex distant-self forms occur with verbs 
which take pleonastic pronouns, and that later this spreads to non-pleonastic taking verbs. 
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intensifier would cause a change in the adjacent-self constructions. 
It seems likely that the answer to this question lies in a set of examples 
which would become ambiguous given (i) the loss of Case endings, and (ii) an 
increasing tendency for the pleonastic form and self to co-occur and be treated 
as a single unit. 
(17) a. Swa Swa he him sy1f soede 
Just as he him self said ... 
'Just as he said himself... ' 
(coaelhom, +AHom-17: 103.2415) 
b. Pa awrat se hcelend him sy1f ýis gewrit, 
Then wrote the lord him self this scripture, 
'Then the lord wrote this scripture himself. ' 
(coaelive, +ALS 
_ 
[Ab don_ and_ Sennes]: 102.4787) 
(18) a. Pat I my-self moste gon wiý 3ow wiý al my power into 
That I myself must go with you with all my power into 
Britaigne, 
Britain, 
That I must go with you myself with all my power into Britain. 
or: 'That I myself must go with you with all my power into Britain. ' 
(CMBRUT3,62.1858) 
b. And Arthur him-self went aZeyne towarde be Marche of 
And Arthur himself went again toward the Marche of 
Scotland. 
Scotland. 
'And Arthur went again himself toward the Marche of Scotland. ' 
or: 'And Arthur himself again went toward the Marche of Scotland. ' 
(CMBRUT3,71.2154) 
Language learners confronted with the ambiguous examples above would have 
the following options for analysis (as represented in the two different translations 
for the ME data): 
1. Distant-self with an intervening pronominal (i. e. continuation of the OE 
system) , or 
Adjacent-self with a complex intensifier (i. e. the PDE intensifier). 
In the following Tables the distribution for each of the types of intensifier for OE, 
ME and PDE is provided. The figures in the table are broken into three construc- 
tion types: the monomorphernic self, self occurring adjacent to a pronominal 
which it does not intensify which may either be written as two separate words 
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or be hyphenated, and the complex intensifier self. The results from the Tables 
are shown in Figure 6.1. 
Period [ 
... 
] self him(-)self himself Total 
OE1 59 (60.2%) 39 (39.8%) 0 98 
OE2 87 (47.3%) 90 (48.9%) 7 (3.8%) 184 
OE3 47 (49.5%) 45 (47.4%) 3 (3.2%) 95 
ME1 + ME2 0 39 (92.9%) 3 (7.1%) 42 
ME3 0 41 (71.9%) 16 (28.1%) 57 
ME4 0 40 (63.5%) 23 (36.5%) 63 
EMODE1 0 88 (65.2%) 47 (34.8%) 135 
EMODE2 0 77 (51.0%) 74 (49.0%) 151 
EMODE3 0 43 (43.4%) 56 (56.6%) 99 
Table 6.1: The frequency of distant-self in the YCOE, the PPCME2 and the 
PPCEME. Ambiguous examples included. 
Period subject self subject him(-)self subject himself Total 
OEI 169 (96.0%) 7 (4.0%) 0 176 
OE2 740 (99.2%) 6 (0.8%) 0 746 
OE3 252 (84.8%) 45 (15.2%) 0 297 
MEI + ME2 35 (66.1%) 18 (33.9%) 0 53 
ME3 1 (3.2%) 27 (87.1%) 3 (9.7%) 31 
ME4 0 15 (42.9%) 20 (57.1%) 35 
EMODE1 5 (7.2%) 38 (55.1%) 26 (37.7%) 69 
EMODE2 0 44 (33.5%) 87'(66.4%) 131 
EMODE3 0 23 (36.5%) 40 (63.5%) 63 
Table 6.2: The frequency of subject adjacent-self in the YCOE, the PPCME2 
and the PPCEME. Ambiguous examples included. 
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Period object self object him(-)self object himself Total 
OEI 34 (100%) 0 0 34 
OE2 172 (100%) 0 0 172 
OE3 88 (100%) 0 0 88 
ME1 + ME2 12 (100%) 0 0 12 
ME3 3 (13.6%) 7 (31.8%) 12 (54.5%) 22 
ME4 1 (10.0%) 3 (30.0%) 6 (60.0%) 10 
EMODE1 7 (26.9%) 6 (23.1%) 13 (50.0%) 26 
EMODE2 0 15 (34.1%) 29 (65.9%) 44. 
EMODE3 0 23 (45.1%) 28 (54.9%) 51 
Table 6.3: The frequency of object adjacent-self in the YCOE, the PPCME2 and 
t he PPCEME. Reflexive forms excluded. 
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Figure 6.1: The development of the complex intensifier. 
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These tables and the graph suggest that the change starts in the distant-self 
constructions and spreads to the subject adjacent-self ones, before finally spread- 
ing to the object-adjacent constructions-" We might therefore suppose that the 
development is as follows: distant-self conjoins with the pleonastic pronoun due 
to a similarity in meaning. For a certain sub-set of examples this causes ambi- 
guity. Learners then analyse these forms as being a complex adjacent-self form 
adjacent to the subject, rather than a subject pleonastic pronoun and intensifier. 
The complex form then spreads to the object adjacent-self form, due to pattern 
generalisation. 
6.4 The development of the complex reflexive 
There is disagreement in the literature over the precise origin of the morpho- 
logically complex reflexive (X-SELF). Some researchers suggest that self fused 
with the pleonastic pronoun (e. g. Penning 1875; Mitchell 1985), whereas others 
suggest that the fusion was between the intensifier and the reflexive argument 
(e. g. Farr 1905; van Gelderen 2000; Lange 2003). The empirical evidence and 
theoretical argument presented in this work suggest that the latter is the case; a 
position I further defend in this section. 
The focus for the discussion of the component parts of the complex reflexive 
form (X-SELF) must necessarily first be self occurring adjacent to a coreferen- 
tial pronominal. In chapter 4, it was shown that in almost half of the construc- 
tions containing an intensifier in the YCOE, the intensifier and the locally-bound 
pronominal were adjacent to one another (1507/3155 = 47.8%), which suggests 
that there was a strong link between reflexivity and intensification. ' 7 
Furthermore, it was shown that these 1507 examples fall into two types. 
The first type is a minority pattern where distant-self occurs adjacent to a 
pleonastic pronoun. 18 in such constructions the intensifier is not inflected to 
agree with the pleonastic form, but rather the subject as in (19). Such con- 
structions account for 184 of all intensifier uses (184/3155 = 5.8%) or 12.2% Of 
the constructions which occur with a locally bound pronominal adjacent to the 
intensifier (184/1 . 507). 
16The different distributions of the types of intensifier provides support for the notion that 
they are two different types, rather than the same intensifier which is in a different position 
due to movement. 
1TSee chapter 3, where a similar relationship between the intensifier and the reflexive is shown 
for other Germanic languages and chapter 4, where this data is first presented. 
18 Recall that pleonastic pronouns occur with otherwise intransitive verbs, which suggests 
that they may in fact be non-thematic pronouns. They are always locally bound by the 
subject. 
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The more frequent pattern is where adjacent-self occurs adjacent to a reflex- 
ive pronoun which is an argument of the verb as in (20). In this latter case SELF 
is inflected to agree with the reflexive pronoun. " Such constructions account 
for 41.9% of all intensifier constructions (1323/3155) and 87.8% of the construc- 
tions which occur with a locally bound pronominal adjacent to the intensifier 
(1323/1507). 
Pleonastic pronoun + distant-self 
& lwdde him sylf his halgan bec mid him in fellenum saeccum, 
And carried him self his holy books with him in fur sacks, 
ýa waeron alegd his on ba swibran healfe & on ýa wynstran. 
they were hanging his on the right half and the left. 
'And he carried himself his holy books with him in fur bags, they were 
hanging on his right side and on his left. ' 
(cogregdC, GD- I_ICI: 4.34.11.374) 
(20) Reflexive pronoun + adjacent-self 
ba Darius geseah baet he oferwunnen beon wolde, ba wolde he 
when Darius saw that he overcome be would, he wanted to 
hiene selfhe on baern gefeohte forspillan. 
destroy him self in the fighting. 
'When Darius saw that he would be overcome, he wanted to destroy 
himself in the flighting. ' 
(coorosiu, Or_3: 9.70.2.1369) 
The frequencies of these constructions, alongside those without a locally bound 
pronominal are provided in Table 6.4 repeated from chapter 4. 
Bound pronominal No bound pronominal 
RFL (1b) Pleo (2a) Subject (1a) Object (1b) Distant (2b) 
Period N 
.% 
N % N % N % N % 
OE1 
OE2 
OE3 
314 
814 
195 
51.1 
42.6 
31.0 
39 
97 
48 
6.3 
5.1 
7.6 
169 
740 
252 
27.5 
38.7 
40.0 
34 
172 
88 
5.5 
9.1 
14.0 
59 
87 
47 
9.6 
4.6 
7.5 
Total 1323 41.9 184 5.8 1161 36.8 294 9.3 193 6.1 
Table 6.4: The distribution of the different types of self in the YCOE. Data 
divided into intensifiers adjacent to a locally bound pronominal and those which 
are not. 
"There axe no examples where SELF occurs adjacent to a0 reflexive pronoun but is inflected 
to agree with the subject. 
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It was shown in chapter 4 that the percentage of distant-self forms ver- 
sus the adjacent-self forms is approximately 10% to 90%. This is regardless of 
whether or not reflexivity is involved. Furthermore, it shows that for both con- 
structions under consideration, they occur adjacent to a reflexive approximately 
50% of the time. 
Whilst I provided evidence in the previous section that the intensifier de- 
velops from the distant-self type, I do not believe that it is the origin of the 
reflexive form for the following reasons: 
1. Such constructions make the wrong predication concerning the verbal type 
with which we find X-SELF in early Middle English (eME). In eME the 
complex reflexive occurs with other-directed verbs not the verbs of motion 
and emotion with which we typically find the non-thematic pronouns in 
OE. These verbs of emotion and motion are self-directed verbs and hence 
do not occur with X-SELF. 
2. Both distant-self and the pleonastic pronoun are non-argument elements, 
meaning we would not expect a form comprised of these two parts to sub- 
sequently, and particularly not immediately, appear in an argument posi- 
tion. 20 
3. Whilst fusion in terms of semantics seems logical for the intensifier, " it is 
less so for the reflexive. A reflexive does not mean 'contrast and heighten 
the involvement of the subject', but rather it signals that the subject and 
the object are coreferential. 
4. The pleonastic form does not occur after prepositions. But the evidence 
suggests that the complex reflexive develops simultaneously in construc- 
tions involving the object of the verb and the object of the preposition. 
5. The complex intensifier develops rapidly at the start of ME. The devel- 
opment of the complex reflexive occurs at the end of the period, after a 
period of stable variation. 
On the other hand, if the complex reflexive contains a reflexive pronoun, 
some of these objections are immediately removed, although further questions 
are raised. With respect to the first objection concerning verbal type, no specific 
2'Again, verbal type is a factor here. The verbs typically occurring with non- 0 pronouns are 
otherwise intransitive (i. e. do not have an object). Since reflexivity concerns object pronomi- 
nals, it is unlikely that constructions with verbs without object pronouns would be used in the 
development of a new reflexive pronoun. 
2'As supported by the meaning of intensifier for PDE. 
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predictions are made; we simply expect that the new form can appear where-ever 
the old form occurred (ef Keenan's (2002,2003) notion of inertia). ThereforE 
the following (related) questions are raised: 
Why does the complex form not appear in all cases where the simple re- 
flexive formerly appeared? 
* Why does the complex reflexive appear with other-directed verbs? 
It is likely that the answer to these questions concerns verbal type. Recall that in 
many Germanic languages a complex reflexive (typically made up of the simple 
form + an intensifier), is required when the verb is other-directed. However when 
the verb is self-directed, the simple form is used (see chapter 3). In chapter 
51 demonstrated that the same factor is evident in earlier stages of English, 
thereby providing both an explanation to these questions and a possible reason 
for fusion - self fuses to the simple reflexive in other-directed situations since the 
'unexpected coreference' needs to be marked. 
The second objection is simply not an issue, since the pronominal in this 
case is an argument of the verb. Therefore we would expect the new compound 
form to be able to appear in argument positions. 
Likewise, the third objection does not stand, since we might reasonably 
assume that the meaning of a reflexive has remained consistent - it is simply the 
form and where it can and cannot occur which have changed. However, it is not 
immediately obvious, how or why, the adjacent-self form might combine to the 
reflexive. 
As reflexive pronouns do occur following a preposition, the fourth objec- 
tion is likewise removed. However, it should be noted that analysis of the factors 
affecting the distribution of the X-SELF form presented in chapter 5, did sug- 
gest that some prepositions did not allow disjoint reference (or at least strongly 
preferred it), suggesting that at least some of these pronouns are in SD-type con- 
structions. However, the fact remains, that pronominal objects of prepositions 
cannot be omitted, and hence they are crucially unlike the pleonastic forms. 
The final objection -that the changes occur at different times- is quite 
expected if they are different changes. Therefore, once again, this objection is 
removed if the origin of the reflexive form is the reflexive and the intensifier. 
Therefore, in the next section I briefly examine previous theoretical ac- 
counts for the relationship between intensifiers and reflexives. Using insight 
gained from this discussion I then evaluate previous accounts of the diachronic 
data, before providing my own account. 
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6.4.1 Previous analyses of the relationship between inten- 
sifiers and reflexives 
In chapter 3 we saw that there is a cross-linguistic tendency for a complex reflex- 
ive to be decomposable into the SE-anaphor and the intensifier e. g. Dutch zichzelf 
= zich zelf. It was also suggested that this requirement was in some way linked 
to the nature of the verb which determined whether or not the SELF-anaphor 
or the SE-anaphor was required. 
Now that it has been shown that a similar system is evident in the earlier 
stages of English, we must ask: why do intensifiers and reflexives typically occur 
with OD-verbs? And why do these two elements frequently fuse together in 
certain languages? 
Previous analyses of the relationship between reflexives and intensifiers can 
be broken into those dealing with synchronic data (e. g. Hall 1965, Moyne 1971, 
Cantrall 1973, Browning 1993, Jayaseelanl988, Jayaseelan (1996), Reuland 2001) 
and those, like this one, dealing with diachronic data. 
One of the more recent and prevalent ideas in the literature in the syn- 
chronic accounts is the idea that the intensifiers frequently become adjoined to 
the pronouns to create a reflexive because they are able to 'protect' the pronom- 
inal from violating Chomsky's Condition B (see e. g. Jayaseelan 1988,1996, 
Reuland 2001). 
Jayaseelan argues that taan the reflexive in Malayalam 'is like a reflexive 
in requiring an antecedent; but it is like a pronoun in obeying Condition B' 
(Jayaseelan 1996: 193). The function of the intensifier therefore is to change 
the structural position of 'taan' in order to prevent a violation. Therefore a 
possessive-like structure is suggested for the reflexive, where the key factor is 
that there is a complex DP. In chapter 2, several such structures were proposed, 
each allowing the pronominal to escape Condition B effects by being part of a 
more complex DP. These are repeated here as (21)-(23) 
DP 
D nP 
IA 
himself 0 
(22) DP 
D nP 
IA 
him self 
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(23) DP 
DP D' 
D nP D nP 
II IA 
my 00 self 
However, the analysis of Jayaseelan says nothing about the semantics of in- 
tensifiers and it also neglects the relevance of the semantics of the predicate; some 
pronominals can be bound with self-directed predicates, but not other-directed 
ones, which suggests that rather than being a condition on the pronominals, it 
is something to do with predicates. However, I will return to this notion that 
intensifiers can be used as a 'trick' to get around Condition B (Reuland 2001), 
in the following two sections. 
Gast (2002,2004) similarly argues that the complex reflexive is a'trick'. He 
suggests that intensifiers represent an identity function which interacts with the 
focus structure of the sentence. Reflexives are similarly identity functions, but 
rather than interacting with the focus structure, the interaction is with syntactic 
rules concerning the interpretation of the arguments of a given predicate. In 
other words the ID function which is represented by the relevant self-morpheme 
is used to prevent a violation of the syntactic restraint that the subject and 
object of an other-directed verb cannot be co-referential. Therefore, the function 
of the self-morpheme is to 'shift' the object DP to a different structural position 
(akin to 'his' in 'his wife'), allowing it to be bound 'and its meaning to stay the 
same. This would make the development of the complex reflexive a functionally 
motivated change. 
Within the diachronic literature there are two prevalent ideas. One is that 
intensifiers develop into reflexive markers because they mark the object as being 
different to expectations (Faltz 1985, Levinson 1991). Faltz (1985: 240) writes 
that . 'the emphatic is added to an NP as a warning to the 
hearer that the intended 
referent of that NP is unusual or unexpected'. Under this analysis, the change 
from intensifier to reflexive is a grammaticalisation of the instruction for finding 
the referent; the intensifier says 'find the unlikely referent'. 22 
The first problem with this account is that intensifiers do not mark the 
intensified DP/NP as having an unexpected referent as was discussed in chapter 
4. Levinson (1991: 30) similarly assumes that the arguments of a predicate are 
typically disjoint in reference. Under his analysis, the use of a SELF-form rather 
than the pronoun breaks the Gricean maxim of manner (be brief) which trig- 
22See also chapter 3 for further discussion of the notion of disjoint referents and requirement 
to code the 'unexpected'. 
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gers an M-implicature. Upon hearing this M-implicature the hearer infers that 
something is different from the prototypical situation (disjoint reference) and will 
therefore assume the arguments are coreferential. These two analyses will form 
part of my analysis but are insufficient as they stand. 
Levinson's account doesn't explain why it is a SELF element; it could be any 
element which increases the morphological complexity and violates the Gricean 
maxim. Furthermore, these accounts, would predict a complex form when there 
is disjoint reference with predicates we typically expect to be coreferential. Yet 
this is not the case. 
Numerous researchers have suggested that intensifiers develop into reflexive 
markers because they characterise their referent as being the central participant 
in an event (K6nig 1991; K6nig and Siemund 1999; 2000a, b, c; Siemund 2000; 
K6nig 2003 but see also Baker 1995; Kernmer 1995; Kernmer and Barlow 1996; 
Zribi-Hertz 1989; 1995). However, it seems to me that these accounts do not 
account for Dutch without mention of the structural implications - therefore such 
accounts which focus on semantics /pragmatics underestimate the importance of 
the structural aspect of the use of intensifiers. Furthermore we might worry about 
whether the notion of centrality versus periphery is really a linguistic primitive, 
although such an account has more recently been encoded within more formal 
semantics (see e. g. Hole 2002 and Gast 2002). 
Two distinct hypotheses for the creation of the complex reflexive are found 
in the literature: one is that 'self' is renalysed from an adjective to a noun, 
altering the syntactic structure (cf Peitsara 1997; van Gelderen 1999,2000), the 
other focuses on semantics and why semantically the two elements combine (cf 
K8nig and Siemund 2000 etc. ). I discuss each of these in turn. 
6.4.2 SELF became a noun = change in syntactic structure 
van Gelderen (1999: 219,2000: 104) has argued that the reflexive. form developed 
in about 1250 when self changed from being an adjective to a noun and this 
noun was then modified by a possessive (or genitive) pronoun. A similar claim 
is advanced in Peitsara (1997: 280) who simply writes 'the optional emphatic 
adjunct self was reinterpreted as the noun head of the reflexive phrase i. e. an 
adjunct reflexive (me self) became a head reflexive (myself)'. She suggests that 
this happens in the Ist and 2nd persons first (possessive forms) and that the 
3rd person forms (using the dative) lag behind (except in some non-standard 
varieties where we get hisself, Wales 1996). However, this is not the order of 
development (cf. chapter 2, and also Visser 1"963; Mitchell 1985; van Gelderen 
2000; Keenan 2002). 
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Van Gelderen's account is theoretically desirable, in as much as it creates 
a structure which would allow the pronominal to 'escape' Condition B. Under 
such an analysis the structure would be similar to that of DPs like his dog, where 
his can be locally bound without violation of Condition B (Ivan likes his dog). 
Motivation for the fusion would be that learners faced with a structure similar 
to that of the possessive might reanalyse or misinterpret the structure, resulting 
in syntactic change. Such an account has no recourse to examine the semantics 
Of SELF; however, we might wonder why it was a SELF element. The answer 
could be as simple as 'it created the correct kind of structure'. However, the 
verbal distribution (other-directed versus self-directed) remains unaccounted for 
under van Gelderen's account; there is no reason why SELF would be a noun with 
other-directed verbs and not with self-directed verbs, or vice-versa. 
Furthermore, the analysis faces several empirical problems; firstly concern- 
ing whether self was or became a noun this early in the development of the form 
(see e. g. Mitchell 1979: 40; Mitchell 1985: §477; Mustonoja 1960: 146; Ogura 
1989a: 45). As evidence for SELF as a noun we might note that the OED cites 
example (24) as a nominal use from 1200 : 23 
(24) Or elles godds self es he 
Or else God's self is he 
'or otherwise he is God's self' (CM, Cotton 12248, OED, also cited in 
van Gelderen 2000: 140) 
In Present-Day English (PDE) it certainly seems possible to use self as a 
noun without the pronominal as in (25)-(26), although perhaps only in restricted 
and specific circumstances e. g. headlines, adverts. 
(25) Better self with this fantastic new reflexive form 
(26) Man threatens to kill self over failure of Condition B. 
However, as Keenan (2002,2003) points out, if self is a noun then we might 
expect the following unattested formulations: 
(27) Det + SELF: *each self, *no self, *most self/selves. 
(28) Gen + SELF: Keenan (2002) claims that there are no attestations of this, 
but note Godds self above. 
More importantly, the analysis of SELF as a noun relies on the possessive 
pronoun + SELF (i. e. the PDE forms myself, yourself, ourselves, yourselves) as 
opposed to the dative or oblique pronoun + SELF. However, the development of 
23 The OED cites adjectival uses of self continuing right up until the 1600s. 
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the reflexive form begins with the latter and not the former (cf. chapter 2 and e. g. 
Farr 1905, Kbnig and Siemund 1999,2000a; Keenan 2002; Lange 2003 and the 
OED). It is likely that the former forms developed due to phonological change. 
As discussed in chapter 2, the OE first and second person singular pronouns 
are the only ones which are monosyllabic; the others are disyllabic or end in a 
consonant. We might suppose that phonological weakening occurred with the 
first and second person forms which lead to their reinterpretation as possessive 
forms. This pattern was then generalised to the plural forms (see also Farr 1950; 
Keenan 2002). 
6.4.3 Semantic reason for combination 
K6nig and Siemund (1999,2000a, b, c) discuss the example provided in (29). 
(29) Judasi aheng [hine selfne]i 
Judas hanged him self 
'Judas hanged himself' 
In this example hine could either be an ordinary personal pronoun, or a 
reflexive pronoun, although since aheng 'hanged' is a typically other-directed verb 
we might suppose that the former reading is more likely. However, they suggest 
if hine 'him' is intensified by the adjective self, which is marked for agreement 
with the pronoun (i. e. -ne) then it would be interpreted as referring back to the 
subject i. e. the ordinary personal pronoun reading is removed. " Thus in such 
examples we could suppose that inflected self acts as a marker, to change the 
usual interpretation. K6ning and Siemund suggest that this occurs because the 
agent is the centre and all other participants therefore have a peripheral status. 
Addition of the intensifier makes the object central and since the agent is central 
they must be identical. 
6.4.4 Conclusion 
Van Gelderen's account provides a syntactic structure in which it would be pos- 
sible to avoid Condition B, but has nothing to say about the semantics of SELF 
nor how and why the distribution of the new complex form is related to verbal 
type. 
Kbnig and Siemund (1999a, b, 2000a, b) focus on providing a semantic 
account for why the intensifier and reflexive might have joined in the history of 
24 Note however that this presupposes that the intensifier does not occur when the intensified 
pronominal has a disjoint reference. We saw in chapter 4 that there were such constructions 
in OE (although not for this verb), but that they died out in eME. 
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English. Crucially they also tie this development to the type of verb, although 
they have nothing to say about the syntax. 
Therefore, neither account fully details the development of the reflexive 
form. I address this matter in the following section. 
6.5 A summary of the proposed account 
The analysis proposed here is that the complex reflexive is formed from the 
OE reflexive and the adjacent-self intensifier. This new complex form occurs 
where both the reflexive and intensification was licensed in OE; namely with 
other-directed verbs. This is supported by the idea that the form is semantically 
decomposable (compositionality). Therefore, the complex form appears where 
intensification is licensed, the simple form where it is not. Such analysis has the 
following advantages: 
1. It is a direct descendant of the OE system. This has the desirable con- 
sequence that we do not have to argue or explain that the conditions on 
Binding have changed within the history of English - but rather the items 
. which can 
be bound have changed. 
2. There is no need to stipulate (or explain) the two different 'strategies' 
(simple and self; e. g. see Peitsara 1997). There is simply one reflexive 
form, which can be modified by an intensifier. Similarly, the distinction 
made between SE and SELF-anaphors is no longer required (cf Reinhart 
and Reuland 1993,1995). 
3. It makes the English system similar to that proposed for Dutch, Old Norse 
and other Germanic languages (cf chapter 3). So with transitive verbs 
which are typically other-directed the intensifier would be required in order 
to contrast the coreferential object with the range of other potential objects. 
With intrinsically reflexive verb, intensification is not licensed as the object 
does not require a set of alternatives to be evoked. With neutral verbs, the 
reflexive form is then dependent upon whether or not intensification is 
licensed (removing the stipulation that verbs are listed within the lexicon 
twice, Reinhart and Reuland 1993). 
4. It also has the advantage of explaining why there is not a uniform set of 
verbs cross- linguistically to which 'reflexivisation' applies. Whilst some 
verb types are more likely to take intensifiers, it is dependent upon the 
context in which the verb appears. 
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5. We can explain why the complex reflexive form occurs with all persons, and 
not just third person forms. Namely, we saw in chapter 4 that intensifiers 
occur with all persons, therefore if the complex form is really a reflexive 
+ an intensifier, we expect it to occur with all persons. The intensifier 
is not being used to disambiguate third person forms - but to contrast 
the subject with other potential subjects - this applies equally to first and 
second person constructions, as to the third person ones. 
However, several unanswered questions remain. The first concerns the com- 
parison with other Germanic languages; the PDE reflexive is not synchronically 
decomposable into the reflexive and the intensifier. The questions therefore are 
'why is English different? ' and, 'what does this mean for the structure of the 
English formT. The answer to the first is relatively simple; the intensifier has 
also developed in the history of English. For the latter, we are left with the 
following choices for the structure of the reflexive form, if we choose to maintain 
the cross- linguistic parallel: 
The reflexive X-SELF form in ME consists of a null reflexive with an inten- 
sifier. All other instances of the reflexive are simply null arguments. 
2. The reflexive is the pronominal which somehow does 'dual' duty as the 
pronominal part of the complex intensifier. 
3. The reflexive is the pronominal and the intensifier is the older monomor- 
phemic intensifier. The form is created before or alongside the complex 
intensifier. 
In the Table 6.5 1 compare these options with Dutch. 
Language Pronoun SE-anaphor SELF-anaphor 
Dutch hem zich zich + intensifier (zich) 
Option 1 him 0 0+ intensifier (himself) 
Option 2 him [him] [him]self 
Option 3 him him him + intensifier (self) 
Table 6.5: Comparison of pronouns and anaphors in Dutch and English. 
The first option is one chosen by Bergeton and Pancheva (2004) and Berge- 
ton (2004: Ch 5). It perhaps most closely parallels that of other languages and 
has the advantage of providing an explanation for why PDE does not have an 
SE-anaphor; the English reflexive form in these cases is a null element. However, 
for such a null element to exist and be 'bound' when a SELF-anaphor is in need 
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of explanation. The only explanation within the literature comes from Bergeton 
(2004) who suggests that 'X-self' is the intensifier and if English patterns like 
Danish (which patterns like Dutch) then it must have null reflexives. He cites 
the change in structures which take a pleonastic pronoun in OE but which no 
longer have an overt argument as evidence for this analysis. 
Further evidence for Bergeton's account might be provided by subject-like 
uses of X-SELF, such as (30), which occur throughout the ME period and into 
the EMODE period. 25 
(30) And vpon ýat same he shall sytte at the day of doom right as him 
And upon that throne he shall sit at the day of Doom right as him 
self seyde. 
self said. 
'and upon that same throne he shall sit on the day of judgement just as 
he (himself) said. ' 
(CMMANDEV65,1615) 
One possible analysis for such forms, is that they are intensifiers with a 
null head (see also van Gelderen 2000; Lange 2003). However, there are several 
problems for such an analysis. Firstly, English is not generally considered to be 
a pro-drop language. However, there are contexts in which a pronominal can be 
dropped, e. g. the subject position of a conjunct clause (known as co-ordinate 
subject deletion). Whilst such an analysis would comfortably account for the 
main clause data as in (31) it fails to account for the subordinate clause data as 
in (32). 
ba-t he had was slayn and himself fledde and loste his lande3 for 
that he had was slain and himself fled and lost his lands for 
evermore 
evermore 
'which he had was slain and he (himself) fled and lost his lands forever- 
more. ) 
(32) a pardonere ... seide that 
hymself myghte assoilen hem alle 
a pardoner ... said that 
himself might resolve them all. 
(Piers. Prol. 68, from Keenan 2002: 341) 
For a language such as English which allows topic drop, a deleted subject is 
only licensed in [Spec, CPJ and thus when it is filled we would not expect a null 
subject. 
25There is debate within the literature concerning whether X-self in a subject-like position is 
simply synonymous with the pronoun (Visser 1963; Keenan 2002) or whether it is an intensifier 
(Kbnig and Siemund 2000a). I represent this debate by placing the intensifier in brackets in 
the translation. 
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A further problem for the account of these forms as intensifiers to a null 
element is that they can occur coordinated to a full DP as in (33). 
(33) And al his folk and hym-self fledde in-to Ffraunce to seche help and 
And all his folk and himself fled into France to seek help and 
socour 
aid. 
'And he (himself) and all of his folk fled into France in order to seek help 
and aid. ' 
(CMBRUT3,9.218) 
Moreover, manuscript variations cast some doubt on whether X-SELF was 
considered as an intensifier when occurring without a focus. van Gelderen (2000: 
92) discusses manuscript variation within different versions of the Cursor Mundi 
and notes that where hymself is used in a subject-like position in the Cotton 
Manuscript, the more southern Manuscripts of Fairfax and Trinity use he. 
Therefore, I find no evidence for Bergeton's account with these structures. 
Moreover, I find his account problematic for other reasons. Firstly, it is built on 
the (mistaken) assumption that the pleonastic pronoun represents an argument 
of the verb. This is not the standard analysis, particularly given that these verbs 
can only take pleonastic pronouns and not other object types. 
Secondly, it assumes that these verbs are transitive in PDE, but take a null 
reflexive as an object argument. The standard analysis is that these verbs are 
in fact intransitive and do not assign an object O-role. The intransitive analysis 
explains why the verb cannot take an object pronoun of any kind. Bergeton's 
analysis would need an extra mechanism to account for this. 
Thirdly, this analysis does not explain the period of variation. Pleonastic 
pronouns for example, are attested throughout the ME period and the number 
of verbs taking pleonastic pronouns increases rather than decreases (see Ogura 
1988,1989a, b). The analysis could potentially be rescued by assuming that the 
introduction of the null reflexive occurs at different rates within different texts, 
with different verbs or within different dialectal areas. However, given that the 
same verb can vary for reflexive form within the same text, even this might prove 
problematic. 
Furthermore, we are left with the question: 'What happens when there 
isn't intensification? ' Consider for example what this would mean for the ECM 
small clause constructions. In ME we get both the reflexive form with or without 
self as shown in (34) and the hypothetical example in (35). 
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(34) a. ... Pat es ýay halde 
Pam selfe vile ... 
... That is they consider them selves vile ... 
That is they consider themselves vile.. ' 
(CMROLLTR, 1.230) 
b. Whan he cam in-to this worlde he made hym poure to make 
When he came into this world he made himself poor to make 
the riche. 
you rich. 
'When he came into this world, he made himself poor to make you 
rich. ' 
(CMAELR4,14.384) 
(35) Ivani considers him j, j / himself i intelligent 
If co-referential him, which is marked in bold in (35), is replaced with 0, then 
for the coreferential reading the sentence would be ungrammatical which for 
PDE is the right result since only the X-SELF form will result in a grammatical 
construction. However, in ME when there is not intensification the ordinary 
pronoun (HIM) is used, meaning it is not the correct result for earlier stages of 
English. 
Furthermore, it is unclear how this analysis would explain the availability in 
PDE of X-SELF reflexives which do not have an intensification reading. Therefore, 
I reject this analysis. 
The second option has an unnecessarily complicated structure whereby the 
pronominal is both the reflexive and the pronominal element of the intensifier 
(cf. K6nig and Siemund 2000; Siemund 2000). It is unclear to me how the 
structure for this form would be. Moreover, under the analysis proposed here, 
the pronominal which occurs as part of the complex intensifier is not the same 
as the reflexive pronominal, despite being morphologically identical. 
Therefore, I suggest that the development consists of the third option. 
Under the analysis proposed here, the development of the intensifier and the de- 
velopment of the reflexive occur with different constructions and in that respect 
at least are unrelated. Crucially, we saw that the development of the intensifier 
affected the object position last. I would like to suggest that the development of 
the reflexive began before pattern generalisation to this position started, thereby 
explaining why there is a fusion of the reflexive and the monomorphemic inten- 
sifier in order to make the new complex reflexive. In other words, the complex 
intensifier had yet to develop in the position adjacent to objects (either reflexive 
or disjoint). 
The loss of the ability to intensify disjoint object pronouns, e. g. *him 
him3elf (already a minority pattern) was most likely caused by the development 
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of the complex reflexive. If, as argued here, the intensifier is used in order to 
mark the reflexive as being counter to our expectations, then it falls that the 
intensifier must cease to be used with disjoint pronominals. " If intensification 
continues with disjoint pronouns then self woul d not be sufficient to distinguish 
the two readings (disjoint/coreferential). 27 
Such an account also explains why it was possible to continue to intensify 
nominal objects; these forms cannot be coreferential which means there can be 
no ambiguity in such cases . 
21 What remains to be explained is why the X- 
SELF form gets created. Under my analysis, in the early stages it is simply a 
reanalysis which happens at PF (akin to the system proposed for Dutch 3rd 
person but not Ist and 2nd person) and the form is not reflexive but rather 
reflexive + intensifier. It is only later, when changes in the pronominal system 
and the structure of the language that the form loses its necessary intensifier 
interpretation and is re-analysed as a single reflexive form. At this point the 
structure of self is reanalysed as a nominal. 
Whilst in a handful of cases it would be desirable to maintain the proposed 
ME analysis for some of PDE (e. g. for the intensifiers, lack of him himself and 
a handful of long distance bound anaphors, and snake context PPs), the ability 
for reflexives to appear in clauses without an intensification reading is evidence 
for the subsequent loss of the intensifier meaning of the self part of X-SELF. 
We might suppose that it is at this point that self is employed in order 
to get around Condition B. Self marks the X-SELF form as bearing an unvalued 
REF feature whilst pronominals ordinarily bear a valued REF feature. Unlike 
the account of Reinhart and Reuland, this means that all pronominals are +R 
in PDE. 
26 Note that disjoint pronouns do not (usually) occur with SD-verbs, so we cannot argue that 
in such contexts there was a similar pragmatic requirement for them to occur with self. 
27See chapter 4 where it seems that following OE, intensification of object pronominals 
became ungrammatical or at least heavily marked. 
28We might also suppose that the loss of intensification with object pronouns might impact 
the frequency of subject pronouns which are intensified. For further discussion see chapter 2. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions 
7.1 Introduction 
The basic developments of the reflexive in English are well-known (e. g. Penning 
1875; Farr 1905; Visser 1963; Mitchell 1985; Ogura 1989a, b; Peitsara 1997; van 
Gelderen 1999,2000; Lange 2003; Keenan 2002,2003). The standard account 
runs as follows: Old English (OE) used the ordinary personal pronouns reflexively 
(HIM), but at the end of this period/ the start of the Middle English (ME) period 
a new morphologically complex reflexive pronoun (X-SELF). emerged (change 1, 
c. 1250). After a period of variation between the old and the new reflexive forms, 
which lasted throughout the ME period, the new form superseded the old form 
at the start of the Early Modern English (EMODE) period (change 2, c. 1500). 
However whilst the basic facts of the distribution are well-established, the 
reasons for the two changes and the details of nature of the period of variation 
between these two changes are unclear. Within those studies which do attempt to 
provide theoretical motivations for the variation and change (e. g. van Gelderen 
2000; Keenan 2002; Lange 2003), there is widespread. disagreement about which 
factors are most relevant and consequently the best way to account for the data. 
Therefore at the start of this thesis the following broad research questions 
were set out: 
* Why/How was it possible for OE and ME to locally bind pronominals in 
violation of Chornsky's Condition B? 
* When and why did English develop a new morphologically complex reflex- 
ive pronoun? 
9 What was the nature of the variation between the two reflexive forms? 
* What factors were significant in determining the variation between the two 
reflexive forms? 
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* When and why did the new morphologically complex reflexive pronoun 
take over local binding? 
* Why was the old reflexive form lost? 
In the next four sections I summarise my answers to these questions. In 
§7-6 1 provide a brief summary of the analysis presented in this thesis and in §7-7 
I suggest directions for future research and the implications this thesis might 
have for other areas of the grammar. 
7.2 Bound pronominals in Old and Middle Eng- 
lish 
Following Reinhart and Reuland (1993), 1 suggest that pronominals which func- 
tion reflexively are in some way underspecified. For Reinhart and Reuland (1993) 
underspecification may be in terms of either (i) one or more of the 0-features 
(person, number and gender) being deficient or (ii) Case on the pronominal be- 
ing inherent. Van Gelderen (2000) suggests that in the history of English, OE 
pronouns could function reflexively because they had inherent Case. However, 
such an account faces the following problems: 
Most researchers suggest inherent Case in English is lost during the early 
Middle English (eME) period. However, reflexively used pronominals occur 
with the same frequency throughout the entire ME period, suggesting they 
can continue to function reflexively when assigned structural Case. 
In many works accusative Case is not considered to be inherent, but rather 
structural. We would therefore not expect to find reflexively used ac- 
cusative pronouns in OE. However, accusative reflexives are actually more 
common than dative ones. 
In addressing the first issue, van Gelderen (1999,2000) suggests that OE 
pronominals are further underspecified for 0-features, and that even once inher- 
ent Case is lost, pronominals are still sufficiently deficient to function reflexively. 
However, since the variation between the two reflexive forms is essentially stable 
throughout OE and ME, it seems more likely that it may be the same feature 
which allows pronominals to function reflexively. A good candidate for such a 
feature might be a referentiality feature (REF), since it is referentiality under 
Reinhart and Reuland's theory which determines whether or not an element can 
enter into a chain. 
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7.3 The development of the new reflexive form 
The timing for the development of the new reflexive form was broadly confirmed 
in the study of the overall distribution of reflexives in OE, ME and EMODE 
(. chapter 2). 
It was shown that from the eME period onwards there was an increasing 
tendency for the reflexive and self to occur as a single orthographic unit. Unfor- 
tunately due to both scribal practises and subsequent editing (see §1.5), spelling 
cannot be used as a (totally) reliable guide in determining when the form was 
considered a single unit. 
In fact the quantitative analysis suggests that despite changes in orthog- 
raphy that in reality little changed between the OE and ME system. The co- 
occurrence of the reflexive and self was frequent in OE with a certain set of 
verbs, and in fact obligatory in my data for six verbs, all of which are of the 
other-directed type. The slight increase in the frequency of use of X-SELF be- 
tween OE and ME seems to be due to a reinterpretation that self should (or even 
must) occur with a certain set of verbs (i. e. those classified as other-directed). 
Therefore it would seem that the ME system is a direct continuation of 
the OE system and that as such there is not a creation of a new form, but 
rather a new rule of orthography. The interpretation of the two elements remains 
semantically decomposable into the separate elements which are found in OE i. e. 
reflexive and intensifier. This analysis is supported by the fact that referent type 
was found to be a significant factor in determining whether or not an intensifier 
is licensed (chapter 4), and significantly whether or not the reflexive occurred 
with or without self in both OE and ME (chapter 5). 
The important question is therefore not one of timing but rather why the 
intensifier was required with certain verbal types. In chapter 3, this was shown 
to be a property shared by many of the languages related to English - that with 
a certain set of verbs (which can vary both cross- linguistically and diachronically 
since they depend upon encoding the way in which society typically behaves) - 
the intensifier is required with the reflexive. 
Reinhart and Reuland (1993) relate this to a structural requirement that 
certain verbs have their object marked when they are used reflexively. They 
claim that in order for this to happen the object must bear a +SELF feature. 
For languages such as Dutch where such objects comprise the reflexive pronoun 
+ self, it must be the self-element which bears this feature. 
However, this account is problematic for a language like German which does 
not use a self -element with its reflexive in the same context. Two possibilities 
were explored. The first possibility is that German is able to mark the object in 
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some other way; numerous researchers have proposed that German uses stress in 
such cases. In other words stressed SICH is equivalent to the intensified reflexive 
i. e. sich selbst. Such accounts suggest that what is crucial is that these verbs 
receive extra marking, be that extra structure, morphology or phonetics. 
The second possibility is that the condition on predicates does not apply in 
German and there is no requirement to additionally mark the object (Steinbach 
1998). A similar account is suggested for earlier English by van Gelderen (2000) 
on the basis of the fact that there are no verbs which must categorically occur 
with X-SELF in OE. 
However, there are six verbs in my OE data which always occur with self 
when reflexive, but never do so when they are not reflexively used (i. e. when 
they are disjoint). Since there are only six of them, and the reflexive pronoun 
and self are never written as a single unit, I do not wish to claim that such 
examples represent a structural rule in OE. However, it does seem likely that 
these examples represent the start of evidence which learners might use to posit 
such a structural rule. 
It seems to me that the most plausible explanation for the development 
of a rule such that the verbs of other-directed verbs (OD-verbs) receive extra 
marking on their objects when the object is reflexive, is a pragmatic one. The 
interpretation of the objects of such verbs is usually disjoint and hence requires 
extra marking (Haiman 1983; Smith 2004). It is this pragmatic tendency which is 
evident in OE and ME. The fact that verbs can occur without the extra marking 
does suggest that the rule is not structural, however the fact that such verbs do 
typically occur with extra marking suggests that the pragmatic requirement is 
strong. 
7.4 The variation between the two forms of the 
reflexive 
The variation in the form of the reflexive throughout OE and ME is essentially 
stable. There is a slight increase in the use of forms of the reflexive with self 
at the start of the ME period which might be linked to changes in orthography 
and a change in the use of the intensifier. At the start of ME the intensifier 
was no longer able to intensify disjoint objects. We might suppose this is linked 
to the fact that it more frequently occurred with the reflexive in OE and that 
it became associated with a pragmatic tendency to give a co-referential object 
extra marking. If an element is to be used to distinguish between two possible 
readings then necessarily it must only be used in the one context and this is what 
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seems to happen with the English intensifier. 
The fact that the variation is stable lends support to the analysis proposed 
here, namely that the system did not significantly change between OE and ME 
(see previous section). 
Multivariate analysis suggests that the most significant factors affecting the 
distribution of the two forms are the verbal type, the prepositional type and the 
referent type. A study of the meaning of intensifiers in chapter 4 suggested that 
certain referents more frequently favoured intensifiers and therefore we might 
suppose this constitutes further evidence for the analysis proposed here i. e. that 
X-SELF is semantically decomposable. 
The fact that verbal type and prepositional type was significant seems to 
be linked to a pragmatic requirement. The crucial thing then is to understand 
why the intensifier is used in these circumstances. It seems likely that this is 
due to the meaning of intensifiers. As Konig and Siemund (2000 etc. ) argue, the 
intensifier contrasts the element it intensifies with all other possible entities. Self 
served to mark its referent as being central to an action, which in the case of 
verbs which are typically directed towards another has the effect of reversing our 
expectations. Similarly when occurring as an object of a preposition, prepositions 
which allowed disjoint reference, e. g. for, often occurred with self, but those 
which do not allow a disjoint reference, e. g. with, did not. 
7.5 The loss of the old reflexive form 
Under the analysis proposed in this thesis, the loss of the old reflexive form 
explains why the new complex form took over. Throughout OE and ME a prag- 
matic principle encouraged (but did not require) the objects of a certain class 
of verbs (those which were typically other-directed (OD-verbs)) to receive extra 
marking. It was not the case that pronouns could no longer function reflexively; 
there remained plenty of evidence throughout ME that they could with verbs 
of either the self-directed (SD-verbs) or neutral (ND-verbs) class remaining in 
general use. However, the loss of the pronominal with SD-verbs in early EMODE 
removed a significant portion of the evidence that Pronouns could function re- 
flexively. 
It seems likely that the loss of pronominals in such positions was due to 
some re-analysis or reorganisation of the features of pronouns and that the loss 
might well be linked to the loss of impersonal constructions which also had object 
pronominals in positions unexpected within the present-day. These were only lost 
towards the end of the ME period. In the theory advanced here, this suggests 
that the pronominals changed features from bearing an unvalued REF feature 
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to bearing a valued REF feature. Once this change occurred it was no longer 
possible for pronominals to be bound due, in Reinhart and Reuland's terms to the 
GCC, or in Minimalist terms to a chain established within the binding domain 
via the process of AGREE. 
Given the change in the possibility for pronominals to be bound, learners 
would then assume that the contrast in reflexives was between a null element 
(0) and X-SELF rather than between Him and X-SELF. 
At this stage it seems likely that learners could postulate two different 
structures for the X-SELF form; one in which the form was an intensifier to a null 
element. This would make English consistent with other languages as shown in 
Table 7.1. 
Language Intensifier SD-verbs ND-verbs OD-verbs 
PDE himself 0 0/himself himself 
ME himself O/him O/him/himself (him)/himself 
OE self O/him O/him him 
Dutch zelf zich zich/zichzelf zichzelf 
Frisian sels him him/himsels himsels 
, 
German 
, 
selbst 
. 
sich sich/SICH sich / SICH 
Table 7.1: Comparison of reflexives and intensifiers in West Germanic Languages. 
The alternative structure which learners might have proposed would have 
the pronominal in D (as with all other pronouns) and self as a noun which was 
used to allow the pronominal to be bound. In other words, the use of self was a 
trick in order to allow the pronominal to be bound. 
We might suppose that it is at this stage that the rule becomes a structural 
one and that the meaning of the intensifier is lost. Under the first analysis, it 
would still be semantically decomposable, however under the latter it would not. 
The fact that the complex reflexive does not have to have an intensification 
reading suggests that perhaps the latter structure is correct. 
An alternative suggestion for the development would be that the obligatory 
intensification reading was lost in the complex form. This would then make the 
two reflexive forms (HIM and X-SELF) semantically identical. It is possible that 
at this point learners assumed that HIMSELF should be used for co-reference and 
HIM only when disjoint interpretation was intended, thereby forming a structural 
rule. It seems unlikely that the complex reflexive was reanalysed as being 0 and 
an intensifier X-self and that this led to the loss of HIM, since we would have 
expected this change much earlier; the intensifier changed form at the start of 
the ME period (see §6.3). 
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7.6 Summary 
Therefore the account proposed in this work can be summarised thus. In OE 
and ME, ordinary personal pronouns functioned reflexively because in some way 
they were n on- referential. It may be that in some way they are underspecified 
for 0-features or Case as has been suggested for other languages e. g. inherent 
Case (Frisian, Hoekstra 1994), number features (French, Kayne 1975) or it may 
be that they are underspecified for a different feature, perhaps some kind of 
referential feature (REF) as I suggest in this work. 
This means that in OE and ME there are two different types of pronoun; one 
which enters into the derivation with an unvalued REF feature and must be lo- 
cally bound and the other which enters the derivation with a valued REF feature 
and is unable to be locally bound. Similar differences in homophonous pronomi- 
nals have been proposed for other languages (e. g. Cardinaletti and Starke 1996). 
Throughout OE and ME HIM could be intensified by self and this system 
remained essentially stable. Therefore the variation between reflexive forms was 
determined by the requirements of intensification. Fluctuations between texts 
and periods are explained by fluctuations in the contexts requiring intensification 
i. e. a text which contains lots of verbs which are typically other directed or has 
a high frequency of high profile subjects (referents) may have more X-SELF, than 
a text where there are lots of self-directed actions or discussion of non-specific 
individuals. 
At the start of the EMODE period, the ability to locally bind pronominals 
was lost i. e. under the analysis proposed here all pronominals were analysed as 
having fully referential features (iREF). This meant that the complex reflexive 
was no longer decomposable into a reflexive plus an intensifier. The form was 
therefore reanalysed and the intensification reading was lost. 
7.7 Remaining issues and questions 
In particular the findings of this work call for further work on the history of 
personal pronouns in order to establish the precise nature of pronominals and 
the way they change throughout the history of English. It is only through careful 
study of pronominals that we might better be able to understand their feature 
composition and explain precisely what it is which makes OE and ME pronomi- 
nals underspecified. 
Similarly there are other areas upon which this research could only touch. 
They are: 
4p Further details of the individual texts. 
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9A more thorough treatment of the changes in pleonastic pronouns. 
Further work on the verbal types for the OE period and the development 
of these verbs between OE and ME. 
Further work on the EMODE period in order to code for factors shown to 
influence the distribution in OE and ME. 
* Comparison with poetry for ME and EMODE. 
* Further work on the origin of the verbs and the reflexive form with which 
they occur. 
* Examination of whether or not whether the prepositional phrase is an ar- 
gument or an adjunct affects the type of reflexive. 
* Careful examination of the potential effects of translation. 
* Further details of the link between changes in the impersonal and the pas- 
sive on the one hand and the reflexive on the other. 
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Appendix A 
Texts and Editions used from the 
York- Toront o- Helsinki Parsed 
Corpus of Old English Prose 
(YCOE) 
This appendix lists the texts and editions included in the York-Toront o- Helsinki 
Parsed Corpus of Old English Prose (YCOE). The corpus is distributed by the 
Oxford Text Archive. All information is taken from the corpus documentation, 
available at: 
<http: //ýww-users. york. ac. uk/ lang221YCOE1YcoeHome. htm> 
Texts are grouped into three sub-periods following the manuscript dates 
given in Ker (1954) and previous studies using the corpus e. g. Wallage (2005). 
The YCOE contains more than one manuscript version for some texts. 
These are indicated via a capital letter following the file name e. g. COCHRONA 
is the A manuscript version, whereas COCHRONC is the C version. ' Only one 
manuscript version is included in the quantitative study, but manuscripts are 
compared for variations. All texts used are listed in this appendix, but those 
excluded from the quantitative study are marked with an asterisk (*). 
COELUC is excluded from this list, since I do not include it in the analysis 
of Old English as it is included in the PPCME2 as part of the 'Kentish Homilies' 
(CMKENTHO-ml). 
'Filenames ending with a numeral do not represent different manuscripts but different texts. 
See the corpus documentation for further information. 
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OE1: Pre-950 
Bede's Ecclesiastical History of the English Church and People 
Preface, Headings, Books I and 2 (COBEDE. 02) 
Miller, Thomas. 1959-1963 (1890-1898). 'The Old English Version of 
"Bede's Ecclesiastical History of the English People"'. Early English Text 
Society 95,96,110,111. London: Oxford University Press. 
Boethius, Consolation of Philosophy (COBOETH. 02) 
Sedgefield, Walter John. 1899. King Alfred's Old English Version of 
"BoethiusdeConsolationePhilosophiae". Oxford: ClarendonPress. Reprinted 
Darmstadt 1968. 
Gregory's Pastoral Care Chapters 1-39 (COCURA. 02) 
Sweet, Henry. 1958 (1871). 'King Alfred's West-Saxon Version of Gre- 
gory's Pastoral Care'. Early English Text Society 45,50. London: Oxford 
University Press. 2 
Gregory's Pastoral Care Chapters 1-39 (COCURAC) 
Sweet, Henry. 1958 (1871). 'King Alfred's West-Saxon Version of "Gre- 
gory's Pastoral Care"'. Early English Text Society 45,50. London: Oxford 
University Press. 
Charters and Wills (CODOCUI. 01) 
(1) Harmer, F. E. 1914. Select English Historical Documents of the Ninth 
and Tenth Centuries. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 
(2) Robertson, A. J. 1956 (1939). Anglo-Saxon Charters. Cambridge: Cam- 
bridge University Press. 
Charters and Wills (CODOCU2.02) 
(1) Harmer, F. E. 1914. Select English Historical Documents of the Ninth 
and Tenth Centuries. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 
(2) Robertson, A. J. 1956 (1939). Anglo-Saxon Charters. Cambridge: Cam- 
bridge University Press. 
Bald's Leechbook (COLAECE. 02) 
Cockayne, Oswald. 1864-1866. Teechdoms, Wortcunning and Starcraft of 
Early England'. Rolls Series 35, vol. 1.70-324. London: Her Majesty's 
Stationery Office. Reprinted Wiesbaden, Germany: Kraus Reprint Ltd. 
1965. 
2Defective section 33 replaced by Cotton Tiberius BAI, see COCURAC. 
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Laws of Alfred (COLAWAF. o2) 
Lieberman, F. 1903-16. Die Gesetze der Angelsachsen. Halle. Reprinted 
Aalen 1960. 
9 Alfred's Introduction to Laws (COLAWAFINT. 02) 
Lieberman, F. 1903-16. Die Gesetze der Angelsachsen. Halle. Reprinted 
Aalen 1960. 
Laws of Ine (COLAWINE. OX2) 
Lieberman, F. 1903-16. Die Gesetze der Angelsachsen. Halle. Reprinted 
Aalen 1960. 
Orosius Books 2 and 3 (COOROSIU. 02) 
Bately, Janet. 1980. 'The Old English "Orosius"'. Early English Text 
Society s. s. 6. London: Oxford University Press. 
Preface to Cura Pastoralis (COPREFCURA. 02) 
Sweet, Henry. 1958 (1871). 'King Alfred's West-Saxon Version of "Gre- 
gory's Pastoral Care"'. Early English Text Society 45,50: 3-9. London: 
Oxford University Press. 
OE2: 950-1050 
e , Elfric's Supplemental Homilies (COAELHOM. 03) 
Pope, J. C. 1968. 'Homilies of jElfric, A supplementary Collection'. Early 
English Text Society, 260. London: Oxford University Press. 
)Elfric's Catholic Homilies I (COAELIVE. 03) 
Clernoes, P. 1997. VElfric's Catholic Homilies- The First Series'. Early 
English Text Society s. s. 17: 174-77. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 
o Alexander's Letter to Aristotle (COALEX. 023) 
Orchard, Andrew P. M. 1995. Pride and Prodigies: Studies in the Monsters 
of the 'Beowulf' Manuscript. Pp. 224-52. Cambridge: D. S. Brewer. 
Apollonius of Tyre (COAPOLLO. 03) 
Goolden, Peter. 1958. The Old English 'Apollonius of Tyre''. London: 
Oxford University Press. 
The Benedictine Rule (BENRUL. 03) 
Schrber, Arnold. 1885-1888. 'Die angels aechsischen Prosabearbeitungen 
der Benediktinerregel'. Bibliothek der Angels(echsischen Prosa, IL Kassel. 
Reprinted with appendix by H. Gneuss (Darmstadt 1964). 
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The Blickling Homilies (COBLICK. o23) 
Morris, Richard. 1967 (1874-1880). 'The Blickling Homilies'. Early English 
Text Society 58,63,73. London: Triibner, 
Byrhtferth's Manual (COBYRHTF. 03) 
Baker, Peter S. and Michael Lapidge 1995. 'Byrhtferth's Enchiridion'. 
Early English Text Society s. s. 15. Oxford: Oxford University Press. Sam- 
ple, pp. 1-74 
Elfric's Catholic Homilies I (COCATHOM1.03) 
Clemoes, P. 1997. 'jElfric's Catholic Homilies: The First Series'. Early 
English Text Society s. s. 17. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 
)Elfric's Catholic Homilies II (COCATHOM2.03) 
Godden, M. 1979. ', Elfric's Catholic Homilies: The Second Series'. Early 
English Text Society s. s. 5. London: Oxford University Press. 
Saint Christopher (COCHRISTOPH) 
Rypins, Stanley. 1971 (1924). 'Three Old English Prose Texts in Ms. 
Cotton Vitellius AAW Early English Text Society 161. London: Oxford 
University Press. 
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle A (COCHRONA. o23) 
Plummer, Charles. 1965 (1892-1899). Two of the Saxon Chronicles Paral- 
lel. Oxford: Clarendon Press. Reissued D. Whitelock, Oxford 1952.3 
* Anglo-Saxon Chronicle C (COCHRONC) 
Rositzke, H. A. 1967 (1940). 'The C-Text of the Old English Chronicles'. 
Bochum-Langendreer: Beitrcege zur englischen Philologie 34. 
** Anglo-Saxon Chronicle D (COCHROND) 
Classen, E. and F. E. Harmer, eds. 1926. An Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. 
Manchester: Manchester University Press. 
* Anglo-Saxon Chronicle E (COCHRONE. o34) 
Plummer, Charles. 1965 (1892-1899). Two of the Saxon Chronicles Paral- 
lel. Oxford: Clarendon Press. Reissued D. Whitelock, Oxford 1952.4 
3Within the ID of the filename is an indication of scribe: COCHRONA-1 indicates scribe 1, 
COCHRONA-8A indicates scribe 8a, etc. Bately's (1986: xxi-xliii) 'The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle: 
A Collaborative Edition' was used by the corpus compilers as the source for information about 
and identification of the scribes. CorpusSearch treats each scribe as a separate text and 
computes the statistics appropriately. 
40nly the text up to the first continuation is included. Interpolations are indicated in the 
token ID by COCHRONE-INTERPOLATION. 
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Charters and Wills (CODOCU3-o23) 
(1) Harmer, F. E. 1914. Select English Historical Documents of the Ninth 
and Tenth Centuries. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 
(2) Robertson, A. J. 1956 (1939). Anglo-Saxon Charters. Cambridge: Cam- 
bridge University Press. 
-AElfric's 
Epilogue to Genesis (COEPIGEN. 03) 
Crawford, Samuel J. 1922. 'The Old English Version of the 'Heptateuch'. 
, Elfric's Treatise on the Old and New Testament and his Preface to Genesis'. 
Early English Text Society 160: 333-76. London: Oxford University Press. 
Saint Euphrosyne (COEUPHR) 
Skeat, Walter William. 1966 (1881-1900). 'YIfric's Lives of Saints'. Early 
English Text Society 76,82,94,114: 334-54. London: Oxford University 
Press. 
Saint Eustace and his Companions (COEUST) 
Skeat, Walter William. 1966 (1881-1900). ', Elfric's Lives of Saints'. Early 
English Text Society 76,82,94,114: 190-218. London: Oxford University 
Press. 
Gregory's Dialogues (Ms. H) (COGREGDH. 023) 
Hecht, Hans. 1965 (1900-1907). Tischof Wamferth von Worcester Überset- 
zung 'der Dialoge Gregors des Grossen". Bibliothek der Angelsa-, chsischen 
Prosa, V. Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft. 
Lacnunga (COLACNU. 023) 
Grattan, John Henry Grafton and Charles Singer, eds. 1952. 'Anglo-Saxon 
Magic and Medicine'. Publications of the Wellcome Historical Medical Mu- 
seum n. s. 3. London: Oxford University Press. 
Laws of Cnut (COLAWICN. 03) 
Lieberman, F. 1903-16. Die Gesetze der Angelsachsen. Halle. Reprinted 
Aalen 1960. 
41 Laws of Cnut (COLAW2CN. 03) 
Lieberman, F. 1903-16. Die Gesetze der Angelsachsen. Halle. Reprinted 
Aalen 1960. pp 308-70. 
* Laws of Afthelred V (COLAW5ATR. 03) 
Lieberman, F. 1903-16. Die Gesetze der Angelsachsen. Halle. Reprinted 
Aalen 1960. pp. 236-46. 
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Laws of AEthelred VI (COLAw6ATR. 03) 
Lieberman, F. 1903-16. Die Gesetze der Angelsachsen. Halle. Reprinted 
Aalen 1960. pp. 246-58. 
Northumbra Preosta Lagu (COLAWNORTHU. 03) 
Lieberman, F. 1903-16. Die Gesetze der Angelsachsen. Halle. Reprinted 
Aalen 1960. 
* Mfricls, Letter to Sigefyrth (COLSIGEF. 03) 
Assmann, Bruno. 1889. 'Angelsaechsische Homilien und Heiligenleben'. 
Bibliothek der Ange1scechsischen Prosa, III. Kassel: Wissenschaftliche Buchge- 
sellschaft. Reprinted with an introduction by P. Clemoes, Darmstadt 1964. 
9 ABIfric's First Letter to Wulfstan (COLWSTANI. 03) 
Fehr, B. 1914. Tie Hirtenbriefe Aelfrics in Altenglischer und Lateinischer 
Fassung'. Bibliothek der Angelscechsischen Prosa, IX: 68-145. Hamburg: 
Verlag von Henri Grand. Reprinted with a supplement by P. Clemoes, 
Darmstadt 1966. 
9 AElfric's Second Letter to Wulfstan (COLWSTAN2.03) 
Fehr, B. 1914. Tie Hirtenbriefe Aelfrics in Altenglischer und Lateinischer 
Fassung'. Bibliothek der Angelsaechsischen Prosa, IX: 68-145. Hamburg: 
Verlag von Henri Grand. Reprinted with a supplement by P. Clemoes, 
Darmstadt 1966. 
* Xlfric's Letter to Wulfgeat (COLWGEAT) 
Assmann, Bruno. 1889. 'Angelsaechsische Homilien und Heiligenleben'. 
Bibliothek der Angel3cechsischen Prosa, III. Kassel: Wissenschaftliche Buch 
gesellschaft. Reprinted with an introduction by P. Clemoes, Darmstadt 
1964. 
The Old English Martyrology (COMARTI, COMART2, COMART3. o23) 
Herzfeld, George. 1973 (1900). 'An Old English Martyrology3. Early 
English Text Society 116: 2-10. London: Trübner. Corrected by Kotzor, 
G. 1981. Das Alternglische Martyrologium, vol. II. Bayerische Akademie 
der Wissenschaften, Philosophisch-Historische Klasse. Abhandlunge, Neue 
Folge, Heft 88/2. München: Verlag der Bayerischen Akademie der Wis- 
senschaften. 
comarvel. o23 (MARVELS OF THE EAST) 
Orchard, Andrew P. M. 1995. Pride and Prodigies: Studies in the Monsters 
of the "Beowulf" Manuscript. pp. 184-202. Cambridge: D. S. Brewer. 
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Mary of Egypt (COMARY) 
Skeat, Walter William. 1966 (1881-1900). 'YIfric's Lives of Saints'. Early 
English Text Society 76,82,94,114: 2-52. London: Oxford University 
Press. 
The Heptateuch Genesis and Exodus (COOTEST. 03) 
Crawford, Samuel J. 1922. 'The Old English Version of the Heptateuch. 
jElfric's Treatise on the Old and New Testament and his Preface to Gen- 
esis'. Early English Text Society 
Reprinted with additions by N. R 
160. London: Oxford University Press. 
Ker 1969. 
AElfric's Preface to the Lives of Saints (COPREFLIVES. 03) 
Skeat, Walter William. 1966 (1881-1900). '. Elfric's Lives of Saints'. Early 
English Text Society 76,82,94,114: 4-6. London: Oxford University Press. 
* , Elfric's Preface to Catholic Homilies I (COPREFCATHI. 03) 
Clemoes, P. 1997. 'YIfric's Catholic Homilies: The First Series'. Early 
English Text Soctety s. s. 17: 174-77. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 
JElfric's Preface to Catholic Homilies II (COPREFCATH2. o3) 
Godden, M. 1979. ', Elfric's Catholic Homilies: The Second Series'. Early 
English Text Society s. s. 5: 1-2. London: Oxford University Press. 
e ABIfric's Preface to Genesis (COPREFGEN) 
Crawford, Samuel J. 1922. 'The Old English Version of the 'Heptateuch'. 
, Elfric's Treatise on the Old and New Testament and His Preface to Gen- 
esis'. Early English Text Society 160: 76-80. London: Oxford University 
Press. Reprinted with additions by N. R. Ker 1969. 
Quadrupedibus (COQUADRU. 023) 
de Vriend, Hubert Jan. 1984. 'The Old English Herbarium and Medicina 
de quadrupedibus'. Early English Text Society 286: 234-73. London: 
Oxford University Press. 
The Seven Sleepers (COSEVENSL) 
Magennis, Hugh 1994. 'The Anonymous Old English Legend of the Seven 
Sleepers'. Durham Medieval Texts 7. Durham. 
Solomon and Saturn II (COSOLSAT2) 
Menner, Robert J. 1941. 'The Poetical Dialogues of Solomon and Saturn'. 
Modern Language Association Monograph Series 13: 168-71. New York: 
The Modern Language Association of America. 
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9 De Temporibus Anni (COTEMPO-03) 
Henel, Heinrich. 1970 (1942). '., Elfric's Te Temporibus Anni". Early 
Engli, sh Text Society 213. London: Oxford University Press. 
The Vercelli Homilies (COVERHOM) 
Scragg, D. G. 1992. 'The Vercelli Homilies and Related Texts'. Early Eng- 
hsh Text Society 300. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 
* Vercelli Homilies, Homily I (COVERHomE) 
Scragg, D. G. 1992. 'The Vercelli Homilies and Related Texts'. Early Eng- 
lish Text Society 300. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 
* Vercelli Homilies, Homily IX (COVERHomL) 
Scragg, D. G. 1992. 'The Vercelli Homilies and Related Texts'. Early Eng- 
lish Text Society 300. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 
The West-Saxon Gospels Matthew (COWSGOSP. 03) 
Skeat, Walter William. 1871-1887. The Four Gospels in Anglo-Saxon, 
Northumbrian and Old Mercian Versions. Cambridge: Cambridge Univer- 
sity Press. Reprinted Darmstadt 1970. 
OE3: 1050-1150 
Adrian and Ritheus (COADRIAN. o34) 
Cross, James E. and Thomas D. Hill. 1982. The 'Prose Solomon and 
Saturn' and 'Adrian and Ritheus'. Toronto, Buffalo, London: University 
of Toronto Press. 
e Alcuin's De Virtutibus et Vitfis (COALCUIN) 
Warner, Rubie D. -N. 1917 (1971). 'Early English Homilies from the 12th 
Century Ms. Vespasian DAIV. Early English Text Society 152. London: 
Triibner. 
Augustine's Soliloquies (COAUGUST) 
Warner, Rubie D. -N. 1917 (1971). 'Early English Homilies from the 12th 
Century Ms. Vespasian D. XIV. ' Early English Text Society 152. P. 65. 
London: 'IYiibner. [reprinted 19711. 
Chrodegang's Rule (COCHDRUL) 
Napier, Arthur S. 1971 (1916). 'The Old English Version, with the Latin 
Original, of the Enlarged 'Rule of Chrodegang' together with the Latin 
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Original'. Early English Text Society 150. London: Kegan Paul, Trench, 
Thibner & Co., Ltd. and Oxford University Press. 
* Canons of Edgar (COCANEDGD) 
Fowler, Roger. 1972. 'Wulfstan's Canons of Edgar'. Early English Text 
Smety 266. London: Oxford University Press. 
Canons of Edgar (COCANEDGX) 
Fowler, Roger. 1972. 'Wulfstan's Canons of Edgar'. Early English Text 
Society 266. London: Oxford University Press. 
Other Saints' Lives, The Life of Saint Chad (COCHAD. o24) 
Vleeskruyer, Rudolf 1953. The Life of Saint Chad: An Old English 
Homily. Amsterdam: North-Holland. 
9 Distichs of Cato (CODICTS. 034) 
Cox, R. S. 1972. 'The Old English Dicts of Cato'. Anglia 90 J-42. Tiibin- 
gen: Max Niemeyer. 
Charters and Wills (CODOCU3.03) 
(1) Robertson, A. J. 1956 (1939). Anglo-Saxon Charters. Cambridge: Cam- 
bridge University Press. 
(2) Whitelock, Dorothy. 1930. Anglo-Saxon Wills. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press. 
Charters and Wills (CODOCU4.024) 
Robertson, A. J. 1956 (1939). Anglo-Saxon Charters. Cambridge: Cam- 
bridge University Press. 
Gregory's Dialogues (Ms. C) Books I and 2 (COGREGDC. 024) 
Hecht, Hans. 1965 (1900-1907). 'Bischof Waerferth von Worcester Oberset- 
zung 'der Dialoge Gregors des Grossen". Bibliothek der Angelsaechsischen 
Prosa, V. Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft. ' 
Herbarium (COHERBAR) 
de Vriend, Hubert Jan. 1984. 'The Old English Herbarium and Medicina de 
quadrupedibus'. Early English Text Society 286: 30-233. London: Oxford 
University Press. 
* Institutes of Polity (COINSPOLD-034) 
Jost, K. 1959. 'Die 'Institutes of Polity, Civil and Ecclesiastical". Swiss 
Studies in English 47. Bern. 
5This text is included in the quantitative study as well as cogregdH. o23, as they are two 
different translations completed at different times, rather than manuscript variations. 
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Institutes of Polity (COINSPOLX) 
Jost, K. 1959. 'Die 'Institutes of Polity, Civil and Ecclesiastical". Swiss 
Studies in English 47. Bern. 
James the Greater (COJAMES) 
Warner, Rubie D. -N. 1917 (1971). 'Early English Homilies from the 12th 
Century Ms. Vespasian D. XIV'. Early English Text Society 152: 21-5. 
London: Triibner. 
Gerefa (COLAWGER. 034) 
Lieberman, F. 1903-16. Die Gesetze der Angelsachsen. Halle. Reprinted 
Aalen 1960. 
Laws of William (COLAWWLLAD. 04) 
Lieberman, F. 1903-16. Die Gesetze der Angelsachsen. Halle. Reprinted 
Aalen 1960. 
Vision of Leofric (COLEOFRI. 04) 
Napier, Arthur S. 1907-10. 'An Old English Vision of Leofric, Earl of 
Mercia'. Transactioms of the Philological Society: 180-88. 
* , Elfric's Letter to Sigeweard (B) (COLSIGEwB) 
Crawford, Samuel J. 1922. 'The Old English Version of the Heptateuch. 
AElfric's Treatise on the Old and New Testament and his Preface to Gen- 
esis'. Early English Text Society 160: 18-33,39-51. London: Oxford 
University Press. Reprinted with additions by N. R. Ker 1969. 
9 jElfric's Letter to Sigeweard (Z) (COLSIGEWZ) 
Crawford, Samuel J. 1922. 'The Old English Version of the Heptateuch. 
AElfric's Treatise on the Old and New Testament and his Preface to Gen- 
esis'. Early English Text Society 160: 18-33,39-51. London: Oxford 
University Press. Reprinted with additions by N. R. Ker 1969. 
o* AElfric's Letter to Wulfsige (COLWSIGET) 
Fehr, B. 1914. Tie Hirtenbriefe Aelfrics in Altenglischer und Lateinischer 
Fassung'. Bibliothek der Angelsaechsischen Prosa, IX: 1 -34. Hamburg: 
Verlag von Henri Grand. Reprinted with a supplement by P. Clemoes, 
Darmstadt 1966. 
9 AEIfricIs Letter to Wulfsige (COLWSIGEXA. 034) 
Fehr, B. 1914. Tie Hirtenbriefe Aelfrics in Altenglischer und Lateinischer 
Fassung'. Bibliothek der Angelsaechsischen Prosa, IX: 1-34. Hamburg: 
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Verlag von Henri Grand. Reprinted with a supplement by P. Clemoes, 
Darmstadt 1966. 
Saint Margaret (COMARGAC. 034) 
Clayton, Mary and Hugh Magennis. 1994, 'The Old English Lives of St 
Margaret'. Cambridge Studies in Anglo-Saxon England 9: 152-70. Cam- 
bridge: Cambridge Univ ersity Press. 
* Saint Margaret (COMARGAT) 
Clayton, Mary and Hugh Magennis. 1994, 'The Old English Lives of St 
Margaret'. Cambridge Studies in Anglo-Saxon England 9: 152-70. Cam- 
bridge: Cambridge University Press. 
Saint Neot (CONEOT) 
Warner, Rubie D. -N. 1917 (1971). 'Early English Homilies from the 12th 
Century Ms. Vespasian DAIV. Early English Text Society 152: 129-34. 
London: Mýbner. 
The Gospel of Nichodemus (CONICODA) 
Cross, J. E. 1996. 'Two Old English Apocrypha and Their Manuscript 
Source: The Gospel of Nichodemus and The Avenging of the Saviour, with 
contributions by Denis Brearley, Julia Crick, Thomas Hall and Andy Or-, 
chard'. Cambridge Studies in Anglo-Saxon England 19: 139-247. Cam- 
bridge: Cambridge University Press. 
* The Gospel of Nichodemus (CONICODC) 
Hulme, William H. 1903-4. 'The Old English Gospel of Nicodemus'. Mod- 
ern Philology 1: 579-610. 
* The Gospel of Nichodemus (CONICODD) 
Hulme, William H. 1903-4. 'The Old English Gospel of Nicodemus'. Mod- 
ern Philology 1: 610-614. 
* The Gospel of Nichodemus (CONICODE) 
Torkar, Roland. ed. from ms. for the Dictionary of Old English Project. 
9 Preface to St Augustine's Soliloquies (COPREFSOLILO) 
Endter, W. 1922. 'K6nig Alfreds des Grossen Bearbeitung der Milo- 
quien des Augustinus'. Bibliothek der Anyelsaechsischen Prosa, 11: 1- 
2. Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft. Reprinted Darmstadt 
1964. Corrections by Carnicelli, T. A. 1969. King Alfred's Version of St. 
Augustine's Soliloquies. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press. 
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The History of the Holy Rood-Tree (COROOD) 
Napier, Arthur S. 1973 (1894). 'History of the Holy Rood Tree'. Early 
English Text Society 103. London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co. 
9 St Augustine's Soliloquies (COSOLILO) 
Endter, W. 1922. 'K8nig Alfreds des Grossen Bearbeitung der Soliloquien 
des Augustinus'. Bibliothek der Angelsaechsischen Prosa, 11. Darmstadt: 
Wissenschaftliche BuchgeselIschaft. Reprinted Darmstadt 1964. Correc- 
tions by Carnicelli, T. A. 1969. King Alfred's Version of St. Augustine's 
Soliloquies. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press. 
Solomon and Saturn I (COSOLSATI. OX4) 
Cross, James E. and Thomas D. Hill. 1982. 'The Prose Solomon and 
Saturn and Adrian and Ritheus'. pp. 25-34. Toronto, Buffalo, London: 
University of Toronto Press. 
The Martyrdom of Saint Vincent (2nd half) (COVINCEB) 
Irvine, Susan. 1993. 'Old English Homilies from Ms Bodley 343'. Early 
English Text Society 302. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 6 
9 Vindicta Salvatoris (COVINSAL) 
Cross, J. E. 1996. 'Two Old English Apocrypha and Their Manuscript 
Source: The Gospel of Nichodemus and The Avenging of the Saviour, with 
contributions by Denis Brearley, Julia Crick, Thomas Hall and Andy Or- 
chard. Cambridge Studies in Anglo-Saxon England 1 9: 249-93. Cam- 
bridge: Cambridge University Press. 
The Homilies of Wulfstan (COWULF. 034) 
Bethururn, Dorothy. 1957. The Homilies of Wul/stan. Oxford: Clarendon 
Press. 
6AIthough included in B1.3.35 with the part of The Martyrdom of Saint Vincent found in 
Skeat (1881-1900), this part of the text is from a different manuscript 
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Appendix B 
Texts and Editions used from the 
York-Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Old 
English Poetry (YPC) 
The York-Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Old English Poetry (YPC) includes the 
following texts, which are listed alphabetically by filename. The YPC is available 
through the Oxford Text Archive. The following information is taken from the 
corpus documentation available at: 
http: //ýww-users. york. ac. uk/ langl8/pcorpus. html 
The primary source(s) of the Helsinki Corpus are listed first, followed by 
the secondary source(s) which were used for reference during the process of an- 
notation. 
9 COANDREA. PSD 
Primary Source: The Vercelli Book. The Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records, ii. 
ed. G. P. Krapp. New York: Columbia University Press, 1932. pp. 3.1- 
12.348 (sample 1). pp. 29.950-37.1242 (sample 2). pp. 44-1478-51.1722 
(sample 3). 
Secondary Source: Andreas and the Fates of the Apostles, ed. G. P. Krapp, 
Boston, MA: Ginn, 1906. 
COBEOWUL. PSD 
Primary Source: Beowulf and Judith. The Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records, iv. 
ed. E. V. K. Dobbie. New York: Columbia University Press, 1953. pp. 
3.1-98.3182. 
Secondary Source: Beowulf. - an edition with relevant shorter texts, ed. B. 
Mitchell and F. C. Robinson, Oxford and Cambridge, MA: Blackwell, 1998. 
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0 COBRUNAN. PSD 
Primary Source: The Anglo-Saxon Minor Poems. The Anglo-Saxon Poetic 
Records, vi. ed. E. V. K. Dobbie. New York: Columbia University Press, 
1942. pp. 16.1-20.73. 
Secondary Source: The Battle of Brunanburh, ed. A. Campbell, London: 
William Heinemann, 1938. 
COCHRIST. PSD 
Primary Source: The Exeter Book. The Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records, iii. 
ed. G. P. Krapp and E. V. K. Dobbie. New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1936. pp. 3.1-15.439 (sample 1). pp. 15.440-27.866 (sample 2). pp. 
27.867-33.1080. (sample 3). 
Secondary Source: The Advent Lyrics of the Exeter Book, ed. J. J. Camp- 
bell, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1959. 
9 COCYNEW. PSD 
Primary Sources: (1) The Vercelli Book. The Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records, 
ii. ed. G. P. Krapp. New York: Columbia University Press, 1932. pp. 
51.1-54.122 (Fates of Apostles). pp. 66.1-102.1321 (Elene). (2) The Exeter 
Book. The Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records, iii. ed. G. P. Krapp and E. V. K. 
Dobbie. New York: Columbia University Press, 1936. pp. 113.1-133.731 
(Juliana). 
Secondary Sources: (1) Andreas and the Fates of the Apostles, ed. G. 
P. Krapp, Boston, MA: Ginn, 1906. (2) Cynewulf's Elene, ed. P. 0. E. 
Gradon, London: Methuen, 1958. (3) The Juliana of Cynewulf, ed. W. 
Strunk, Boston and London: D. C. Heath, 1904. 
CODREAM. PSD 
Primary Source: The Vercelli Book. The Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records, ii. 
ed. G. P. Krapp. New York: Columbia University Press, 1932. pp. 61.1- 
65.156. 
Secondary Source: A Guide to Old English, 5th edition, B. Mitchell and F. 
C. Robinson, Oxford and Cambridge, MA: Blackwell, 1992. 
o COEXETERTSD 
Primary Source: The Exeter Book. The Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records, iii. 
ed. G. P. Krapp and E. V. K. Dobbie. New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1936. pp. 134.1-137.116 (The Wanderer). pp. 143.1-147-124 (The 
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Seafarer). pp. 149.1-153.143 (Widsith). pp. 154.1-156.98 (Fortunes of 
Men). pp. 156.1-163.204 (Maxims I). pp. 166.1-169.87 (The Riming 
Poem). pp. 169.1-171.174 (The Panther). pp. 171.1-174.88 (The Whale). 
pp. 174.1-174.16 (The Partridge). pp. 178.1-179.42 (Deor). pp. 179.1- 
180.19 (Wulf and Eadwacer). pp. 210.1-211.53 (The Wife's Lament). 
Secondary Sources: (1) The Old English Riming Poem, ed. 0. D. Macrae- 
Gibson, Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 1987. The Old English Physiologus, 
ed. A. Squires, Durham: Durham Medieval Texts, 1988. (2) A Guide 
to Old English, 5th edition, B. Mitchell and F. C. Robinson, Oxford and 
Cambridge, MA: Blackwell, 1992. (3) Old English Minor Heroic Poems, 
ed. J. Hill, Durham: Durham Medieval Texts, 1994. (4) Gnomic Poetry in 
Anglo-Saxon, ed. B. C. Williams, New York: AMS Press, 1966. 
o coexodus. psd 
Primary Source: The Junius Manuscript. The Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records, 
i. ed. G. P. Krapp. London: George Routledge & Sons, ltd and New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1931. pp. 91.1 - 107.590. 
Secondary Source: Exodus, ed. P. J. Lucas, London: Methuen, 1977. 
o COGENESI. PSD 
Primary Source: The Junius Manuscript. The Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records, 
i. ed. G. P. Krapp. London: George Routledge & Sons, ltd and New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1931. pp. 3.1-9.234 (sample 1). pp. 32.965- 
40.1284 (sample 2). pp. 72.2419-82.2759 (sample 3). 
Secondary Source: Genesis A: a new edition, ed. A. N. Doane, Madison: 
The University of Wisconsin Press,, 1978. word count: 4840. COKEN- 
TIS. PSD Primary Source: The Anglo-Saxon Minor Poems. The Anglo- 
Saxon Poetic Records, VI. ed. E. V. K. Dobbie. New York: Columbia Uni- 
versity Press, 1942. pp. 87.1 - 88.43 (The Kentish Hymn) - pp. 88.1-94.157 
(The Kentish Psalm). Secondary Source: Sweet's Anglo-Saxon Reader in 
Prose and Verse, ed. D. Whitelock, Oxford: Clarendon, 1967. 
9 COMETBOE. PSD 
Primary Source: The Paris Psalter and the Meters of Boethius. The Anglo- 
Saxon Poetic Records, v. ed. G. P. Krapp. London: George Routledge & 
Sons, ltd and New York: Columbia University Press, 1933. pp. 158.1- 
159.46 (5). pp. 160.1-173-80 (7-13). pp. 176.1-177.47 (19). pp. 185.1- 
186.44 (21). pp. 188.1-192.74 (24-25). pp. 197.1-202-96 (28-29). 
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9 CONORTHU. PSD 
Primary Sources: (1) The Anglo-Saxon Minor Poems. The Anglo-Saxon 
Poetic Records, vi. ed. E. V. K. Dobbie. New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1942. pp. 105.1-105.9 (Caedmon's Hymn). pp. 107.1-107.5 (Bede's 
Death Song). pp. 109.1-109.14 (The Leiden Riddle). (2) The Dream of 
the Rood. ed. B. Dickins and A. S. C. Ross. London: Methuen & Co. 
ltd. ) 1956 (1934). Corrections by R. W. V. Elliott, Runes: An Introduction 
(Manchester, 1959). pp. 90-96, and figures 38-40. pp. 25.39-29.64 (The 
Ruthwell Cross). 
Secondary Source: Three Northumbrian Poems, ed. A. H. Smith, London: 
Methuen, 1933. 
9 COPHOENLPSD 
Primary Source: The Exeter Book. The Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records, iii. 
ed. G. P. Krapp and E. V. K. Dobbie. New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1936. pp. 94.1-113.677. 
Secondary Source: The Phoenix, ed. N. F. Blake, Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 1964. 
e CORIDDLE. PSD 
Primary Source: The Exeter Book. The Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records, iii, 
ed. G. P. Krapp and E. V. K. Dobbie. New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1936. pp. 180.1-189.11 (1-17). pp. 190.1-195.14 (20-29). pp. 
196.1-198-14 (31-35). pp. 199.1- 203-108 (39-40). pp. 203.1-204.16 (42- 
43). p. 206.1-206.10 (49-50). pp. 207.1-208.12 (53-56). pp. 209.1-210.18 
(58-59). p. 229.1-229.9 (61-62). pp. 230.1-231.10 (66). p. 235.1-235.11 
(80). pp. 240.1-241.11 (91). p. 243.1-243.13 (95). 
Secondary Source: The Old English Riddles of the Exeter Book, ed. C. 
Williamson, Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1977. 
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Appendix C 
Texts and Editions used from the 
Penn-Helsinki Parsed Corpus of 
Middle English [Version 2] 
(PPCME2) 
This appendix includes details of the texts included in the second edition of Penn- 
Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Middle English (PPCME2). Texts are classified into 
four sub-periods. Where texts have manuscript and composition dates falling 
in different sub-periods, the date of the former is used for classification. All 
information is taken from the PPCME2 documentation which is available at: 
<http: //`ww. ling. upenn. edu/mideng/ 
ME1: 1150-1250 
Kentish Homilies (CMKENTHO) 
Warner, R. D. -N., 'Early English Homilies from the Twelfth-Century MS. 
Vespasian D xiv', Early English Text Society OS 152 (New York, 1917 for 
1915; repr. 1971), pp. 134-139,140-145. 
The Peterborough Chronicle (CMPETERB) 
Clark, Cecily, The Peterborough Chronicle 1070-1154,2nd edn (Oxford, 
1970), pp. 41-60. 
9 Ancrene Riwle (CMANCRIW) 
Ackerman, Robert W. and Roger Dahood, 'Ancrene Riwle: Introduction 
and Part F. Medieval and Renaissance Texts and Studies (Birmingham, 
1972); Dobson, E. J., 'The English Text of the Ancrene Riwle' edited from 
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B. M. Cotton MS. Cleopatra C VI'. Early English Text SocZety OS 267 
(London, 1972). The Introduction and Part I are taken from Ackerman 
and Dahood, an edited text based on the Cotton Cleopatra manuscript. 
The rest of the sample is taken from the diplomatic edition of Dobson (pp. 
39-246). 
The Katherine Group 
This group includes the following texts: Hali Meidhad (CMHALI), St 
Katherine (CMKATHE), St Juliana (CMJULIA), St Margaret (CMMARGA), 
Sawles Warde (CMSAWLES). 
d'Ardenne, S. R. T. O., The Katherine Group Edited from MS Bodley 34. 
(Paris, 1977). 
The Lambeth Homilies (CMLAMBI, CMLAMBXI) 
Morris, Richard, Old English Homilies I, Early English Text Society IOS 
29 & 34, (New York, 1969). CMLAMBXI is of unknown composition date, 
manuscript dates from MEL 
Vices and Virtues (CMVICES1) 
Holthausen, F., 'Vices and Virtues, Part i, Text and Translation', Early 
English Text Society, OS 89. 
1ý-inity Homilies (CMTRINIT) 
Morris, Richard, 'Old English Homilies IF, Early English Text Society OS 
53 (London, 1873). 
ME2: 1250-1350 
Kentish Sermons (CMKENTSE) 
Hall, Joseph (ed. ), Selections from Early Middle English 1130-1250, (Ox- 
ford, 1920), pps. 214-222. 
The Earliest Complete English Prose Psalter (CMEARLPS) 
Buelbring, K. D. (ed. ), 'The Earliest Complete English Prose Psalter', Early 
English Text Society OS 97, (London, 1891). 
Ayenbite of Inwyt (CMAYENBI) 
Morris, Richard, 'Dan Michel Ayenbite of Inwyt', Early English Text Soci- 
ety OS 23 (London, 1866), rev. Pamela Gradon (1965), and Early English 
Text Society OS 278 (London, 1979), pp. 5-118,249-271. 
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ME3: 1350-1420 
The Tale of Melibee (CMCTMELI) 
Benson, L. D. (ed. ), The Riverside Chaucer, Third Edition, (Boston, 1987), 
pp. 217-239. 
The Parson's Tale (CMCTPARS) 
Benson, L. D. (ed. ), The River3ide Chaucer, Third Edition, (Boston, 1987), 
pp. 288-327. 
A '11reatise on the Astrolabe (CMASTRO) 
Benson, L. D. (ed. ), The Riverside Chaucer, Third Edition, (Boston, 1987), 
pp. 662. Cl. 1-673. C2.7. 
Boethius (CMBOETH) 
Benson, L. D. (ed. ), The Riverside Chaucer, Third Edition, (Boston, 1987), 
pp. 429. Cl. 1-431. Cl. 195,431. C2.1-434. Cl. 250,434. C2.1-436. C2.230,446. C2.1- 
449. C2.300,450. C2.1-454. C2.376. 
The Equatorie of the Planets (CMEQUATO) 
Price, D. J., The Equatorie of the Planets, (Cambridge, 1955), pp. 18.1- 
44.39. 
English Wycliffite Sermons (CMWYCSER) 
. 
Hudson, Anne (ed. ), English Wycliffite Sermons, (Oxford, 1983), pp. 223- 
425,475-480,521-524,588-592,643-647. 
Purvey's Prologue to the Bible (CMPURVEY) 
Forshall, J. and F. Madden (eds. ), The Holy Bible, Containing the Old 
and New Testaments, with the Apocryphal Books, in the Earliest English 
Versions Made from the Latin Vulgate by John Wycliffe and his Followers, 
Vol. 1 (Oxford, 1850, reprinted 1982). 
The New Testament (Wycliffite) (CMNTEST) 
Forshall, J. and F. Madden (eds. ), The New Testament in English accord- 
ing to the Version of John Wycliffe about A. D. 1380 and Revised by John 
Purvey about A. D. 1388, (Oxford, 1879). Sample: John I. 1-XI. 56. 
The Old Testament (Wycliffite) (CMOTEST) 
Forshall, I and F. Madden (eds. ), The Holy Bible, Containing the Old 
and New Testaments, with the Apocraphal Books, in the Earliest English 
Versions Made from the Latin Vulgate by John Wycliffe and his Followers, 
Vol. 1, (Oxford, 1850). Samples: Genesis 1.1-111.24, VI-I-IX. 29, XII. 1- 
XIV. 20, XXII. 1-XXII. 19, Numbers XIII. 1-XIV. 45, XVI. I-XVII. 13. 
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The Cloud of Unknowing (CMCLOUD) 
Hodgson, P. (ed. ), 'The Cloud of Unknowing and the Book of Privy Coun- 
selling', Early English Text Society OS 218, (London, 1944,1958). 
The Brut or The Chronicles of England (CMBRUT) 
Brie, F. W. D., 'The Brut or The Chronicles of England, Part P, Early 
English Text Society OS 131, London (1960,1906), pp. 1-128,217-228. 
The Polychronicon (John of 11'revisa) (CMPOLYCH) 
Lumby, J. R. (ed. ), 'Polychronicon Ranulphi Higden, Monachi Cestrensis, 
Vols. VI, VIII, English Translations of John Trevisa and of an Unknown 
Writer of the Fifteenth Century'. Rolls Series 41, (London, 1876,1882), 
Book VI pp. 3-477, Book VIII pp. 83-111,347-352. 
Mandeville's Tý-avels (CMMANDEV) 
Hamelius, P. (ed. ), 'Mandeville's Travels, Translated from the French of 
Jean D'Outremeuse, Early English Text Society OS 153, (London, 1919), 
1-132,140-145. 
A Late Middle English Treatise on Horses (CMHORSES) 
Svinhufvud, A. C. (ed. ), 'A Late Middle English Treatise on Horses', Stock- 
holm Studies in English XLVII, (Stockholm, 1978), pp. 85-129. 
The Mirror of St. Edmund (Vernon Ms. ) (CMEDVERN) 
Horstman, C. (ed. ), Yorkshire Writers: Richard Rolle of Hampole, Swan 
Sonnenschein & Co. (New York, 1895), pp. 240-261. 
The Northern Prose Rule of St. Benet (CMBENRUL) 
Kock, Ernst A., 'The Northern Prose Version of The Rule of St. Benet. in 
Three Middle-English Versions of the Rule of St. Benet and Two Contem- 
porary Rituals for the Ordination of Nuns', Early English Text Society OS 
120, pp. 1-47, London (1902). 
Aelred of RievauIx's De Institutione (Ms. Vernon) (CMAELR3) 
Ayto, J. and A. Barratt, (eds. ), 'Aelred of RievauIx's de Institutione In- 
clusarum', Early English Text Saciety OS 287, (London, 1984). Composi- 
tion date ME2, Manuscript date ME3. 
ME4: 1420-1500 
o Aelred of Rievaulx's de Institutione Inclusarum 
(Bodley 423) 
(CMAELR4) 
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Ayto, J. and A. Barratt, (eds. ), 'Aelred of Rievaulx's de Institutione In- 
clusarum', Early English Text Society OS 287, (London, 1984), pp. 1-25. 
The Book of Margery Kempe (CMKEMPE) 
Meech, S. B., and H. E. Allen (eds. ), 'The Book of Margery Kempe, Vol. V, 
Early English Text Society OS 212, (London, 1940), pp. 1-154,221-232. 
Capgravels Chronicle (CMCAPCHR) 
Lucas, P. J. (ed. ), 'John Capgrave's Abbreuiacion of Chronicles', Early Eng- 
lish Text Society OS 285, (Oxford, 1983), pp. 32-160,209-217,238-249. 
Capgravels; Sermon (CMCAPSER) 
Munro, J. J. (ed. ), 'John Capgrave's Lives of St. Augustine and St. Gilbert 
of Sempringham, and a Sermon', Early English Text Society OS 140, (New 
York, 1910,1971), Pp. 143.1-148.28. 
Gregory's Chronicle (CMGREGOR) 
Gairdner J. (ed. ), 'The Historical Collections of a Citizen of London in the 
Fifteenth Century'. Camden Society, N. S. XVII, (Westminster, 1876), pp. 
95.21-128,138-143) 148-149,156-239. 
Malory's Morte Darthur (CMMALORY) 
Vinaver, E. (ed. ), The Works of Thomas Malory, (London, 1954), pp. 2-71) 
180-209,626-670. 
In Die Innocencium (CMINNOCE) 
Nichols, J. G. (ed. ), 'Two Sermons Preached by the Boy Bishop, at St. 
Paul's Temp. Henry VII, and at Gloucester Temp. Mary', Camden Society 
Miscellany, VIL Camden Society N. S. XIV, (London, 1875), pp. 1.1-13.4. 
Richard Fitzjarnes' Sermo de Lune (CMFITZJA) 
Jenkinson, F. (ed. ), Sermo die Lune in Ebdomada Pasche. Westminster, 
Wynkyn de Worde (1495? ), (Cambridge, 1907) (Facsimile), Pp. A211.1- 
CIR. 20. 
Renard the Fox (Caxton) (CMREYNAR) 
Blake, N. F. (ed. ), 'The History of Reynard the Fox. Translated from the 
Dutch Original by William Caxton', Early English Text Society 263 (Lon- 
don, 1970), Pp. 6.1-14.19 and 51.20-62.26. 
The Siege of Jerusalem (CMSEIGE) 
Kurvinen, A. (ed. ), 'The Siege of Jerusalem' in Prose Memoires de la Soci- 
ete Neophilologique de Helsinki, XXXIV, (Helsinki, 1969), Pp. 70.1-93.709. 
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* The Life of St. Edmund (CMEDMUND) 
Blake, N. F. (ed. ), 'The Life of St. Edmund', In Middle English Religious 
Prose, York Medieval Texts (London, 1972), pp. 163-173. 
9 Liber de Diversis Medicinis (CMTHORN) 
Ogden, M. S. (ed. ), The 'Liber de Diversis Medicinis' in the Thornton Man- 
uscript, Early English Text Society 207, (London, 1938). Composition date 
unknown, Manuscript date ME4. 
Dan Jon Gaytryge's Sermon (CMGAYTRY) 
Perry, G. G. (ed. ), 'Dan Jon Gaytryge's Sermon, in Religious Pieces in Prose 
and Verse', Early English Text Society OS 26 (NewYork, 1969 (1914)), pp. 
1-15. Composition date ME3, Manuscript date ME4. 
Hihon's Eight Chapters on Perfection (CMHILTON) 
Kuriyagawa, F. (ed), Walter Hilton's Eight Chapters on Perfection, (Tokyo, 
1967), pp. 1-33. Composition date ME3, Manuscript date ME4. 
Middle English Sermons (CMROYAL) 
Ross, W. O. (ed. ), Middle English Sermons edited from British Museum Ms. 
Royal 18 B. XXIII. Early English Text Society OS 209 (London, 1940), 
pp. 9.3-12.17,16.2-19.34,251.22-261.21. Composition date ME3, Manu- 
script date ME4. 
* Julian of Norwich's Revelations of Divine Love (CMJULNOR) 
Beer, F. (ed. ), Julian of Norwich's Revelations of Divine Love: The shorter 
version edited from B. L. Add. Ms 37790, (Heidelberg, 1978), pp. 48-62. 
Composition date ME3, Manuscript date ME4. 
The Book of Vices and Virtues (CMVICES4) 
Francis, W. N. (ed. ), The Book of Vices and Virtues: A Fourteenth Century 
English Translation of The Somme le Roi of Lorens D'Orleans, Early Eng- 
lish Text Society OS 217, (London 1942), 97.8-116.25. Composition date 
ME3, Manuscript date ME4. 
Mirk's Festial (CMMIRK) 
Erbe, T. (ed. ), Mirk's Festial: A collection of homilies, by Johannes Mirkus 
(John Mirk), Part 1, Early English Text Society ES 96 (London, 1905), pp. 
1.4-5-36,82.9-85.10. Composition date ME3, Manuscript date ME4. 
The Mirror of St. Edmund (Thornton Ms. ) (CMEDTHOR) 
Perry, G. G. (ed. ), The Mirror of St. Edmund, in Religious Pieces in Prose 
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and Verse7 Early English Text Society OS 26 (NewYork, 1969 (1914)), 
pp. 16-50. Composition date ME3, Manuscript date ME4. 
Richard Rolle: Epistles (The Form of Living, Ego Dormio, The 
Commandment) (C MROLLEP) 
Allen, Hope Emily (ed. ), English Writings of Richard Rolle Hermit of Ham- 
pole, (Oxford, 1931), pp. 61-119. Composition date ME2, Manuscript date 
ME4. 
Richard Rolle: Prose Treatises from the Thornton Ms. (CMROLLTR) 
Perry, George (ed. ), English Prose Treatises of Richard Rolle of Hampole, 
Early English Text Society OS 20, (London, 1866,1921). Page Numbers 
unknown. Composition date ME2, Manuscript date ME4. 
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Appendix D 
Texts and Editions used from the 
Penn-Helsinki Parsed Corpus of 
EarlY Modern English (PPCEME) 
This appendix details the texts and editions included in the Penn-Helsinki Parsed 
Corpus of Early Modern English (PPCEME). The texts are divided into three 
sub-periods, based on the information given in the corpus documentation which 
is available at: 
http: //ýww. ling. upenn. edu/emodeng/ 
Texts are divided within the corpus into three directories, each comprising differ- 
ent samples from the same texts. These are represented with the same filename 
but different file extensions e. g. ABOTT-EI-H, ABOTT-EI-PI, ABOTT-EI-P2. In 
this appendix, texts are listed alphabetically within each period under their gen- 
eral file name without reference to the specific directory. The periods are as used 
in the main text. 
EMODEI: 1500-1569 
0 ABOTT. El Author - Ann Abott. 
Stapleton, Thomas (ed. ). 1839. 'The Plumpton correspondence. A series 
of letters, chiefly domestick, written in the reigns of Edward IV, Richard 
III, Henry VII, and Henry VIIF. Camden Society, IV. Reprinted, with 
a new introduction by Keith Dockray, in 1990 (Alan Sutton Publishing: 
Gloucester and Wolfeboro Falls, NH). 
0 AMBASS. El, Authors - Cuthbert Týrunstall (Bishop of London) and Dr. 
Richard Sampson (Bishop of Chichester). 
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Ellis, Henry (ed. ). 1846. Original letters, illustrative of English history; in- 
cluding numerous royal letters. Series 3, vol. 2. London: Richard Bentley. 
Reprinted 1970 (New York: A. M. S. Press). 
APLUMPT. El Author - Agnes Plumpton (n6e Gascoigne). 
Stapleton, Thomas (ed. ). 1839. 'The Plumpton correspondence. A series 
of letters, chiefly domestick, written in the reigns of Edward IV, Richard 
III, Henry VII, and Henry VIII'. Camden Society, IV. Reprinted, with 
a new introduction by Keith Dockray, in 1990 (Alan Sutton Publishing: 
Gloucester and Wolfeboro Falls, NH). 
APOOLE. El Author - Ann Poole (n6e Nevill). 
Stapleton, Thomas (ed. ). 1839. 'The Plumpton correspondence. A series 
of letters, chiefly domestick, written in the reigns of Edward IV, Richard 
III, Henry VII, and Henry VIIF. Camden Society, IV. Reprinted, with 
a new introduction by Keith Dockray, in 1990 (Alan Sutton Publishing: 
Gloucester and Wolfeboro Falls, NH). 
ASCH. Ei Author - Roger Ascham. 
Arber, Edward (ed. ). 1870. The Scholemaster. Written between 1563- 
8. Posthumously published. First edition, 1570; collated with the second 
edition, 1571. English reprints. London: [no publisher]. Reprinted 1966 
(New York: A. M. S. Press). 
BEDYLL. El Author - Thomas Bedyll. 
Ellis, Henry (ed. ). 1824. Original letters, illustrative of English history; 
including numerous royal letters. Series 1, vol. 2. London: [publisher 
unknown]. Reprinted 1970 (New York: A. M. S. Press). 
BOETHCO. El, Author - George Colville. 
Bax, Ernest Belfort (ed. ). 1897. Boethius' Consolation of Philosophy, 
translated from the Latin by George Colville, 1556. The Tudor Library, V. 
London: David Nutt. 
CHAPLAIN. El, unknown author (chaplain to Sir Richard Guylforde). 
Ellis, Sir Henry (ed. ). 1851. The pylgrymage of Sir Richard Guy1forde to 
the Holy Land, A. D. 1506. From a copy believed to be unique, from the 
press of Richard Pynson. London: Camden Society. 
CROMWELL. El Aut4or - Thomas Cromwell, earl of Essex. 
(1) Ellis, Henry (ed 1824. Original letters, illustrative of English history; 
including numerous royal letters. Series 1, vol. 2. London: [publisher 
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unknown]. 
(2) Ellis, Henry (ed. ). 1846. Original letters, illustrative of English history; 
including numerous royal letters. Series 3, vol. 2. London: [publisher 
unknown]. 
DACRE. El Author - Thomas Dacre, 2nd baron Cillesland, 1st baron Greystoke. 
Ellis, Henry (ed. ). 1824. Original letters, illustrative of English history; 
including numerous royal letters. Series 1, vol. 1. London: [publisher 
unknown]. Reprinted 1970 (New York: A. M. S. Press). 
DELAPOLE. El Author - Margaret De la Pole (n6e Plantagenet), countess 
of Salisbury. 
Ellis, Henry (ed. ). 1827. Original letters, illustrative of English history; 
including numerous royal letters. Series 2, vol. 2. London: [publisher 
unknown]. Reprinted 1970 (New York: AMS Press). 
DPLUMPT. El Author - Dorothy Plumpton. 
Stapleton, Thomas (ed. ). 1839. 'The Plumpton correspondence. A series 
of letters, chiefly domestick, written in the reigns of Edward IV, Richard 
III, Henry VII, and Henry VIIP. Camden Society, IV. Reprinted, with 
a new introduction by Keith Dockray, in 1990 (Alan Sutton Publishing: 
Gloucester and Wolfeboro Falls, NH). 
EBEAUM. El Author - Elizabeth Beaumont (n6e Harrington). 
Macray, William D. (ed. ). 1884. Beaumont papers. Letters relating to 
the family of Beaumont, of Whitley, Yorkshire, from the fifteenth to the 
seventeenth centuries. London: Nichols. 
0 ECUMBERL. El Author - Eleanor Clifford (n6e Brandon), Countess of Cum- 
berland. 
Dickens, Arthur G. (ed. ). 1962. 'Clifford letters of the sixteenth century'. 
Surtees Society, volume 172. Durham: Andrews and Co. and London: 
Quaritch. 
EDWARD. El Author - Edward VI, King of England. 
Nichols, John Gough (ed. ). 1857 (reprinted 1963). 'The diary of Edward 
VI. Literary remains of King Edward the Sixth, Vol. IP. Burt Franklin 
Research & Source Works Series, volume 51. New York: Burt Franklin. 
ELYOT. El Author - Thomas Elyot. 
Elyot, Thomas. 1907. The boke named the Gouernour. With an intro- 
duction by Foster Watson. Everyman's Library, edited by Ernest Rhys. 
London and New York: J. M. Dent and E. P. Dutton. 
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0 EPOOLE. El Author - Elizabeth Poole. 
Stapleton, Thomas (ed. ). 1839. 'The Plumpton correspondence. A series 
of letters, chiefly domestick, written in the reigns of Edward IV, Richard 
III, Henry VII, and Henry VIIP. Camden Society, IV. Reprinted, with 
a new introduction by Keith Dockray, in 1990 (Alan Sutton Publishing: 
Gloucester and Wolfeboro Falls, NH). 
FABYAN. El Author - Robert Fabyan. 
Fabyan, Robert. 1516. The new chronicles of England and France. London: 
Pynson. Reprinted 1811 (London: F. C. & J. Rivington). 
FISHER. El Author - John Fisher, Bishop of Rochester. 
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Butler, G. G. (ed. ). 1913. The Edmondes papers. A selection from the 
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Nicholas Ferrar, The Winding-Sheet (an ascetic dialogue), a collection of 
short moral histories, a selection of family letters. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press. 
0 RICH. E2 Author - Henry Rich. 
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the correspondence of Henry Oxinden of Barham and his circle. London: 
Constable. 
SHAKESP. E2 Author - William Shakespeare. 
K6keritz, Helge (ed. ). 1954 (facsimile). Mr. William Shakespeares come- 
dies, histories, & tragedies. A facsimile edition prepared by Helge K6keritz, 
with an introduction by Charles Tyler Prouty. New Haven, CT: Yale Uni- 
versity Press and London: Oxford University Press. 
SMITH. E2 Author - Henry Smith. 
Smith, Henry. 1975 (facsimile). A preparative to mariage; Of the Lords 
supper; Of usurie, 1591. The Eng lish Experience, 762. Amsterdam: The- 
atrvm Orbis Terrarvm and Norwood, NJ.: W. J. Johnson. 
STAT-1570. E2, STAT-1580. E2, STAT-1590. E2) STAT-1600. E2, STAT-1620. E2, 
sTAT-1640. E2 Author - N/A. 
The statutes of the realm. Printed by command of His Majesty King 
George the Third in pursuance of an address of the House of Commons 
of Great Britain, Vols. IV and V. 1819. London: Dawsons of Pall Mall. 
Reprinted 1963. 
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STOW. E2 Author - John Stow. 
Stow, John. 1580. The Chronicles of England from Brute unto this present 
yeare of Christ. London: Ralphe Newberie. 
TALBOT. E2 Author - Gilbert Talbot. 
Ellis, Henry (ed. ). 1824. Original letters, illustrative of English history; 
including numerous royal letters. Series 1, vol. 3. London: [publisher 
unknown]. Reprinted 1970 (New York: AMS Press). 
TBARRING. E Author - Thomas Barrington. 
Searle, Arthur (ed. ). 1983. Barrington family letters 1628-1632. Camden 
Fourth Series. Vol. 28. London: Offices of the Royal Historical Society, 
University College London. 
THOWARD2. E2 Author - N/A. 
Hargrave, Francis (ed. ). 1776-1781 (4th ed. ). A complete collection of 
state-trials, and proceedings for high-treason, and other crimes and misde- 
meanours, commencing with the eleventh year of the reign of King Richard 
II, and ending with the sixteenth year of the reign of King George III, 
with a new preface, by Francis Hargrave. Vol. 1. London: T. Wright. 
TRINCOLL. E2 Authors - (Guli Hall; Samuel Heron; Lee George; Jre. Milver; 
Thomas Nevile; Cuthbert Norris; Jer. Radcliffe; John Sledd). 
Ellis, Henry (ed. ). 1824. Original letters, illustrative of English history; 
including numerous royal letters. Series 1, vol. 3. London: [publisher 
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1603-1627. Norfolk Record Society, 14. Norwich: Norfolk Record Society 
EMODE3: 1640-1710 
ALHATTON. E3 Author - Alice E. Hatton. 
Thompson, Edward Maunde (ed. ). 1878. Correspondence of the family of 
Hatton, being chiefly letters addressed to Christopher, first Viscount Hat- 
ton. A. D. 1601-1704. Vol. 2. Camden Society, N. S. vol. 23. Westminster: 
Nichols. 
ANHATTON. E3 Author - Lady Anne Finch. 
Thompson, Edward Maunde (ed. ). 1878. Correspondence of the family of 
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Nichols. 
AUNGIER. E3 Author - Aungier Francis. 
Airy, Osmund (ed. ). 1890. Essex papers, vol. 1 (1672-1679). Camden 
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sity Press. 
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The reign of Charles the Second, vols. I-IL Oxford: Clarendon. 
9 BURNETROC. E3 Author - Gilbert Burnet. 
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D. D. London, 1680. Menston: Scolar Press. 
CAPEL. E3 Author - Arthur Capel. 
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of Arthur Capel Earl of Essex 1675-1677. Camden Third Series, Vol. 24. 
London: Royal Historical Society. 
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Nichols. 
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Ellis, Henry (ed. ). 1824. Original letters, illustrative of English history; 
including numerous royal letters. Series 1, vol. 3. London: [publisher 
unknown]. Reprinted 1970 (New York: AMS Press). 
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Ellis, Henry (ed. ). 1824. Original letters, illustrative of English history; 
including numerous royal letters. Series 1, vol. 3. London: [publisher 
unknown]. Reprinted 1970 (New York: AMS Press). 
DERING. E3 Author - Lady Unton Dering. 
Gardiner, Dorothy (ed. ). 1937. The Oxinden, and Peyton letters, 1642- 
1670. Being the correspondence of Henry Oxinden of Barham, Sir Thomas 
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Peyton of Knowlton and their circle. London: Sheldon Press and New 
York: Macmillan. 
9 DRUMMOND. E3 Author - John Drummond. 
Ellis, Henry (ed. ). 1827. Original letters, illustrative of English history; 
including numerous royal letters. Series 2, Vol. 4. London: Harding and 
Lepard. 
EHATTON. E3 Author - Lady Elizabeth Hatton. 
Thompson, Edward Maunde (ed. ). 1878. Correspondence of the family of 
Hatton, being chiefly letters addressed to Christopher, first Viscount Hat- 
ton. A. D. 1601-1704. Vol. 1. Camden Society, N. S. vol. 22. Westminster: 
Nichols. 
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Thompson, Edward Maunde (ed. ). 1878. Correspondence of the family of 
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Thompson, Edward Maunde (ed. ). 1878, Correspondence of the family of 
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ton. A. D. 1601-1704. Vol. 1. Camden Society, N. S. vol. 22. Westminster: 
Nichols. 
0 FIENNES. E3 Author - Celia Fiennes. 
Morris, Christoper (ed. ). 1947. The journeys of Celia Fiennes. London: 
Cresset. 
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Penney, Norman (ed. ). 1911. The journal of George Fox, Vol. 2. With 
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and Pýiladelphia: Winston. 
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Appendix E 
Examples of Query Files 
This appendix comprises a list of selected query files which have been used in 
this work, with brief details of what they were used for and treatment of the file 
once the query was run. 
Items marked in bold in the query file refer to definitions lists which were created 
by checking spellings within the lexicons of each text. ' A liberal sprinkling of 
wild cards (*) was also included in these lists to make extra sure. An example 
of one such definition file is the following, used for self: 
self: selflselfelselfalselfumlselfanlselfnelselfeslselfral$SelflselfreI 
$selfum I $selfal $selfel $Selfal $selfnelseolflseolfalseolfelseolfumI 
seolfrelseolfralseolfrenlseolfnelseolfrenelseolfrenlsylflsylfalsylfeI 
sylfnelsylfumlsylfanISYLFANIsylfrenelsylfunlsylfrelSylfl$sylfan 
$sylflsyluumlsilfelsilfnelsilfenelsilfumlsiluumlsilfral$sylfumI 
sylfralsylfenlseolfeslsiolfelsiolflsyluonlsylfonlsylfeslsilfesl$sylfe 
Isilflselrelsyfrelselfunls+alflsylnelsiolfnelsiolfumISELFI Self I 
The queries given are. for the first person, for second and third person the 
definitions were changed accordingly, however the queries themselves remained 
the same. 
The YCOE and the YCP 
Query Set 1: Reflexive Pronouns 
node: IP* 
query: (IP* Dominates NP*-RFL*) 
lUsing the command: make_lexicon: T 
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Non-argument reflexives were removed from the output of this file with the fol- 
lowing query file: 
print 
_complement: 
T 
node: IP* 
query: (IP* Dominates NP*-RFL*-ADT*) 
Both the output file and the complementary file were checked for consistency 
(argument/ non- argument status and to ensure that none of the latter occurred 
with an inflected form of self). 
PPCME2 and PPCEME 
Query Set 1: HIM: Objects of Verbs 
node: IP* 
query: ((((((IP* iDominates 14]NP-SBJ*) AND ([4]NP-SBJ* iDomsOnly II]PRO*)) 
AND ([l]PRO* iDominates lstpersonsubjects)) AND (IP* iDominates NP- 
OB*)) AND (NP-OB* iDomsOnly 12]PRO*)) AND (121PRO* iDominates Istper- 
sonobjects)) 
Query Set 2: HIM: Objects of Prepositions 
node: IP* 
query: (((((((IP* iDominates [4]NP-SBJ*) AND ([4]NP-SBJ* iDomsOnly [I]PRO*)) 
AND ([I]PRO* iDominates Istpersonsubjects)) AND (IP* iDominates PP*)) 
AND (PP* iDominates [3]NP*)) AND ([3]NP* iDomsOnly [2]PRO*)) AND 
([2]PRO* iDominates lstpersonobjects)) 
Examples were then checked manually to see whether they were coreferential or 
not. 
Query Set 3: X-SELF: Objects of Verbs 
node: IP* 
query: (((((IP* iDominates NP-SBJ*) AND (NP-SBJ* iDomsOnly [I]PRO*)) 
AND ([l]PRO* iDominates Istpersonsubjects)) AND (IP* iDominates NP- 
OB*)) AND (NP-OB* iDominates PRO$+N*IPRO+N*)) 
These were then checked to see whether the 'self' form was coreferential with the 
subject. 
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For those with separate 'self' two methods were used. The first involved searching 
for a pronoun and 'self' using a definition file of spellings for 'self': 
Query Set 4: X-SELF: Objects of Prepositions 
node: IP* 
query: (((((((IP* iDominates 14]NP-SBJ*) AND ([4]NP-SBJ* iDomsOnly [I]PRO*)) 
AND ([I]PRO* iDominates lstpersonsubjects)) AND (IP* iDominates NP- 
OB*)) AND ([3]NP-OBJ* Moms [2]PRO*)) AND (12]PRO* iDominates 1stper- 
sonobjects)) AND ([3]NP-OB* Doms self)) 
The second involved searching for cases where NP-OB* did not only dominate 
PRO* (so just iDoms instead of iDomsOnly) but other items also, of which some 
but not all were self. 
Query Set 5: X-SELF: Objects of Prepositions 
node: IP* 
query: ((((((IP* iDominates [4]NP-SBJ*) AND ([4]NP-SBJ* iDomsOnly [1]PRO*)) 
AND ([l]PRO* iDominates Istpersonsubjects)) AND (IP* iDominates NP- 
OB*)) AND (NP-OB* Moms 12]PRO*)) AND ([2]PRO* iDominates lstper- 
sonobjects)) 
The output of this file, was then searched using query file I and a complement 
file (. cmp) was created of all examples which had something other than only a 
pronoun. The cmp file was then manually searched for self forms. 
Query Set 6: X-SELF Objects of Prepositions 
node: IP* 
query: (((((IP* iDominates NP-SBJ*) AND (NP-SBJ* iDomsOnly II]PRO*)) 
AND ([l]PRO* iDominates Istpersonsubjects)) AND (IP* Moms PP*)) AND 
(PP* Moms PRO$+N*IPRO+N*)) 
Examples with separate self were found in the same way as described above for 
objects. 
Query Set 7: Intensifiers 
For intensifiers which are written as either a single unit, or with a hyphen the 
following query was used: 
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node: IP* 
query: ((IP* doms NP-PRN*) AND (NP-PRN* doms PRO+N*IPRO$+N*)) 
The following query was used for forms of the intensifier which were written as 
two separate units (and to check for any remaining instances of monomorphemic 
self ). 
define: self. def 
node: IP* 
query: ((IP* doms NP-PRN*) AND (NP-PRN* doms self)) 
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